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To His Excellency the Governor and the Honorable Council.

The Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game respect-

fully submit their fifty-third annual report.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

During the first year of this country's participation in the

war there was a nation-wide agitation to relax a certain

amount of the protection which had been given to the wild

life of the country. It sprang from two sources.

The first was a class of unthinking people who wished to

break down all barriers and utilize existing supplies, especially

the fish of inland waters, to help offset the high prices of food-

stuffs, and who did not stop to consider the great reductions

which had been made in this stock during the years of peace.

These people did not remember that, when living under most

favorable conditions, we had not practiced economy in the

utilization of these resources, but that, on the other hand, we
had been very profligate. They did not consider that about the

time we entered the war the wild life of the country had been

reduced to the smallest numbers, collectively speaking, that

have existed on this continent from the time of its discovery.

They did not stop to realize that there were some species of

birds and animals which had been exterminated, and many
others reduced to the point where it was problematical whether

they could be saved from a like fate, and that any further re-

duction in the brood stocks, so to speak, would postpone for

many years, if, indeed, it would not make quite impossible, a

sufficient increase in numbers so that they could be relied upon

as a food supply in the future.

The second element which favored the removal of the re-

strictions was a class actuated apparently by mercenary
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motives; that is to say, certain hotel owners, restaurateurs and

handlers of dead game for the market, all of whom desired to

reap the benefits to be gained by dealing in these products.

As concrete examples of the agitation may be mentioned re-

quests received by this department for removal ,of all protec-

tion to pheasants throughout the entire year; for extension of

the open season on upland game; and for privileges to seine

great ponds and some of the larger streams. In all of these

directions the Commissioners seized the opportunity to reveal

to the petitioners, as far as possible, the true situation, and to

urge that such sentiments and desires be not pressed. The

Commissioners were also active in going on record with the

Federal Food Administration in opposition to the removal of

the existing protection.

After the first agitation along this line was over, and the

position taken by the Board had brought home to the public

the necessity of more closely husbanding our resources, a most

hearty co-operation developed, and we are of the opinion that

public sentiment to-day favors even greater care in the utiliza-

tion of these products than ever before.

The War and the Commission's Work.

In every line of activity — in the home, the business world,

and in all branches of the government — a large percentage of

the workers have been called away, or have left voluntarily, to

engage in war activities, and new workers have taken their

places.

The service flag of this department carries ten stars, repre-

senting the following who are on leave of absence: —

Elizabeth C. Carrasco, stenographer,

A. Raymond Goldsworthy, bookkeeper, .

Dr. D. L. Belding, biologist,

Leslie J. Gilbride, stenographer to biologist,

Edward E. Backus, deputy,

Orin D. Steele, deputy,

William F. Monroe, fish culturist,

Ludwig Horst, fish culturist,

Harry K. Graham, fish culturist,

Charles H. Wiswall (died in service),

culturist,

bird

Naval Reserve.

Engineer Corps.

Medical Corps.

Medical Corps.

Machine Gun Company.

Tank Corps.

Infantry.

Infantry.

Naval Reserve, Aviation.

Infantry.
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We were glad and proud to release them, but their absence

has retarded the progress of the work to a certain extent, for

many of those who have gone have been engaged in hnes of

work in which facihty can be acquired only by practical ex-

perience through a series of years, and by becoming acquainted

with the problems through meeting them at first hand. This

is especially true in the case of the biological department, 100

per cent of which has enlisted for work in the Medical Reserve.

The biologist's work involved among other things, a first-hand

knowledge of the history, and the past and present condition, of

the alewife streams and the fishways all over the State. He had

the work well in hand, and a campaign laid out for work in

restoring the most important of the fishways in the spring of

1918,— a matter which the Commission has long had in mind as

one of the most necessary things to be done, and which seemed

almost an accomplished fact. Just at the time active work

should commence the biologist entered the service of the

United States, and the fishway work was assigned to one of the

deputies, who has displayed considerable facility in handling

these problems. Nevertheless, the time which he had to spend

in studying the problems limited to a certain extent the

amount of work which was done as compared with what it

had been hoped to do. This case is cited as an illustration of

the many changes we were required to meet.

The plan of work for 1918, stated in a general way, has

been to follow the lines of work already laid down, developing

and enlarging them, in the belief that results are best secured

by adhering persistently to a few lines of activity which seem

promising, rather than in dividing our energies among too many
enterprises.

Personnel.

On Sept. 4, 1918, the Governor and Council appointed

William C. Adams as a member of the Board for a second

term of five years, and at the meeting of the Board, held on

October 30, he was elected chairman for the term of his re-

appointment. The Board is most harmoniously organized and

united in its efforts.
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Finances.

The first work at the beginning of the fiscal year was the

laying out of a financial program on which to proceed, basing

calculations on the appropriations allowed for the preceding

year.

For each branch of the appropriation the procedure was this:

A sum sufficient to cover salaries and fixed expenses was set

aside for the entire year. From the balance remaining, specific

sums were set aside for various special enterprises which it was

intended to carry out, as smelt work, lobster work, bird feed-

ing work, fish salvage, etc. To each of these special jobs a

deputy was assigned, to have charge of the work and to be

responsible for it. On receiving the assignment he was in-

formed of the amount allotted for his use, and instructed not

to exceed it without authorization. Thus each man knew,

before starting his particular enterprise, the amount with

which he had to work. The amount remaining after the

special enterprises were provided for was set aside as a reserve

fund from which to meet unforeseen needs and for additional

work. The plan which has been in operation for two years, of

assigning a specific monthly allowance to each deputy and

hatchery superintendent, to be exceeded only by special per-

mission, has been continued, and gives the central office com-

plete control over the finances.

The appropriations for the fiscal year 1918, together with

amounts expended, are shown in the following table: —

Name of Appropriation.
Amount
appropri-

ated.
Expended.

Returned
to

Treasury.

Personal services of Commissioners and office assist-

ants.
Expenses (including travel of Commissioners, printing
and office e.xpenses).

$12,500 00

9,100 00

61,500 00

$12,341 35

8,921 38

54,487 50

$158 65

178 62

7,012 50

Propagation of game birds, animals and food fish, 67,000 00 66,664 68 335 32

Establishment of rearing stations (balance from pre-
vious year).

603 93

1,000 00

" 596 64

998 89

7 29

1 11

Repairs to house at Martha's Vineyard ; repairs to house
at Palmer (balance from previous year).

2,494 60

10,000 00

2,026 60

1,065 83

468 00

8,934 17

$164,198 53 $147,102 87 $17,095 66
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The amount of money received as a result of the activities

of the department, and turned into the general treasury of the

Commonwealth, was $57,142 06, as follows: —
Nonresident hunting licenses, $1,400 90

Resident licenses, 52,951 90

Alien licenses, 1,059 15

Game tags and sales of forfeited goods, 367 72

Sales of materials at game farms and fish hatcheries, . . 685 33

Lobster fishermen's licenses, 294 60

Sale of launch "Egret," 300 00

Sale of secondhand motorcycle, 75 00

Interest on deposits, 7 46

$57,142 06

The above will show that the department is not a burden

on the State, but is to a considerable extent self-supporting, in

that it turns into the general treasury each year a considerable

sum of money, this year equal to about 38 per cent of the cost

of maintaining the department, to say nothing of the value of

the stock of fish and birds distributed.

Activities outside the State.

The Commissioners have been enabled to keep step with de-

velopments in their particular field by attendance at the annual

meetings of various associations of commissioners and persons

prominent in fish or game interests.

At all the meetings attended, the keynote of the discussions

has been ''greater food production."

Northeastern Association of Fish and Game Commissioners.

The Northeastern Association of Fish and Game Com-
missioners met at Augusta, Me., on Jan. 10, 1918. Delegates

were present from New York and all the New England States

except Vermont. Massachusetts, represented by Commissioner

George H. Graham, reported on the conference with the Food

Administration held in Washington the previous September

for considering means for increasing the supply of food fish.

As a result of the report, and with an eye to the danger of

too vigorous prosecution of the campaign to secure larger

catches of fish, which, if too zealously carried out, might en-
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danger the future supply by preventing a suflBcient number

of the migratory fish from reaching their spawning grounds,

resolutions were adopted for safe-guarding the fishery resources

and brood stocks of the inland waters, and insuring that an-

adromous fishes be permitted to reach their spawning beds.

The various States reported on the work done by them in

the way of increasing fish production.

Food Administration Conferences.

The Board has been represented at several meetings called by

the United States Food Administration. As these conferences

dealt with matters relating solely to the sea fisheries, they are

covered in the section on "Marine Fisheries."

American Game Breeders' Association.

On March 4 and 5 the Fourth National Conference of the

American Game Breeders' Association on Game Breeding and

Preserving held its annual session in New York. The delibera-

tions were given largely to a consideration of ways and means

of combating the national propaganda which sought to effect a

relaxation in the protective game laws on the plea that the

food situation justified such action. The fact developed that

a joint committee for the protection of wild life in war time

had been formed to counteract this propaganda, the members

of which represent every national organization having to do

with the conservation of wild life.

Meeting with United States Transportation Committee.

Commissioner Millett was called to New York City on

March 11 to attend a meeting of the transportation committee

of the Federal government, representatives of the Commission

of Maine, a delegation of lobster dealers from that State, and

representatives of the lobstermen in Boston. The purpose of

the meeting was to discuss a proposed embargo on lobsters,

forbidding their shipment from Massachusetts elsewhere than

to New York. The department was able to assist the lobster

dealers of Massachusetts to show that the question under dis-

cussion was one of added food production instead of transpor-

tation. The matter was threshed out at considerable length,
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and in the end the arguments of the people from Boston pre-

vailed to such an extent that the transportation committee

agreed to a further hearing in Washington before the proper

heads in the Food Administration. As a result of the hearings

in Washington the lobster dealers secured even more than they

had hoped for at the start. Commissioner Millett was unable

to be in Washington, but by telegram and letter placed the

views of this Commission before Mr. Fowler of the Food Ad-

ministration.

National Association of Fisheries Commissioners.

At the annual meeting of this association, held at Richmond,

Va., May 14 and 15, Commissioner Graham represented ]\Iassa-

chusetts. Owing to war conditions but a small number of

delegates attended. The most important matters considered

were shellfish problems, and a proposal to consolidate the

association with the American Fisheries Society.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act Advisory Board.

On May 15, 1918, the chairman attended in Washington,

D. C, a meeting of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act Advisory

Board, of which he is a member. At that time the enabling act

had passed the Senate, but could not be placed on the House

calendar except by a vote of the rules committee. After an

extended discussion the advisory committee voted to recom-

mend no changes in the rules and regulations as then existing

relating to migratory birds. It adjourned the conference long

enough to go to the capitol and lay before Congressman Pou,

chairman of the rules committee, the reasons why a rule

should be reported placing this measure before the House.

Chairman Pou and other members of the committee gave the

delegation a most courteous reception, and listened to the

various arguments advanced. Eventually the act was passed.

A discussion of the migratory bird act will be found in the

section on "Wild Birds and Animals."

Canadian Fisheries Association.

Commissioner Millett represented the Board at the annual

meeting at Halifax, N. S., August 6 to 8, which was attended

by Canadian fisheries ofiicials, scientists and fish dealers from
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all over the Dominion. One day was given to the lobster

situation of the Atlantic provinces. The sessions were crowded

with the presentation of matter of intense practical and scien-

tific value to all interested in the fisheries of this continent.

The Qonvention did much to cement the friendly relations and

understandings between the fisheries interests of Canada and

the United States. The convention was fortunate in being

able to hear a most important address on "Canadian Fish and

the War," by H. B. Thomson, chairman of the Canada Food

Board, and also a paper showing much research and under-

standing of the situation on "The International Aspect of the

Fisheries and the Problems before the International Fisheries

Commission," by Mr. W. A. Found, Dominion Superintendent

of Fisheries. As this commission, composed of both American

and Canadian delegates, had been at work since January 16

considering and adjusting the differences of the United States

and the Dominion of Canada on the broad subject of the

fisheries, this latter paper was of marked import to the few

Americans present, and especially to the representative from

Massachusetts, which more than any other State is interested

in the outcome of the labors of the commission.

American Fisheries Society.

This meeting, attended by the full Board, brought together

in New York, September 9 to 11, representatives of fisheries

interests from 27 commonwealths. District of Columbia, the

Dominion of Canada and China. It was essentially a practical

meeting which considered the development of the fishery

resources of the United States with a broad and timely recogni-

tion of the wartime needs for increased sea food production.

The discussions ranged over biological investigations, fish cul-

ture problems, pollution in many forms, fish production and

themes relating to hatchery work, equipment, etc. Others

dealt with the more practical phases of fishing and commercial

distribution of fishery products by States.

The shad fishery came in for special attention. The action

of the association is mentioned in the discussion of shad in

another part of this report.
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The pollution of waters inhabited by food fish and shellfish

was also considered, and a request made to the Federal govern-

ment to take steps to protect such waters, with special refer-

ence to the coastal waters supporting oyster beds.

International Association of Fish and Game Commissioners.

On the two days following the meeting of the American

Fisheries Society the International Association of Fish and

Game Commissioners convened, and here the larger problems

of national and even international character were discussed.

For example, report was received on an investigation of the

pelican in the Gulf waters, as to its destructiveness to fish, and

whether or not the work of this species menaces the food

supply of the country. Report was favorable to the birds.

The problem of making an accurate game census in each of the

States was very carefully considered, likewise the transporta-

tion of game and certain phases of the enabling act having to

do with the migratory bird treaty.
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EDUCATION.

It has been a source of satisfaction to the Commissioners

that during the last few years it has been possible, even though

in a limited way, to do something practical toward making the

general public better acquainted with their work and aims.

The fact has been stated again and again, but it is equally true

at all times, that the foundation on w^hich the success of the

Commission's activities rests is the support of the citizens of

the State. With a cordial public sentiment back of it the work

will flourish. Without it the Commission is handicapped and

can make no real progress. The time is long past when the

name "Fish and Game Commission" conveyed no meaning to

the average person, except a body of men whose sole known

function was to "enforce the fish and game laws," these laws,

to their minds, representing only a curtailment of what they

considered their "rights" in the way of taking fish and game

in any way or at any time they saw fit. Slowly at first, but

recently with rapid growth, a friendly interest in the doings of

the department has been growing up, evidences of which are

met at every turn. As cases in point may be mentioned the

action of Ernest M. Whitcomb of Amherst, in placing an

automobile at the service of the deputy for use in his work in

District 20; the widespread interest of the public in winter

bird feeding; and the courtesies extended to our men by

citizens in the way of hospitality, loan of automobiles, etc.,

when working up cases. Much of this interest and co-opera-

tion has been due to the modest amount of publicity work

which the appropriations made for that purpose by the last

three Legislatures have permitted us to do.

Exhibitions.

The method first followed was by means of exhibitions at

agricultural fairs. These proved invariably to be one of the

big drawing cards, and opened the eyes of many to a realiza-

tion of the work that is being done. These exhibitions have

been rather thoroughly described in previous reports.

It has been something of a problem to get the material for
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these exhibitions from place to place in time to meet engage-

ments, owing to the generally congested conditions in traffic

which have prevailed the last few years. And further, the cost

of transportation and the labor which must be employed in

setting it up represent a large item of expense under the pre-

vailing conditions. Therefore it was planned this year to

change the program, and — at least while the war lasts — to

omit the usual exhibit of specimens, substituting a talk illus-

trated with moving pictures on different branches of the work.

There were, however, a number of fairs which had made con-

siderable outlays in preparing permanent buildings and equip-

ment for use from year to year for fish and game exhibits, and

at these places the usual displays were made, notably Barnstable,

Great Barrington, Worcester, Greenfield and Palmer. The

moving-picture machine at the agricultural fairs was not as

successful as expected, as it proved impossible to keep an

audience seated long enough to show the pictures. The ma-

chine will, however, fill a long-felt want for the evening talks

before clubs, churches, lodges and similar gatherings. The

three principal fairs were practically put out of business by

reason of the heavy rainstorms which prevailed from September

24 to 29, and several of the fairs were called off by order of the

health authorities on account of the prevailing epidemic of

influenza, among them the Brockton Fair.

Other Publicity.

The call continues for illustrated lectures and informal

talks before gatherings of men, w^omen, Boy Scouts, associa-

tions and clubs on the various features of our work. There

appears to be a live and growing appetite for fish and game

stories, which, like all healthy living things, is never satisfied.

As in years past, the Commissioners and the chief deputy de-

voted many of their evenings to this sort of work. Reels of

moving pictures have been taken at our hatcheries and else-

where on the following subjects: Trout and Bass in Aquaria;'^

"Trout Hatchery;" "Seining White Perch."

During the year we have made it a point to send to the news-

papers and magazines throughout the State, and to certain

others having national circulation, items of timely interest.
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For instance, when the taking and hatching of smelt spawn

was in full operation, an account was sent to the papers; when

the young birds were hatching at the bird farms, that topic

was discussed, and so on. This, with the idea of bringing an

increasing number of people to the locality where the wo/k is

being done, for most of it is well worth traveling to see. It is

desired at this time to recognize the co-operation received from

newspapers and magazines in this work.

Boy Scouts.

It has been the Commissioners' intention to do considerable

work with the Boy Scouts in the way of lectures, literature,

instruction in the fish and game laws, and organization for

certain kinds of patrol work. However, the war has opened up

so many new lines in which they may serve the community,

such as war gardens, selling Liberty Bonds, and such war

activities as locating black walnut timber for the government

for use in manufacture of airplanes, that it has been deemed

advisable to let our plans rest for the time being. Several

candidates for merit badges in bird study were examined by

the chief deputy in the course of the year. With a view to

keeping the exhibition material in constant use, the specimens

of fish and the cases of birds were this year loaned to the Boy
Scouts for use in connection with their work until such time as

called for by the Commission.

Associations.

Many of the fish and game associations in the State are

becoming factors of real value in furthering the interests of

wild life. Besides providing a means for crystallizing local

opinion and arousing and sustaining public interest, they are

often of direct assistance to the Commission in many ways.

Good examples of what was done locally during the past year

are as follows :
—

The Pittsfield Anglers Club gave our Board every assistance

in locating a suitable place for a rearing station in Berkshire

County, and one was eventually established at Pittsfield.

The Brockton Fish and Game Association built up a small

rearing station and operated it this year, the Commission
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sending them a shipnjent of small trout fingerlings for the

stock. The Worcester County Fish and Game Association

purchased pheasants for liberation, which were cared for at the

Sutton Hatchery during the winter and liberated when the

favorable weather came. The Xorwottuck Association of

Amherst located the springs and rendered much assistance

in the establishment of the Amherst Rearing Station, and

was ready and willing to contribute financially to the up-

building of this plant had lack of funds made this necessary.

The Plymouth Fish and Game Association carried a supply of

salmon through the winter in rearing pools, liberating them

in the spring. The Clinton Rod and Gun Club took the

necessary steps for having the local ponds stocked and closed

to winter fishing. The Southern Worcester County Fish and

Game Association, located at Webster, continued to maintain

its rearing pond for which we supply fingerlings from the

Sutton Hatchery. Many of the associations have shown a

disposition to assist the department in the distribution of fish

by sending motor trucks direct to the hatcheries, thus eliminat-

ing a considerable amount of expense and seciu*ing the best

results in the distribution. During the past year the clubs as a

general thing have shown an increased activity and interest

in the handling of the species of game bird eggs which we
distribute for hatching purposes. Other associations have

helped substantially on various pieces of constructive legisla-

tion. The Lowell Fish and Game Association did good work

luring the winter in feeding the birds and in interesting Boy
scouts in that work, as has also the Worcester Fish and Game
Association; and the Middlesex Sportsman's Association has

issued very interesting pamphlets. The "Four Winds," pub-

lished at intervals by the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Protective Association, and articles in various newspapers

throughout the State keep current events in fish and game
lines well before the public.
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ENFORCEMENT OF LAWS.

Changes in Personnel.

In the department of law enforcement the force was reduced

by death, enlistment and the draft. Deputy George W. Piper

of Andover, while in an old stable preparing his automobile

for the day's work, fell and cut the ball of his thumb severely.

Although attended by a physician as soon as possible he died

from tetanus. He was an enthusiastic and energetic worker,

and forged ahead in whatever work he was placed and showed

splendid results in the performance of his duties. His specialty

was salvaging white perch. The loss of his services and genial

companionship will be deeply regretted by his co-workers and

all who have had occasion to come in contact with him.

The biologist of the department. Dr. David L. Belding, and

his assistant, Mr. Leslie J. Gilbride, both of Boston, enlisted

with the Homoeopathic Hospital Unit No. 44, and are still

serving in France at the base hospitals.

Deputy Orin D. Steele of Quincy enlisted in the Tank Corps,

and after a short and strenuous period of drill in this country

saw active service in France during the advance through the

Argonne Forest.

Deputy Edward E. Backus of Ayer came in the draft, and

was sent to Camp Hunt in France. At last reports he was

expecting soon to go to the front.

Deputies William Day and Allan Keniston have been placed

in charge of the Myles Standish State Forest and the Martha's

Vineyard Reservations, respectively.

Two additions have been made to the force of paid deputies,

namely, William E. Wheeler of Brockton, assigned to the

Fitchburg district, and Harold L. Crosby of Dracut.

Work of the Year.

Complaints of violations of hunting and fishing laws were

received as usual, and investigated. In running these down

it was found in many cases that they were based on rumors,

or that no law had been violated, while in other cases, where
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the complainants gave details based on their own knowledge,

it was possible to make quick and successful raids and put an

end to the violations. Each successful raid has a very bene-

ficial moral effect on the community, lasting a considerable

time. When complaints are lodged at this office the name of

the person giving the information is not divulged, not even to

the deputies, if the complainant so requests.

The shortage of men in other branches of the work, as, for

instance, fish distribution, operating rearing stations, salvage

work, fishway construction, etc., and the impossibility, on

account of the general scarcity of labor, of securing competent

assistance, made it necessary to assign the regular deputies to

these activities. This reduced the amount of time which could

be spent in their districts, which even under normal conditions

are larger than one man can cover properly. It speaks well for

the force that an excellent record was made, in spite of this

diversion of their energies from strictly law-enforcement work.

It should be borne in mind that the following table covers but

eleven months of the year, as we are adjusting it to the plan

of making the annual report end with the fiscal year on Novem-
ber 30.

Classified Court Records, Jan. 1 to Nov. 80, 1918.

Fines. •J Disposition op Case.

Violation.

Imposed.

Paid.
Costs

of

Coui

Discharged. Convicted.
Appealed,

j
Filed.

Number

of
Ca

Possession of firearms or hunting by
aliens.

Birds: —
$760 $510 $10 1 23 5 24

Birds protected at all times, 270 230 13 1 13

Quail, closed season, .... 20 20 1

Pheasants, closed season, . 30 10 2 2

Waterfowl, closed season, . 80 80 4 4

Unlawfully dealing in game birds, 380 160 1 10 2 11

Game:—

220 70 6 6

Rabbits 40 40 9 4 9

15 15 1 1
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Classified Court Records, Jan. 1 to Nov. SO, 1918— Concluded.

Fines.

CJosts

of

Court.

Disposition of Case. s

Violation.

Imposed.

Paid.

Discharged. Convicted.
Appealed.

Filed.

Number

of
Cas

TTnn+inor' —
Without license $365 $350 _ 2 55 - 20 57

On posted. l3.iici or reservation
i , . 100 75 - 1 11 1 2 12

\jLx tut? vi o xjay J • I • • 160 160 - 1 15 - 2 16

F&ilure to vrsit tr&ps once in twenty™
foiir hours.

Without owner's consentf • . .

30

100

30

100

-

-

-

-

2

6

-

-

-

1

2

6

7akiD^ \yy illegal sndxes or traps ^ . 190 35 - 1 5 - 1 6

C^.ATTVintr firpnTTnQ witliAnf n t^atty»i +V^CUXjrlUg UJiCiUllliS Wll/UvUl( ck ^^Xllllti . 50 50 - - 2 - 1 2

Fish and Shellfish: —

65 65 $3 - 12 - - 12

1 230 739 - 5 51 3 7 56

Perch 56 56 6 6

26 22 7 2

15 15 15 1 6

Xrout 188 188 16 4 16

20 20 2 2

Fishing in closed pond, 55 55 6

Fishing other than by hook and line, 155 • 155 14 14

120 120 40 11 11

210 210 10 1 10

Fishing with more than 10 hooks. 40 40 3 1 3

10 10 - 2 2

Summary (Eleven Months).

Number of cases 327

Fines imposed, $5,000

Fines paid $3,630

Costs of coiu-t, W8
Cases discharged, 15

Cases convicted 312

Cases appealed, 6

Cases filed ' 55

Number of laws violated, 30

Moreover, especially telling work has been done in several

directions in breaking up organized violations, which have
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been so carefully carried out that to secure evidence sufficient

to convict was a matter of great difficulty. Such, for instance,

was the apprehension of the dealers (an account of which

follows) who, in spite of the law, persisted in dealing in game

birds and animals the sale of which is forbidden at all times.

Sale of Game.

A good start in this campaign had been made in 1917, and

in 1918 two of the deputies, working with one of the inspectors

of the Interstate Commerce Commission, followed from one

lead to another until they had found the missing link in the

chain of evidence between the hunters, the dealers and their

customers, and brought before the courts five Boston concerns,

or some member thereof, charged with unlawfully dealing in

game birds and animals. These cases led in turn to their cus-

tomers, who were the outlet for this game, and several well-

known clubs and hotels in Boston were raided and evidence

secured which brought them before the courts. In addition

to the fines imposed, their licenses to deal in game were revoked

for one year. This, of course, denies them the privilege of

selling legally propagated birds, or even deer meat, to their

patrons for this period. It was found that some of these firms

had been carrying on these illegal practices for some time,

and the fact that they had done it successfully led others to

do so through fear of losing their customers. Incidentally

these cases led our men to the trail of hunters in Maine who
were killing deer, and, under a system very difficult to detect,

shipping them here, in violation not only of the State law but

also of the interstate commerce act. Without the aid of the

Federal inspector the chain of evidence could not have been

completed, but the matter is now well in hand, and there is

every indication of a successful termination to all cases.

Snaring.

In the early fall snares were located around Westport by

the four deputies in that part of the State, who joined forces

to work up the locality. The snarers had made hedges, some-

times a quarter of a mile long, with nearly 200 copper wire

snares, set at intervals so that rabbits or partridges running
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across these hedges had Httle chance of escaping capture.

After two days of watching on the part of the deputies, taking

turns in hiding under the bushes in the cold, damp woods, and

living on cold lunches to avoid betraying their presence in the

neighborhood, the offenders, father and two sons, were taken

red-handed. Through them it was learned that another person

near by was setting snares, and he, too, was caught in the act.

At the same time two deputies were working on another

snaring case at South Hanson. It took four days of the most

persistent watching before they were able to apprehend this

offender. Fines of $25 each were imposed in the Westport case,

and a fine aggregating $105 in the South Hanson case. In

both instances the court gave severe reprimands to the of-

fenders, together with the assurance that future offences would

receive the full penalty, for this practice is more detrimental

to the game than is any form of legal hunting, and is unsports-

manlike in the extreme.

Lobster Laws.

During the summer two flying squadrons were sent out to

suppress lobster violations. The six men worked in various

combinations, one section working on the North Shore while

the others went to Westport, and from there took care of the

Buzzards Bay and the Cape districts. Automobiles were hired

and raid after raid successfully made; for, having independent

means of transportation, the deputies were able to get from one

location to another before word was sent broadcast that a

raid was on. They worked all along the coast, and the two

squadrons finally met and operated together in the worst

sections of the coast. Fiftj-six lobster cases in all were

brought before the courts during the year, the greater number

of which were secured at this time. In one instance the same

party was apprehended twice w^ithin ten days, and convicted

both times. The second conviction automatically revoked his

license to fish for lobsters in Massachusetts for a period of one

year, obliging him to leave the State if he desired to continue

lobster fishing, or else turn to some other employment. The

license law for lobster fishermen has been in force for one year

with decidedly beneficial results. It has the effect of holding
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in line men who were inclined to take advantage of their

local situation and put illegal goods into the market. The

prospect of forfeiting their licenses and being obliged to give

up business entirely has the effect of restraining questionable

practices. Although the Federal government asked that in-

tensive fishing be carried on along our shores to increase the food

supply, it was not intended or requested that this apply to

the lobster fishery, as they well knew that this fishery in

Massachusetts could not stand such a drain.

Trout Laws.

Although many trout were propagated and liberated in our

streams, the inland waters cannot stand the drain if trout less

than 6 inches in length are taken. Sixteen cases of this kind

have been brought before the courts by various deputies, and

S188 turned into the treasury of the Commonwealth from this

sort of violation. If the fishermen who retain undersized trout

would stop and consider that they are not taking the attitude

of a real sportsman in so doing, and that the value of a few

6-inch trout taken either as trophies, for food or for any

other purpose is out of all proportion to the injury they are

doing to their own sport and the sport of others, they would

see the error of this practice, and realize that it is beneath the

dignity of a well-meaning person. Many of these violations

seem to be for lack of information or through thoughtlessness.

Our publicity work brings such matters to the attention of

these people at a time w^hen the excitement of the sport is not

so strong in their minds, and if called to their attention they

will consider the matter in a different light. We know of

instances where persons who formerly did not consider this

matter very seriously are now the strongest of advocates for

carrying out the letter of the law.

Hunting without Licenses.

Fifty-seven cases of hunting without a license were taken

before the courts last year, and $365 ordered paid in fines.

The license system works well in forcing all hunters to conform

to a uniform standard of sportsmanship and to play the game
according to the rules. If they fail to do so, if they cannot
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restrain themselves from taking an unfair advantage of their

brother sportsmen by disregarding the laws, the loss of their

licenses and their hunting privileges for one year brings them to

a full realization that if they will not play fairly they will be

ruled out of the game entirely.

Among the most persistent violators are the aliens who hunt

without a license, and this year 24 have been brought before

the courts. Fines totaling $760 have been assessed for these

offences, which in most cases have been paid, and the guns

confiscated. Deputies are ever on the alert for this kind of

violation, which requires different handling from the ordinary

case. These men are very apt to use small caliber guns or a

22 rifle, and are very crafty in avoiding people while on their

hunting trips. If in danger of capture they will run, and if

closely pursued will endeavor to rid themselves of the evidence

by throwing the game and gun into a pond, snow bank or dark

thicket, and fall back on the old trick of pretending to be

unable to speak English.

Illegal Fishing.

The fishing of our ponds by aliens who use illegal methods,

especially the use of line trawls with many hooks attached, is a

type of \'iolation particularly difficult of apprehension, since the

work is done at night, there is no noise to betray the workers,

and identification of the men in the dark is not an easy matter.

Further, before there is a complete case, the law has required us

to prove that they actually take the fish. Nevertheless, a

number of such cases have been brought before the courts this

year. This practice is being pursued under a system by which

one pond is fished for a night, and a "flivver" takes the fisher-

men the next night to work a pond perhaps 10 miles away.

Here a deputy equipped with an automobile could work to

better advantage.

Requirements for FurtrRE Work.

Auiomohiles.

It is the consensus of opinion of the men in the field that

the use of automobiles is becoming more and more imperative

because the reduction in train schedules and the discontinuance
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of many trolley lines, or curtailment of the service, have

hampered them greatly in getting about their districts. Many
of the best hunting and fishing districts cannot be reached by

train or trolley, and as the men can only go on foot there are

certain sections which are not visited oftener than once a year.

We attempted this fall to arrange with automobile owners to

rent their cars to the deputies, but the S cents per mile allowed

by the State treasury department for operating privately owned

cars proved no inducement, even when the owner was hired by

the day to operate the car. It was claimed that the machines

would be run at a loss, as the price of gasoline, repairs and

other incidental expenses has greatly increased. For a number

of years we have recommended that our deputies be allowed

Ford cars as far as possible, so as to equip them with the

means of reaching these back districts in such a way that

persons who formerly made a business of marking the move-

ments of the deputies by ordinary means of travel, and warning

their friends who were indulging in forbidden practices, will be

circumvented, as with a car deputies can leave home at any

hour of the day or night and travel to a remote region in a short

time. In caring for the outlying districts a man on foot is in

about the same class as the farmer tr\'ing to use a wooden plow

in these days.

The experience with the automobiles now owned by this de-

partment has demonstrated that much better control can be

exercised over a district in this way, and in several instances

particularly persistent violators have been apprehended with

the aid of a machine. If it were known that the deputies

had independent means of transportation, and that they could

readily reach the most inaccessible districts, the moral effect

would be very great.

A recent experience of one of the deputies gives an excellent

illustration of what can be done with an automobile. Just

before the deer season opened information was received at 4.30

P.M. that some one had killed a deer, put it into an automobile

and gotten away with it. The deputy immediately got in

touch with a party owning a machine and followed the offender

for over 50 miles, until the auto was located at midnight,

the owner routed out of bed, and an explanation demanded.

Admission of guilt was finally secured, also the deer; and when
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the case came to court a substantial fine was imposed. A few

such cases would deter others from taking chances of this sort

once it became known that the department was in a position

to cope with such a situation.

Again, $100 expended for hire of machines in the lobster

raids already referred to resulted in fines of $600.

The motor cycle used by the deputj^ in the southeastern part

of the State has been an important factor in suppressing viola-

tions which were formerly common. There are many points in

favor of its use.

Power Boat.

The greater part of the laws to be enforced by the depart-

ment refer to the coastal fisheries, and if they are to be en-

forced the use of a boat is imperative. The department has

not had a suitable one for a number of years. Considering

the pressing need of producing more sea food, as well as the

duty of enforcing laws relative to the migratory birds, a fast

boat of semi-cruising type w^ith a power tender should be

operated by this department, since many parts of the coast

are inaccessible except by water. The record of the old boat

while employed on lobster work shows its value in suppressing

certain forms of violations. The opening of the Cape Cod

Canal would make our coast still more accessible for this type

of boat.

New Legislation, Session of 1918.

The most notable feature in connection with the work of the

Legislature of 1918, so far as concerned this department, was

the exceedingly small number of changes made in the fish and

game laws. A brief statement of these is given.

Chapter 13, General Acts of 1918, permits dragging for

flounders by beam or otter trawl in Pleasant Bay, Orleans.

Chapter 27, General Acts of 1918, provides for construction

of fish weirs, nets and traps beyond ' established harbor lines,

under authority of the city or town government, with approval

of the Commission on Waterways and Public Lands.

Chapter 30, General Acts of 1918, embodies existing trout

laws in a single act.
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Chapter 31, General Acts of 1918, extends the open season

for taking fish in Westport River.

Chapter 33, General Acts of 1918, abolishes provision for

the inspection of fish by the Fish and Game Commission. In

1902 an act (chapter 138) abolished the office of inspector-

general of fish, and the duties hitherto incumbent on that

officer, as set forth in Revised Laws, chapter 56, were imposed

on the Commissioners on Fisheries and Game. It appears that

the inspection of fish was in no sense obligatory, the statute

providing for it only "if, at the time of purchase, the buyer so

requires, such fish shall be inspected.'' In 1902 there were but

three applications for appointment of inspectors, and thereafter

none. The portion of the fish inspection laws relating to

weights has been covered by the work of the Sealer of Weights

and Measures. Since the law was practically a dead letter, so

far as relates to inspections, action was taken to remove it

from the statutes.

Chapter 40, General Acts of 1918, repeals certain restrictions

on the use of pounds, weirs and traps in certain tidal waters.

This is in line with the plans of the National Food Adminis-

tration for increasing the catch.

Chapter 34, General Acts of 1918, embodies the salmon law^

in an act separate from the trout law.

Chapter 53, General Acts of 1918, amends the law for the

observance of the Lord's Day so as to permit taking animals

from traps on Sunday, though not permitting setting, resetting

or baiting of traps on that day.

Chapter 174, General Acts of 1918, provides for the construc-

tion of fishways on the Merrimack River at Lawrence and

Lowell.

Chapter 212, General Acts of 1918, made certain prefecting

amendments in the lobster license law.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION.

The Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game respect-

fully recommend the passage of laws designed to accomplish

the following purposes :
—

1. To provide for exhibitions and other means of interesting

and educating the public in the conservation and propagation

of birds, fish and game in the Commonwealth.

Publicity, S2,000. — The broadening of the work of the department

has made it necessary to carry on a campaign of education to bring the

public to an understanding of the natural resources of the State, their

value, and the wholesome and proper development and exploitation of

them. One of the most effective means of doing this has been through

exhibits at agricultural fairs, or illustrated lectures in place of live exhibits,

describing the various lines of work. Similar illustrated talks are in con-

stant demand for gatherings, such as fish and game clubs, men's clubs,

granges, etc., and have proved an effective means of bringing about an

intelligent comprehension of our work, resulting in a better feeling toward

the department and a closer co-operation. The appropriation here asked

for is for the purpose of continuing these lines of work.

2. To provide for additions and replacements to the build-

ings and equipment of the hatcheries and game farms under the

control of the Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game.

Palmer Hatchery.

Garage, $600. — This is necessary for housing the combination auto-

mobile truck and touring car used at this station for transportation of cans

of fish and for general carting work.

Truck, SI,500. — This truck, designed to carry from 1| to 2 tons, is to

be used in transporting fish from the hatchery to the two railroad stations;

also in distributing fish direct from the hatchery to the streams.

Pmd, $500. — For raising fingerling bass or perch.

East Sandwich Fish Hatchery.

Head Trough, $1,100. — The old head trough in use at the present time

is practically beyond use, and it is imperative that it be replaced during the

coming year.

Montague Rearing Station.

Purchase of Land, $1,850. — The land on which the valuable springs

furnishing the water for this rearing station are located is now held under

lease, with an option of purchase. The land will have to be purchased this
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year or the lease will expire, and there maj' be many practical difficulties

in the way of renewing it or of obtaining the land at the present figure,

which averages about $25 per acre.

Experimental Hatchery Building, SI,000. — This location (Montague)

promises to be the best location for a trout hatcherj' of any place we have,

being a little more than a mile from the railroad station, and having a

large supplj^ of the best water, and it may be possible to hatch all of the

eggs at this one station with the water supply available and then dis-

tribute them to other stations.

Ice House, SSOO. — The fish must be distributed during the hot weather

period, and large quantities of ice are required to regulate the temperature

of the water. JMost of the ice can be cut locally, and this arrangement

will save a large part of the cost of it and large loss of time in getting ice

on days when shipments are to be made.

Road, S200; Extending Pools, SSOO; Fence, S200. — The road is a new
one running over soft ground, and this sum will be required to put it into

condition for the heavy teaming necessary at the station. As to extending

the pools, by boarding up the brook running through the grounds, a sub-

stantial number of rearing pools can be added at a very small outlay

compared with the rearing facilities made available. A fence is required

to keep out stock grazing on the land, and to better protect the fish in

the pools by keeping out \'isitors who, in the absence of the superin-

tendent, might tamper with pipe valves regulating the water system.

Amherst Rearing Station.

Road, S200; Ice House, SSOO; Fence, S200. — The fish must be dis-

tributed during the hot weather period, and large quantities of ice are re-

quired to regulate the temperature of the water. Most of the ice can be cut

locally, and this arrangement will save a large part of the cost of it and

large loss of time in getting ice on days when shipments are to be made.

It is necessarj^ to put the road into condition for the heavy teaming neces-

sary in connection with distributing the fish, and the fence is required to

protect the fish in the pools from visitors who might tamper with the pipe

valves regulating the water system.

Pittsfield Rearing Station.

Ice House, SSOO; Fence, S200; Road, S200. — The fish must be dis-

tributed during the hot weather, and large quantities of ice are required,

most of which can be cut locally. By this arrangement a large part of the

cost and large loss of time in getting ice when needed can be saved. It is

necessarj^ to put the road in condition for the hea\y trucking incident to

the work of the station. A fence is required for the protection of the fish

in the pools from injury by visitors who might tamper with the pipe valves

regulating the water system.

Extending Pipe from the Dam, and constructing Pools, SoOO. — The
chief water supply at this station is to be obtained from water taken from
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a large dam by means of pipes laid through the face of the dam. By this

means a good head of water will always be available, and the temper-

ature of the water wiU be kept sufficiently low to make the water available

in warm weather. The increased voliune of water will enable us to use

additional pools which are on the grounds, and will be set up if the water

supply is made available.

3. To provide for the establishment of additional stations for

rearing to fingerling size the surplus trout fry which the present

fish hatcheries annually produce, $2,500.

During the past two years three rearing stations have been established

at which trout are hatched from the egg and reared to proper size for

distribution. When this stage is reached they are used to fill applications

in the section of the State where the station is located. These rearing

stations bring about a substantial saving in transportation charges, save

the loss of fish incidental to shipments over long distances (as when dis-

tributed from the regular stations), and relieve the congestion at the regu-

lar stations, which can produce more fry than they can rear to fingerlings.

The appropriation here asked is for the establishment of additional stations

of this kind.

4. To provide for investigation and preliminary plans for the

establishment of a salt-water fish hatchery, $2,000.

This Commonwealth has off its shores one of the most valuable coastal

fisheries of any State in the Union. It has been demonstrated that certain

species of salt-water fish which frequent our shores can be successfully

propagated. In order to maintain and increase the present supply, eventu-

ally the State should own and operate a fully equipped, large-sized hatch-

ery for propagating these species.

5. To make available for use in the fiscal year 1919 the.

balance of the appropriation made in the year 1918 for the con-

struction of fishways at Lawrence and Lowell by chapter 174

of the General Acts of the year 1918.

Owing to the delays necessary in coming to a conclusion as to the proper

place to locate the fishway, together with the unusual conditions, it was

impossible to complete the installation of the fishwaj^s which were planned

for this year. The site has been determined upon and the plans have all

been completed, and we are now ready to go ahead with the work.

6. To so amend the bass law as to open the season on the

twentieth day of June and close it on the first day of December,

and to establish a catch limit of 10.
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The catching of black bass through the ice has become a destructive

method of taking these fish, and it is considered advisable to prohibit

the taking of bass during the period indicated. Unless some reasonable

catch limit is placed on all of these native fresh-water species of fish the

fishing in the inland waters cannot be improved. The object of such

restrictive legislation is to make it possible for any fisherman to take a

reasonable number of fish in a day, but not to slaughter them when the

opportunity may offer.

7. To so amend the pickerel law as to establish a catch limit

of 15, and to prohibit the sale of pickerel taken in this Com-

monwealth.

To-day large numbers of pickerel are taken, especially through the ice,

from our inland ponds, and are sold by the fishermen. We believe that

the time has come when such natural resources of the Commonwealth

should be preserved for recreational and economic purposes,— economic

in the sense that the individual fisherman should be able to obtain a reason-

able number of fish for one or more meals, but not for the purpose of carry-

ing them to market.

8. To establish catch limits as follows: on horned pout, 20;

on yellow perch, 20.

Unless some catch limit is placed on all the native fresh-water species

of fish the fishing in the inland waters cannot be improved. The object

of such restrictive legislation is to make it possible for any fisherman

to take a reasonable number of fish in a day, but not to slaughter them

when the opportunity may offer.

9. To regulate the stocking and posting of private preserves.

To-day, under existing law, it is possible for a riparian 0T\Tier on a

stream to apply for fish to stock the stream, or for the owner of land to

apply for game birds, and the stream or land having been stocked by
the Board, such owner can the following year post such land and lease the

fishing or shooting privileges. The object of this measure is to take away
from any such landowner any special privileges he may have in connection

with such stock supplied by the State. It provides protection to him on

condition that he stock said stream or land at his o\yn expense.

10. To prohibit the taking of quail in Essex, Dukes and

Nantucket counties until the beginning of the open season for

quail throughout the Commonwealth in the year 1921.
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The counties of Essex, Dukes and Nantucket to-day contain a small

number of quail. Until the birds can be increased to reasonable numbers

no shooting of them should take place in these counties.

11. To authorize the Board of Commissioners on Fisheries

and Game to make rules and regulations, to be approved by

the Governor and Council, regulating the taking of smelt in

inland waters.

Under existing law smelt cannot be taken from the inland waters for any

purpose except scientific or stocking purposes. In certain waters of the

State we are now planting fish, for the catching of which live bait is a

necessity. There are certain inland ponds, containing large numbers of

smelt, where we are of the opinion it would be safe and reasonable for our

Board to permit a limited number to be taken for bait from time to time.

We therefore ask that the Board be given the privilege to say when, where,

how and in what numbers the smelt may be taken.

12. To repeal chapter 113 of the Acts of the year 1913, rela-

tive to taking alewives in Mill River, Sandwich.

We recommend this legislation in view of the fact that Alexander K.

Crocker of Barnstable, who by the act was granted certain rights in taking

alewives in Mill River, has failed to comply with the proviso contingent

on which said authority was granted, namely, that he should construct

and maintain a good and sufficient fishway over or around the dam to

enable fish to enter the ponds above, and that he should keep the passage-

way open at certain times.

13. To provide a two-year close season on ruffed grouse, com-

monly called partridge.

A State-wide investigation reveals the fact that the number of grouse

in the State has decreased to an alarming extent during the past two years,

and that a close season is necessary in order to give the birds an oppor-

tunity to come back.

14. To so amend section 4 of chapter 533 of the Acts of the

year 1910 as to provide a fine of not less than $25 for setting

snares.

The setting of snares is one of the most reprehensible forms of violation

of the fish and game laws, for the reason that it indicates a careful, pre-

conceived plan of action, and is not a violation resulting from thoughtless-

ness or impulsive action. It is also very destructive in its operations, and
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the penalty for such violations should be made at least as substantial as is

indicated in this provision. The present law now provides a penalty of

$10.

15. To so amend section 132 of chapter 91 of the Revised

Laws, as amended by chapter 492 of the Acts of the year

1908, as to permit the spearing of eels and carp.

Two very destructive species in the inland waters of the State are eels

and carp. Both devour large quantities of the spawn of desirable fresh-

water fish, and b\' this recommendation an additional agenc}^ is provided

for their destruction.

16. To amend chapter 312 of the General Acts of the year

1917 so as to make lobster licenses operative in any of the

waters of the Commonwealth; to provide for the forfeiture of

license on conviction for a second time for taking or possessing

short or seed lobsters; and to repeal the requirement that the

Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game shall publish

in its annual report the names of all holders of lobster licenses.

Chapter 312 of the General Acts of 1917 provided for the issuance of a

lobster license, and stated certain restrictions under which the same

might be used. It is found to be impracticable to preserve the divisional

lines between the several counties provided for in the original act, and

we advise that this feature of the bill be eliminated. It has also been

considered reasonable to provide that the license shall be rev^oked upon a

second conviction for taking or possessing short or seed lobsters. The
future of the fisherj^ depends on the preservation of both short and seed-

bearing lobsters. Heretofore the Board has been required by law to

publish the names of all persons to whom were issued lobster licenses. A
number of pages of the report will be required for this purpose this year,

which, so far as we can see, is of no particular value, for the information

is available in the ojffice of the department for any one who may wish

information. It is no more logical or necessary to publish the names of

holders of these licenses than the names of holders of the manj- other kinds

of licenses issued by the department.

17. To provide for lobster measures to be made by the

Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game, sealed, and

furnished at cost price to the fishermen.

It will be of practical value to have rules made up for the use of all

handlers of lobsters, which will bear the official stamp of the department,

and thus do away with controversies which are constantly arising as to the
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accuracy of various rules used by various handlers, the question of legal

length being of vital importance.

18. To provide a bounty on seals killed within the Common-
wealth.

Substantial numbers of seals prey on the fish along the shores. These

seals consume large numbers of fish during the year. Their skins have no

particular value, and in feome sections they have become sufficiently de-

structive to warrant the payment of a bounty as here suggested.

19. To provide for an inspector of fresh fish.

The fresh-fish industry has assumed such large proportions as to be

well known. It appears advisable to have an inspector who shall make
certain that the fresh fish marketed shall be in good condition.

20. To amend chapter 533 of the Acts of the year 1910, as

amended by chapter 101 of the Acts of the year 1911, so as

to forbid the trapping or snaring of all wild birds.

This law as it stands refers only to game birds. We think it of impor-

tance that this protection be extended to all wild birds as well.

21. To repeal the laws relative to torching along the coast

from Manchester to Plymouth, and enact legislation to make

torching lawful, provided public health or private property is

not endangered.

There are now six different acts relating to torching for herring, applica-

ble to a part of our coast. These acts should be repealed, for the provisions

are not uniform, and the boundaries set are established on the water and

difficult to locate. There is no necessity for forbidding torching, pro-

vided it is carried on with due regard for public health and private

property. But few fish other than herring are taken in this way.
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WILD BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

Breeding Season.

In general it may be said that wild life of all kinds had an

excellent breeding season. There were no cold, wet storms

through the early breeding period, when the young of all sorts

are in the most delicate stages, as has been the case in the past

few years, and the favorable conditions this year gave them a

much better fighting chance than they have had for some

time.

The only exceptions to the above which were noted were a

four-day period of rain and unusual cold in Worcester County

(June 20 to 23), — which may have been somewhat detrimental

to the broods there, — and a cold, wet spring in Berkshire

County. In the latter locality weather conditions are radically

different from those prevailing in the rest of the State, and the

breeding season in Berkshire County is reported by our deputies

as distinctly unfavorable to the broods. Here the snow re-

mains in the hills until far into May, and through the months

of April, May and June of this year there were many cold,

rainy days. Our deputies' notes show that in the month of

April there w^ere twelve rainstorms and four snowstorms, and

in May eleven or more rainstorms. The lowest temperature in

April was 34^, in May 37°, and on June 19 there was a frost

which destroyed all the garden crops. Between the last frost

of spring (June) and the first frost of fall (September 10) there

were but eighty-two days. Under such conditions the wonder

is, not that the birds fail to increase in this part of the State,

but that the young broods survive at all. This condition, how-

ever, was only local, and the weather conditions in the State

as a whole were highly favorable.

Posted Land.

It is no novelty to find land posted against trespass, hunting

and fishing, but it is rather unusual to see posters reading

like the accompanying illustration.

Mr. W. H. Walker of Greenwich Village, Mass., owns about

2,000 acres of land on Sunk Brook and on the East Branch
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of the Swift River. It includes some of the best partridge,

woodcock and rabbit cover in that section of the State, and an

artificial pond of 40 acres with good pout and pickerel fishing.

This property he has opened up to be enjoyed by any one who
wishes to hunt, fish or merely enjoy the natural beauty of the

country. He not only permits fishing in the pond, but gives

the public free use of his boats. This action is the result of

his feeling that any American citizen has the same right as he

to take the animals and fish (which are the property of the

public) on his land, provided they conduct themselves prop-

erly. It has been Mr. Walker's constant aim to bring about

a better feeling between the city sportsman and the farmer.

This is an interesting departure, the working of which it will

be instructive to watch. Mr. Walker's attitude shows a spirit

of fairness and generosity which should be met in like spirit

by those who benefit by it.

Effect of the War on Hunting.

The popular idea is that during the war period, with a

large part of the male population in the army, the number of

sportsmen would be greatly reduced, and that for this reason

the game would enjoy some relief from shooting, — even that

the situation would amount to almost a partially closed

season.

The following table of figures, representing two or more of

the principal cities or towns in the several counties, shows that

the average number of licenses issued in these towns during

the year 1917 was 697, against an average in 1918 for these

same towns of 690. These figures show that there has been

very little change in the number of sportsmen. It also argues

that with the return of the soldiers to private life many men

will take up outdoor sports who never interested themselves in

them before, and that the drain on the wild life of the Com-

monwealth during the next generation will undoubtedly be

much heavier than in the generation past.
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•

Jan. 1 to
Nov. 30, 1917.

Jan. 1 to

Nov. 30, 1918.

Barnstable County: —
328 129

261 275

Berkshire County: —
Pittsfield 1,045 1,062

549 576

Bristol County: —
596 627
725 843

Fall River, 551 514

Dukes County: —
121 103
113 1 13

Essex County :
—

587 573

Lynn 639 609

Franklin County: —
639 672

Hampden County: —
1,715 1,807

649 612

Hampshire County: —
631 591

Ware 267 256

Middlesex County: —
Lowell,........... 921 772
Marlborough 309 312

Nantucket County: —
180 158

Norfolk County: —
Quincy, 375 431

197 175

Plymouth County: —
511 560

801

Suffolk County: —
Boston, 2,819 2,795
Revere, 'l68 181

Worcester County :
—

2,559 2,422

890 886

19,526 19,326

Dog Laws.

By chapter 102, Resolves of 1917, a committee was ap-

pointed for investigation of the dog problem, of which com-

mittee the chairman of this Board was a member. After hold-

ing meetings and public hearings, studying the dog laws of

other States, and consulting representatives of humane socie-

ties, dog and kennel club men, farmers and sportsmen, the

. committee presented its report to the Legislature of 1918,
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accompanied by a draft of a bill (House, No. 25) designed to

cover the needs of the situation. The bill, however, did not

become a law.

MiGRATOKY Birds.

Song and Insectivorous Birds.

While we are able to do much for the game birds both by

protection to permit natural increase, and by adding to the

natural supply by artificial rearing, there is a class of birds

which, though equally deserving, are much more difiicult to

help, namely, the innumerable species (many of them migra-

tory) of song and insectivorous birds. In their unobtrusive

way they do a great deal for our benefit, not only in making

the world pleasant to live in by their song and the beauty of

their plumage, but by waging incessant war on the countless

injurious insects which are a constant menace to agricultural

interests. The value of this class of birds is year by year

being better recognized, and they now enjoy protection the

year round and every possible safeguard that we can give

them.

In this, however, we cannot claim to be pioneers, for long

ago the great lawgiver of the Jewish people recognized the

fundamental principle of bird conservation, namely, that if a

supply is to be maintained the breeding birds must be pro-

tected, and embodied it in these words as a law to be observed

by his people :
—

If a bird's nest chance to be before thee in the way or in any tree, or on

the ground, whether they be young ones, or eggs, and the dam sitting

upon the young, or upon the eggs, thou shalt not take the dam with the

young; but thou shalt in any wise let the dam go, and take the young

to thee; that it may be well with thee and that thou mayst prolong thy

days. — Deut. XXII, 6, 7.

Bird protection is sanctioned by the experience of many
generations; it is no passing fad; and all should join forces

in giving our bird allies a square deal.

As a practical matter it is impossible to materially increase

the numbers of the insectivorous birds by artificial propagation.

Liberty is life to them, and domestication on a large scale out

of the question; further, the kind of food they require — vast
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quantities of insects for a large proportion of their food —
could not be supplied. Therefore, the most that can be done

is to guarantee permanent protection; furnish an increased

number of suitable nesting sites; and protect them from

poachers and vermin.

Massachusetts laws provide a perpetual close season, but

permits may be issued for the taking of these protected species,

their nests and eggs, for scientific purposes. Naturally these

permits are eagerly sought by collectors.

The Commission has always made it a practice, however, to

restrict the number of these permits to the minimum, realizing

that the destruction of a single pair of birds means, not only

the loss of two birds, but all their possible progeny.

Each new application must state very fully the work for

which the permit is required, and must be endorsed by one or

more well-known ornithologists. Even with these precautions,

permits are granted only in cases where the Board is con-

vinced that the interests of science will be furthered in a broad

way, for the benefit of the public at large rather than for a

few individuals or a community. It is attempted to direct the

attention of students to a study of the living birds and a fuller

use of the many collections already existing. Permits cover

the current year only, and holders are required to report speci-

mens taken, without which report no renewal will be made.

The reason for taking an apparently large number of specimens

is promptly investigated.

Table of Data on Ornithological Permits, 1900 to 1918.

Yeab.
Number

of
Permits.

Number
of

Reports.

Number
of

Birds
reported
taken.

Number
of

Eggs
reported
taken.

Average
Nimaber of
Birds taken
per Person
based on
Number of

Reports.

Average
Number of
Eggs taken
per Person
based on
Nimiber of
Reports.

1900, 9 9 87 195 9.9 21.6

1901, 8 7 59 90 8.4 12.8

1902, 10 10 130 282 13.0 28.2

1903, 13 11 85 149 7.7 13.5

1904, 19 18 189 207 10.5 11.5

1905, 15 14 173 42 12.3 3.0
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Table of Data on Ornithological Permits, 1900 to 1918— Concluded.

Year.
Number

of
Permits.

Number
of

Reports.

Number
of

Birds
reported
taken.

Number
of

Eggs
reported
taken.

Average
Number of
Birds taken
per Person
based on
Number of
Reports.

Number of
Eggs taken
per Person
l^stscd on
Number of
Reports.

1906, 21 21 187 238 8.9 11.3

1907, 23 22 202 271 9.1 12.4

1908, 21 18 185 287 10.2 15.9

1909, 27 25 160 317 6.4 12.6

1910, 30 23 164 107 6.2 4.6

1911, 26 23 233 89 10.1 3.8

1912, 27 23 120 79 5.2 3.0

1913, 24 21 168 133 8.0 6.3

1914, 27 261 120 53 4.6 2.0

1915, 25 25 290 82 11.6 3.2

1916, 25 24 234- 136 9.7 5.6

1917, 29 29 93 52 3.2 1.7

1918, 28 28 113 38 4.0 1.3

1 The holder of this permit died before report was made.

It shows the largest number of permits issued in any one

year to be 30; highest average of birds taken, 13; of eggs, 28.

It may be mentioned that the greater number of permits

are held by persons who do little or no collecting, but who wish

to be in a position to take a needed specimen occasionally

when the opportunity presents itself. One person, for instance,

has held a permit for fourteen consecutive years, and in that

time has collected but 3 birds; another, in thirteen years,

took but 1 bird; another, in eleven years, has taken but 2 birds

and 4 eggs; still another, 2 birds in twelve years; and the

majority of collectors are nearly as moderate. The bulk of a

year's collecting is done by a few who are working on a definite

project, as a museum collection or a book.

The four new permits shown to have been issued in 1917

were for unquestionably proper purposes, namely, completion

of the collections of the Peabody Museum and of the Museum
of the Massachusetts Agricultural Society, and to secure data

for amendment and correction of a book on birds recognized as

authoritative.
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Migratory Game Birds.

As the migratory game birds — the woodcock and the many
species of ducks and geese, shore, marsh and beach birds —
reach this State in their journeyings between their breeding

grounds in the North and their wintering grounds in the

South, they find the natural conditions in Massachusetts far

different from the conditions which obtained before the settle-

ment of the country. Then the wet meadows, the swamps

and the salt marshes of the State (estimated at from 300,000

to 500,000 acres) offered them unlimited hospitality, and on

these areas they congregated in vast numbers to feed and

rest, and at that time many of them stopped to breed.

To-day the flocks find far less inducement to linger, for they

find that 14,000 acres of the marshlands, where formerly they

bred undisturbed, are converted into cranberry bogs; the

drainage of the Fowl Meadows of the Neponset River, once a

famous resort for wild fowl, especially snipe, has restricted the

haunts of these birds to the extent of 4,000 acres, and the

reclamation of 1,600 acres of wet meadow and salt marsh

along the Green Harbor River in Marshfield has made still

greater inroads in their breeding grounds. The exact amount

of reclaimed land in Massachusetts is not known, but the

specific instances cited are sufficient to show the disadvantage

at which the birds are placed as the result of the spread of

population.

The marshy shores of the 1,300 or more great ponds were, in

addition, favorite resorts and breeding places for the black,

mallard and wood ducks. To-day the shores of many of these

ponds are dotted with cottages, and the presence of many
people, and the boating and fishing on the ponds, has had a

tendency in many places to drive the birds farther back into

less favorable breeding localities.

As a result of these changes in the natural condition of the

country, in places in this State where formerly the birds

stopped to breed the greater part of them merely pass through

and breed farther to the North.

The abolition of spring shooting some six years ago has

proved of untold benefit in encouraging the birds to stop here,
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and many of the old breeding grounds are again producing

quantities, of birds, especially the Cape Cod districts, the

Brookfield Meadows and the Whitman Meadows, the latter an

especially fine example of what this law has accomplished.

Reports are now received that the birds are even coming back

to the old breeding grounds in the Berkshires, where they

were practically unknown during the last years when spring

shooting was allowed.

Wild Fowl. — Massachusetts by reason of its location is in

the line of migration of all the so-called salt-water ducks.

To-day two factors determine largely the extent to which

these birds will visit our shores on their southerly migration, —
weather conditions and food supply. An open winter up to

the close of the shooting season (January 1) will as a rule

insure the presence of a large number of birds in the State

and on our coastal waters. The extent to which these birds

will stay and thus afford sport depends very largely on the

second factor, — food supply. Whenever we have such a

winter as that of 1917-18 the shooting will always be limited.

About the 1st of December, 1917, the ponds and inland waters,

as well as the waters along the shore, froze up completely and

remained frozen throughout the time that the birds w^ere mov-

ing on their migration, and reduced to a low average the

number of wild fowl taken. Under such conditions the birds

will always pass on, just as they did last season. Over the

weather conditions we have no control. As to the food con-

ditions, little or nothing has been done in this State to make

it increasingly attractive to the wild fowl. We are more or

less familiar with the attractiveness of wild rice, wild celery,

Wapato and other grasses and tubers to the ducks at all times.

No other birds in the State are such voracious feeders as ducks,

and they will quickly exhaust the food supplies of almost any

locality unless the food is very abundant. If the large number

of clubs and stand owners throughout the State would combine

in an effort toward planting these foods and systematically

developing all the ranges under their control, it would result

in a most remarkable increase in the number of birds within

a comparatively short time. If as much care were given to

this proposition as is devoted to the building of houses and
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stands, and the development of other features of the grounds,

the increased number of birds taken would be surprisingly

large. The birds must have food. They will go where food

abounds, and if the food is to be found in Chesapeake Bay

instead of along the streams and ponds of Massachusetts, our

sportsmen will lose their opportunity. "Baiting up'' is at its

best a poor substitute for failure to supply the natural feeding

grounds, and is limited to comparatively few ducks both in

number and in species.

Woodcock. — In the localities frequented by woodcock the

breeding season appears to have been about as usual in the

spring of 1918. There was little or no snowfall this year after

the arrival of the birds, as has sometimes occurred in years

past when snowstorms have come during hatching. According

to old hunters about Framingham, where the native woodcock

formerly bred extensively, the birds have been found sitting

on eggs in 6 inches of snow. One instance of early hatching

this year was brought to the attention of the Commission,

where in New Bedford a woodcock was found on the nest on

March 30. On April 1 she had hatched and left the nest, but

was within a few feet of the chicks. On April 12 a heavy snow-

storm enveloped all this region, though it did not stay on the

ground for any great length of time, or to a large extent

close up the country. It would be interesting to study the

extent to which the young woodcock are able to withstand

such climatic conditions after hatching. The edges around

spring holes and along open brooks and some of the marshes

would be open during such a period, but most of the ground

on which the birds might feed would be covered with snow.

The unfavorable breeding season for the gallinaceous birds is

often a subject of discussion, but too little attention has been

paid to what happens to such a bird as the woodcock during

the unusual climatic conditions.

According to general reports the broods were of average size

and number. Around Westfield the birds hatched a little later

than usual; around Brockton, not so many and not so strong

as usual. Mr. Vinton W. Mason of Cambridge reports seeing

a brood of five young woodcock, a rather unusual circum-

stance, as the number of eggs ordinarily laid is three or four^
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As time goes on the woodcock covers, in the natural course of

events, grow up into woodland; or land which has been cut off

will spring up into sprouts in a few years. As the ground which

was once suitable for the birds changes they no longer frequent

it, but are obliged to seek new ranges. The rapid change of

conditions which is taking place over much of the area occupied

by our w^ild life is an interesting commentary on the natural

instincts by which these birds continually adjust themselves

to new ranges. The ideal ranges would, of course, be those

which remain in about the same condition year after year,

with which the birds become familiar in their migrations and

naturally seek out. The same could likewise be said of the

native game birds and the establishment of permanent reser-

vations.

It would seem perfectly feasible to offset this constant chang-

ing of the covers by creating the conditions w^hich are required

for occupancy by woodcock. A rather novel proposition on

this line has been a;dvanced by Mr. John E. Rowland of Vine-

yard Haven, as follows: —
I have in mind a cover of some 15 or 20 acres, which some thirty years

ago held woodcock over practically the entire area. To-day, even at the

height of the season of their flight, it is seldom that one is flushed in this

cover. The reason for the change is that the trees have grown into a

regular piece of timberland. To convert this back into a woodcock cover

all that is necessary to be done is to cut down the forest growth. The con-

ditions of the soil and the character of the growth which follows would

unquestionably draw the birds in again.

If a person had a tract of suitable ground, the wood coiild be removed

from a section of it every year or two, and in this way keep more or less

of it in proper condition to invite the birds. In addition to this, if a strip

of tilled ground could be maintained in the center of this cover, an added

attraction would be developed to draw in the birds. Some crop like

potatoes or corn should be grown on this ground, and should be tilled

fairly late to prevent an excess of weed growth in the fall. The birds

would then come in on this soft ground to feed for angle worms.

Of course, such a scheme as this may not be carried out in any ground,

but only ground which is of a special sort of soil. A growth of hickory

seems to be particularly attractive; and, singular though it may seem,

on a tract of ground 5 acres in extent, apparently to the eye all of the same

sort of soil, one-half of this will almost always hold birds, while the other

half will rarely ever hold birds; neither will you find one there unless

flushed or driven into that cover.
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It was related, in the general discussion following one of

the illustrated talks given by the Commission, that one of the

audience owned a cornfield near a swamp which was especially

good woodcock cover. He planted it to corn which was left

standing in the field, and the woodcock traveled around through

the cornfield all summer, and stayed in the fall later than usual.

Here is a practical demonstration of an experiment which

others may be interested to try. The Board would be pleased

to hear the result of efforts along this line.

The shooting season did not open until October 20 in the four

western counties, and not until November 1 in the rest of the

State. It may be stated without reserve that more woodcock

have been seen in the State this fall than during any fall for

a number of years. The number of native-grown birds was

large. It is usually difficult to draw the line as to when the

native birds leave and the flight birds come on, but this year

there was a more pronounced division. The native birds

moved on at about the usual time, but the flight birds were

later in arriving. Especially favorable reports were received

from the region known as the Connecticut Valley and to the

westward.

Plover. — Practically the only locations where they are seen

to any extent are along the coast line, following the shores and

marshes about the inlets and bays. A fairly good flight went

North to the breeding grounds this spring. A large flight was

reported in some sections of the Cape district, especially the

lower Cape. On Nantucket there was a very fair number of

blackbreast, but later than last year. A very few blackbreast

were seen along the shore in Plymouth County. On Memorial

Day Mr. John E. Howland saw in the vicinity of Oyster Pond,

Marthas Vineyard, more blackbreasted plover than, with

possibly one exception, he had ever seen before. One bunch

contained not less than 50, and approached within shooting

distance. In Bristol County, bordering Buzzards bay, there

were fewer plover in flight than in former years. Inland only

occasional stragglers were seen along the water courses.

From the beginning to the end of the southern migration

there was a steady movement of plover. There were no weather

conditions to produce a heavy flight at any one time, and the
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birds kept working along, making the usual flight. Data col-

lected indicate that in most localities there were the usual

number of birds, and in certain places, notably in and about

Buzzards Bay, there was a heavier flight than usual. Concern-

ing the golden plover we have an interesting statement from

the deputy covering a part of the Buzzards Bay section. He
says, "Of all the plover this seems to have decreased in the fall

flight, only isolated cases having been reported. Whether these

birds have taken a new line of flight, or whether they have de-

creased in numbers it is impossible to say."

Piping plover nested quite freely along the shores.

Snipe. — The \Yilson, or Jack, Snipe is reported this year as

being more abundant than in 1917 in the upper waters of the

Charles River. This is one of the most interesting of our game

birds, and is generally not appreciated by the Sportsmen of the

State. But a comparatively small number hunt these birds

after the opening of the season. When the flight is good it is

quite possible in certain parts of the State to bag a dozen birds

in a day, for substantial numbers visit our fresh-water meadows

every fall. Many are also found along shore, even on the edges

of the marsh. They especially require suitable conditions to

encourage them to stop, and unless the ground is well watered

and the insect life sufficiently abundant they will proceed on

their migration. Each spring these birds stop in the State on

their northward migration, and it is well worth the effort on

the part of any bird lover to visit the marshes frequented by

these birds and note the peculiarities of their mating antics.

The foregoing statement would hardly apply to the western

part of the State, notably the Berkshire Hills section; but even

there the Jack Snipe, though considered rare, is sometimes seen.

Two were seen at Longmeadow early in the spring, and a scat-

tering few in the lowland section around South Egremont,

Ashley Falls, Sheffield and Lenox.

Since spring shooting is not permitted in this State it is more

difficult to keep close record of the spring flight of snipe than

it is of the fall flight. This year they came along about the

usual time, but owing to the flooded condition of much of their

usual stopping grounds they did not stay as long as usual in

most localities. Reports from the field indicate that the flight
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this season was at least as heavy as usual, and there is some

opinion that there was an increase in the number of birds.

Whether or not good snipe shooting is to be had in the fall

depends very largely on the condition of the grounds. This

year most of the flight grounds were under water until quite

late. The birds were also late in coming on. The weather all

through the fall was remarkably mild, and the late arrival of

the birds was true of both snipe and woodcock. The reports

indicate that there was a marked increase in the birds this fall,

but they were hunted less than usual.

Rails. — The greatest abundance of these birds is along the

Connecticut, Merrimack, Miles, Ipswich and Taunton river

systems, though it is safe to say that good numbers of them are

found in all the fresh-water meadows, especially in the regions

along the streams. We refer particularly to the Sora, although

the larger rails are in evidence, apparently attracted by the

wild rice which is very plentiful in certain portions of the river.

In other locations there is only a bird now and then during the

migration. In some places they seem to be on the increase,

notably where the wild rice is being introduced into the upper

waters of certain of the ponds and rivers in Plymouth and

Barnstable counties.

In those localities where there is a sufficient number of these

birds to furnish sport substantial numbers of them have been

killed this fall. It is safe to say that they are increasing in

numbers. It is a bird which stays in the very thick cover, and

unless hunted is not apt to be seen.

Sandpipers. — The spring flight of sandpipers was very large,

and all branches of the species showed an increase in numbers.

This was especially so in the case of the smaller species, such as

the least sandpiper, commonly called peep, which is the most

numerous. The birds on their migration stayed later this y^ar

than usual.

The Bartramian sandpiper, commonly called upland plover,

remains among the rare species, and there are barely enough

in the State to continue the species. * The greatest number

seen at any one time during the year, so far as we can learn,

was ten, and most commonly they were seen two or three to-

gether.
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The flight of summer yellow legs was larger than usual in the

southeastern section, and especially so in and about New Bed-

ford, as compared with the seven or eight years preceding. The
birds stay around the marshes in this locality more than

formerly, probably due either to weather conditions or abun-

dance of feed. On the Cape, however, there was a small flight,

and one party in twelve days killed but 65. In the north-

eastern section the numbers were fair. The same was true at

Nantucket, but they came later than last year.

Winter yellow legs appeared in fair numbers along the North

Shore, and in some places showed an increase. On the Cape

the flight was very light and but a few birds killed; fair on

Nantucket, and better than the previous year; in the south-

western section, especially Bristol County, larger.

More of the smaller species of shore birds were seen on the

southern flight this past summer and early fall than has been

noticed in the State for many years.

Scoters. — In some parts of the southeastern section, notably

around Nantucket, Plymouth County and the Buzzards Bay
district, large flights were reported. They bedded in large

flocks all over Buzzards Bay, and the deputy from Plymouth

County writes: —

While around the shore at Black Ground Hill, in the lower part of

Plymouth, 3^esterday (Oct. 6, 1918), I saw the largest number of sea fowl

that I ever saw together in any one day. There were several acres appar-

ently bedded, and a great many large bunches in the air nearly all the time,

and nearly every flock would decoy to those already bedded there. I

have been familiar with that locality and that kind of hunting for twenty

years, but I saw more coots [the local designation for scoters] yesterday

than ever before.

The shooting in Ipswich Bay was very poor this year, and

apparently here and throughout the northeastern section scoters

are decreasing. In the southeastern section the reports run

from fair to very plenty, varying somewhat with the locality.

Black Ducks. — From all over the State, almost without ex-

ception, the word was in the spring that along the shores, and

in all suitable ponds, streams and sloughs, in the woods and

along the rivers, black ducks were nesting, and that in many
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places they were increasing in numbers. They were pretty

generally distributed, a few pairs in most all suitable places,

all over the State.

Undoubtedly this has come through the prohibition of spring

shooting, which was so strenuously opposed by market hunters

and others a few years ago. In former times, when black

ducks could be killed up to March, the birds were so badly

disturbed that much of the value of the breeding season was

lost.

The black duck appears to be the one duck which, if prop-

erly preserved, will afford good sport in this State. There

are large areas still existing on which this bird can breed in

large numbers, and it responds very readily to good treatment.

There are innumerable places to-day where these birds would

increase rapidly if given protection and if the locality were

made more favorable by planting wild celery, wild ri^e and

other aquatic plants, and by opening up fair-sized water holes.

They will stay in this State throughout most of the year, and

it is fair to assume that a good many do not leave the State at

all if the weather conditions throughout the winter are at all

favorable. Systematic feeding during the period of rigorous

weather would not only preserve life but would insure the

stock being in a strong, healthy condition when the breeding

season opens in the spring. We cannot emphasize too strongly

the importance of according this bird every reasonable op-

portunity to breed, and of protecting it closely during the

period when it is rearing the broods.

Persons who live along the shore and are thus in a position

to watch the flights from year to year agree that there has

been a very great increase in the numbers of black, mallard

and pintail ducks, and this has taken place within the past

five years.

Observations made in the fall go to confirm the foregoing

statements, and show that unquestionably the black ducks

are on the increase wherever conditions are right for them.

Wood Ducks. — On the whole, the numbers remain about

the same as in other years. A few breeding birds are reported

here and there throughout Massachusetts, pretty evenly

scattered over the whole State, but there are practically none
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in the northeastern and extreme western sections. Very few-

were seen this spring along the course of the Charles River,

where formerly they bred from the headwaters all along the

course of the river. Here flocks of twenty or thirty used to

be common, but, being easily shot, it is hard for them to gain in

numbers. In certain districts where conditions are especially

favorable the numbers are increasing somewhat. The wood

duck is to a very large extent a victim to circumstances.

Cranberry bogs have replaced many of their favorite swamps,

and the shores of many ponds, formerly their breeding grounds,

are now so built up with cottages, and the remote regions of the

shores so disturbed by summer campers and cottagers, that

the birds have been driven away from a very large area. We
believe that the effects of tht migratory bird law will be

marked by the rapid increase of these ducks. Massachusetts,

however, may never benefit largely from the increase by

reason of the encroachments above noted on those areas

which the birds frequented years ago.

Mallard Ducks. — Wild mallards in flight were seen this

spring in greater numbers than usual, a rather unusual con-

dition, since this species naturally frequents the inland portions

of the United States. In the fall up to November 30, to

which date this report is made, but few mallards had been

seen— small flocks and about the usual numbers.

Canvasback Ducks. — It is of interest to state that a few

canvasback ducks are shot every year within the boundaries

of the State. As a rule, the birds are among the late arrivals

of the pond fowl, so called. This year, none had appeared to

date.

Sheldrake. — Around Buzzards Bay large numbers were re-

ported in the fall, and the flight seemed much larger than for

several years; fewer birds than usual were observed about

Marthas Vineyard; good numbers on Nantucket. About the

Fall River district they were late in arriving, but about

November 18 they came plentifully in about the same numbers

as the previous year. On the lower Cape large numbers ap-

peared by the end of October, but passed on. Few were seen

about Duxbury and Plymouth. On the North Shore they

appeared in great numbers through November. Through all
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the northeastern section the numbers were at least as large as

in the past, and in some localities larger than usual.

Geese. — The method of shooting w ild geese as employed

in Massachusetts has come in for a certain amount of adverse

criticism on the ground that it is not sportsmanlike, and claims

are made that this method of hunting should be prohibited.

The method in substantial outline is as follows :
—

On the shore of a freshwater pond which the geese are known

to frequent on their migration a house is built of sufficient size

to accommodate usually from six to ten gunners. If possible a

site is selected having a hill at the back of the house. Along

the shore in front of the house is built a stockade or fence.

In the fall this fence and the house are "dressed up/' usually

with small cedar trees and other brush so as to render the

whole as nearly wild in appearance as possible. A sandy beach

is built, if one does not already exist, along the shore in front

of the fence, and a long, narrow beach into the water. The

fence is provided with loopholes through which the gunners

shoot. On the hill back of the house are located a number of

pens, each containing a flock of young geese, or "flyers." At

one end of the plant is usually built a lookout in which is

stationed day and night during the shooting season a man
experienced in calling wild geese. In the fall, after the stand

has been dressed up, the flyers are placed in the pens on the hill,

and a number of other geese are tethered on the beaches to

act as decoys. The doors to the pens are operated from the

lookout by a series of electric push buttons. When a flock of

geese is discovered going over, the watcher in the lookout calls

to them and makes a noise to attract their attention. At the

moment which in his judgment he deems proper he presses a

button and drops down the front of a pen of flyers, which fly

out around over the pen, circling round and round and calling

to one another. He may let go all of the flyers under his con-

trol, using his best judgment in how to handle the situation.

It is not an uncommon thing for the flocks of geese overhead,

seeing the birds below, to pause in their flight, and, gradually

circling, to alight in the pond. The flyers after alighting will,

as a rule, swing up on to the beach, and from there they are

called inside the fence out of the way. The wild geese, seeing
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the geese tethered on the beach, will gradually work in toward

them after a while, and if not unduly disturbed may eventually

come on to the point of the long beach running out into the

water. This has purposely been left free from decoys. If the

geese swim up to the beach or near enough to it to afford a

good shot, the signal is given to the gunners to take their places

behind the fence, and at the command they fire at the geese

on the water or on the beach. To a great many people this

may seem like slaughter, or like the killing of chickens in a

barnyard. On the other hand, it requires great skill on the part

of the watchman to pull down the geese which are flying over,

and a great deal of skill and patience in finally bringing them

within shot. If this method were not used but very few

geese would be killed in the State in the course of a season.

Many flocks which are attracted by this method would other-

wise not stop at all. Numerous other flocks which alight in

the ponds simply to rest and get water and gravel would go on

without coming ashore, and could not be approached on the

water in any kind of a boat or shooting device. Compared to

the number of geese which are killed in those States where the

birds are winter residents the toll taken in Massachusetts is

comparatively small. These stands afford sporting diversions

to a large number of sportsmen who would not find it con-

venient to do much other hunting. They are operated at con-

siderable expense, and must be maintained for long periods

when no geese are flying.

A census of the shooting stands in Massachusetts made for

the year 1917 (the latest complete figures available) showed 67

stands, using a total of 2,093 decoy ducks and 1,793 decoy

geese. Data on the birds killed could be secured from only

51 of the stands, and gave the following results: 3,495 ducks

and 726 geese. It should be mentioned in this connection that

1917 was an off season, as the ponds froze up early and re-

mained in that condition throughout the winter. There were

numbers of flocks of geese flying South after the ponds froze,

two flocks as late as Jan. 1, 1918. Some of the stand owners

tried to keep open water in front of their beaches, but were

obliged to give up the attempt owing to the severe cold.

In the spring of 1918 the flight occurred about the usual time,

though in some places it was delayed a little on account of the
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hard winter and late spring. So far as we could learn no

tendency was shown to stop in this State to breed. Observers

agree pretty generally that the numbers were equal to the

flights of recent years, and in some places, notably parts of the

Cape and Norfolk County, they were greater. Bristol County

showed a decrease. In the country adjacent to the Westport

River on one very cold Saturday in December of 1917 the wild

fowl were so unusually numerous that certain New Bedfgrd

sportsmen, counting the flocks of geese as they came down the

river from the marsh country on their way to sea, noted at

least fifteen distinct flocks in the East Branch.

Thomas Arnold, Esq., reported seeing a pair of blue geese on

October 30 off Manomet. He also has in his possession two of

these birds procured on Nantucket eight years ago.

The fall flight was late, and to November 30 geese had not

come along in large numbers.

In the early days of the Marshfield Bird Farm considerable

attention w^as given to the breeding of geese as an experiment

to see if they could be reared and liberated to advantage. It

was found that unless clipped or pinioned they would fly away

and establish nests in various parts of the country, necessitat-

ing many long trips by the superintendent to locate the geese,

and, having located them, much work to surround the nests

with proper safeguards. Losses of nests and birds were so great

that it w^as deemed impracticable to propagate the birds for

stocking purposes, and the work discontinued at the close of

the year 1916.

Brant. — This year and last there was a decided increase in

brant over recent years. They appear chiefly in the locality

of Muskeget, Tuckernuck and Nantucket- islands, and occasion-

ally big flights go into Duxbury Bay. Last fall (1917) there

were more than 10,000 brant inside of Duxbury Bay, besides

those that passed by on the outside without stopping. During

a heavy wind the flight was very heavy for tw^o or three days

on the outside. The first were seen about the middle of October,

1917; they flew in large numbers through November, and con-

tinued until the 1st of January. This observer has gunned

the bay for forty years, and gives it as his opinion that during

the past five years there has been a large increase in the num-

ber of brant. Reports from other observers confirm his state-
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ments. Last fall, during a heavy southeast wind, a resident in

this locality watched the brant fly. For about four hours they

came in flocks of from 20 to 50, not more than 500 yards apart.

Certain residents of South Yarmouth, who have observed the

birds through a series of years, agree that there were more

brant seen this spring around the mouth of Bass River than

have ever been seen there before. The same was true at

Muskeget, as reported by the life-savers. None bred in this

State so far as could be learned, though on Nantucket they

w^ere noticed to mate up and immediately start on their flight.

Owing to the hard winter and lateness of the spring the birds

•came a little later than usual. On Nantucket they arrived

about March 20, and the last left May 1. The fall flight was

late and but few brant had appeared to date.

Swans. — Our deputy on Marthas Vineyard reported five

whistling swans in Katama Bay a few hours on October 28.

Weather.— The past fall has been remarkable for its long

period of comparatively mild weather, as a result of which the

flight of wild fowl has not been very heavy up to the closing

date of this report, November 30. Very few so-called pond

fowl have appeared to date, and but few geese.

Air Planes.— Air planes appear to have disturbed the wild

fowl to a considerable extent. This spring a flock of 1,500 geese

was seen about Chatham until the air planes commenced opera-

tions. ^Yith the first ascension the geese left. About 50 returned

next day, but left for good on the next fiight of the machines.

Automobile lights and search lights from government boats are

also reported as frightening the wild fowl.

Federal Migratory Bird Law.

Considerable uncertainty lies in the public mind as to the

history and present effect of the Federal migratory bird law.

After a nation-wide campaign, conducted by all classes of

people interested in birds, the so-called migratory bird law was

passed by Congress and became a law under the President's

signature on March 4, 1913. This bill sought to bring under

the direct control of the Federal government all song, insectiv-

orous and game birds which could be classified as migratory,
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and provided that regulations promulgated from time to time

and signed by the President should have the force of law.

Under this act certain rules and regulations were so promul-

gated. Upon their being enforced in two or three jurisdictions

the question of the constitutionality of the act was raised, and a

case was eventually taken to the United States Supreme Court.

This case, United States v. Harvey C. Shauver, was argued

before the Supreme Court in the fall of 1915. No decision was

ever rendered, but the case was restored to the docket before the

Supreme Court on Feb. 26, 19l6.

Later a treaty on this subject was entered into between the

United States and Great Britain on Dec. 7, 1916. In order that

the treaty might be enforced it was necessary for each of the

contracting powers to pass an enabling act directed to this end.

Such an enabling act was passed in Canada on Aug. 29, 1917,

and in the United States on July 3, 1918. This treaty and the

enabling acts of the respective contracting powers represent the

greatest piece of legislation for the protection of birds ever

passed in the history of mankind.

It is not our intention to discuss the various features of

this measure. There is, however, one point which should be

made clear, for questions are constantly arising as to the

jurisdiction of the Federal government and that of the State

governments on this subject. For example, under the Federal

rules and regulations during the past open season on woodcock,

these birds could legally be taken in Massachusetts from

October 1 to November 30. Under the State law woodcock

could be taken only from November 1 to November 30. The
sportsmen were inclined to believe that this difference in seasons

represented a conflict between the Federal and the State law.

• But the real construction of the situation is this: the Federal

Lgovernment in effect says to the various States, "By our rules

land regulations you may take game birds in your State within

such and such periods: for example, in Massachusetts you

may take woodcock from October 1 to November 30. On
the other hand, we do not oppose any action by the State

if it desires to place further restrictions on the taking of these

birds in addition to the restrictions which -we hereby estab-
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lish.'* Massachusetts, in the fullness of its information as to

the number of woodcock found in its covers, concludes that

one month of shooting is all that the birds can stand under,

existing conditions. It therefore in effect says to its citizens:

"The Federal law says that you may shoot woodcock in this

State for two months, October and November; but we, believing

that the birds are too few to warrant it, say that they may
be taken only during the month of November." There is no

conflict here. The State simply imposes on itself more of a

restriction than the Federal government asks it to impose.

Take one more example. The Federal regulations say that

the wild fowl may be taken in Massachusetts during the

period from September 16 to December 31. These dates are

fixed. Therefore the law on our books (chapter 73, General

Acts of 1917), which provides that the open season on wild

fowl shall be from October 1 to January 15 in certain counties,

is a nullity in so far as extending the season beyond December

31 is concerned. In other words, the Federal regulations

determine a fixed period in which the various migratory game

birds may be taken. The States have no authority to change

these outside boundary dates. The States may, if they desire,

limit the period within those dates and compel their citizens

to observe the additional restrictions so imposed.

On Sept. 17, 1918, the chairman of the Board was asked to

act as a member of the new Migratory Bird Treaty Act

Advisory Board in connection with drafting rules and regula-

tions under the enabling act of the Federal migratory bird

treaty. This Board supersedes the original advisory board of

which he was likewise a member. The new Board is made

up of twenty-one members from all parts of the United States.

Its duties are to meet from time to time and consider any

changes in the regulations proposed by the ofiicers of the

Biological Survey, to suggest new rules and regulations, and

especially to co-operate in the formulation of regulations

under which the law is to be administered. It is believed that

through such a committee the Biological Survey will be kept

close in touch with public sentiment and opinions all over the

United States, and the regulations will have the benefit of

careful consideration by a number of men representing the

various points of view.
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Gulls and Terns.

Of the features which add attractiveness to our Common-
wealth as a vacation State, the colonies of sea birds which

make their homes along the shores stand easily among the

foremost, for these birds, darting back and forth, add a charm

to the landscape which nothing could replace if once lost.

The gulls and terns, now protected at all times from de-

struction by man, have passed through a period of commercial

exploitation (both for eggs and plumage) to the very point of

threatened extinction, — the common fate of nearly every

species of value for food or ornament. So ruthless were the

plumage hunters who sought these birds for commercial pur-

poses that in Massachusetts the birds were on the verge of

extinction when legal protection was at last given them. The

entire population of laughing gulls on Muskeget Island was

wiped out in this way, excepting only twenty pairs, from

which, with the birds which came in from outside the State,

Massachusetts has since been repopulated. And this was only

one small bit of the Massachusetts coast.

There are still other dangers, however, which so threaten

them that if not controlled there will be a further decline of

some of the present small colonies, namely, (1) destruction of

eggs by water and sand in storms; (2) destruction by vermin

(crows, cats, skunks, hawks); (3) disturbance by man during

breeding season. The habit of these birds of nesting on the

ground among the stones, in the sand or the beach grass, leaves

the parent birds absolutely unprotected and easy victims to

vermin. Further, they nest very close to the tide lines or on

exposed places, and a heavy storm sweeping the beach will

often clean off or bury an entire set of eggs and seriously reduce

the population. Over a calamity of this sort we have no

control, but much can be done to reduce the number of enemies

and to protect against poachers.

In laying out the year's work the Board, pursuant to plans

worked out with the State Ornithologist, included an item in

the budget to provide caretakers for the colonies at Katama,

Weepecket Islands, Chatham, Penikese Island, Ram Island and
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Gravelly Islands as being the locations most in need of pro-

tection. Funds being available to cover only two, Chatham
and Katama were selected.

Chatham Colony.

The Chatham colony, located at the Old Harbor Beach,

so called, has in the past embraced three distinct species, — the

Common or "Wilson, the Arctic and the Roseate tern. In 1916

there was a colony of 8,000 or more, and their hatching was of

the best; but the next year skunks and numbers of cats from

the near-by fishing shanties attacked the colony and drove

the birds, which had nested in the grass, down to the sand bar.

Here they laid again, but a high tide washed away many of the

eggs, and the few remaining were eaten by the cats and skunks,

so that practically no birds were hatched that season. A few

went on to a small island where possibly 100 birds may have

been reared.

Mr. Bartlett E. Bassett of Chatham was placed in charge of

this colony for May, June and July, 1918. He was instructed

to rid the location of vermin before the arrival of the birds,

and later to protect them from disturbance on the nesting

grounds. Severe storms during the winter had washed the

beach down very low, and that part where the terns had laid

the previous year was in such condition that it would probably

go under in an easterly storm. Six traps set on the 4th of May
caught nothing, though two had been sprung. When it was

found after a few days that the salt water rusted the traps this

plan was abandoned, and on May 19, 100 pieces of poisoned

meat were put out and a sign erected notifying the public of

the fact. The next day 35 pieces had been taken, but none

of the bait subsequently put out was disturbed. Early in

June, when there were about 100 tern nests, a line of bait was

placed entirely around the nesting birds. Next day there were

signs of skunks and cats, and a few eggs had been eaten but

the meat hardly disturbed. Although they never showed them-

selves it was evident that the thick grass sheltered skunks and

cats. A close watch was kept on the colony, and the care-

taker visited it practically every day.

The gulls began to arrive on May 8, but terns did not appear
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until May IG, from which time their numbers gradually in-

creased. They began to dig their nests on the 20th, and by

the 23d numbered 500. They showed an inclination to nest on

a small area on one of the points that had been washed down

in the winter storms, where, however, there was a chance that

they might get safely through the season, provided there were

no high tides. The first egg was found May 25, at which time

there were a number of nests. Two days later the number of

eggs was still small, the birds did not appear to be gathering

very fast, and the outlook for a successful breeding season here

was not promising.

About this time it was discovered that quite a colony of

terns had collected on the south beach at Chatham, fully as

many as on the north beach, though as yet no eggs had been

laid. To all appearances they were deserting the north beach,,

w^here there were quantities of nests in which the birds had not

laid at all, for the south beach. There were at least 1,000 terns-

on the north beach, and not over 100 nests with eggs. By
June 2 there had been no increase in the tern colony, and it

was evident that they were nesting elsewhere. A visit to Little

and Large Sipkins Islands in Pleasant Bay between Orleans

and Chatham (formerly the haunts of the terns) disclosed the

fact that 1,000 were nesting there. It was from here that the

north beach colony had come, and they were returning to their

former nesting place. Here conditions were extremely favor-

able, for there would be nothing to disturb them. On the

north beach conditions remained unchanged, and the nesting

area was restricted practically to the place they had first

chosen, with a few eggs (100 nests on June 5) on the outside

beach, which was very low. The birds continued to go over

to the south beach where the numbers were increasing.

On June 19 there was a severe northeast gale, and the next

morning it was found that the entire north beach colony was

wiped out. The tide had run through the beach in many
places, and nearly all the eggs had been broken and washed

away. Next day the birds were gone, probably to join the

others on Sipkins Island and the south beach. The birds at

the latter place laid very late. A count made on June 30 gave

over 200 nests with eggs. The colonies on the islands were
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visited June 22. On the smallest (about 100 yards long and

10 yards wide) there were fully 150 nests with eggs, but no

young. There was nothing here to disturb the birds except

that crows ate a few eggs. The sets of eggs were filled up by
the 26th, but there were no young. On July 5 numerous nests

with two eggs were found, apparently those of birds which had

come from north beach and which, due to the lateness of the

season, laid only a partial set. There was some mortality

among the very young terns, which the warden found dead and

out of the nest.

Through July the terns continued to do well at south beach

and the islands, though hatching was late, many being still un-

hatched by the end of July. On July 14 many dead young were

noticed. During the week of the 15th very high tides destroyed

some eggs. Nevertheless, despite the damage by the elements

the birds had a reasonably successful season on south beach,

for on August 22 the caretaker saw numbers of young terns

at that time full size, though the old birds were still feeding

them.

Arctic Terns. — Arctic terns formed part of the colony

last year, but none were identified this year, though for this

purpose Mr. A. C. Bent of Taunton and Mr. Chester S. Day
of Boston visited the colony on June 14, and Mr. Owen Durfee

of Fall River on June 16.

Roseate Terns. — A very few were observed June 10 on a

small area on the north beach. Though they did not lay here

to any extent this year, large flocks were present the latter

part of July. There are breeding colonies of these birds at

Muskeget, Weepecket, Penikese and Gull islands, and the birds

seen at Chatham are doubtless birds from these places, having

finished breeding.

Katama Colony,

The colony at Katama beach includes both the least and

AVilson terns. Here, in 1912, 1913 and 1914, tbe district

deputy counted from 100 to 135 nests. During the breeding

season of 1915 a severe storm washed an entire set of eggs off

the beach, the efl'ect of which was apparent during the next

year, when the same obseryer found but 50 nests. Cats still
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further reduced the nesting birds and storms destroyed many
nests; in fact, the colony was almost entirely broken up.

Mr. Sylvanus E. Norton of Edgartown was placed in charge

of this colony, to perform the same duties as the caretaker

at Chatham.

On the Ist of May the only birds at Katama beach were a

few piping plover and a very few laughing gulls. Through the

entire season, almost without exception, conditions were favor-

able for the breeding of the birds. There were no signs of

molestation by vermin except a cat, which was shot during the

week ending June 22, and there was no disturbance by visitors

or sightseers.

Least Tern. — The season opened with 15 pairs of least terns

present on May 11, and 60 on the ISth. By May 27 there

were 4 nests with eggs. By June 3 the birds had increased to

120 with .37 nests; June 11, 150 birds with 15 nests; June 22,

140 birds with 2 nests. A week later there were 3 nests, all of

the others hatched or hatching. On July 6 second litters of eggs

were reported.

Wihon Tern. — The colony started with 12 pairs on May 11,

which had increased by May 21 to 150, and remained at that

number throughout the season. Two nests with eggs were

found May 25, increasing to 13 by June 1, and to 17 by June

8. On the night of June 6, 11 nests located near a low place

were swept away by the water. On June 15 there were 13

nests: June 22, 2 nests; July 6, 11 nests. About this time

second litters of eggs were noted.

Laughing Gull. — The laughing gulls do not breed here, but a

very few were present the beginning of May; about 50 birds,

May 11; 90, May 21; 20, May 25 and June 1; 40, July 15.

The numbers were constantly changing, as the birds came and

went.

During the week ending Jime 15 a new colony was discovered

about 1| miles to the eastward of the regular colony, consist-

ing of 27 least tern nests, and 3 Wilson tern nests. An in-

spection on July 6 showed about 130 birds, — 90 Wilson and

40 least terns, with 9 Wilson and 6 additional least tern nests.

A week later there were 80 least and 40 Wilson tern.
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Upland Game Birds.

Quail.

In those sections of the State where the quail find the

cHmatic and other conditions suitable they appear, on the

whole, to have wintered fairly well. The food supply, if not

abundant, was at least sufficient. Some fed on grain raised on

farms; some were seen eating the horse manure in the high-

ways; and the deputies and volunteers, by putting out feed,

carried the birds safely through the time when the natural

feed was buried by snow and ice. In the southeastern section,

where they are most abundant, they suffered somewhat through

the continued cold, but not many died, and the numbers at the

beginning of the breeding season were at least as large as in

recent years. The breeding season in this section was good

though later than usual, and the deputies report that both

adult and young birds were seen in good numbers. In Plym-

outh County it was noted that, though no quail were heard

early in the spring, they began to call around the latter part of

June, nearly a month late.

The few quail which were on Nantucket probably did not

survive the winter, as none were seen in the spring. The quail

liberated on Marthas Vineyard in 1916 and 1917 have survived

to some extent, at least, and are breeding. The adult birds

have been seen by the superintendent of the Marthas Vineyard

Reservation near his house, and ten quail three-quarters grown

were seen by others.

In Essex County, where a close season prevails until 1919,

the quail were thought to be practically extinct, but about the

middle of July reports came to the Commissioners that quail

were heard whistling, and that they appeared to be present in

some numbers.

There are few quail in the central section, but what there

are wintered fairly well, and the numbers at the beginning of the

breeding season were about the same as in the years just past.

In the west central part they are still more rare, but what

birds there are came through the winter well, and bred. In

the Westfield district they have been rare since the severe

winter of 1903, from which they never rallied. After the first
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sleet storm of Dee. 1, 1917, 15 were found, the remains of three

coveys, 12 of which were brought through the winter, and all

nested this spring. In the Greenfield district there have been

no quail since 1917. Around Palmer the deputy received a

report that a quail was heard whistling in the spring of 1918,

the first for two years. Near Holyoke, on July 29, quail were

heard calling for the first time in three or four years, and

others were heard in Hinsdale, near the Russell line, at dusk.

The birds have scattered and are increasing. In the Ware

district they have been scarce since 1903; only 7 coveys were

noted in 1917. In spite of the fact that here are some of the

best covers, they cannot survive the hard, cold winters without

help. Five were heard calling this spring. Around East-

hampton there have been none for two years. Three bevies

were brought through around Springfield,— 11, 14 and 7.

In the extreme west the winters are so severe that even

hardier birds than Bob White cannot live there; but our

deputy saw three at Cheshire the middle of May, the first seen

in northern Berkshire in ten years; again two about the 1st

of June, and 12 were reported to be on a farm in the same

county.

As a result of observations in the fall it is a great satisfac-

tion to be able to report that quail are on the increase over

that portion of the State which might be described as natural

quail country. When we say natural quail country we mean
in reality that portion of the State where, by reason of the

absence of snow and long periods of extreme cold weather,

the birds are less likely to be winterkilled. For all practical

purposes this might be said to be the country lying between

Boston and Provincetown, and southward to Buzzards Bay.

Ruffed Grouse.
*

The present status and the future welfare of the ruffed

grouse has, during the past year, been the most discussed

subject of all those relating to upland game. Extensive in-

vestigations have been carried on in various States to deter-

mine the numbers of birds left in the covers at the end of

the shooting season in the year 1917; how the birds wintered

during the past winter; the causes making for a decrease in
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their number; and the sort of a breeding season experienced

during the past spring. As far as Massachusetts is concerned,

the consensus of opinion is that fewer birds were found during

the shooting season of 1917 than for a number of years. It also

appears that very heavy toll was taken of the birds during the

winter of 1917-18. Many close observers attribute the prin-

cipal cause of decrease to different agencies (some to the fox,

some to the great horned owl, some to the unusually severe

winter, etc.), but all agreed that the losses have been very

great. We are of the opinion that the decrease can be laid to

no single agency to be ranked above all others. All forms of

vermin have undoubtedly taken their share, and the severe

winter unquestionably killed many birds which were not in

,
proper physical condition to stand the strain. Many other

disappearances of broods were reported which could only be

explained by the presence of a disease, but concerning which we
have no facts as to character or extent. The breeding season

of 1918 started with fewer birds in the covers than perhaps

has been the case for many years (not excepting the condi-

tions which prevailed in 1907). The general opinion is that

the breeding season was favorable to the birds, with the excep-

tion of certain parts of Berkshire County, where the late spring

and many cold rains were unfavorable. Our information is

that, in the main, there was a good production from the

brood stock, but not sufficient to justify us in stating that

birds could be considered plentiful except in a very few

specially favored localities.

From our study of the birds on the whole range we would

say that it was unfortunate that any were taken this year.

When legislation was considered at the close of the season last

year it appeared that there was a reasonable number of birds

in the covers for brood stock, and all conditions seemed to

favor the belief that the birds would come back as rapidly as

they did after the season of 1907. It w^as impossible at that

time to forecast the severe winter through which the birds

subsequently had to pass, and the existence of other condi-

tions previously referred to. We believe that the majority of

conservative sportsmen and bird .lovers throughout the State

are in favor of giving the birds the benefit of the doubt, and will
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agree that a close season of at least two years should be estab-

lished for them.

In this connection, however, we wish to emphasize the fallacy

of believing that a close season will be the magic force which

will bring the ruffed grouse back to abundance. The number

taken to the gun is comparatively small when compared with

the number annually killed through various forms of vermin.

It is practically impossible to provide winter feed for the

grouse except by planting on their range additional growths

of poplar and birch upon which the birds can ^' bud " in the

winter. The time was when all over the country there was a

large number of wdld apple trees which afforded an additional

food supply. A great number of these trees have died of old

age or through the ravages of insects, and it is unfortunate that

there is no new growth to take their place.

We believe that the solution of the problem lies in a

systematic extermination of vermin. Just how this is to be

brought about is difficult to determine. It may be necessary

eventually to arm the entire deputy force so that they may
wage continual warfare on vermin as they patrol their districts.

A very substantial portion of the loss has been charged against

foxes, and it is a singular thing that though the value of fox

pelts is now so high as to practically amount to a large bounty

on these animals, the fox is increasing in numbers in the State.

The principal charge against the fox is that of catching the

birds when they have dived into the deep snow^ for warmth at

night. There are many parts of this State where no such deep

snow exists except for a very short period of time in the winter.

During the time that the adult birds are on the nest and the

small chicks are helpless on the ground the fox has a very

large assortment of food of other kinds available. But when we
stop to consider the keen flight of the goshawk and the sharp-

shinned hawk, the silent operations of the great horned owl

when the birds are roosting at night, of the egg-robbing habits

of the skunk, and the fiendish work of the weasel, to say noth-

ing of the inroads on the nests by bluejays, red squirrels and

chipmunks, together with the operations of the wild, hunting

house cat, and that all these agencies of destruction are at

work three hundred and sixty-five days and nights in the year,
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it is a wonder that there are any birds left on the range. But

this is not the whole story, for we have made no mention of

birds which die through various forms of disease, and the

destruction to nests and young birds during unfavorable breed-

ing seasons.

As before stated, closing the season is only one step in the

campaign. Every person interested in the preservation of wild

life must assume the responsibility of helping to reduce the

vermin and of helping where possible to re-establish or in-

crease the food supply. There is one further consideration, —
these birds will not stay on a range where there is not sufficient

protective cover to enable them to fight the rigors of a severe

winter. The birds, wherever such winters occur, must have

the dense cover usually supplied by pines. No finer piece of

real conservation could be suggested than for sportsmen's

associations throughout the State to collect funds and buy

up some of the well-known areas where food and cover still

exist, and thereon establish permanent sanctuaries. But

acquiring the property and discontinuing shooting will be of no

special value unless arrangements are made to patrol the reser-

vation and eliminate the vermin. We have nearly 100 asso-

ciations. It would be not an expensive proposition for each

one to purchase sufficient cover to make up a reasonable sized

reservation. No finer monument to the sportsmanship of the

Commonwealth could be conceived than such an area dedicated

to the preservation of the finest game bird in the world.

As a result of its investigations into the actual conditions

in this State, the Board on October 30 took the following

action: —

Voted, To recommend that sportsmen refrain from shooting grouse

during the open season of 1918.

The following statement was given wide publicity through

the press, fish and game associations, and individuals inter-

ested in bird conservation: —

The Commissioners on Fisheries and Game have made a careful survey

of the conditions in the State as relates to the alleged scarcity of ruffed

grouse, commpnly known as partridge. While investigations have been
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made off and on since the beginning of the breeding season, the most

recent investigations were made from October 15 to date.

From the facts obtained the Commission unanimously asks the sports-

men of the Commonwealth to refrain from shooting ruffed grouse or

partridge during the open season of November. It is claimed that there

are a few localities in the State where the birds are as plentiful as usual

but the almost unanimous opinion is that unless the shooting of ruffed

grouse is refrained from this season, it will require years for these birds

to come back to their normal numbers, if they can ever be brought back.

The Commission speaks not only in its official capacity, but personally,

as men who like to hunt, and to whom this move means a personal pri-

vation as much as it does to any other real sportsman.

The Commission has counted on, and has had, the united support of

the real sportsmen of the State. It feels sure that it will have the same in

this instance.

The Commission realizes there is no legal way in which the shooting

of ruffed grouse can be prohibited; it must be done by voluntary act.

The Conmiission appeals to the sporting instinct of every fellow who
totes a gun and who is a sportsman at heart to co-operate in this request,

which means so much to the preservation of the finest game bird in New
England.

The Commission believes that the sportsmen of the State should feel

much encouraged as far as their November shooting month is concerned,

for all reports which reach the central office show an abundance of pheas-

ants in all the covers of the State, and feels that this will in a great meas-

ure make up for any loss which the real sportsmen may have in not taking

a shot at a ruffed grouse.

If the pheasants are greatly reduced in numbers they can be replaced

by artificial propagation at the State game farms.

The Commission has tried for several years to propagate the ruffed

grouse. The results have not been such as to justify the belief that these

birds can be raised in substantial numbers in captivity.

If the sportsmen will direct their attention to a systematic reduction

of all kinds of vermin, more will be accomplished than through any other

agency in bringing back the birds.

This action received the approbation of all those who have

the interest of the birds at heart. On the other hand, it is

depressing to note that even when it was admitted that the

ruffed grouse were in a bad way, taking the State as a whole

into consideration, there were many, among the class of sports-

men who have always posed as being bird protectionists, who
refused to give the birds the benefit of the doubt, and shot

them. On various occasions we have advocated that our
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Board, having at hand the agencies through which to make a

careful survey of the State, should have the power to regulate

the season on upland game birds and animals. Had such a law

been on the statute books prior to the open season this year

a closed season would have been ordered on grouse during the

fall of 1918, which would have resulted in the saving of a sub-

stantial number.

Pheasants.

In spite of the severity of the weather, throughout the State

as a whole the birds wintered well. The chief exception was

in the extreme western section, where the deputy reported that

the food supply was covered with deep snow^, and that he

found remains of birds showing every evidence of starvation

and freezing. There was a considerable mortality through

vermin.

From the central part of the State, also, the deputies re-

ported much suffering aad loss where birds were found appar-

ently frozen, as there were no wounds on them.

Since the birds travel about more or less and congregate in

the portions of the State which furnish conditions best suited

to them, they are not equally distributed. There are some

localities where pheasants have been liberated year after vear,

but apparently the birds, not finding the conditions to their

liking, move to other sections. This habit of the birds may
account for the decrease in numbers in some parts, offset by

increase in others.

From the returns from deputies and others it appears that

the number of birds which wintered in the southeastern portion

of the State were either equal to, or greater than, the numbers

in years recently past. On Nantucket there was an increase.

Though Essex County reported a decrease, the rest of the

northeastern section held its own; the central section seemed

to have had about the usual number, or less; in the west

central portion the majority of reports indicate large numbers;

while still farther west, where they are scarce, the numbers

which came through the winter were decidedly small. There

was apparently no lack of food (except in a few isolated cases).

The pheasants, as did all other wild life, had exceptionally

favorable breeding weather, no severe storms or cold rains;
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and from the locations inhabited by pheasants came, as a rule,

stories of a good number of young. There was considerable

variation in the size of the broods as reported to us, the figures

ranging all the way from 2 to 16.

About the usual number of complaints were received from

farmers of damage done by pheasants to their newly planted

crops.

Everv year since the Board was given authority to regulate

the season on pheasants it has received a certain number of

requests, based on one ground or another, to prescribe a close

season on these birds. At no time since the original opening

of the season has the Board been of the opinion that the

season should be closed. We have had various considerations

in mind when coming to this conclusion, among them being the

following: —
1. The pheasant was introduced into this State primarily as

a game bird.

2. While the beautiful cock bird affords pleasure to many
people, as a rule such birds as are accessible to view are found

in protected areas, as, for example, public parks or areas inside

of set limits, where shooting is prohibited. In these localities

there always will be numbers of the birds to be seen, whether

the season be open or closed.

3. The birds are prolific breeders and should hold their own
reasonably well under present restricted shooting conditions.

4. The pheasant as an object of pursuit takes a great burden

off the native game birds.

5. Pheasants can be bred in captivity. While the breeding

and rearing of them is not an easy proposition, still it is en-

tirely practicable, and it is very largely a question of dollars

and cents as to how manv birds can be put into the covers in a

given year.

6. None of the native game birds can be bred in captivity

with the same success.

In view of the fact that the pheasant population has shown

no serious decrease in numbers this year, the Board voted to

open the season from November 1 to 30, inclusive, in all

counties except Dukes, Nantucket and Barnstable, with a bag

limit of two in one day, six in the season, requiring the usual
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report of the birds killed to be made to the Commission within

twenty-four hours, including day, town and number and sex

of birds killed.

Pheasants shot in Open Season of 1918.

County. Cocks. Hens. Total.

18 9 27

Bristol, 113 83 196

Essex, 190 118 308

Franklin, 21 17 38

81 52 133

Hampshire, 96 65 161

326 184 510

Norfolk 124 67 191

111 74 185

Suffolk 9 9

101 57 158

Location not reported, 3 4 7

Totals, 1,193 730 1,923

We most strongly urge every sportsman to report the number

of pheasants taken in the open season, not only to comply

with the law, but to give the Board most valuable information

as to the results of its work.

Rare Species.

Blue herons and night herons, rare birds in Berkshire County,

are breeding there. About six years ago one pair of night

herons bred in a swampy piece of woods, and now in this

same location at least thirty of these birds are making their

home.

The latter part of April, 1918, the deputy in Westfield dis-

trict saw a large flight of killdeer plover.

An observer in Chatham reported a black rail seen Septem-

ber 9, and also that in the early fall he saw a flight of

dowitchers or redbreast snipe, which formerly were here in

great numbers but now are rare.

A pair of mocking birds have nested for two years on the

grounds of the Bloomingdale State Hospital.
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A pair of birds, identified beyond question by an ornitholo-

gist as the gr,eat footed hawk, or duck hawk, very rare in this

State, nested and raised one of their young on what is known as

Rattle Snake Mountain in the town of Prescott.

The deputy in Plymouth County reports that he has seen

more mourning doves than usual this year. In Plymouth he

has frequently seen a flock of eight or nine. During the early

part of August seventeen Carolina or mourning doves were seen

in the buckwheat on the Marthas Vineyard Reservation. At

the Sandwich Bird Farm nine Carolina doves w^hich had fed in

the buckwheat fields lingered well into January, and then

gradually disappeared until only two were left. These stayed

through the winter in blinding snows and gales, and fed regu-

larly on grain put out for them. When spring came others

joined them, so by the first week in August they and their

young, together with migrants that had joined them, num-

bered forty-three birds.

The curlew has for years been regarded as a rare bird. It

is very satisfactory to state that many have been seen on the

fall flight, especially in the Cape district, so called, and on

Nantucket.

Game Animals.

Gray Squirrels.

It is the almost unanimous opinion of the deputies of

this department that gray squirrels are decreasing in num-

bers, and in many districts they were reported as very scarce

during 1918 as compared with the numbers a few years

ago. It is quite commonly thought by them that the squirrels

migrate in search of more abundant food supplies. Other

theories advanced are that there are fewer nut trees; the

chestnut blight has killed many trees and the supply of nuts,

therefore, is short. Further, the severe winters of recent years

covered their food supply with ice, weakened the squirrels,

and many fell victims to predatory animals and the long

periods of cold weather. Shooting may be responsible to some

extent, for this is the species of game on which amateurs break

in, and doubtless numbers have been killed by the farmers

whose crops have suffered from their depredations. It is

probable that all these factors have figured in the decrease to
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some extent. In one district, where four years ago they de-

stroyed a large amount of grain and fruit, they are now ex-

tremely scarce. In this same district twenty-one had been seen

at one time in a cornj&eld, along on the stone wall and in the

adjacent trees. From some localities an increase was reported,

namely, parts of Hampden, Hampshire and Middlesex counties.

The deputy here reported inspecting bags of four hunters, one

of whom had his bag limit and said his dog had treed fourteen.

Squirrels are very prolific, and if the food supply is adequate

they w^ill undoubtedly come back in satisfactory numbers. The

decrease will work to the advantage of the song birds, for the

gray squirrel, as may be said of all other squirrels, is a deadly

enemy to birds, and destroys both eggs and young. It is in the

same class with that beautiful bird, the blue jay, and it is a

strange commentary on things that two such handsome species

should be so deadly to the bird life of the country.

Red Squirrels,

What has been said of the increasing scarcity of the gray is

true of the red squirrel, except in a few localities, and the

causes are doubtless the same. To the bird life they are more

destructive than the gray squirrel.

Rabbits.

The cottontail seems to have its ups and downs in life

with about as much established regularity as any form of

wild animal. It seems to be a provision of nature, or in the

nature of the animal, that at periods varying from seven to

ten years an epidemic sweeps through and reduces their num-

bers to a very small margin. Possibly this is nature's way of

keeping in check what would otherwise be the most prolific,

and to a certain extent most injurious, of all the wild animals

of the State. We believe that the cottontail should have a

larger measure of protection than is now given to it, in the

shape of a shorter open season and a bag limit on the number

which may be taken in a day. There are thousands of acres

in Massachusetts which should annually produce large quanti-

ties of these animals, affording good sport and a valuable food

supply.
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White Hare.

Within the memory of people not too old the white rabbit,

northern varying hare or snowshoe rabbit was very common

in this State. At present it has disappeared entirely through-

out large districts, and in other places has become a rare animal.

There is no locality where it would be fair to say it is even

reasonably abundant. It is always interesting to speculate on

what may have been the cause for the disappearance of a

species, and often ingenious theories are advanced. It is reason-

able to believe, in the case of the white hare, that the disap-

pearance is due very largely to the destruction of its natural

range. In all parts of New England these hares are found,

as a rule, in laurel and cedar swamps with heavy adjoining

upland cover to give them additional protection.

During the last two or three years our Board has pur-

chased a number of these hares in Maine, and liberated them in

various localities which appear suitable, but no reports have

been received which would justify us in believing that they

have increased substantially in any locality where distributed.

For two years attempts were made to breed them in captivity.

One year the hares were placed in a swamp on our game farm

at Wilbraham, surrounded by a wire fence 6 feet high. Of the

substantial number put into the swamp but few were ever

found later, and no young were ever seen. We have every

reason to believe, from evidence found in and about the

swamp, that the great horned owl was an important factor in

reducing their numbers, and are of the opinion that this bird

is one of the most deadly agencies of destruction that we
have to contend with in the State.

The plan of distributing white hares will be continued until

we are satisfied that the experiment is or is not a success.

It has been suggested that experiments be tried of liberating

Belgian hare bucks, or buck rabbits of an equally large species,

to see whether they will cross with cottontails and result in the

production of a larger rabbit. An effort was made in the spring

of 1918 to purchase Belgian hare bucks for liberation on Nan-
tucket and jNJarthas Vineyard, but it was impbssible to pur-

chase any except at prohibitive prices. It is hoped that the

experiment may be tried next year.
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Deer.

The consensus of opinion is that the breeding season this

year was excellent throughout the whole State, and the

climatic conditions more favorable than for some years past,

being warmer and drier. Unquestionablv the deer are holding

their own, notwithstanding the heavy toll paid the huaters

and the farmers, who continue to kill them for damaging

crops. On Cape Cod they are gradually working their way
farther and farther down and are breeding.

The dog question is still a serious one, although the dogs

have been restrained to a greater extent this year than hereto-

fore. !More deer were killed by dogs in the winter of 1917-18

than for many winters past, chiefly does, due to the unusually

deep snows and intense cold which characterized the winter.

Every year a considerable amount of damage is done to

growing crops. The amount paid as reimbursement for such

damages in 1918 was S6,979.30.

We have a great deal of sympathy with the orchard grower

in connection with the deer problem. In adjusting damages

there is no such thing as anticipatory profits, though there is

no reason why the same should noc be taken into considera-

tion. For example, an apple grower will plant a certain num-

ber of apple trees, and when they have reached the age of

three years deer may ruin a substantial number of them.

When it comes to assessment of damages these trees are paid

for as they stand in the ground as three-year-old trees, but

nothing is done to compensate the grower for the period of pro-

duction of which he is deprived. It seems only reasonable and

fair that this should be given consideration.

A situation which may demand attention in the near future

is developing through the fact that certain coijnties of the State

in the last few years have been quite rapidly put out into peach

and apple orchards. In the interest of the fruit-growing in-

dustry it may be necessary in such sections to provide a longer

open season, or take other measures to keep the numbers of deer

"to a minimum. Inquiries made to the various county agents dis-

closed the facts in the following table. While it was not always

possible to get actual data, it represents the observations, and

estimates of the men who are best informed on the subject.
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Winter Feeding Work.

Feeding Upland Birds.

The practice of putting out grain and grit during the severe

winter weather, to help keep the birds ahve through the time

when the food supply is covered by ice or deep snows, has been

continued. If properly nourished the birds have no difficulty

in withstanding the weather, but if weakened by lack of food

they must succumb.

This branch of the work is pretty well organized, and prepa-

rations for the feeding campaign are commenced long in ad-

vance. Ajt the Commission's storeroom in East Boston a

mouse-proof metal bin has been constructed, in which was

accumulated throughout the year a supply of feeding materials

secured from any source which offered, — elevator sweepings,

stable sweepings (containing grass, weed seeds and grit) and

other refuse grains. This formed the headquarters for the

feeding work, and from here shipments were made to the

deputies (who in turn formed the center of operations in their

own districts) and to the volunteer workers who had applied

for grain. In all, 5,500 pounds were sent out from this center.

In addition, each district deputy was authorized to spend SIO

in the purchase of grain. A total of 5^ tons was distributed,

costing $302.34.

The deputies are nearly unanimous in the opinion that a

mixed grain is the best, since the varying preferences of the

different birds can thus be catered to. Among the other foods

used was a mixture of broken rice and weed seeds secured from

Louisiana, which has proved to be an economical feed for

both upland and water birds. It is a natural duck food, and

the weed seeds are attractive to other birds. After a trial

with this on a small scale at the State game farms a 15-ton

shipment was secured and a quantity set aside for feeding the

wild birds. Before distributing it broadcast, however, in-

quiries were made to ascertain whether there was any danger

of introducing undesirable weeds through this agency. As-

surances were received from E. A. Mcllhenny, Esq., Avery

Island, La., who first advocated the use of this material, and

from whom it was purchased, that it was quite safe, and our

experience has been that the seeds will not sprout. Further-
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more, the birds eat it up clean. The small birds took it readily,

the rice first and after that the weed seeds.

Grains, especially buckwheat, can be planted and left un-

harvested for the birds. During the summer each deputy was

given 10 pounds of buckwheat with instructions to have it

planted for the benefit of the birds the coming winter, either

doing the work themselves or giving the grain to persons in

sympathy with the plan.

As an important branch of the winter feeding work must be

considered the planting of certain shrubs, favored by wild birds,

which hold their fruits through the winter, high above the

snows where the birds can readily reach them. Many of

these shrubs bear brightly colored fruit, and would serve the

double purpose of beautifying the grounds of estates as well as

helping the birds survive.

Prof. John G. Jack of the Arnold Arboretum has furnished a

brief list of desirable trees or shrubs bearing persisting fruits

suitable for winter food for birds :
—

Malm baccata and other very small fruited crab apples.

I regard these as among the most valuable of trees or shrubs which

hold fruit for birds in winter. There are many forms of these

crab apples. Some of them ripen and drop their fruits in the

autumn, while others will hold fruits (relished by birds of many
kinds) throughout the winter, or until the plants blossom in the

following spring. For best results the best bird-food-producing

forms should be propagated by cuttings, grafts or budding. At

the Arnold Arboretum we have found these fruits greedily eaten

by pheasants, quail, robins, cedar birds, flickers, purple finches,

starlings, etc. These persisting fruits offer a sure food supply when

the ground may be covered heavily 'with snow.

Sorbus (or Pynis) americana (American mountain ash).

Sorbus (or Pyrus) aucuparia (European mountain ash or rowan tree).

Both of these hold fruits well, and the fruit is eaten by various kinds

of birds.

Cratagus phcenopyrum (C. cordata) (Washington thorn).

Crataegus crus-galli (cockspur thorn).

There are scores of species of American hawthorns which have been

named and described in recent years; but few of them are yet

av^ailable in the trade, and many of them drop their fruits at or

soon after maturity, and so are not of much help to bird life when

snow is on the ground. The Washington thorn is particularly

good for persistently holding its unusually small fruits.

Aronia {or Pyrus) Melanocarpa (chokeberry)

.







Fruit of the Asiatic crab apple, a form of Mains floribunda. About natural size, perhaps slightly

larger than average fruit. Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica Plain, Mass., Nov. 14, 191S.
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Aronia (or Pyrus) arbutifolia (red chokeberry).

These shrubs have long persisting fruit, although birds do not seem

to relish it so much as some others.

lAgustrum ibota (Siberian privet).

Ligustrum amureme (Amur privet).

Ligustrum vulgare (common privet).

Fruits persist throughout the winter and are eaten by pheasants and

other birds when more palatable kinds become scarce.

Berberis vulgaris (common barberry).

Berberis thunbergii (Thunberg's or Japan barberry).

Species with fruits persisting all winter, eaten by various birds when
other food becomes scarce.

Ilex verticillata (black alder or winterberry)

.

Ilex opaca (American holly)

.

The first is a common native shrub which holds fruit all winter. The

chief objection to American holly is its very slow growth. The ilex

is of two sexes, so that a number of plants should always be planted

together to insure both staminate and pistillate flowers and good

fruitage.

Viburnum opulus (European highland cranberry).

Viburnum americanum (American highland cranberry).

These hold fruits late and are eaten by a variety of birds.

Viburnum cassinoide (witherod).

Viburnum lentago (sweet viburnum).

These are common native species and furnish bird food late in the

season.

Juniperus virginiana (red cedar or savin).

Juniperus communis (common or "pasture" juniper).

Very desirable because furnishing shelter as well as food. The ber-

ries persist until eaten in wdnter, and are much sought by some

kinds of birds. As the junipers are dioecious (of 2 sexes) it is essen-

tial to plant a number together to insure both sexes and good

fertilization.

Rhus typhina {=R. hirta) (Staghorn sumach).

Rhus glabra (smooth sumach).

Myrica carolinensis { = M. cerifera) (bayberry).

Rosa muUiflora and other wild roses, especially those having small fruit

like R. multiflora (a Japanese species).

Vitis vulpina (= F. riparia) (frost grape).

Ampelopsis quinquefolia (Virginia creeper).

Ampelopsis tricuspidata (Japanese i\y or Boston ivy).

Celastrus scandens (bittersweet).

Celastrus articulatus ( = C. orbiculatus) ''Chinese bittersweet).

If the species of Celastrus are planted, and are grown from seed, there

should be several plants near together, because they usually have

male and female flowers on different plants, and some male plants

are essential to proper fertilization and good development of fruit.
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Professor Jack, in the interest of the work, furnished the

department this spring with eighteen Asiatic crab apple trees,

this being stock six or seven years old and 4 to 7 feet high,

mostly of flowering or fruiting age, which he had propagated

for his own use. Half was planted on the heath hen reserva-

tion at Marthas Vineyard, and half on the Wilbraham Game
Farm. All the trees planted on the Vineyard lived, though no

fruit was produced this year. Of those planted on the Wilbra-

ham Game Farm seven put out leaves but one died later.

The remaining six made but little growth.

Feeding Water Fowl.

In addition to caring for the upland birds during the severe

weather the work was extended this year to the water fowl.

Every year reports are current of ducks dying from starvation.

An attempt was made to ascertain the most suitable points for

establishing stations at which the birds could be fed, and to

which they would learn to return in succeeding years; the best

methods of feeding; what kinds of food the birds would take;

and to what extent they actually were suffering from lack of

food.

It was found that the sea ducks, whose natural food is small

fish, mollusks and other fish foods, do not readily take grain of

any kind. Those frequenting the inland waters, whose food

consists naturally of seeds of wild rice, rush grasses, wild celery,

the tender shoots of grass, and bulbs of certain water plants,

learn more readily to take grain. The fact that hunters make a

practice of feeding the black ducks to keep them around cer-

tain ponds has a tendency to hold them here until the natural

instinct to migrate has passed, with the result that many are

fed up to the beginning of January, and then, after the close of

the shooting season, are left to shift for themselves the re-

mainder of the winter.

Kind of Feed and Methods. — It was found that the feed

must be placed in shallow water, since it is the nature of ducks

to feed from the bottom. For this purpose whole corn or

broken rice was found to be the best, since the lighter grains

will not sink. Both were eaten readily by the black ducks.
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Moon Island Heady Boston Harbor. — At this location (off

Squantum), a large area of water near the sewer outlet that is

open even in the coldest weather, Is frequented by large num-

bers of ducks and sea fowl. There were persistent reports that

ducks were perishing here for lack of food; but investigation

led to the conclusion that this was not due to starvation alone,

but to the severe weather. Then, too, it must be remembered

that in the natural course of events a certain number of ducks

die every year from natural causes. It was the habit of the

birds to sit in the open water near the edge where the ice was

thick. As night came on, ice formed, closing in from each

shore and narrowing the open water to quite an extent, and

such ducks as were found dead were always found frozen into

the new-made ice. ]\Iany people claimed that live birds were

frozen into the ice, as they could not free themselves, but it

was not possible to verify this. About fifty dead birds were

observed by our deputy, largely sea fowl — not over eight

black ducks. Natural conditions make it difficult to feed the

birds at Moon Island because the water is too deep and flows

too fast to permit the corn to sink to the bottom where the

birds would seek it. If spread on the ice it sank in during the

warmer portion of the day, and during the night froze over to a

depth that would not permit melting out until the ice broke up.

The ducks were seldom seen to come ashore, and apparently

took but little of the grain. Mr. Callahan, the gatekeeper,

took an interest in the work and assisted in feeding.

North Weymouth. — At North Weymouth, where a part of

the Middle brook is fed largely by springs, and the water is

always open for quite a distance down the stream, the ducks

assembled, but never in large numbers. This place was the

home of some six or eight black ducks. Whole corn fed here

was eaten readily. Day by day the flock increased in numbers,

until the weather warmed up and the birds took to the open

water off shore.

Thompson's Island. — The boys at the Farm and Trades

School, Thompson's Island, under the direction of the super-

intendent, Charles H. Bradley, cared for the ducks at that

place. Mr. Bradley says: —
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Last winter we did what we have been doing for several years during

the severe cold weather when the flats were practically covered with ice.

We have put out from 2 quarts to one-half bushel of cracked corn or

cracked rice at low tide on the ice, or on the shores where the ice had

pulled away with the going tide. This is usually put out on the afternoon

low tide, for the ducks are more apt to feed close in shore under cover of

the darkness; but in the severest weather they have been willing to feed

on anything they could get at. Mallard and black are the only ducks

that I have observed eating the grain. We have been able to give them
fresh water at low tide through a surface drain. This they seem to enjoy

as much as the grain. I have seen all the way from a dozen to one hun-

dred or more ducks remaining about the east side of our island through-

out the winter, except the winter just passed [1917-18] when I missed

them during the time the bay was entirely frozen over.

Upon investigating the story that ducks had been frozen in the ice,

the statement or rumor seemed to lack foundation of fact. I have never

known, personally, of such an occurrence. I have seen ducks much re-

duced in weight, and so weak and hungry that they would come within

a few hundred feet of our buildings for grain and other food. Frequently

have I seen them in our oak groves eating acorns, and winter before last,

from my office window, which is on the northwest side of our main build-

ing, I saw several ducks on our lawn under the oak trees eating acorns.

A number of years ago, when black ducks were more numerous and we
thought less of protecting them, I have shot duck that had been recently

feeding upon acorns, and upon laying them upon their backs on the meat

table with their heads down, acorns actually dropped out of their mouths,

and upon investigation we found in one duck eighteen acorns. His neck

was full up to his bill.

South Bay. — Sheldrake and black ducks were fed here with

cracked corn and rice feed. The birds were watched carefully,

and were observed to actually take the grain put out for them.

Westport River. — The attention of the central office was also

called to the situation around the Westport River. The coun-

try adjacent to the East and West Branches is the natural

feeding ground in the winter season for the black ducks, shel-

drake, whistlers and mallards. During the fall and winter the

birds had flocked to this territory in greater numbers than for

several years. Reports were current that these birds were

suffering for lack of food, and public-spirited citizens of West-

port and members of the New Bedford Rod and Reel Club

started a collection for the purchase of grain. The amount was

insufficient, and the district deputy was authorized to pur-
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chase grain and supply it to persons who would be willing to

give their time to feeding the birds.

Nantucket. — The deputy reports that this year it was neces-

sary to commence feeding operations early in January, earlier

than ever before. As a rule, when the freeze-up comes all the

water fowl except the black ducks leave the district for open

water. For years the freeze has not come before February,

but last winter it began in December, at which time there

were a great many water fowl in the district. Nearly all the

black ducks left with the other ducks, contrary to custom, due

probably to the early closing of the fresh-water ponds.

The few black ducks which remained were sought out and fed

wherever they could be found, — at Hummock, Long and

Miacomet ponds. Never more than a dozen birds were to be

seen in places where they could be reached and fed. The corn

was sunk in spring holes where the water was 6 or 8 inches

deep. If put on the dry ice or on shore the crows took it,

and it w^as noticed that the ducks that appeared to be starving

would refuse to take the grain from dry ice, but they took it

from the water whenever it was placed there. Feed was put

out two or three times a week, with the assistance of four men
who lived near the ponds. But two dead birds were seen by

the deputy, and the number reported to him by reliable persons

did not exceed ten.

Essex County. — Many ducks wintered in this part of the

State, but invariably were seen along the shores in salt water,

as the inland waters were entirely closed by the severity of the

winter. Sheldrake and whistlers also associated with them.

Occasionally ducks were noticed on the edge of the rocks

feeding among the rockweed, and drinking the water which

trickled down through the rocks. IVJixed grain was scattered

in such places. Also, at the deputy's suggestion, local fish

markets saved their fish waste and scattered it about the ice

for the shelldrake. In spite of the sensational reports of water

fowl starving, he failed to find any dead birds, or any evidence

to show that such was the case.

Marthas Vineyard. — Air holes were located in Watcha

Pond, Oyster Pond, Edgartown Great Pond and Antire's Pond,

and grain placed for the ducks congregated there. Similar
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work was done on the shore at Vineyard Haven, Oak Bluffs,

Katama and Gay Head. The bulk of the feeding, however,

was done at the spring holes. Only two dead ducks were seen

by the deputy (black ducks), apparently leftovers or cripples.

Reports were received of three additional ones, and one dead

loon. In this part of the State the sheldrakes and the fish-

eating ducks in general appeared to suffer most from the winter.

The feeding method was similar to that used in the other

places, and the black ducks, geese and brant were seen to take

the grain.

Plymouth, Kingston and Duxbury. — Thousands of ducks

wintered in Plymouth Bay, and corn was placed by the district

deputy in all the spring brooks entering tidewater along the

Plymouth, Kingston and Duxbury shores, and in the Jones

River. Three dead birds were found by the deputy and only

a few reported. On several occasions the superintendent of the

Marshfield Bird Farm went to the relief of the wild fowl in

this district when word came to him that they were in need.

One trip was made on a severe cold day in a heavy snow-

storm. Along the shore the ice was stacked 15 or 20 feet high,

and the bay iced over near the channel, with a narrow strip of

open water along shore, in which numbers of black ducks had

collected. He waded in among them distributing, first, the rice

feed, which is peppery and a good tonic when the birds are

weakened. The smartweed seed contained in the rice feed

forms a bloom and drifts on the water a short distance. His

assistant followed, putting in corn. The birds appeared to be

very weak and would not fly, but would merely swim off a

short distance and then come up behind to feed. On the return

trip across the ice he caught several to take back to the farm,

but they died on the way. He made a survey of the grounds

as well as the drifts would permit, and found a number of

black ducks in the bayberry bushes where they had gone to

feed, but had died from weakness. A visit three days later

showed an improvement in the condition of the ducks, — this

time it was impossible to get nearer than 1,000 yards of them,

— and more feed was put out. After that the ice broke up,

and as the clammers resumed their work of turning over the

flats the birds were able to get their natural feed.
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Mortality.

With an occasional exception very little first-hand evidence

was found which would show any abnormal death rate among

the wild fowl. Reports from the deputies in charge of the

stations were to the effect that very few dead birds were found

by them personally, and comparatively few authentic reports

of such came to them.

Bird Enemies.

The Cat.

The fact that the cat — both the household pet, insufficiently

controlled, and the wild, hunting house cat — is one of the

deadliest enemies to bird life is now recognized and acknowl-

edged, w^here formerly the suggestion was met with ridicule.

To-day no further arguments are needed to prove the state-

ment. Enough may be found in the testimony of keepers of

both public and private reservations and game breeders, to say

nothing of the testimony gathered by the State Ornithologist

and embodied in a bulletin published by the State Board of

Agriculture, entitled "The Domestic Cat," in which the whole

problem is dealt with in all its phases.

Public sentiment is developing rapidly, but even yet is not

strong enough to bring about the legislation necessary for the

control of this menace. In an attempt to bring home the prob-

lem to every owner of a cat, the Commission displayed a poster

during the breeding season for the birds, thoroughly covering

the State with the appeal, a copy of which is given on page

84. The need for this is made plain by the estimate of the

State Ornithologist of the probable yearly destruction of birds

by this agency. He says: —
If we assume that the average cat on the farm kills but ten birds a

year, and that there are two cats to each farm in Massachusetts, we have,

in round numbers, 70,000 cats killing 700,000 birds annually.

This does not take into account at all the cat population of

cities, towns and villages. In all probability, too, it is a modest

estimate, for actual records kept and reported to him show
that as many as fifty-eight birds (including young in five

nests) have been killed in a single season by one cat.
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SJt}e (EatmnmmiraUI; of JBaaaarlfnBrtta

COMMISSIONERS ON FISHERIES AND GAME

William C. Adams,
George H. Graham,
Arthur L. Millett,

BIRDS versus CATS
Commissioners.

The nesting season of the birds has arrived. Whether or not

there will be the desired increase in birds this season depends
very largely on the protection which will be received by the adult

birds during the hatching period, and the young birds until they

can fly and have learned to shift for themselves.

One of the greatest menaces to the bird life of the country

to-day is the house cat. There are very few cats which, if given

the opportunity, will not kill a mother bird on the nest or a help-

less fledgling fluttering around on the ground. The great tragedy

is as likely to occur in the clematis along the porch, or in the

flower garden, as it is in the remote places frequented by the

so-called " wild " himting house cat.

This is no attempt to indict the cat. We have great sympathy
for and appreciation of the affection between Tabby and her

owner. We are simply asking that at this crucial period the birds

be given all benefit of the doubt.

We earnestly ask the owner of every house cat during the next

three months to assume the responsibility of seeing that the

cat will not be given an opportunity to kill birds.

The country is at war. To win the war we must have food.

It is common knowledge that the birds are a tremendous factor

in the protection of the food supply from insects. Cats, if un-
restrained, especially at this season, will tremendously weaken
that protection. The logic is simple. The birds are trying to do

their bit. Let us all help them.

Commissioners on Fisheries and Game.
May 15, 1918.
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The newspapers, too, have the right idea, and are putting

the problem before the public in a convincing way.

The fact that the tern colony at ]Muskeget had been reduced

in numbers through the depredations of cats nearly to the point

of extermination led to the enactment in 1917, on recommenda-

tion of this Commission, of a law making possession of a cat on

the island illegal. As a result the board of selectmen instructed

the police officer covering Muskeget to kill every cat found

prowling about the island, and when the district deputy made a

final clean-up, before development of the foliage made trailing

the cats impossible, but one was secured. Signs indicated the

presence of possibly one or two others, which the coast guard

crew undertook to run down before the arrival of the birds.

The Board desires to acknowledge the courteous treatment and

assistance accorded by both officers and men. The cat situa-

tion on Marthas Vineyard is covered in the report on the

INIarthas Vineyard Reservation.

Hawks, Owls and Other Vermin.

Vermin and its Relation to Hatchery Work. — Each year

furnishes, despite the utmost watchfulness on the part of the

superintendents, new evidence of the depredations of hawks,

owls and other enemies on the stock under their care. In the

quail breeding work, even though the birds are kept in wire-

covered enclosures, they are not safe from the attacks of hawks

and owls, for when frightened the birds have a natural instinct

to fly upwards to escape, and in doing so thrust their heads

through the openings at the top of the enclosure, only to have

them bitten off.

At the Sandwich Bird Farm a systematic trapping of destruc-

tive birds was carried on as usual, and also of the rats which

concentrate about the feeding places in the duck yards. Foxes

occasionally give trouble, though not to the extent that the

birds do. At this station the score was 368 for the year ending

Nov. 30, 1918, as follows: —
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1 long-eared owl.

5 great horned owls.

1 short-eared owl.

2 red-tailed hen hawks.

3 red-shouldered hawks.

6 goshawks.

15 Cooper's hawks.

2 screech owls.

5 sharp-shinned hawks.

260 rats.

16 weasels.

3 foxes.

6 skunks.

10 black snakes.

18 snapping turtles.

4 sparrow hawks.

8 marsh hawks.

1 rough-legged hawk.

2 pigeon hawks.

The record at the Wilbrahara Game Farm was not kept as

accurately as in other years, but among the vermin destroyed

were: —

In addition to those taken by hawks, 131 young birds are

known to have been taken here by other enemies. This year

crows have been more of a nuisance at this station than hawks,

and it w^as almost impossible to get within gunshot of them.

The boxes containing young birds were closed each night

against cats and skunks, but on one occasion skunks gained

an entrance by digging under the boxes and killed forty pheas-

ants in one night.

At the INIarshfield Bird Farm the snapping turtles are found

to be one of the worst pests. As they bury deep in the mud,

about the only remedy is to board the entire edge of the pond

around and probe all over to kill them. Numbers of great

horned owls were about this season. One gained entrance to

the brood house one night by breaking through a pane of glass,

and by morning had killed fifteen ducks. After that pole traps

were put out and several owls taken by this means. Crow^s

added to the losses by taking both eggs and ducklings.

Not only the game farms, but the fish hatcheries as well,

suffer from the activities of predatory birds, which are re-

sponsible for the loss of substantial numbers of fish every year.

At the Sandwich Fish Hatchery last February one of the work-

men noticed a red-shouldered haw^k on the bank of the brook.

He succeeded in killing it, and found it held in its claws a live.

16 skunks.

30 rats.

5 snakes.

9 hawks.

3 owls.

4 cats.
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perfectly healthy female brook trout 13 inches long, weighing 13

ounces. As the legs and under part of the hawk were wet, un-

questionably the bird had gone into the water after the fish.

In the superintendent's fourteen years' experience this is the

first instance that has come to his attention of any species of

hawk going into the water after fish, excepting the fish hawk.

The bird measured 3 feet 6 inches, from tip to tip, and 19

inches from beak to tip of the tail. It had been seen around

the hatchery for several weeks, and up to that time had evaded

capture. In another instance a black crown night heron which

had been shot at this station was found to contain ninety-two

2-inch and 3-inch brook trout fingerlings.

Turtles.

The young ducklings, and even the adult birds, have a

dangerous enemy in the snapping turtles (not the so-called

painted or speckled species) which so frequently are present in

the waters commonly inhabited by ducks.

The experiences of one of our hatchery superintendents when

in charge of a private game preserve in Carver, Mass., a few

years ago are interesting in this connection. In a reservoir

that was badly infested with turtles he observed that when

the water was very shallow in the summer months the turtles

worried the ducks and geese on the pond to such an extent

that they would not leave the shores until the waters had

risen and the season changed to cooler weather. At this same

place several persons witnessed a struggle between a turtle and

an adult goose. The turtle held the bird by the leg in shallow

water, the goose twisting and squirming in its attempts to es-

cape, and as they watched, the turtle got away with the bird's

leg. The goose was found dead on the shore next morning, and

two others, each with one leg missing, were found at different

times later. It appeared as though the legs had been pulled out

by the roots. About the same time the superintendent per-

sonally saw a mallard drake meet a similar fate. The bird

broke away minus a leg. The turtle was seen with the duck's

red foot in his mouth, and the duck was found dead a few days

later. That fall, when the ducks were caught up and put into

winter quarters, two mallards, two pintails and one widgeon
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were found, each with one leg missing, but all nicely healed up.

The same summer fifteen young ducks disappeared, one at a

time, from a small water hole scarcely 10 feet across. The
place was watched for turtles, and the sixteenth duckling was

found floating minus head and neck, with its destroyer, a small

turtle measuring only 6 inches in length of shell, holding fast

to it. The stomach contained two complete bodies of duck-

lings and the head of a third, — as much as it could hold.

Some of the turtles referred to above weighed 30 to 35 pounds

each.

At the Sandwich Bird Farm during the summer of 1918 a

week-old black duckling was noticed fastened in one spot and

nearly exhausted. A small snapper, measuring 33^ inches in

length, was found attached to the duckling's foot. Soon after,

a young wood duck minus a leg was found dead, and another

died with both upper and lower bill bitten off midway. It is

often hard to get positive proof of the damage done by

turtles, but enough actual instances have been witnessed to

lead to the belief that to aquatic birds in the wild state this

is easily one of the most destructive enemies.

In a pond on the Hingham Reservation snapping turtles

m.ade such inroads on the young ducklings that finally the

ducks raised their broods in the fields and near other small

ponds.

Other forms of life which inhabit the waters also take their

toll. One of our deputies killed a large water snake which had

a young mallard in its mouth, and at the Sutton Hatchery

trout of 1 pound in weight have been known to kill young

ducks up to the age of a week or ten days.

Fires.

The birds suffered little damage as compared with other years

through destruction to their covers by fires. Our deputies, as

usual, put out such small fires as they came upon in the course

of their travels, but the number was very few, and in many
districts, none at all. The greatest damage was during the last

half of April and first half of May, during which time ap-

proximately 2,000 fires, distributed pretty well over the State,

burned over a total of 35,000 acres of brush land and timber.
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Goshawl's.

During the winter covering the end of 1917 and the begin-

ning of 1918 goshawks were very numerous. It is generally

conceded that, to the game birds and small animals, the gos-

hawk is one of the most destructive of all the hawks that visit

here; and as they practice their depredations in the winter,

after the bther species of hawks have carried on their destruc-

tive work all summer, it materially reduces the supply of game

left in the spring.

Data collected covering observations by our deputies and

others disclose the fact that the invasion was not so general

in the eastern and southeastern parts of the State as had been

expected, from one to half a dozen being seen in each district.

Three were killed on Nantucket in one week and but one seen

afterwards.

The brunt of the invasion fell on the central and western

sections. Our deputies there report in addition to their own
observations that they have been informed by hunters, taxi-

dermists and citizens that this species has been present in large

numbers and worked much havoc among the birds. About

Fitchburg alone the deputy heard of or saw twenty-five killed,

and experienced hunters claim that they were never before

present in such numbers.

Many instances are reported where these hawks were seen in

the act of pursuing or killing pheasant, quail, starlings, grouse,

rabbits and other game. Several hawks which made their

home along the Westfield River near Woodlawn were seen by

employees of the street railway company to attack sheldrakes

along the river. In Great Barrington a large flock of starlings

was seen pursued by a goshawk. The birds alighted on a tree

and huddled, and the hawk, checking his flight, picked one out

of the flock as he passed. A resident of Sheffield devoted half

a day to cleaning up those about his place and shot six. On a

farm in Adams a goshawk was discovered in a barn. It had

killed several hens and was trying to carry oft' a large rooster

when discovered and shot. Such instances might be multiplied

indefinitely.
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Foxes.

The returns for the winter of 1917-18 indicate that in prac-

tically every district (with the exception of Nantucket and

Marthas Vineyard, where there are none, and Barnstable

County, where they are hunted so hard with gun and trap

that their numbers are noticeably less) foxes were very nu-

merous and are on the increase.

This increase must inevitably be accompanied by serious in-

roads on the partridge and other game birds and animals. One
gunner alone reports that in Berkshire County, in the week of

the deer season, he saw three different places where partridges

had been killed by foxes. In the same county our deputy

heard that on a certain farm foxes had killed 13 out of a flock

of 14 pheasants, and several cottontail rabbits; and this is but

one of many similar instances.

The increase has proceeded unchecked for several reasons :
—

1. In the extreme western part of the State the deep snows

and severe cold prevented the trappers from tending their traps

regularly; the old-time hunters were fewer, and there was

but one so-called professional trapper. Though a few trappers

in southern Berkshire were successful on a small scale, they did

not take enough to make an appreciable impression on the

numbers roaming at large, and apparently the increase greatly

outnumbers the catch.

2. The stringent trapping laws, which now prevent the use

of traps with toothed jaws, or jaws with more than a 6-inch

spread, in addition to the law requiring trappers to have a

written permit from the landowner, favored the foxes.

3. In parts of the State where there is little fox hunting or

trapping they multiply undisturbed. This year there was no-

ticeably little trapping or shooting of foxes around the West-

field district, the reason for which is unknown.

4. Necessity of visiting traps every twenty-four hours pre-

vents the trappers from having as long a string as heretofore.

Various other interesting theories to account for the increase

have been advanced. It is the opinion of some fox hunters

and others that foxes move about more or less from place to
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place, perhaps after they have reduced the food supply in a

particular district, or during severe winters when they are

obliged to travel considerable distances in search of food. The

fact that in a given territory hunters have killed off nearly

every fox, and yet the following winter they have been as

numerous as ever, seems to bear out this belief.

An old gunner puts forth a theory which runs something like

this: the male fox will kill the fox kittens in the same way that

a tomcat will kill its young, and the destruction of whole litters

in this way normally prevents undue increase; but when the

number of destructive males is kept low by trapping (males

predominate in those taken in traps), the numerous young

grow up unmolested, and the increase in the fox population is

rapid. This is given for what it is worth.

Mr. George F. Morse, Jr., secretary of the Massachusetts

Fish and Game Protective Association, is of the opinion that,

though the price of pelts is sufficiently large to make it an

object for more persons to trap, the activities of these new

trappers do little to keep down the numbers. It is safe to say

that in every town where foxes abound there are, or rather

were, not more than one or two men who really knew how to

successfully trap this wily animal, for the catching of the fox is

almost a science in itself. Many of the hunters and trappers

are now in the United States service, and those left, who two

years ago had to expend much time and effort to make trap-

ping pay, have been lured by high wages into government

work in the essential industries. This has left the fox to

increase unhindered.

On the other hand, in some parts of the State, notably

around Needham, Newton, Dedham, Lexington and Brockton,

the foxes were hunted hard. In the latter place fox hunting is

becoming a popular sport with numbers of men who formerly

hunted birds.

Trapping around Palmer was good, and many red foxes were

taken. The most successful trappers were Charles Williscroft

and Clarence Sherman, who captured not less than seventy-

five. Owing to the severity of the winter and the scarcity of

food the wood gray foxes, which are very numerous about
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Palmer and adjoining towns, and are increasing in the extreme

western part of the State, became so bold that they would go

after poultry even when people were in sight, and when driven

off would make an effort to return. Hunger led them to take

desperate chances, and no doubt any game which came their

way was appropriated.

Almost every year poultry dealers present a bill to the Legis-

lature asking for a bounty on foxes, while other parties as regu-

larly introduce bills calling for a close season on them; but with

the prices being paid now for skins it would seem that no addi-

tional inducement need be offered to hunt them. First-class

red-fox pelts sold last winter for $18 or S20, the highest they

have ever brought.

The increase in foxes has a bright as well as a dark side as

bearing on the wild life of the State, since it also means further

diminution in the numbers of field mice, moles, grasshoppers,

grubs and other forms of life which go to make up the bulk of

a fox's diet. We have no intention of entering into a discussion

of the value or injuriousness of a fox in its relation to the wild

life of the State. We believe, however, that the increase in

these animals, and the effect of this increase on the balance of

nature, will be very carefully studied, and will offer an in-

teresting field for investigation.

Lighthouses and Wireless Apparatus.

It seems to be a common belief that every year considerable

numbers of migratory birds are killed by dashing themselves

violently (in their flight) against lighthouses, wireless apparatus

or other high structures. In an attempt to secure definite

data on this question an inquiry was addressed early in 1918

to the keepers of all the lighthouses and wireless stations in

Massachusetts, asking what had been their experience during

the year past (1917).

A summary of the replies is here given.
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Station. Address. Summary of Reply.

Annisquam, Annisquam, No birds killed.

Bakers IfilaDd, Beverly Farms, 1 black duck. «

Bird Island, Marion, .... No birds kiUed.

Bishop and Clarks, Hyannis No birds killed.

Boston, .... Fort Warren, . A former keeper reports that a male red-
breasted merganser flew against an
iron truss rod, in line of the focal plane
of the lens. The bird must have flown
with great speed, as the body was
badly mutilated and outer glass much
spattered with blood.

Brant Point, . Nantucket, No birds killed.

Butlers Flats, . New Bedford, . No birds killed. Building only about
55 feet high, above high-water mark,
and the light a quick flash, every 5
seconds. In 20 years only 2 or 3 small
birds have been killed.

Cape Cod, North Truro, . Estimated 200, mostly small yellow
birds (probably warblers). They fly

against the lantern glass when it is

foggy or when there is to be a rainy
spell.

Cape Poge, Edgartown, No birds killed. In 15 years at the sta-
tion never knew of any to be killed.

Chatham, Chatham, This station is in the village, surrounded
by houses, and not exposed like outly-
ing stations where birds strike to con-
siderable xtent. But 2 birds in 11

years.

Cuttyhunk, Cuttyhunk, No reply.

Deer Island, . Deer Island, No birds killed in past 4 years.

Dumpling Rock, . . South Dartmouth, . No birds killed.

Duxbury Pier, Plymouth, No birds killed.

East Chop, Oak BlufTs, No birds killed in 6 years. Red light,

fourth order, not strong enough to
attract.

Eastern Point, East Gloucester, No birds killed in 27 years. The red
light of Eastern Point never attracts

them, and Breakwater Light is too
quick and not strong enough. The
first, second and third order lights,

flash or fixed, often attract the birds
in foggy nights, as they follow up the
ray and hit the lantern.

Edgartown, Edgartown, No reply.

Egg Rock, Nahant No birds killed. This is a fixed red light

which does not seem to attract the
birds.

Fort Pickering, Salem, .... No birds killed.

Gay Head, Gay Head, 100 small yellow birds; 25 sparrows;
12 woodpeckers.

Hospital Point, Beverly, .... No birds killed.

Hyannis Range, South Hyannis, No birds killed.

Ipswich Range, .

|

Ipswich, .... No birds killed.
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Station. Address. Summary of Reply.

Long Island Head, .

Long Point,

Loveils Island Range,

Marblehead,

Mayo Beach, .

Menemsha Harbor,

Minots Ledge,

Monomoy Point,

Nantucket (Great Point),

Narrows, . . . .

Nauset Beach,

Ned Point,

Newburyport Harbor, .

Newburyport Upper Har-
bor.

Nobska Point,

Oak Bluffs, .

Palmer Island,

Plymouth Range, .

Race Point,

Sandy Neck, .

Sankaty Head,

Scituate Breakwater,

Spectacle Island Range,

Stage Harbor, .

Straitmouth, ,

Tarpaulin Cove,

Tenpound Island,

Thatchers Island,

Fort Strong, Boston Har-
bor.

Provincetown, .

Fort Standish, Boston
Harbor.

Marblehead,

Wellfleet

Chilmark,

Cohasset, . . . .

Chatham,

Nantucket,

Fort Warren, Boston Har-
bor.

North Eastham

Mattapoisett,

Newburyport,

Newburyport,

Woods Hole,

Cottage City,

New Bedford,

Duxbury,

Provincetown,

Barnstable,

Siasconset,

Scituate, . . . .

Spectacle Island, Boston
Harbor.

Chatham,

Rockport,

Tarpaulin Cove,

Gloucester,

Rockport,

Present keeper has but recently taken
charge of station.

No birds killed in last 18 months.

No birds killed.

No birds killed.

No reply.

No birds killed.

Accurate estimate not possible, as birds
drop into the water. Those which are
killed are small mouse-colored birds,
and occasionally a bird with a yellow
breast; 3 or 4 are sometimes found on
the parapet. The number is not
thought to be large.

1 eider duck.

1 loon in 1917. Previous year, large num-
ber of English sparrows.

No birds killed.

No reply.

No birds killed. Light not powerful
enough to attract birds.

Petrel, the only bird in 13 years.

No reply.

No birds killed.

No birds killed.

No birds killed. Fixed red light which
appears not to attract birds like white
lights.

Not more than 5 or 6 in 1917; sparrows.

No birds killed.

No birds killed.

Found on ground, at base of tower, after

a night of fog or haze, 3 coots, 1 gull,

12 yellow-bellied flycatchers. When
haze or fog is about at night we see

many birds, large and small, flying

around the lantern. They seem to
enjoy passing through the rays of

light. The light is vapor high power.

No birds killed.

No birds killed.

No birds killed in 2 years.

Present keeper has but recently taken
charge of station.

2 wild ducks.

No birds killed.

No record kept. Present keeper has but
recently taken charge of station.
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Station. Address. Summary of Reply.

The Graves, Svampecott, Only a few during the months preeoit
keeper has been there. Small birds
about siae of ' spamnr. yelknridi
breasts. Not more than a doaen.

.Dtynrd Haven Break-
wato'.

Vineyard Haven. No reply.

West Chop, Vineyard Haven, 1 hnaU the only bird in 20 years.

Hull, No birds kiDed.

Wings Xeck, . Pocasset, . . Neva- find dead birds. li^t is small
and does not attract birds.

Wood End, Provinoetown, . No birds killed.

Woods Hole, Woods Hole. No reply.

This census cannot be considered by any means complete,

since at such lights as are close to the water, or even directly

in it, as, for example, Minot's, birds thus killed would fall into

the water and float away unnoticed. The keeper of Minot's

light reports that the only time the birds fly against the tower

is at night in foggy weather, when the light is burning. At such

times they become bewildered and fly toward the light in the

night time, coming against the glass with considerable force,

and if not stunned when they strike the glass they fly away a

few feet and then return toward the light again.

The keeper of the Stage Harbor light reports that at some

stations where he has been keeper great numbers of birds came

against the lanterns and were killed, whereas at other stations

hardly one would be killed in a year. It is his experience that

most of the mortality is at lights on islands away from the

mainland.

From the keeper of Cape Poge light station comes the follow-

ing interesting incident: —
One night, in one of the thickest fogs I ever saw, while looking out of

the lantern glass, I saw what at first I took to be a thick snowstorm. This

was in the month of April, and I wondered why the lantern glass was not

wet. I went outside and saw the strangest sight. This is a revohing

light, and thousands of mackerel gulls or terns were following the flash

around and around. They would gradually work in close to the light,

within a few yards of it (and this is quite a powerful light), then they

would sheer off, but alwaj-s come back. This kept up for several hours,

as many as three, I am sure, but not one bird was killed that I could find,

although I had the outside of the tower to wash in the morning.
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Fiftv-one replies were received from the 58 lighthouses ad-

dressed.

From a careful study of these replies it appears that in

Massachusetts, at least, not all lighthouses, but only certain

kinds, are a source of danger to birds in their flight, and that

the smaller and less powerful lights do not attract the birds.

This seems to be true also of the red lights. While undoubtedly

some birds do follow up the rays of the powerful lights, es-

pecially when bewildered in foggy weather, it seems probable

that the determining factor as to whether or not a structure is

a source of injury to the birds is its location. The migrating

birds follow certain definite routes, and such lighthouses as

stand in the path of their nightly migrations exact the greatest

toll.

This latter statement is borne out by the fact that the largest

number of birds reported (200 estimated) were killed at Cape

Cod light, North Truro. This light is situated on a high bluff

of sufficient height to intercept the birds in their flight.

Of the 51 replies received, 35 report no birds killed in 1917

and 3 recently appointed keepers have no data. The aggregate

killed at the remaining 13 is 383. Of these, two places were

responsible for the killing of 337, leaving but 46 destroyed by

the other 11 lights.

The wireless stations of this State seem to have been innocent

of any damage to birds during the year in question. The

oflicer in charge of one of them, however, states that it has been

his experience on various stations throughout the country, es-

pecially through the Great Lakes district, that every morning

very nearly a bushel basket full of dead birds of various kinds

could be picked up in the neighborhood of the station, ap-

parently caused by birds coming in contact with an aerial, and

either breaking their necks or being electrocuted.

Reservations.

Reservations under Chapter 410, Acts of 1911.

Varying results have been obtained on this type of reserva-

tion, first authorized seven years ago. Before proceeding to

establish a reservation the Commissioners try to make clear
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to the interested parties their attitude concerning these res-

ervations, and exactly what Hes in the Commission's power to

do. To accomplish the desired end — the protection and in-

crease of the valuable birds and animals — there are three essen-

tials:

—

Prohibition of shooting.

Destruction of enemies to birds and animals (vermin).

Furnishing shelter and sufficient food at times of scarcity.

Wild life could be aided further in various ways, but these

three requirements are essential.

In conducting these reservations the work must be shared

between the Commission on the one hand and the landowners

on the other. Both must do their part to insure success, for the

Commission is not provided with the means to do the work

alone. The Legislature has given the Commission the requisite

power to establish a three or five-year close season on these

areas, and prosecute for violations, for which a heavier penalty

is provided than the penalty for mere trespass. It has also

given the Commission authority to set aside the close season

so established on these areas to the extent of issuing permits

to kill injurious animals which would destroy the valuable

birds and animals as fast as they increase. But our appropria-

tion does not provide sufficient funds to pay for the needed

patrol of these reservations. Whatever patrolling is done, is

done as a part of the regular work of the district deputies,

whose territories are already so extensive that a given locality

can have only a restricted, amount of attention per month or per

year. Again, no special funds are provided for bird-feeding

work on these reservations. Whatever work of this sort the

Commission does on these reservations must be paid for out of

a very small sum set aside from the general appropriations for

bird-feeding work, in which fund every part of the State is

entitled to an equal share. ^

It therefore must be plain that the last two lines of work set

forth above must largely be assumed by the landowners as their

share in the enterprise.

.As a means of keeping down the number of injurious animals,

permits to hunt foxes or to trap have been granted to as many
reliable persons as have applied for them. The amount of
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vermin thus taken is recorded under the individual reservations.

But still greater efforts need to be put forth to sufficiently

reduce these undesirable species. During the past year the

deputies have patrolled the reservations with some regularity',

even if not as frequently as might be desired, and know pretty

well what is going on and when attention is needed. It is

found that hunters with but few exceptions respect these

sanctuaries, and there are comparatively few violations. During

the winter the deputies have included the reservations in their

general bird-feeding work, and on each reservation there is

generally in addition one or more persons who interest them-

selves actively in the feeding work, both by putting out feed

and by planting grain to be left standing for the birds to

harvest. Much credit is due these people, and the Board de-

sires to acknowledge their interest and their services.

But, on. the other hand, the majority of the owners, after

the reservations are established, consider their responsibility at

an end. The following will serve as an illustration of the lack

of active co-operation which the Board meets. In laying out

the work for the year 1918 a circular was addressed in the

early summer to all the landowners in the reservations, asking

if they would plant a patch of buckwheat to be left standing

for the birds, and to begin to collect waste grain, barn sweep-

ings, grit, etc., for the winter work. Owners in 14 reservations

were addressed, to the number of 363; 25 letters were returned

undelivered, leaving 338 who we may suppose received the

letters. Only 24 were sufficiently interested to reply at all,

either favorably or unfavorably. Eight of those who re-

sponded were unable to help, for various good reasons, and

16 most kindly promised to lend a hand. We realize fully that

in some cases the propertv owned by a given person may be

small in size, or unsuited for planting, or used in other ways;

but even making allowances for such cases the results shown

indicates that more actual and active assistance must be

received by the Board if these reservations are to be of any

particular value.

In the fall of 1918 the fifteen special deputies, who were ap-

pointed to help the regular deputies cover their districts, were

able to devote a substantial amount of attention to the res-

ervations in the course of their work.
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Sconticut Neck Reservation, Fairhaven.

Approximately 1,000 acres. Established for a period of five

years from Oct. G, 1913, and for a second five-year period from

Nov. 6, 1918.

The term of five years for which this land was taken expired

Oct. 6, 1918. Petition to continue it was filed by the original

landowners or their successors, pursuant to which the Board,

after a public hearing on November 4, voted on Nov. 6, 1918,

to establish the reservation for an additional five years.

In this reservation foxes and wild, hunting house cats are

numerous and increasing, and this is accompanied by a decrease

in the quail and pheasants. There are two small ponds where

the ducks congregate, and here the young mallard ducklings,

reared by the Rod and Reel Club of New Bedford from eggs

furnished by the Commission, have been turned loose. In addi-

tion, the Commission liberated this year six young mallard

ducks.

During the past two years Mr. Wm. A. Perry of New Bed-

ford has liberated ten pairs of hares, but they have not been

seen since.

The district deputy has patrolled the reservation occasionally,

as his duties permitted, and during the winter distributed grain.

No violations came to his attention, and no complaints were

received.

Six permits for hunting or trapping were issued, which led to

the destruction of 1 muskrat, 1 fox, 1 cat.

Great Island Reservation, Yarmouth.

Approximately 600 acres. Established for a period of five

years from Oct. 9, 1914.

The district deputy patrolled this as much as his other duties

permitted, but he has not seen a hunter there for a number of

years, and there are no violations. Birds of all kinds have

increased, and seem to know that they are out of harm's way.

Forty pairs of black ducks, so fearless that they did not fly

from the automobile, were counted feeding in the road. During

the year six young and four adult mallards were liberated.
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Marblehead Neck Reservation.

Approximately 300 acres. Established for a period of five

years from Feb. 3, 1915.

This area is not particularly adapted as a sanctuary for

game, since it is pretty well built up with summer and winter

residences, and the building up is continuing rapidly. It is,

however, a stopping place for the spring flight of song and

insectivorous birds. Pheasants seem to be decreasing rather

than increasing. There have been no violations of law^ during

the year, and about the only enemies the birds have to con-

tend with are skunks. One permit was issued for killing grackles;

57 were destroyed.

Andover Reservation.

Approximately 1,200 acres. Established for a period of five

years from May 5, 1915.

Black ducks were present in greater numbers last year than

for some years past, and there were quite a number of grouse

in the covers near the pond. Seventeen pheasants were ob-

served in October feeding in the buckwheat which the district

deputy planted in the spring. The sixty bird boxes put up by

the Andover Natural History Association for the song and in-

sectivorous birds were nearly all occupied this year. The laws

have been well observed. Foxes are present to some extent.

Two permits for hunting or trapping were issued during the

year, but no catch reported.

Hingham Reservation.

Approximately 5,000 acres. Established for a period of five

years from Aug. 19, 1915.

Quail have greatly increased in abundance. One landowner

states that near his home, where, previous to the establishment

of the reservation, quail never came, they are now seen almost

daily. One large bunch of about forty is frequently seen, and

the birds are very tame. One day in September he stopped his

automobile to allow thirty-nine by actual count to cross the

road about 100 yards from the house, and a few days later

forty-three were counted in the same locality. Quail are also
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abundant in other parts of the reservation. If this increase

continues the birds will without doubt spread out and repopu-

late the adjacent country. Pheasants have not done as well,

though they are seen occasionally in different parts of the res-

ervation. This s])ring a hen pheasant hatched 15 out of 17

eggs, not over 30 yards from the first green in the golf links.

No grouse have been seen since the reservation was established,

although they were plentiful years ago. Smaller birds, such as

meadow larks, flickers and robins, have increased materially.

IMallard ducks breed in the large pond, but have not increased

to a great extent, due to the depredations of snapping turtles.

So great were the inroads by turtles two years ago that many
of the ducks have raised their broods in the fields and near

other small ponds. Six young mallards were liberated this

year by the Commission. Over forty night herons congregate

in one of the small ponds, and there are two large blue herons

in the reservation. Shore birds were present this year in larger

numbers than for many years, and for the first time black

ducks came to the pond. Seventy-five were put up one day in

September, and a few days later about fifty. The vermin, which

was very plentiful a year ago this summer, has been consid-

erably reduced. Though no permits were issued for hunting

and trapping, a good deal of such work was done by the land-

owners. The laws are generally respected, particularly since

the prosecution made last year.

Mars hfield Reservation .

Approximately "5,000 acres. Established for a period of five

years from Sept. 1, 1915.

This reservation contains cover suitable for both upland and

water birds. During the year there has been a strong increase

of quail, pheasants and partridge, particularly the latter, all

over the reservation. The wild ducks, both mallard and black,

have increased greatly. Eleven adult mallards were liberated

this year, and the many mallards that have escaped from the

bird farm (located adjacent to the reservation) have all gone

into the Dyke Meadows. About one hundred and fifty quail

have been liberated this year besides the escaped quail that

have flown out of the yards at the bird farm.
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During the severe winter weather quantities of broken rice

and smart weed seed were fed in the Dyke Meadows by the

superintendent of the game farm, and wild rice was planted to

hold the wild ducks.

Considering the size of the reservation, and the fact that

only a limited amount of patrol could be given, the laws have

been fairly well obeyed.

Efforts have been made to exterminate the injurious animals

by issuing trapping permits. Two young boys made $62.50 in

one week, in the early spring, trapping skunks and muskrats.

Ten permits for hunting or trapping have been granted. The
animals taken as reported by the holders are 22 skunks, 11

foxes, 1 raccoon, 3 rats and 41 muskrats.

Several large turtles (deadly enemies to the young ducks) and

owls have been killed, and one pair of Canadian horned owls

taken here were sent to the Franklin Park Zoo.

Tyngsborough Reservation.

Original reservation approximately 150 acres. Established

for a period of five years from Oct. 1, 1915; further area added

of approximately 335 acres for the period from April 24, 1918,.

to Oct. 1, 1920.

No increase in game has been noted here, in spite of the fact

that the vermin is kept down by trapping. The scarcity of

game in this part of the State prevails likewise on the reserva-

tion.

Six young ducks were liberated and eight permits for hunting

or trapping were issued, under which were destroyed 3 black-

birds, 1 skunk and 1 mink.

Millis Reservation.

From 2,000 to 3,000 acres. Established for a period of three

years from Oct. 11, 1916.

Here, owing to the activities of the trappers, the foxes,

skunks and mink have decreased, and pheasants and black duck

are accordingly more numerous. The Commission in the course

of the year liberated six young and four adult mallard ducks.

But one flock of quail reported; but as this has been a good

quail territory, this flock, if spared, should furnish sufficient
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stock to repopulate the reservation. The district deputy,

though unable to patrol it as much as desirable, has kept in

touch with the landowners, and, in general, the laws have been

obeyed. The only prosecutions were two for illegal taking of

fish with a net, which resulted in a fine of So each. Thirteen

permits for hunting or trapping have been issued, and the ac-

tivities of the holders resulted in the destruction of 8 foxes, 8

mink, 37 skunks and 92 muskrats.

Huhhardston Reservation.

Approximately 3,000 acres. Established for a period of three

years from March 11, 1913, and for an additional three years

from Oct. 18, 1916.

This reservation is unusually well adapted for ruffed grouse,

pheasants, quail, black and wood ducks, white hares, coney

rabbits and deer. There are many old apple orchards and

isolated trees scattered about the woods. There are three

ponds, spring-fed but shallow, one good-sized trout stream and

several small ones. Owing to weather conditions and natural

enemies the grouse are not very numerous, and there are no

more birds here than on any other area of similar size. There

are more white hares than coney rabbits, and eight or ten deer,

all on the increase. Here, as in other parts of the State, foxes

are increasing, but muskrats have almost entirely disappeared.

There is considerable fox hunting with dogs in winter, but the

shooting is done off the reservation. It is not possible to patrol

this reservation as much as desirable owing to its size, — too

much to cover in one day; but the laws are w^ell observed by

the hunters.

Six young mallard ducks were liberated on the reservation by

the Commission this year.

Lynnfield Reservation.

Approximately 750 acres. Established for a period of five

years from Feb. 7, 1917.

The mallard ducks sent in past years to this reservation have

bred, under the care of the caretaker of the John B. Pierce

estate, and the ducklings were turned loose on the pond. This

year some black ducks have joined them. The first allotment
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of the mallards (young birds) came too late to breed, and

these, with some which came later, were caught and kept over

winter into 1918. There were 9 ducks and 20 drakes. In the

spring the 27 survivors, semi-domesticated, were liberated on

the shores of the ponds, where they bred. They were shy

during breeding season, but later when food was put out they

came to call. Eighty-one were counted one day in August, all

good types of the mallard except two old ones which later

disappeared with others of the flock. Their flying qualities

were good, and the whole lot could be seen flying high over the

town. They grew shy of strangers as the season advanced,

and at the close of 1918 forty-one were caught up to be held

over winter by the caretaker of the Pierce estate. The pheas-

ants which were fed during the winter of 1917-18 have not been

in evidence since the breeding season, but the fact that there

are from one hundred to one hundred and fifty pheasants on

land adjoining the reservation, where there is a piggery, would

make it seem that these are the birds from the reservation,

drawn here by the greater amount of feed. Partridge have

increased, but the quail liberated late in the season of 1918 have

never been seen. It may be that spraying which was done with

arsenate of lead for moths, and Paris green for potato bugs

(both are eaten by quail), may account for their disappearance,

as birds of other species have been picked up dead after the

spraying here. The laws are well observed. There is a con-

siderable amount of vermin, — rats, mink, weasels, skunks,

foxes and hawks. Six young and four adult mallards were

liberated by the Commission in 1918 as additions to the stock

already liberated and breeding there.

Two permits for hunting or trapping were issued in 1918,

but no catch reported.

Mansfield-Foxborough Reservation.

Approximately 1,800 acres. Established for a period of five

years from July 18, 1917.

There has been a notable increase in black ducks and pheas-

ants, especially the latter. Six young mallards, seven young

and three adult pheasants, and 6 white hares were liberated

this year. Of the mallards previously put out one pair re-
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raained last winter and had a flock of sixteen ducklings this

spring. The number of foxes and other vermin remain about

the same. The district deputy has patrolled the reservation to

a considerable extent, and as a rule the laws are respected. One

man was prosecuted for trapping without a permit and fined

Slo. Juveniles pulled down posters at first, but complaint

to the parents ended that trouble.

Four permits for hunting or trapping were granted, and the

following objectionable animals thus killed: 10 skunks, 4 weasels,

1 mink, 1 owl, 21 muskrats and 1 fox.

Bare Hill Reservation, Harvard.

Approximately 1,740 acres. Established for a period of five

years from Oct. 24, 1917.

Owing to the high price of fur considerable trapping is done

and vermin therefore is not increasing. Three permits for

hunting or trapping were issued, and the following animals

destroyed: 2 woodchucks, 4 foxes, 12 skunks, 17 muskrats and

1 mink.

Nevertheless, game birds, squirrels, grouse and pheasants

are decreasing in numbers; in fact, game is scarce all through

this part of the State except deer, which hold their own. Six

young mallards were liberated. Violations are rare.

Taunton Reservation.

Approximately 2,750 acres. Established for a period of five

years from Oct. 24, 1917.

There has been an increase in the numbers of quail, grouse

and pheasants on this reservation. One day last spring forty-

three quail, all in fine condition, were started within gunshot

of the home of one of the landowners in the reservation. Th^

district deputy has patrolled it three or four times a month,

and has found no violations. The amount of vermin remains

about the same.

Seventeen permits for hunting or trapping were issued during

the year, under which were destroyed 5 foxes, 68 skunks, 5

weasels, 5 mink and 18 muskrats.

Three adult and seven young pheasants were liberated this

year.
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Neio Reservations.

The only new reservation created this year is the Pittsfield

Reservation, Pittsfield, approximately 368 acres, established for

a period of five years from Jan. 16, 1918.

An addition of 335 acres was made to the original reservation

in Tyngsborough, established for the period from April 24, 1918,

to Oct. 1, 1920.

The Sconticut Neck Reservation, Fairhaven, as elsewhere

noted, has been renewed for five years.

Marthas Vineyard Reservation.

On Dec. 1, 1917, James A. Peck was appointed to act as

superintendent until an eligible list from which to make a per-

manent appointment had been established by the Civil Service

Commission. Mr. Peck remained in charge until April 30,

1918, and his was the responsibility of bringing the birds

through the winter of 1917-18. His foremost duties were

patrol and killing of vermin, records of which are given later

in this report. In his report covering the period of his service

he states that the heath hens held their own in good shape all

winter, and according to his census in February there were

about one hundred and fifty birds on the reservation, and

several coveys on different parts of the island, particularly

between Gay Head and West Chop. In fact, heath hens were

found on practically all favorable areas on the island.

Early in March the State Ornithologist, who has kept closely

in touch with the situation at all times, visited the island to

check up the birds and make a survey of conditions at the

opening of the breeding season. He reported his findings to the

Commission, together with certain recommendations for the

coming year's work. As a matter of fact, the policy to be

pursued on the reservation had been pretty thoroughly laid

out in 1917, and the work of 1918 was simply a continuation on

lines already laid down, with modifications from time to time

as ways and means could be devised which promised to give

effective results. On his visit Mr. Forbush saw but twenty-

one birds all told, all in the cornfield or in that neighborhood.

At East Chop, where heath hens had been reported, he found
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none, and, in fact, no live bird of any kind, nothing but the

remains of a meadow lark evidently killed by a cat. It may
be, since the acorn crop on the scrub oaks was scant this year

(perhaps as a result of the fire), that the birds crowded into the

reservation for food during the winter and scattered since the

snow had gone, and might as a matter of fact have been any-

where on the island, wherever food could be found. At the

time of Mr. Forbush's visit the males had already begun their

tooting and were preparing to breed.

It was Mr, Forbush's opinion that the prospects of an in-

crease of the species depended largely on the supply of food,

not only vegetable but animal as well; for, while the birds can

live entirely on the former, all birds of this order require a con-

siderable quantity of animal food early in the year before

breeding. If animal food is procurable they are likely to

produce a large number of fertile eggs, and the old birds will

be strong and well able to endure the privations of the brooding

period and to care for the young. A large quantity of earth-

worms at this time would add materially to the prospect of in-

creasing the species, and these are produced in great numbers

only on fertile, well-manured land.

As a means of securing this necessary animal food he pointed

out the necessity for cultivating portions of the reservation,

sowing it down to clover or other cover crops in the late sum-

mer or early fall to hold the soil and fertility, and to turn under

for green manure in the spring, as the use of fertilizer alone,

especially when lacking in potash as is the case with fertilizers

at present, will impoverish the land.

As to the prospects of re-establishing the heath hen, ^Ir.

Forbush said :
—

I am not pessimistic regarding the possibility of re-establishing this

bird, proWded that the proper care and supervision be given to the task.

I think it is very probable that there may be now 150, or perhaps a few

more than that number, left on the island, though I doubt if there are

more than 50 pairs, as there seems to be a preponderance of males. From
all the evidence I could get on my last ^^sit it seems probable that the birds

began to breed last j'car and produced some young that have survived

the winter. With only a small number of birds on the island, with a

reservation where they have been concentrated and fed when food was
scarce, you have a large food supply in proportion to the number of birds,.
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and this alone, in connection with proper protection from their enemies,

ought to insure a considerable increase, provided fires can be kept down
for a few years.

In the light of this encouraging opinion the work of 1918 was

entered upon:

On April 8 Mr. Allan Keniston began his duties as superin-

tendent of the reservation.

Cultivation of Land. — The superintendent gave his first

attention to the preparation of the ground to raise crops to

provide food for the heath hen the coming winter and for the

animals on the place. Five acres of corn, 3 of sunflowers, 2 of

buckwheat and 3 of clover were planted. The remainder of the

reservation is kept in grass.

On May 4, nine Asiatic crab-apple trees, referred to more

fully in another part of this report, were set out on the reserva-

tion, and all are living. These trees bear a berry or fruit which

is relished by game birds. They were in blossom when set out,

and transplanting destroyed the chances of fruit this year.

Last year permission to cultivate a portion of the heath-hen

reservation for the production of food was granted by this

Board to the committee on public safety of Marthas Vineyard.

The committee undertook the cultivation of 50 acres, the Com-
mission to co-operate to the extent of permitting the use of

farming implements when the same were not in use. It was the

understanding that the land should be left in as good condition

as when turned over to them.

This year similar permission was accorded on the same basis

as 1917, with the understanding that the land they cultivated

should be properly fertilized and planted to winter rye as fast

as the crops were taken ofT in the fall.

Advice secured from Biological Survey. — Following our plan

of securing advice from the most eminent authorities on birds

in the matter of restoring the heath hen, a request was made

to the Department of Agriculture at Washington for an in-

spection of their range to be made by Dr. A. K. Fisher of

the Biological Survey. The department most courteously

acceded to our wishes, and Dr. Fisher made his inspection in

May in company with Mr. E. H. Forbush and Superintendent

Keniston. His report is quoted in full.
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United States Department of Agriculture,
Bureau of Biological Survey,

Washington, D. C, May 16, 1918.

Hon. William C. Adams, Chairman, State Board of Fisheries and Game,

321 State House, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir: — Under the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture, and

in compliance with your request, I visited Marthas Vineyard in company

with Mr. E. H. Forbush for the purpose of studying conditions affecting

the heath hen on the State reservation.

We devoted the entire afternoon of March 6 to studying conditions,

and with the assistance of Mr. Allan Keniston, manager of the farm, I

was able to inspect a considerable portion of the reservation.

At half past 4 Mr. Forbush and I entered a blind which had pre-

viously been constructed, and in a short time the male birds began to

congregate in the open area on all sides. During the hour we remained

in the blind several birds came within a few feet, which gave us a good

opportunity to witness their wonderful performances. When we left the

blind we counted twenty-four birds as they flew to the neighboring shelter.

In another locality to the southward I saw at least a dozen more males,

which would seem to show that there are a goodly number of breeding

pairs in the general vicinity of the station.

In making every effort to preserve these wonderful birds, which are of

greatest interest to all sportsmen and naturalists throughout the country,

I believe that a fire is the worst enemy, vermin and the elements being

entirely secondary. I think that you will agree with me that every effort

should be made to prevent fire from occurring on the reservation. I

would suggest that the boundary fire lanes which are now in existence be

well cleared of weeds and rubbish so as to prevent, as far as possible, fire

crossing into the reservation. A fire may further be prevented from cross-

ing into the reservation by placing a fence of 1-inch mesh chick wire (18

inches high) along the edges of the fire lanes on the opposite side from the

reservation. This fence will be especially useful along the lines where

the prevailing winds blow toward the reservation. In case of fire this

wire netting will prevent the sparks from blowing across the open area,

and on account of collecting leaves and trash will be useful in case back-

firing becomes necessary. I am sure that the manager realizes the great

danger from fire and will make every effort to prevent its occurrence.

So far as possible the enforcement of the game laws should be dele-

gated to others, so that he may devote as much time to the reservation

as possible.

In the fall, before the bad weather begins, I believe that several wind

breaks should be placed along the edges of the open areas. These may
be made of cornstalks securely fastened to strong frames. At the begin-

ning of winter food should be placed in the lea so as to form feeding sta-
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lions where the birds will be accustomed to go. This is important, so

that when very severe weather comes they will be in a position to find

food without much effort. As you well know, a bird that is properly fed

can withstand almost any severity of weather.

Since I understand that foxes and coons do not occur on the island,

cats and bird-eating hawks are the forms of vermin to control. Special

effort should be made to prevent cats from entering the reservation, and

any in the vicinity should be dispatched as promptly as possible. Their

tracks may be easily seen along the fire breaks, where they may be baited

and trapped, or poisoned.

Steel traps set in the open with pans covered by mouse skins are ef-

fective in attracting marsh hawks which pass by. I know of no certain

way of trapping the goshawk, the Cooper's hawk, or the sharp-shinned

hawk, since thej^ do not usually perch in any regular place. If one of

these hawks should make frequent visits or take up its abode near the

station, it may be lured by inclosing a live chicken in a wire-netting cage.

Steel traps set on near-by posts, which should be higher than the top of

the cage, often bring good results. If a hawk is caught in the act of eating

a bird, a steel trap immediately set by the side of the victim is almost

sure to secure the marauder.

Undoubtedly the most satisfactory way of dealing with bird-eating

hawks is shooting from concealment over a stool pigeon. You know the

pigeon is carefully hooded so that it cannot see, and is fastened on a stool

which is manipulated by a string from the blind, and when the hawk

appears in sight the pigeon is made to hover by raising and lowering the

stool. Any one of the bird-eating hawks above mentioned is almost sure

to make straight for the pigeon as soon as it is seen. In the old days of

wild pigeon netting I have known of hundreds of Cooper's and sharp-

shinned hawks being killed in one season by this method.

In furnishing additional food I believe that the sowing of buckwheat

along the edge of the brush and in open places might be of considerable

value. Years ago, when I lived in New York, we used to do this for the

quail, and I am certain that this extra food at times bridged the birds

over through a severe winter.
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It gives me great pleasure to know that you are deeplj'' interested in

these wonderful birds, and I trust that with this interest and your knowl-

edge on the subject the heath hen may increase so that later new colonies

may be established in other favorable localities to further insure the per-

manency of this species.

^'er}' truly yours,

A. K. Fisher,

In charge, Economic Investigations.

The superintendent was instructed to incorporate in his plan

of work such suggestions as had been made by Dr. Fisher not

already in operation, notably the brushing out of the spaces

along the intersecting roads, and putting the fire stops in condi-

tion by harrowing with a disk harrow and keeping them clean

of vegetation.

The heath hens on the reservation numbered about fifty

during the spring as nearly as the superintendent could esti-

mate. They left the cultivated ground about the 24th of May,

and kept more in the scrub oak, and from that time on but few

were seen at one time. The superintendent saw seven broods

of heath hens during the summer and heard of others. The

average brood of young birds was five. Apparently this season

was a favorable one, for they show^ed up in good numbers in

the fall. On November 14 the superintendent reported thirty

birds in the buckwheat and fifty odd in the corn and sunflowers.

At this time the birds were beginning to gather each morning

and afternoon in increasing numbers, feeding on the planted

areas, where they winter, until they scatter in the spring at the

close of the mating season. Half an acre of corn was left

standing and the rest harvested. This standing grain and

the sunflowers should last them through the winter, but if more

is needed it will be placed among the standing, corn. The

buckwheat was left in the field, and with the clover formed part

of the food supply. The birds seemed to prefer the buckwheat

to the sunflowers or corn.

Vermin. — The warfare against the natural enemies of the

heath hen is kept up w^ithout cessation. During the five months

of Superintendent Peck's service (to April, 1918) he destroyed

18 cats, 60 rats, 2 crows, 1 snake, 15 hawks, 2 owls and 1

turtle.
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He found only one case where there were traces of a heath

hen having been killed by a hawk, though it is reasonable to

suppose that quite a few were destroyed, for several hawks in

pursuit of heath hens came under observation and were shot.

At Menemsha Creek, on February 16, a large hunting cat was

discovered within 10 rods of a covey of five heath hens. A few

days later, at Chilmark, a small covey of quail was found, and

also the place where a cat had had a meal on one. Both cats

were run down and disposed of.

^Vhen the present superintendent took charge two beagle

hounds were purchased to be used in hunting cats on the res-

ervation. They have done good work in trailing and treeing

cats, and will be the means of saving many heath hens this

coming winter. In the early part of the year both Superin-

tendent Peck and the State Ornithologist found evidences of

great numbers of rats, but the severe winter must have de-

stroyed many of them as only a few were noticed in the culti-

vated areas during the last eight months of the year.

The most common hawk on the island, the marsh hawk, was

not as numerous as in years past, and as this hawk on Marthas

Vineyard is a bird-eater, this scarcity is a fortunate circum-

stance for the young heath hens.

The rough-legged hawk preys on rats and mice, so it is a

doubtful policy to destroy this species, since their services in

reducing the numbers of mice and rats would probably exceed

any harm they might do to the heath hen. This species of hawk

is so slow it is doubtful if it could catch and kill a full-grown,

lusty heath hen, though it might an old, superannuated male

or sickly bird. It has no difficulty in capturing rats and mice,

its chief food. Since April the following have been destroyed:

71 rats, 15 hawks and 6 cats.

The superintendent considers the woods cats one of the

worst enemies of all young game and other bird life on the

island, for they hunt all the yea'r, in most cases are much

larger and more ferocious than tame cats, and those killed

away from the towns are sure to be fat at all seasons of the

year. It is his intention to build and maintain a long chain of

traps around the reservation, to reduce the numbers, but they

never can be exterminated. Some are very shy of traps, and
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the addition to the crop of cats is very large each year. They

are a real and serious menace to bird life, and destroy also large

numbers of young rabbits.

It is very unfortunate that the practice still persists, on the

part of summer residents on Marthas Vineyard, to abandon

their pet house cats at the end of the season. This practice

appears to be as common as ever. In no other way could the

number of cats be kept up as exists on the island to-day.

Forest Fires. — Advice was secured from both Dr. Fisher of

the Biological Survey and the State Fire Warden as to what

further measures should be taken for protection against the

fires which in the past have worked such injury to the heath

hen. The latter part of June a portion of the mile-long fire

stop on the Dr. Fisher road was plowed with a tractor, and a

strip about 20 feet wide on each side of the road was turned

over. These strips on each side of the road are a great help

in fire prevention, provided they are kept turned over so no

vegetation grows there. This would necessitate turning over

by plowing once a year until vegetation was killed out. Of

course these strips would not prevent fire from crossing the

road in a gale of wind, but under ordinary circumstances they

would prove fine barriers. It is believed that the large fire in

1916 was caused by the dropping of a lighted match or burning

tobacco by the driver of a team. If the sides of the road were

bare of vegetation this danger would be eliminated, and the

majority of fires are started in this way. This season has been

a fortunate one, for there were but two fires, neither of them

extensive and not on the reservation.

Damage by Heath Hens. — At times complaints are made that

the heath hens go into gardens and damage the growing crops.

In 1916 Mr. William Litchfield, near Edgartown Great Pond,

claimed that about forty heath hens fed in his field corn all the

fall. Investigation by the deputy in that district disclosed

beaten paths of heath hen tracks around the stacks of corn,

and all the outer ears had been destroyed.

This year, in June, 1918, Mr. George Barnard of Oak Bluffs

stated to our deputy that he has a market garden just out of

Oak Bluffs near the reservoir, — a well-known and favorite

breeding place for the heath hen at the present time. About
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sixty birds were living there, and he feared he would lose his

crops, as he finds they are fond of peas and beans. They have

no fear of scarecrows, but have been seen to walk directly up

to such an arrangement and pay no attention to it.

Mr. Antone Duart, Sr., reported that he has been unable

to raise a single crop of shellbeans or turnips, as the heath hens

shell the beans while ripening, and eat the young turnips as

soon as they come up.

About May 15 this year a flock of ten heath hens visited the

sunflower planting and destroyed the center of the field, a

piece about 50 feet square, by eating the whole top of each

plant as it came from the ground, thus giving further evidence

of their desire for green food. The piece was planted over and

a crop grown.

Lease of Land. — The Commission has held under a five-year

lease a tract of 1,000 acres adjoining the reservation, with an

option of purchase for a sum not to exceed S10,000. Part of

this land is the most famous congregating ground for the heath

hen. This is the high ground upon which the crops are raised

for the winter food for the birds. By reason of its elevation it

is most free from frosts, and hence most suitable for cultivation,

of any land in that region. The Commissioners, in the belief

that it would be desirable to acquire a substantial portion of

this as a permanent reservation, not only for the heath hen

but for other song and game birds, put an item in the budget

for S5,000 to make a start in acquiring this tract; but failing

to secure an appropriation, arrangements were completed in

1918 for extending the lease for an additional five years, to

June 1, 1922.

Alteraiiom at the Superintendenfs House. — The house at the

reservation which the superintendent must use has been, since

it was first acquired, in an undeniably bad state of repair.

It was poorly constructed originally, and almost uninhabitable

during the winter. An appropriation of $1,000 was granted in

1917 for the addition of a suitable kitchen, with bathroom and

additional sleeping rooms overhead, but in that year, owing to

unsettled conditions due to change of superintendents, the work

was not done. During the past year the ell has been replaced

by a wider and higher one, making a good kitchen, wood room,

pantry and a larger bedroom in the main house.
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Moving Pictures of Heath Hen. — In April of this year moving

pictures of the heath hen and its characteristic mating antics

were made by Mr. Norman INIcCHntock of 504 Amberson

Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa., for use in his lecture work throughout

the country.

Myles Standish State Forest.

This State forest is a tract of about 7,000 acres, located

234 miles from South Carver and about 6 miles from Tremont,

the nearest railroad station. A State road runs to South

Carver, and continues thence as a dirt road.

Parts of the land are covered with either scrub oaks or

pitch pines in various stages of decay, the land having been

swept several times by forest fires. The northern and western

parts are the most heavily wooded, with pitch pines of fairly

good growth; the eastern part more level, sparsely wooded.

Within the boundaries of the reservation are numerous

natural ponds varying in size from 50 acres down to water

holes or catch basins, — bowl-shaped depressions, probably

formed in glacial times by the melting of masses of ice around

which sand and other material had gathered. The larger ones

as a rule have sandy bottoms and little vegetation except

reeds along the shore; the smaller, many of which dry up in

summer, have usually muddy bottoms, and contain practically

no life except frogs and turtles.

A brief description is given of the largest ponds :
—

College Pond, 50 acres, is a sightly body of water with clear

water, sandy bottom, and gradual slope to deep water; good

bass, perch and pickerel fishing.

Charge Pond, 15 acres, has a sandy bottom, is fed by springs

and affords good fishing.

Long Pond, 20 acres, has a mud bottom, with quantities of

lilies and rushes; a good duck pond, and affords good pickerel

and yellow perch fishing.

Barretts Pond, 11 acres, has a sandy bottom, deep water,

containing yellow perch and horned pout.

Round Pond, 63^ acres, is not deep, but never dries up;

muddy bottom with abundance of rushes and lilies.

Bumps Pond, 243^ acres, has a muddy bottom full of lilies and

rushes, and when not frozen there are always ducks in the pond.

It is one of the best in the State for black and wood ducks.
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Three-cornered Pond, 11 acres, is klso a good duck pond,

having shallow water with plenty of feed.

Little College Pond, 3 acres, has no fish; muddy bottom with

quantities of lilies.

Rocky Pond, 233^ acres, Wiggin Pond, 26 acres, and Clew

Pond, 113^ acres, are only partly within the reservation.

In addition, there are eight water holes varying in size from

1 to 4 acres, all of which are frequented by ducks.

East Head Reservoir, the largest body of water (823^ acres),

is owned by private individuals, and was made by cranberry

bog owners for flowing their bogs for early and late frosts, or

winter flowage. The shores of this reservoir are covered with

low shrubs and a good many tangles of briars. It is well suited

naturally for duck breeding, but before it can be used success-

fully for this purpose the great numbers of large turtles which

now infest it must be eliminated, for these are deadly enemies

to ducklings.

The only buildings in the reservation are an old farmhouse,

a new bungalow and a large stable.

In 1907 Mr. C. W. Dimick of Boston became interested in

this tract of land, regarding it as a most suitable area on

which to establish a private shooting preserve. After an in-

vestigation of the possibilities of the tract, a number of others

joined with Mr. Dimick for the purchase of the property,

notably John E. Thayer, Bayard Thayer, Clement E. Houghton,

Paul Butler, Dr. C. G. Weld, Thomas W. Lawson, John L.

Saltonstall, Charles H. Taylor, Jr., and Percival Lowell.

Mr. Dimick endeavored at first to work out plans for an as-

sociation with a larger membership to actively operate the prop-

erty as a game propagation plant, but being at the same time

at work with others in forming the American Game Protective

and Propagation Association, and becoming one of the original

directors of that association, he felt that a satisfactory solution

would be found in having the property taken over by the

association, which was done by a lease signed in 1912. In 1915,

on account of unusual expenses incident to work on the mi-

gratory bird law, the association did but little at the reserva-

tion. In 1915 the owners canceled the lease and sold the prop-

erty to the Massachusetts State Forest Commission, which on
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Dec. 7, 1915, had voted to acquire the tract for reforestation

operations. The purchase was completed in February, 1916,

and the land thereafter was designated as the ]\Iyles Standish

State Forest.

When the property was taken by the State it was apparent

that the forest did not contain as much bird and animal life,

except vermin, as should be expected of an area of this size.

The trees were in poor condition, and the whole area was over-

run with foxes, skunks, cats, rats and predatory birds. Con-

ferences were held between the State Forest Commission and

the Fish and Game Commission, and plans laid for the care of

the forests by the former, and the restoration of game by the

latter. On Sept. 8, 1916, Fred R. Cushing, formerly connected

with the Sharon Bird Farm, was put in charge of the place as

deputy and caretaker.

The work as contemplated by the Fish and Game Commis-

sion involved :
—

1. Thorough posting.

2. Patrol against poaching.

3. Elimination of vermin, — foxes, skunks, stray cats, hawks

and owls, as well as the turtles in the ponds.

4. Providing food for the birds and animals by setting out

nursery beds of fruit-bearing shrubs, to be transplanted as

required to the best localities for attracting the birds in sum-

mer, and to provide feed for such as stay through the winter;

planting patches of grain in suitable parts of the reservation,

to be left standing to furnish food and shelter for birds, and to

attract deer and rabbits; for the ducks, pond lilies and wild

rice to be planted in the muck-bottomed ponds, and wild

celery in quiet spots and sheltered places in the large, deep

ponds.

5. Pleasures to provide more of the sort of cover that birds

prefer, namely, reeds and heavy grasses to accommodate the

numbers of black ducks which stop on the reservation for food

and water, but at present do not stay to breed, and tangles of

bull briars in suitable places to make cover in which quail can

take refuge from their enemies.

6. Examination of the ponds, including soundings; stocking

with the most suitable kind of fish.
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7. Putting up nesting boxes to induce the song and in-

sectivorous birds to breed here.

8. Liberation of stock from the State game farms.

As an indication of the bird population in the reservation

when the work began, it may be said that in October, 1916,

there were quantities of ducks in the ponds and holes, and al-

most any day one or more flocks could be seen, some flocks

containing as high as a couple of hundred birds. Thirty Can-

ada geese were seen to come into one of the ponds, and they

were seen the following day. Migratory birds seemed to use

the reservation as a resting place in their flights.

Quail and partridge, on the contrary, appeared to be very

scarce. Only 8 of the former and 6 of the latter were observed.

Though but half a dozen deer were actually seen, tracks were

found at all the ponds, in the roads and in the brush. One

came regularly every morning to drink in the East Head
Reservoir.

While the State Forest Commission was busying itself with

clearing the forests and repairing the roads, the Fish and

Game Commission thoroughly posted the reservation with

cloth signs on substantial signboards, covering not only the

outer boundaries but the crossroads and the larger ponds as

well.

This work was completed before the opening of the deer

season. Reports were current that in previous years hunters

with both rifles and shotguns had hunted all through the

reservation, and that similar plans were on foot this year. The

district deputies were instructed to give special attention to

the outskirts of the reservation, and the superintendent covered

the territory itself. He examined thirteen hunters, only one of

whom had shot a deer, about half a mile from the reservation.

Only one gun was fired within the reservation, and investiga-

tion showed that the hunter secured nothing. At the salt

lick near the northern line of the reservation there were no

evidences of anything having been killed, though the ground

was well trampled down by deer.

During the fall of 1916 applications were made to the Com-

mission by several persons for permission to hunt foxes or trap

within the boundaries of the reservation, which was gladly

granted to responsible persons, covering the species it was
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desired to reduce in numbers. As illustrating the number of

undesirable animals on the reservation, it may be said that one

trapper in 1915 took 37 foxes, 20 skunks and several weasels

in that vicinity. Three permits were issued in 1916, as a result

of which 8 foxes, 5 skunks, 2 rats, 2 cats and 1 large and 2

small snapping turtles were taken.

On X^ov. 1, 191G, the superintendent shot a large and

savage wild, hunting cat. It measured 3 feet, 5 inches, from

nose to tip of tail, and weighed 22 pounds, and doubtless had

been the meiins of destroying a large amount of game.

On Dec. 27, 1916, the superintendent tendered his resignation,

which was accepted.

During 1917, owing to the lack of funds, it was financially

impossible for the Board to go ahead with any constructive

w^ork. Four permits were issued in that year for fox hunting or

trapping, under w^hich 3 foxes, 3 skunks, 2 cats and 2 rats were

destroyed.

In 1918 the w^ork of restoring the Myles Standish State

Forest to proper conditions was resumed along the lines laid

down when the work was first undertaken. William Day, Esq.,

formerly superintendent of the Marthas Vineyard Reservation,

was appointed caretaker and deputy, entering oh his duties

May 20. The cost of his salary was borne equally by the State

Forest Commission and the Fish and Game Commission.

Extensive operations could not be started this year, for the

superintendent did not enter on his duties until near the end

of ]\Iay, and his time was fully occupied in getting acquainted

with the reservation, and putting the dwelling house, barn and

equipment in proper condition to use.

Japanese barnyard grass, clover, buckwheat and rye were

planted for winter food for the birds. Wild rice was planted in

the muck-bottomed ponds, but did not grow. When the Ameri-

can Game Protective Association controlled this reservation a

ton was planted, with the same result, doubtless because there

are here none of the sluggish streams in which this rice thrives.

Trials will be made with wild celery and other duck foods.

The superintendent reports the amount of vermin reasonably

well reduced. There are some foxes, but probably not as many
as in other sections of the State; also some skunks. Hawks
are not so numerous as on Marthas Vineyard, and no great
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horned owls have been seen as yet. Turtles are present in

large numbers, as nothing had been done to keep them down.

The superintendent this year has shot 16 large ones with the

rifle and destroyed 130 eggs. The owner of the East Head
Reservoir has given the use of it for duck breeding work, but

until it is free of turtles it will not be advisable to hatch out

many ducks. As a test to learn what chance the birds will

have against vermin, a hen was set on White Rock eggs, and

she and her seven chicks were allowed to run at large. They

were not shut up night or day, and have grown to maturity.

The same experiment was tried with a clutch of bantam chicks,

with the same result. On August 27, 31 pheasant chicks were

hatched. After two days the pens were taken from the coops

and the chicks allowed to roam with the hens. Two chicks died

and 29 were raised.

The superintendent has killed the following undesirable

animals during the year: 3 red-tailed hawks, 2 marsh hawks,

1 sharp-shinned hawk, two cats, 1 skunk and the above-men-

tioned turtles. Six permits for trapping vermin were issued

during the year, as a result of which there were destroyed 19

foxes, 10 skunks, 4 snapping turtles, 2 weasels and 6 cats.

In addition to the 29 pheasant chicks which were hatched

from eggs on the reservation, there have been liberated by the

Commission 48 mallard ducks, 43 wood ducks and 10 ring-neck

pheasants.

At present deer are very numerous, have gotten into the

crops being raised for bird feed, and have visited the superin-

tendent's garden regularly. There are a few partridge, but no

pheasants other than the ones liberated; very few quail; a

few rabbits in some sections. Black and wood ducks are very

numerous and breed on the reservation. During October and

November they were fed with the Louisiana rice feed, to hold

them here until the ponds freeze up.

The reservation has been patrolled regularly early and late,

and on moonlight nights as well during the open season. No
violations have been found, and no indications that the law has

been broken. With the coming of next spring, the preliminary

work having been accomplished, the constructive work as laid

out can be prosecuted without hindrance.
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INLAND FISHERIES.

Brook Thout (Salvelinus foiiiinalis).

The brook trout season is reported from all over the State

as having been very good during the middle period. The early

spring gavp the usual number of days when the floods would

permit but little fishing to be done; and later in the season the

streams dried up to such an extent that many of them were

lower than they haVe been for twenty years. This was espe-

cially the case in Berkshire County.

No matter how carefully the date of the opening of the sea-

son may be fixed with the expectation of insuring sufficiently

warm water in the brooks to give active fish, there, very fre-

quently occurs a backward season, with the result that the

waters are cold and the fish very sluggish. In such seasons we

cannot urge too strongly on the fishermen the desirability of

postponing their fishing trips as late as possible, in order to

give the fish a chance to liven up; otherwise a day on a trout

brook, even though a substantial number of fish may be taken,

is but little different from fishing for suckers in the deep hole.

No regulation can determine this matter definitely; it is very

largely up to the fishermen themselves.

Black Bass (Micropterus salmoides (Large Mouth)
;
micropterus

dolomieu (Small Mouth)).

The bass season has been very good in most localities, and

a number of the ponds which have been stocked by the Com-
mission are reported to have yielded better than in years past.

The results of stocking will undoubtedly be more pronounced

next year, as the distribution of black bass has been commenced

only within recent years, and the effects are just beginning to

be felt.

Sebago Landlocked Salmon (Salmo sehago).

No catches of landlocked Sebago salmon have been reported

in Massachusetts of more than one or two fish, although a num-

ber of years ago there was considerable activity in attempting

to establish them in some of our great ponds. Several theories

have been advanced as to why they did not show up better,
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the principal one being that most of our ponds contain large

numbers of pickerel and bass, and that the hatchery-reared

fish, having been planted when small, could not protect them-

selves and were destroyed at once by the predaceous fish.

We have distributed a limited number of landlocked Sebago

salmon in the last year or two, keeping them until late in the

fall and planting them as good-sized fingerlings.

Wall-eyed Pike or Pike Perch (Stizostedion vitreum).

It is apparent, from reports both from our deputies and from

anglers, that the pike perch have begun to establish themselves

in certain sections of this State. The hatching and distribution

of this species was first commenced at the Palmer Hatchery in

1913, with spawn from Lake Champlain, which is the eastern

boundary of their natural range. We learn this year that Lake

Chauncy in Westborough, which was first stocked in 1914, has

during 1918 produced several specimens, the largest 17 inches

long. Styles Reservoir in Norton, where pike perch were planted

at the same time, has been productive of a few fish as large as

1^ pounds. From Massapoag Lake, Sharon, on May 30, four

were taken which weighed as follows: 2, 3, 3i and 3| pounds.

One angler took 87 there this season, several of which weighed

2 to 3 pounds, but he retained none less than 2 pounds in

weight. Another man took one of 6 pounds, another of 5

pounds and several of 4 pounds. On July 25 one was taken

measuring 23| inches which weighed 5 pounds, 2 ounces.

Our deputy reports that pike perch have been taken in large

numbers during the past year in Stockbridge Bowl, many
of them weighing 2 pounds each. At Lower Goose Pond,

Tyringham, and Lake Garfield, Monterey, they have been

caught frequently during the past year, and a number have also

been taken from Greenwater Pond, Becket. It is also reported

on reliable authority that they have been showing up in the

Merrimack River near Lowell, and that several good specimens

have been taken. The first stocking here was in 1913. In the

Connecticut River large numbers are taken near Turners Falls,

and from there down as far as Holyoke they are taken every

year. Large specimens were caught at Sunderland last summer.

In the spring of 1918, while fishing for shiners for bait near the
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South-end bridge, Springfield, several small pike were taken in

the nets. As a food fish we believe there is no fish that will

satisfy popular taste better than pike perch; and as a game fish

it will help to satisfy many anglers who delight in winter fishing

through the ice. These fish take the bait as readily in winter

as in summer.

The principal source of the wall-eyed pike, or pike perch, eggs

is the Missisquoi River, which is the outlet of Lake Champlain

at East Swanton, Vt., in that portion of its waters known as

Missisquoi Bay. The fish run from the lake into this river to

spawn each spring, and here they are taken by use of seines,

and stripped. The eggs are eyed at the station of the United

States Bureau of Fisheries, assisted by the Fish and Game Com-
missioner of Vermont. The success in any year depends upon

the run of fish, and also whether they come along gradually, or

whether the run occurs within a short period of time.

The Fish and Game Commissioner of Vermont plans during

the coming spring to supplement the work of the United States

Bureau of Fisheries by carrying on independent operations

under the direction of the State officers, the fishery to be con-

ducted in the Lamaille River, at Milton, Vt., which is a locality

equally favorable to the taking of pike perch. On October 11

a member of our Board conferred with the Vermont Commis-

sioner relative to the extent to which the two States could co-

operate in this work. The present plan is to make a careful

survey of all the requirements for the work, and see to what

extent these needs can be met by contributions from Massa-

chusetts and Vermont. For example, we can undoubtedly

supply some gear, cans for transportation, and men who are

experienced in stripping fish. A basis of division of the eggs

taken will be established, having in mind the contributions of

each State to the work. We believe this will lay the foundation

for an annual supply of spawn.

Chinook Salmon {Oncorhynchus tschawytscha)

.

Chinook Salmon Landlocked in our Ponds.

The Board has continue^ its policy of stocking a number of

lakes in various sections of the State with Chinook salmon,

realizing that there is a great demand among anglers for salmon
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fishing. In one lake, where these salmon were first planted in

1915 as fingerlings, fish weighing 12 pounds have been taken

this year, — three. years from the time the 5-inch fish were

liberated.

The Pacific salmon is used because it is easier to obtain the

spawn and to raise the young fish. The object is to furnish

fish for the anglers who care little for the structure of the fish,

and to whom it makes no difference whether there are nine or

sixteen rays on the anal fin, so long as it furnishes good sport

and food. We are convinced that no species of salmon when

landlocked will multiply fast enough naturally to furnish

fishing for a large number of anglers, and that artificial propa-

gation and yearly stocking with good-sized fish must be resorted

to if good fishing is to be maintained. This being the case it is

the part of wisdom to use fish that are easy to raise and w^hich

grow rapidly. Without question the Chinook salmon die after

reproducing once, but we hope next year to secure a consider-

able number of eggs when the fish are ready to spawn, hatch

them artificially, and restock the lakes as was done successfully

for five years at one of the large aquariums in France.

The ponds originally selected for the salmon experiment

are: —

Lake Quinsigamond, Worcester. Long Pond, Wellfleet.

Onota Lake, Pittsfield. Long Pond, Plymouth,

Stockbridge Bowl, Lee. Lake Garfield, Monterey.

Cliff Pond, Brewster. Big Alum Pond, Sturbridge.

In 1917 Bloody Pond, Plymouth, and Peters Pond, Sand-

wich, were added to the list of salmon ponds.

A few salmon were taken this year in Big Alum Pond. One

caught by William B. -\IcCourtie weighed 2 pounds. About

eighteen were taken in Lake Quinsigamond, but all were small

fish. In Peters Pond several small salmon were caught fly fish-

ing with a small spoon attached in front of fly, and one fish of

Ij pounds was taken. One person secured nine fish with several

strikes to his credit.

No further stocking will be done in Lake Garfield, Stock-

bridge Bowl or Long Pond, Wellfleef, for no salmon have been

taken here, and all contain large numbers of pickerel, which we
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believe eat the salmon as fast as planted. At the request of the

Worcester County Fish and Game Association we have ceased

planting salmon in Lake Quinsigamond. This year Great Pond,

Otis, has been added to the list as a promising salmon pond.

The list of ponds which we are now stocking with salmon is,

therefore, as follows: —

Onota Lake, Pittsfield.

Cliff Pond, Brewster.

Long Pond, PhTnouth.

Big Alum Pond, Sturbridge.

Bloody Pond, Ph-mouth.

Peters Pond, Sandwich.

Great Pond, Otis.

We have learned that in deep lakes these salmon get along

well with black bass. All lakes in which it is expected to have

salmon must be screened at the outlet to keep the young from

going down stream to salt water, and they must contain an

abundant supply of fish food, for a fish that will grow to 12

pounds in three years must be a voracious feeder.

In Long Pond, Plymouth, where the conditions have proved

to be ideal for these fish, the rapid growth which the fish have

made seems almost incredible, but is a fact.

This pond has no natural outlet, although quite a good-sized

stream empties into it from Little Long Pond above. It is

about 2 miles long and half a mile wide, with beautiful sand and

gravel shores, and is 100 feet deep in places. It is well stocked

with landlocked smelts which furnish the principal food for the

salmon.

To date there have been planted in Long Pond: —

Oct. 28, 1915, 5-inch fish, 1,000

September, 1916, fingerlings, 5,000

September and October, 1917, fingerlings, 20,500 *

September and October, 1918, 5 to 6 inch fish, .... 14,000

The first salmon caught in Long Pond and identified as a

Chinook salmon was taken by James Clark of Plymouth in

May, 1917, and brought to the office of the Fish and Game
Commission, where it was recognized as a Chinook from the

' Of this number 10,000 were delivered to the Plymouth County Fish and Game Association^

who held them over winter and planted them as yearlings in April, 1918. There were 8,000 at

the time they were planted.
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fact that there were sixteen rays on the anal fin. During 1917,

two years after the first plants were made, fully 100 of the

Chinook salmon were taken by anglers, the largest, 7J pounds,

by Homer W. Hervey of New Bedford.

From the beginning of the open season, April 1, 1918, the

Commissioners continually received reports of salmon being

taken weighing all the way from 8 to 12 pounds. Mrs. James

Taylor of Cambridge -and Mr. Andrew Weeks of Marion each

secured a fish that weighed 12 pounds several hours after being

taken from the water. Mr. William Collingswood of Endicott,

N. Y., landed seven salmon weighing 5, 6§, 7, 8, 9^, 11 and 6

pounds, respectively. Others who landed good-sized salmon

were Fred C. Wilmarth, Joseph T. Bacon and friend of Attleboro,

Dr. C. Mooers of Attleboro, Judge John M. Gibbs of Waltham,

George Squires of Reading, Dr. James Taylor of Cambridge and

A. R. Turner of New Jersey. A record kept by Edward Bassett

of BournefJale, who lives on the shore of the pond, shows 250

salmon taken at his landing, and doubtless many were caught

that Mr. Bassett did not hear about, as many anglers went to

Long Pond with boats and canoes on trailers, and landed at the

opposite end of the lake from Mr. Bassett's landing. It is safe

to estimate that 350 fish were taken this season. Several large

fish which- had been hooked and played for some time were lost

owing to the fact that the fishermen were not supplied with the

proper tackle for such fish. Those who plan to fish Long Pond

next year should first invest in tackle that is suitable for landing

large fish.

The followirig extracts from letters received at this office tell

their own storj': —

We arc just returned from a week's Halrnon fi.shing at Long Pond,

Plymouth, and our party, which included five most of the time, feelH very

grateful to the Commlsftioners of MaHsachuHcttH for introducing the king

of waters into Massachusetta lalajs. We got salmon every day excepting

one, and we hooked some we did not land. We lost some hooks and leaders,

but finally devised tackle that would hold this mammoth fish. . . . We
noted five of the fish were female fish, with partly develofxid spawn in

them, and two of the fish were male fish. Most of them were filled with

smelt; one or two had perch in their stomachs. The seven fish weighed

as follows: one, 8| fx>unds; two, 9] pounds; one, 71 pounds; one, 7

pounds; two, 4^ pounds.
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This was certainly the best fishing trip any of us has ever had, and we
have fished Maine, New Hampshire and Canadian waters. Mr. PMward
Bassett of Bournedale can attest to the truthfulness of the story, as he

saw the fish. ... I am expressing the sentiments of the entire party

when I say we all appreciate the efforts of the Massachusetts Fish and

Game Commissioners in bringing this wonderful game fish to our inland

lakes, and hope the good work of stocking will go on.

Joseph T. Bacon.
Attleboro, Mass., Aug. 7, 1918.

I have another interesting story to tell you of salmon fishing at Long
Pond. We left Attleboro \Tsterday morning at 3 o'clock, and after some

trouble procuring boats at Long Pond we got to fishing. There were four

in the party, but only two of us were successful in getting salmon. Mr.

Fred Wilmarth caught two, one weighing 7-4 pounds, and the other 2^

pounds. This 2f pound fish was a deformed fish, and we have an outline

of him and also a photogi'aph. . . . The ^Titer caught one salmon that

weighed lOj pounds and hooked another, but did not hook him deep, so

he got away.

The largest fish measured 30 inches long, 7 inches deep, and the 7-4-

pound fish measured 28 inches long and 6\ inches deep. These two largest

fish were female fish with spawn in them, and the deformed fish was ce-

dently a male.

Joseph T. Bacox.
Attleboro, Mass., Aug. 19, 1918.

On the 29th of July the various members of our party hooked nine

salmon, but my brother, Dr. Bacon, was the only one who succeeded in

landing his fish, which weighed S| pounds. It was 27^ inches long, 6j

inches deep, and the time for landing same was thirty-five minutes. These

fish were hooked on at the same time in the same boat, and you may
imagine there was some excitement.

On the 31st of July Victor Robinson took a salmon that weighed 4^

pounds, was 22 inches long, 5^ inches deep, and it took him about thirty-

five minutes to land this fish.

August 1 was the day that we did not hook a salmon.

August 2 Fred Bowen landed a salmon. It weighed Of pounds, was 28

inches long and about 7| inches deep. It took him an hour and ten min-

utes to land the fish.

On the 3d of August Victor Robinson took a salmon that weighed 7

pounds, was 25^ inches long, 6^ inches deep, and he was thirty-five min-

utes landing the fish.

On August 4 I landed a salmon that weighed 7f pounds and measured

26 inches long and Q\ inches deep, and it took me forty minutes from the

time I hooked the fish to land him. . . .

The two 9f pounds salmon were caught on a 6-ounce fly rod, vriih a

hundred yards of Saline line. These fish put up a great scrap, and because
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of the light tackle it took this length of time to land them. I am in hopes

of making one or two more trips to Long Pond before snow flies, and if

we have any success we will be very glad to make a report to you.

Joseph T. Bacon.
Attleboro, Mass., Aug. 16, 1918.

I am sending you a snapshot of some salmon caught in Long Pond by
H. P. Poore and myself in August. The white fence spoils the picture,

but it is the best I have. They weigh 6, 7, 8 and 10^ pounds. They cer-

tainly afford good sport for they are strong and gamey. I had a strike of

another which I am certain would weigh 3 pounds more than the largest.

I had difficulty in getting bait and used an 8-inch bass for trolling, on a

short shank hook No. 4.0. This salmon took that bass, and I had the time

of my life playing him for an hour and a half. I have fished for all kinds

of fish in Maine, New Hampshire and New Brunswick, but I never saw
his equal. He was so strong I felt as helpless as if I had hooked a bucking

broncho. He rushed, he leaped and tried all his schemes to get away.

Shortly after I struck him he came to the surface and whirled around as

on a pivot, — a new one to me. Some of his rushes were 100 feet straight

away. I retrieved line when I could, but when he was about 300 feet

away on one of his rushes he made a flying leap and I could see under him
way down to Bassett's. It was magnificent, and my partner said, "Gee!

You have got a whale." He made a splash like a log when he fell in the

water. I played him till he came to the surface and turned on his side,

then brought him to the boat, but the net was too small and the tackle

broke and he got away. I could have touched him with my hand. You
have certainly given the fishers a good chance here in Massachusetts, and

we can get the sport at our doors without a long trip to Bangor Pool or

Canada.

C. A. MooERS, M.D.
Attleboro, Mass., Oct. 12, 1918.

Having in mind your deep interest in the sport of fishing I thought I

would write to you my experience at Long Pond, Plymouth. About the

tenth of August I made my first attempt at salmon fishing. I used a light

steel rod such as I use for pickerel fishing and used yellow perch for a

trolling bait. I got two strikes and landed both fish; the first one was a

hump backed and weighed 3f pounds. The next one was a fine specimen

weighing 7f pounds. This finished what to me was a very satisfactory

day. August 23 I tried it again fishing the same way. Only had one strike

and after a splendid fight I landed a 12-pounder which I had mounted and

it hangs in my office. I want to congratulate the Massachusetts Fish and

Game Commission on their success in stocking Massachusetts waters with

this splendid game fish and I believe the sportsmen appreciate the efforts

that are being made in their behalf.

I have been informed that the salmon will not breed in Long Pond but

I want to say that while fishing for perch for bait I caught a little salmon

about four inches long, which makes me think that some of them do
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breed in the ix)nd. In closing I want to register my protest against ice

fishing which I believe does more to hurt tho sport of real fishing than

anything else.

F. C. WiLMARTH.
Attleboro, Mass., Dec. 31, 1918.

Permits to fish Long Pond, Plymouth, during close season,

for scientific purposes, were issued to —
Ernest L. Basset t, Bournedale.

Homer W. Hervey, New Bedford.

W. Kempton Read, New Bedford.

Dr. W. H. Thayer, New Bedford.

The reports from Dr. Thayer and ]\Jr. Hervey follow: —

Report of Dr. William H. Thayer.

The spring of 1918 found me determined to make a careful study of the

Chinook salmon, the limited fishing of 1917 ha\'ing taught me that this

fish when introduced into our ponds posses.ses habits dissimilar to the

Sebago salmon as found in more northern waters.

Having, for years, fished the landlocked salmon in Maine and Canadian

waters, I began in the most approved style, — a smelt laced on a single

hook in such fashion that it would spin when trolled. Beginning in early

April, before the whole pond was clear of ice, I kept this method up for

the entire month without a strike.

The smelt were on the shore in great numbers, and in the natural se-

quence of salmon life the Chinook should have been there also, but they

were not, and during the whole month none were taken from the pond.

Early in May the first capture was reported, — an S-pound fish taken in

deep water. Four or five fish were taken during this month, and the first

week of June they came to the surface in great numbers all over the pond.

Schools containing hundreds of fish would mill round and round, resem-

bling menhaden in their actions, and showing no apparent fear.

Ro^^'ing to within an oar's length would put them down only to reappear

directly astern the boat; also they would take no bait or lure. Smelt,

shrimp, worms, artificial baits and all sizes and varieties of flies were

trolled through them and cast to them with no result; they simply were

not feeding.

These fish were all large, weighing from 8 to 12 pounds, conservatively

estimating. Twice I saw immense schools in the center of the pond trav-

eling from one end to the other, seemingly intent upon nothing but arriv-

ing at their destination. Ever>' few seconds fish would be forced out of

the water by sheer pressure, so tight were they l.uinched, and with their

wet sides gleaming silver in the sunshine they made a spectacle long to be

rememl)ered.

During July, August and early September the fish were in deep water
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and trolling with a lake trout rig bumping along the bottom resulted in

many fish being captured, but as this fishing never appealed to me I did

not try it, but kept to my surface trolling, with no results.

Still fishing with smelt in deep water took a few fish, but deep trolling

was the popular style. In October the smelt came to the shore again, —
the first time they had ever shown in the fall, and the salmon with them.

Great fish of 10 and 12 pounds would dash into a school of smelt only a

few feet from shore, throwing themselves entirety out of w^ater in their

eagerness for food, and making the foam fly in all directions.

Bassett's cove was alive with fish when suddenly the large ones, with

but few exceptions, disappeared, and great numbers of small salmon

weighing from 1^ to 3 pounds took their place; these small fish stayed

the entire month and were there in November. They were almost entirely

surface-feeding fish, and a slow troll or casting with a smelt on the surface

w^ould take the limit every day.

In my report of last yeaT 1 stated that I believed these fish would spawn

in years to come. I believe it now more than ever. In this belief I know^

I am opposed by many of the best authorities of the day, — men who have

long studied the fish. On October 12 I caught a male fish weighing 4

pounds, from which the milt ran freely when netted; three smaller ones

taken that w^eek were in a similar condition. On the last day of October

I weighed an 11-pound salmon taken by Mr. Charles Wing of New Bed-

ford; the fish, a female, was full of absolutely ripe spawn. This fish w^as

sluggish and was captured after an indifferent fight of perhaps ten min-

utes. Two days before this I took a 5-pound female with nearly a pint of

ripe spawn, so ripe that it simply poured out when netted.

All the salmon seen this year were fine plump fish, and their stomachs

contained smelt, shrimp and pond minnows. Nearly thirty bass were

taken during the season, and in none was there any evidence of small

salmon in the stomach. I fully believe that the majority of salmon in-

troduced are living. I saw only one dead fish during the year. In October

a fish weighing about 1 pound floated ashore with no signs of wounds or

disease, nothing in the stomach, and with no inflammatory condition of

the visceral organs. My observations lead me' to believe that the salmon

are thriving and growing rapidly, and I think that fish weighing 18 or 20

pounds are a possibility for next year.

To recapitulate, in the spring, when fishing for Sebago salmon is at its

best, these fish are very hard to take; later, when the water gets warm,

deep trolling is productive of fish, and in the fall the siuface fisherman

with his fly rod gets his innings, the best of the year.

Whether the warm weather of last October sent the large fish back into

deep water, or what the cause of their disappearance w^as, is a matter to

be debated over glowing fires this winter.

The most exhaustive trials of all sizes and varieties of flies were barren

of results, though twice small salmon followed the fly to within sight of

the boat and left.
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The Chinook seemed to be surface feeders this fall, and practically all

the fish were taken on smelt cast some distance with a fly-rod and kept

in slow motion on the surface, striking instantly, as when fly-fishing.

The salmon come with a savage whirl, and if not struck instantly, strip

the smelt from the hook and are free.

Their method of taking the smelt on thfe surface with a swirl would make
one believe them to be a wonderful fly-taking fish, but much to my regret

they have proved themselves the opposite. The temperature that they

seem to enjoy the most is about 42° F., and if one takes a thermometer

and finds this temperature at the bottom one is fairly sure of fish in all

seasons. These salmon offer an interesting study, and I believe that in

the next few years we will learn much more concerning them.

New Bedford, Mass.

Report of Homer W. Hervey.

Owing to my work with the Draft Board, and to an attack of influenza,

I lost the spring fishing and most of the fall fishing for salmon at Long

Pond, Plymouth, and in consequence I am afraid my report will not be of

much value to you. . . .

During July and up to August 20 I saw many salmon at the surface,

about dusk on evenings when the wind had dropped and the water was

calm. These fish were in schools of eight or ten, and apparently at play,

swimming around in circles and occasionally chasing each other. Several

times I was able to get close enough to a school to clearly observe the fish.

They were all large fine fish, between 2 and 3 feet in length. At times

there were six or seven schools in sight at once, and on one occasion I

counted nine schools, which contained by estimation at least seventy-five

fish. They were not feeding, and would not take a fly, shrimp or minnow.

So far as I could see, they paid no attention whatever to the live shrimp

and minnows that I threw in their path. On August 20 the pond began

to work and the salmon disappeared.

Smelt. — The pond did not clear up until September 28. At this time

I was taken sick and did not get to the pond again until October 20. I

then noticed that the smelt had reached the shores and were very abundant

in large schools in all the coves and shallows. These smelt were very much
smaller in size than those of the year before, and I judged that they were

less than a year old. The smelt that I observed in the fall of 1917 I feel

certain were much older fish. This fact may perhaps have a bearing

upon the very marked difference in the size of the salmon that were caught

in the fall of 1917 and last fall. I noticed that these smelt remained

along the shore in more or less sheltered coves, but in gradually diminish-

ing numbers up to about November 23.

Fall Fishing. — ... My own record of salmon is as follows :
—

October 20 2 November 11, . . . . 1

October 26 1 November 17, . .12
November 3, . . . .8 November 23, .... 7

November 9, . . . .10 November 24, . .1
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Friends with me from time to time caught twenty-three more, making

a total of sixty-five for my boat. Most of these fish were returned un-

harmed to the water, but on each occasion I kept and examined two or

three. In every case the stomach contained one or more smelt and several

shrimp. The shrimp are accounted for by the fact that I was using them
exclusively for bait, and had thrown over more or less to attract the

salmon around my boat. Of these fish four were the Sebago, and the rest

the Chinook, salmon.

I kept all of the Sebago salmon and compared them with the Chinook

of the same weight and size. Externally the fish appeared exactly alike in

coloration and shape. I noticed, however, that the mouth of the Sebago

salmon extended only to a point below the middle of the eye, while the

mouth of the Chinook salmon extended well behind the eye. This may
be — at least in fish of this size — a distinguishing feature, in addition to

the difference in the number of rays in the anal fin. Upon opening these

fish I found the flesh of the Sebago salmon to be a deep rich pink in colora-

tion, which faded only very slightly in cooking. The flesh of the Chinook

salmon, however, was cream colored and barely tinged with pink, which

vanished completely when cooked.

On each ocQasion that I went fishing I rowed along the shores in shallow

w^ater, but saw no salmon nor indications of any spawning beds. I noticed

on several occasions large salmon weighing 6 pounds or more breaking

well out in the middle of the pond, and I am still looking for some plausible

reason why these larger fish did not come in to shallow water last fall,

the way they did the year before.

Another year I hope I can devote more time to salmon fishing in this

pond and so be able to contribute more to your records.

The economic value of these fish will be appreciated when it

is understood that there is no cost for feeding them from the

time they are planted as fingerlings until they are caught by the

anglers as 5 to 12 pound fish. Sportsmen have been in the

habit of spending large sums of money each year to secure a

few 3 to 5 pound salmon from Maine. With a reasonable

chance of securing a good-sized salmon many of these men

would be inclined to spend their money at home rather than

make a long journey northward.

For over fifty years various Massachusetts commissioners

have planted salmon in our lakes without results. Most of the

fish were liberated soon after being hatched and before they

could protect themselves against their many enemies, and it

was not until the present Board adopted modern methods of

raising the fish to large fingerlings 3 to 5 inches long before
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liberating them that any satisfactory results were obtained.

Now that a method has been found to establish salmon it may
be possible to select other lakes where these splendid food and

game fish will do well.

In order to fully understand the advantages of the method

adopted by the present Board in planting large fish, the follow-

ing facts will be of interest: —
The first plant of 1,000 3 to 5 inch salmon were put in at

the time the black bass had stopped feeding; consequently the

salmon were not molested until they had become accustomed to

natural conditions. Had they been liberated when the bass

were feeding it is safe to say no trace of them would have been

left. Two years later 100 salmon from 2^ to 7f pounds in

weight were taken, and in the third year after planting fully

350 were secured weighing 5, 8 and 12 pounds. Compare this

with record of salmon (Atlantic variety) planted in Rangeley

Lakes, Me., published by the United States Bureau of Fisheries,

Document No. 861, issued May 25, 1918. It is there stated

that salmon were first planted in Rangeley Lakes in 1873,

between which date and 1884 a total of 650,750 were planted.

The first salmon caught, of which there is any record, was in

1875, when a fish weighing one-half pound was taken. Another

of 2 pounds was caught in 1876, and in 1880 one of 4 pounds.

Nine years after the first salmon were planted one of 6 pounds

and one of 12 pounds were taken, and 79 small ones averaging

if pounds each. No more were caught in any of the Rangeley

Lakes until 1887, when two were taken weighing 5 and 7^

pounds, respectively. When the first plants of salmon were

made in Rangeley Lakes the Maine commissioners were greatly

interested and carefully watched results, and it is safe to say

that about every salmon caught was recorded, as has been the

case with the experiment in Massachusetts. So we find that

from 1873 to 1884, 650,750 salmon were planted; from 1873 to

1887, a period of fourteen years, anglers caught 83 fish, while

in Long Pond, Plymouth, 1,000 in 1915 and 5,000 in 1916 were

planted, as a result of which up to date, three years from the

first planting, over 90 fish have been taken which greatly exceed

in weight those taken in Rangeley Lakes. In both Massachu-

setts and Maine the salmon are landlocked, and feed almost
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wholly upon landlocked smelts. The method employed by this

Board in planting large fingerlings late in the fall, as compared

with planting fry, speaks for itself.

Chinook Salmon in Our Rivers and Coastal Waters.

The policy of stocking the Merrimack River with the Chinook

salmon of the Pacific coast has been continued. Six hundred

thousand eggs were received from the Oregon Fish and Game
Commission in December, 1917, and hatched at the Palmer

Hatchery. Since May 352,000 of the resulting fish have been

liberated in the tributaries of the Merrimack River. The first

plant was made on May 21, and the young salmon were liber-

ated in Hussy's Pond at Fry Village, Andover, just below the

rearing station. To prevent them from going down stream

before they had attained sufficient size, a screen was placed at

the outlet, and the young fish were left to find their own food.

Each day, just at nightfall, large numbers of them could be

seen on all sections of the pond jumping after small insects.

Other plants of Chinook salmon were made in Saunders and

Strong Water brooks in North Tewksbury, and in Baker Brook,

Andover, all spring-fed tributaries of the Shawsheen River

which empties into the Merrimack. An allotment was also put

in Fish Brook, West Andover, a tributary to the Merrimack.

At the time of liberation many of the fish were from 3 to 5

inches long, and well able to protect themselves against enemies.

We find that it is much easier to raise the Chinook salmon

than the Sebago. The eggs are more fertile; the fish grow

faster (fish hatched in January are 5 inches long by Sep-

tember 1); they are not in the least cannibalistic; and we have

held them in water where the temperature rises to 80° F. and

with a small flow. In one 15 by 30 foot pond, 50,000 were

raised without noticeable loss, and by October 1 the fish aver-

aged 5 inches. The nature of the Chinook is to go into the

ocean before they are a year old, where they live for four years

and then return to the parent river to spawn. They run up

the rivers great distances, reaching the spawning grounds in an

emaciated condition. After the function has been performed

the fish are exhausted and die without returning to the salt
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water. All five species of Chinook salmon die after once

spawning.

When it was first decided to try this experiment it was agreed

to plant the young salmon for five years in succession in order

to give it a fair trial. As the fish return to the parent river at

the end of the four years, and as the first salmon were liberated

in 1916, the Commissioners look for a return of these fish in

1920, provided they have survived. It is possible that some

may run into near-by rivers. Along this line the following

report from L. F. Ayson, Chief Inspector of Fisheries of New
Zealand, quoted from the Bulletin of the California Fish and

Game Commission of January, 1918, will be of interest, as well

as a portion of his letter to Mr. W. H. Shebley of the California

Department of Fish Culture.

The number of [quinnat] salmon eggs collected last spawning season

was 1,106,000 ; 866,000 were collected at the Hakataramea station and

240,000 from the Dobson River. An effort was made to net the Ahuriri

River for spawning salmon, but on account of the hea\y current and

freshets the attempt was not successful. The salmon eggs were disposed

of as follows: 25,000 were supplied to the Tasmanian government,

1,000,000 were sent to the west coast to stock the Hokitika River, and

81,000 were hatched out at Hakataramea.

I estimate that quite four times as manj' salmon came up the Waitaki

last spawTiing season as during the season of 1915; the collection of eggs

was more than four times the quantity taken the p^e^'ious year.

With regard to the time that these salmon commence to run in from

the sea, the first fish this season was taken during the last week of January.

A ver\' large run came in during the last two weeks of February, and all

through the month of March. In the Waitaki they were taken freel}' by

trout anglers; the number landed in this way is estimated at about 400

fish, averaging abfjut 15 pounds in weight, and about the same number

are reported as having been taken in the Rangitoto, averaging about 17

pounds. The run of salmon in the Waitaki this spawning season is far

ahead of last year's run. From the number of fish which are now rumiing

in the Hakataramea, and judging the other three large tributaries by the

number of salmon which myself and assistants have seen in the Chau
River, it is no exaggeration to say that the salmon in the Waitaki and its

tributaries this season must number tens of thousands.

As it has been proved that salmon eggs can now be collected in large

quantities, the department has decided on a \ngorous policy with regard

to stocking other suitable rivers throughout the Dominion. During the

past summer a hatchery- capable of dealing \Nith half a million eggs was
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erected on a tributary of the Wairau River (Marlborough), and a site for

a hatcher\' has been secured at Wanaka Lake, where temporary arrange-

ments will be made this season for the purpose of hatching out half a

million eggs for the purpose of stocking the Molyneux River. It is in-

tended this season to allot half a million eggs to each of the three rivers

which the department has now in hand, viz., the Hokitika, Wairau and

Molyneux. The result of the inquiries made goes to show that the salmon

have spread along the coast north as far as the Wairau (North Canter-

bury), and south to the Taieri River. The Taieri is at times rather badly

polluted by gold mining, but from an examination of the tideway at its

mouth, and its condition in the gorge above Cutram, I think it is quite

possible for salmon to make their way up to the clear tributaries beyond

where the races from the sluicing claims join the main river.

The very rapid increase of the quinnat salmon must be considered as

most satisfactory, and the time is very near, indeed, when they will be

placed on the market, and the people of the Dominion will have New
Zealand grown salmon on their tables. New Zealand has the distinction

of being the only country in the Southern Hemisphere which has success-

fully acclimatized salmon, and on the authority of experts it is said to be

the only country in the world which has been successful in acclimatizing

this salmon away from its native habitat. The success attained in accli-

matizing this fish is undoubtedly due to the systematic and vigorous effort

made by the Marine Department, commencing in 1900. Had any of these

prolific fish survived from the spasmodic efforts made to acclimatize them

previous to 1900, they would have declared themselves long before the

department commenced its importations in 1900.

Following is an extract from a letter to Mr. Shebley: —

With regard to the spread of salmon along our coasts, the Waitaki is

the only river on the east coast of the South Island in which salmon have

been planted, and now they have spread from there into five rivers north

along the coast for a distance of fully 300 miles, and south from the Waitaki

for a distance of about 120 miles. There is a strong ocean current running

from south to north along that coast which no doubt accounts for the sal-

mon traveling further north than they have south.

The first river suitable for salmon is the Rangitoto, about 90 miles north

of the Waitaki, and they made their appearance there five years after th(;

first fish were taken in the spawning season in a tributary of the Waitaki,

and now nearly as many run into the river as into the Waitaki. In each

of these rivers over 3 toas of salmon were caught by trout anglers in five

weeks last autumn. In New Zealand, at any rate, salmon have of their

own accord spread along the coast and ascended and spawned in rivers

where no salmon have been planted.

In this country the trout fishing is controlled by acclimatization soci-

eties, and as the salmon come in, in the autumn, when the run of trout is

over, anglers have had splendid sport catching these fish with spinning
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bait after the trout fishing is finished. This had considerably increased

the number of anglers and the societies' revenue from angling licenses,

and they are now making a big bid to get the control of the salmon. This,

of course, I am strongly opposed to for reasons: (a) that the State found

all the money and did all the work of introducing these fish; (6) that the

societies at first opposed the introduction of this salmon because they

said ''it was no sport fish and not a desirable fish to introduce;" and (c)

that the societies' administration and fish cultural methods are wasteful,

inefficient and not to the best interest of the majority of our people.

It will be seen by the foregoing that all the salmon did not

return to the parent river, but entered rivers 300 miles away.

It leads us to believe that the salmon, like the shad, do not

migrate far from the shore during their sojourn in the sea, and

that when they are ready to reproduce they enter the stream

nearest where they happen to be at the time.

We are not blind to the fact that there is considerable pollu-

tion in the ^lerrimack River, but we have been carefully watch-

ing reports from the State Department of Health as to the

quality of the water. In some of the rivers on the Pacific coast

where there is a considerable amount of pollution the salmon

run in good numbers. A fair run of salmon into the Merrimack

River would show our people what the great rivers will do be-

sides furnishing power, and would in all probability create a

strong public sentiment in favor of cleaning up the pollution

so that steps may be taken to raise salmon on a large scale.

If there is any way in which our great rivers can be utilized to

produce food as well as power, should we not do it? Our

streams should be as free from contamination as are the waters

of England and Scotland, where there is a much denser popu-

lation and where there are factories on every hand. We believe

that with the continueii use of mcxlern methcxis in fish culture,

erection of suitable fishways over the same, and proper regula-

tion of the fishing at the mouths of the streams, there is a

reasonable prospect of the establishment of a valuable fishery

in our rivers. Surely, in the present time of high prices for

meat and fish, no one will say it is not worth making the effort.

We must remember that for hundreils of years these same

streams furnished abundance of foixi for the Indians, but that

after the white man came upon the scene they stood but a few

years of hard fishing. Since that time much has been learntxi
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about the science of fish culture, and we are now able to make
two fish grow where there was formerly but one.

The question is often asked why Pacific salmon are used in

the experiment rather than our eastern Atlantic salmon. The
answer is that it is not possible to get the eggs of the latter.

The only eggs of the Atlantic salmon now taken in this country

come from the rivers of Maine, and are hatched by the United

States Bureau of Fisheries. None are available for outside

stocking.

This experiment in trying to establish Pacific salmon in New
England rivers is being watched by conservation experts and

fish culturists in all sections of the country. We fully realize

the great value that the large rivers formerly had in producing

food, and believe that the once valuable fisheries can be restored.

In 1915 we learned that it was possible to secure on the Pacific

coast an almost unlimited number of eggs from the fall run of

Chinook salmon with which to try out the experiment, and we

determined to see if it could be done. The Chinook is consid-

ered the best and choicest of all the five species of Pacific

salmon, and grows to a large size in four years. Specimens of

80 and 90 pound salmon have been taken on the Pacific coast,

while the average size is 20 pounds. These fish are known by

several names, — Chinook, quinnat, Columbia River, King

salmon, — and are found in many of the streams of California,

Oregon, \Yashington and Alaska. All of the Pacific coast

States, as w^ell as the Federal government, propagate these

salmon very extensively in their large hatcheries, and without

this work the great fishery of the Pacific coast would soon be a

thing of the past. It is only by artificial propagation that it

can be maintained. That being a fact, the Massachusetts Com-
mission sees no reason why the same w^ork cannot be carried on

in the East to a certain extent. Our plan is as follows: The

eggs are taken from the salmon out in Oregon, not far from the

mouth of the Columbia River, in September and October. They

are kept in one of the large hatcheries until they are eyed out,

at which time they can be safely handled. Then they are

placed on trays covered with cheesecloth and damp moss,

and packed in large cases made for this purpose, about 100,-

000 being shipped in each case. It requires considerable ice

to keep an even temperature, and they must be re-iced
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at Denver and Chicago, as it takes six days for them to come

across the continent. As soon as they arrive the eggs are

placed in the State hatchery at Palmer, where thev are hatched

out. The eggs are about the size and color of large currants,

and the young fish about three times as large as brook trout

when hatched. The young salmon begin to feed when they are

about four weeks old. They are held at the hatcherv until they

are from 2 to 4 inches long, when thev are transferred to the

rearing station at Andover, on the Shawsheen River, about 30

miles up from the mouth of the ]\Jerrimack River, or to spring-

fed streams tributary to the Merrimack River. When they are

4 to 5 inches long (in October) they are allowed to drift down
the Shawsheen River into the Merrimack and -out into the

ocean.

During the fall of 1916 the Commission liberated nearly

350,000 Chinook salmon from 3 to 5 inches long, and in 1917

about 400,000 of the same size, and this year about 450,000.

The cost when the work is done on a large scale is small as

compared with the results, and it is much easier to rear these

fish than the landlocked salmon of the East.

The Commissioners do not intend to depend on the salmon

spawning naturally, but will try to keep up the supply by arti-

ficial propagation, which has to be resorted to on all the salmon

rivers of the Pacific coast.

With the modern methods of holding the young fish at the

rearing stations until they are several inches long, instead of

liberating them as soon as they are out of the shell, the Com-
missioners feel confident that the work will be successful.

The idea of transplanting fish from one location to another

is not a new one, and the Commissioners have many successful

experiments to guide them. In the early 70's shad were taken

from the Connecticut River and planted in the rivers of Cali-

fornia, where they have increased, under protective and wise

laws, until they now sell at the canneries for SIO and S12 a ton,

and thousands of pounds of shad roe are packed each year.

Striped bass taken to California from New Jersey also increased

tremendously under protective laws. Other instances could be

cited to show success in this work of transferring fish from one

location to another.

Artificial propagation of the Atlantic salmon was commenced
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in 1868 at the Maple Spring Hatchery in Wareham (the eggs

being taken on the Penobscot River in Maine), and in 1870 the

Commissioners began to stock the large rivers. In 1873 the

United States Fish Commissioner furnished California salmon

spawn, probably Chinook, to the Massachusetts Commissioners,

and during the next five years over 600,000 young Pacific

salmon were planted in the waters of Massachusetts, some in

the rivers and some in the lakes and ponds. They were hatched

in the State hatchery at Winchester.

For several years, until 1893, ^Massachusetts and New Hamp-
shire operated a joint hatchery at Plymouth, N. H., and large

numbers of young Atlantic salmon were hatched and planted

in the rivers and lakes. All of these young salmon were liber-

ated a few weeks after they were out of the shell, many of them

before the egg sac was fully absorbed. A report of the super-

intendent of the Plymouth Hatchery for 1891 says, "The plant

was made without any loss and before the fry were able to

take the food." This tells the story of the failure. No results

were ever seen from the planting of the thousands of young

California salmon in our rivers or lakes, and only a small num-

ber of the Atlantic salmon ever lived to ascend the rivers and

to go above the dams at Lawrence and Lowell. The young

salmon were liberated at the time they were entirely helpless

and unable to protect themselves against their many natural

enemies.

Smelt {Osmerus mordax).

Last year the Commissioners, recognizing the value of the

smelt as a food and bait fish, commenced preliminary experi-

mental work looking to increasing the supply by artificial

propagation, and preventing the waste of the spawn deposited

in the limited area of th^ rapids at Weir River, Hingham. The

practicability of collecting and hatching smelt spawn had been

proved, though the best methods had not been worked out.

This year it was planned to continue operations on a larger

scale; to save as much of the waste spawn as possible; to work

out improved methods; to test out various kinds of equipment;

and to keep the batteries of the Palmer Hatchery working to

their full capacity in hatching the smelt spawn during the entire

season while the eggs could be procured, to be planted as fry.
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Salt-water Smelt Work.

The work was carried on at Weir River, Ilingham, about 2

miles out of town, on an area of about one-quarter of an acre,

use of which was given rent free by Mr. John Smith of Hull.

The smelt ascend the Weir River from the harbor in search

of spawning grounds, and, reaching the outlet of Foundry Pond,

deposit their spawn in the rapids at the foot of the falls, and

normally return at once to the ocean. But when the water is

warm and the fish present in great numbers there is not enough

room in the limited area of the rapids for all, so that the eggs

are often laid at a depth of from half an inch to 3 inches (a

layer of 6 inches is not uncommon). The result is that only

the top layer hatches,, and the lower ones are smothered : and

further, when the water recedes the spawn deposited near the

edge of the stream dies from exposure to the air. Spawn not

exposed to running water soon heats and rots. At times the

fish are present in such numbers that they crowd each other

from the water, are stranded on the banks and die. It was

primarily for the purpose of saving this spawn that is wasted

each year that the experiment was undertaken.

The station was located on the shore, as close as possible to

the rapids, and consisted merely of a 10 by 10 foot portable

house (designed for a stripping house, but, as a matter of fact,

used for the work of hardening). The stripping was done on

the bank of the river.

Preparatory Work. — Early in the year, long before the fish

could be expected to begin to run, a deputy was assigned to

have charge of this work. At the time of his arrival at the

location (early in ^March) to get the equipment in readiness the

ice was still in the brooks and covered a large part of the bays

and harbors; but directly afterwards it warmed up and the ice

began slowly to leave.

On March 11 the lumber arrived, and the building of the

experimental hatcher, the tanks, the setting up of the portable

house, as well as the preparation of 400 burlap aprons for ship-

ping spawn, kept the men busy. By March IS the ice was gone

from the salt water, but still thick in the pond. From the 19th

to 26th the air temperature rose steadily, and on March 29
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(eight days later than the previous year), at 12.50 a.m., twenty

minutes after high tide, the first smelt of the season came up

Weir River and remained until 2.15 a.m., thus opening the'

season.

This year the run of fish was heavy at the beginning, and

there were ripe fish among the first, in contrast to the previous

year, when the fish came slowly through the first week, and

even after that time were not ripe enough to spawn. On the

first trip the foreman of the Palmer Hatchery was able to

carry back about 1*5,572,000 eggs.

The work was of three kinds :
—

1. Taking eggs for hatching at Palmer Hatchery for distribu-

tion as fry.

2. Collection of eggs on burlaps for planting in other waters,

to be left to hatch naturally.

3. An experiment in hatching the eggs in jars at the Weir

River, similar to the work at Palmer.

The method of taking spawn varied according to the purpose

for which it was to be used, namely, whether for transfer to the

Palmer Hatchery for hatching in the batteries, or whether col-

lected bn burlap for planting as spawn. For the benefit of

those who are unacquainted with fish cultural processes a

description of the routine is given.

For Hatching in the Palmer Hatchery. — The crew, equipped

with rubber clothes, took their stations at the Weir River Falls

about dark, and arranged their outfit to be in readiness for the

appearance of the fish, which came any time from 7 p.m. to

3 A.M., according to the stage of the tide and the temperature

of the water.

Two catchers, with dip nets, took their places at the falls.

At the side of the river, close to the water, the sorters were

stationed beside two tubs, one for male and one for female fish.

Between the tubs sat the strippers, and the hardeners occupied

the portable house.

Catching. — The catchers, selecting the spots frequented by

fish of the sex desired, dip them up in the nets and carry them

to the sorters. The males prefer the boisterous waters above,

while the females frequent the quiet eddies. By rearranging the

rocks in the rapids, the number of such eddies was increased.
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to the advantage of the work. Taking by dip nets was found

to be the best method.

Sorting. — The sorters on receipt of fish from the catchers

place them in the appropriate tub. A fish culturist easily

recognizes the sex of the fish, both by appearance and by

feeHng.

Stripping. — This process consists of removing the spawn or

the milt, as the case may be, from the fish. Holding the fish in

the left hand over a 4-quart pan containing a few drops of

water, with the thumb of the right hand bearing on the upper

side of the fish, the index finger is allowed to follow down the

fish from head to tail, thereby removing the few drops of ripe

milt or eggs. The process is repeated until the bottom of the

pan is barely covered.

Last year the stripped fish were distributed among the needy

of the town, in the belief that the fish died after spawning.

This year an experiment of ''half stripping" (taking only about

half the spawn, and using little pressure) was tried on 300 fish

which were afterwards held under observation in a tank. After

four days but 2 per cent had been lost, demonstrating that a

large proportion, if handled carefully, could be returned to the

water after serving our purpose. This method was adopted, and

we believe that at least 90 per cent of the stripped fish sur-

vived.

Hardening. — The spawn when first taken from the fi^h is

exceedingly soft and sensitive, and must be handled with the

utmost care. It is also very adhesive, and when deposited in the

natural way in the brooks it immediately attaches itself to the

bed of the stream. In taking eggs for artificial hatching it is of

the utmost importance to prevent adhesion and one of the big-

gest problems has been to keep the eggs from forming into masses,

which, once formed, cannot easily be broken up. L'ntil this

tendency could be overcome, successful transportation was out

of the question. For this trouble the remedy is soaking in fresh

water for three or four hours, changing the water frequently to

thoroughly clean the eggs of the superfluous milt and the gluey

substance which covers the eggs. The eggs increase during the

process to six or eight times their original size. After repeated

experiments it was found that if pans and other utensils were
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first treated to a coat of melted paraffine the eggs would not

adhere.

All eggs hatched at Palmer were collected and prepared for

shipment under the direct supervision of the foreman of that

hatchery.

Two methods were tried this year of caring for the eggs when

taken from the fish. By one method the eggs were stirred in

the pans very little in the hardening process. This lot gave the

greatest difiiculty, as the eggs stuck together so badly that they

had to be separated by putting them through a screen two or

three times, and they would not work so freely in the jar; but

the per cent of hatch was nearly the same. The other method

was to constantly stir the eggs in the pans of water until time

to can them for shipment. These did not adhere or bunch up,

and though it required more work at the spawning grounds, at

time of stripping, it saved much labor at the hatchery.

The foreman as a rule arrived at the Palmer Hatchery with a

consignment of eggs about 11 a.m. The eggs were at once

placed in large pans and the water changed frequently until 4

P.M. Then they were placed in the hatching jars, 24 ounces to

each jar, and from that time until they hatched had to be

watched constantly, night and day, to be sure water was run-

ning through each jar and that the eggs did not bunch up and

smother. The average temperature of the water during the

hatching period was 57°; period of hatching, thirteen days.

The capacity of the battery at Palmer is 42,500,000 eggs.

Immediately after hatching begins, distribution should be

started, else the tank will be too full of fish and the screen

become clogged, though smelt, being more lively and better

swimmers, can be held longer in the tank without loss than can

either yellow or pike perch.

Of the 110,000,000 eggs received at the hatchery there were

hatched and planted 76,125,000 with about 30 per cent loss.

In view of the fact that the work is still experimental (last year

but a few ounces of eggs were handled, merely to determine

whether the fish could be stripped and eggs hatched) the num-

ber of fry produced can be considered very satisfactory. With

the necessary facilities it would be an easy matter to hatch

200,000,000 instead of only a few fish.
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Experiment in collecting and shipping Spawn on Burlap. —
Last year the smelt spawn was collected by placing the burlaps

on the bottom of the river and allowing the smelt to deposit

the spawn thereon naturally, with the result that the eggs were

laid unevenly and a large percentage infertile. Attempts were

made this year to devise a more satisfactory method by strip-

ping the fish, fertilizing the spawn and spreading it in the

quantity desired. It was done in this way. The spawn imme-

diately on being taken from the fish is brought to the spreader,

who is stationed before a tank of water 8 inches deep, of just

the size to hold horizontally the sheets of burlap. These are

16f by 20 inches in size, with a strip of lath tacked at two

opposite ends to facilitate handling. Quick action is required,

or the eggs, fresh from the strippers, will lump together and be

spoiled. A small quantity of eggs is mixed in a bucket of water

and poured into the tank. The eggs settle as sand would do,

and adhere wherever they touch the burlap which lies at the

bottom. The success of this work depends on keeping the water

moving so that the eggs will settle in a thin, even layer, and not

on top of each other, or too many in one place. After allowing

one minute for the spawn to settle, the burlap is turned over

and an ounce of spawn placed on the other side. A second

burlap is put in over it (the tank has a capacity of ten), and

the process is repeated until the tank is full. One pan of spawn

covers three burlaps. When the tank is full the aprons are

transferred to a frame which holds them straight and smooth,

and placed in the "Jumbo Hatcher" in which the hardening

process is continued further. This piece of apparatus consists

of a tank equipped with running water (piped in from the

pond), so arranged that the water will run evenly on both sides

of the ten burlaps which are arranged to fit into it. This

apparatus could be used for hatching if desired, but this year

w^s utilized only for hardening. The eggs are left to harden

from twenty-four to seventy-two hours, at the end of which

time the spawn may be transported, but has not reached the

eyed stage.

The burlaps were shipped to applicants by express prepaid,

packed in baskets of sphagnum moss, which holds the moisture

and maintains an even temperature. This method of shipment
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proved satisfactory only for near-by waters. Considering the

slowness of transportation by express, and the present condition

of railroad facilities, distribution by automobile would be the

best method. Planting is accomplished by the simple method

of selecting a place where the water has a fairly swift current,

and placing the burlap on the bottom, weighted down with

stones at each end.

Hatching Fry at Weir River Station. — Part of the year's work

w^as to try hatching fry in jars at the Weir River station, as a

supplement to similar work at Palmer Hatchery. With this in

view two jars were set up on the hatcher and connected with

the pond. It was found, however, that the pond water was so

full of algie that, as the water circulated through the jars, the

eggs attached themselves to these bits of vegetation and were

carried entirely out of the jars. As the season advanced the

water became so foul that by the middle of April eggs would

not remain in the jars over night. It appears that the pond is

fed from two sources. On the south side of the river is hilly

country, and the streams from the hills which run into the pond

are fed by springs. On the west and north sides of the pond the

streams run through low, swampy land, and the water coming

from this source is full of vegetable matter. It was found, too,

that (especially as the season advanced towards warm weather)

fungus developed on the eggs, and on one occasion fifty burlaps

were lost from this cause. These conditions put an end, for

this year at least, to hatching experim^ents.

The season's work extended from April 1 to May 8, but work

was not continuous, as the smelt were not present the entire

time. The first five days they ran continuously in large numbers

day and night, and gave nearly perfect spawn, but as the season

progressed decrease in fertility was noted until at the last it was

practically worthless. On April 4 the fish left the falls at day-

break for the first time since March 29. The weather was cold

and raw, and for nineteen days, from April 6 to 24, no eggs at

all could be taken. After May 4 very few smelts appeared, and

by the 8th the run was over for the season. Preference was

always given to collecting for the Palmer Hatchery, and the

remaining time given to taking eggs for planting.

With a view to ascertaining the relation between the temper-
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atures and the arrival of the fish, temperature records were kept

at the beginning of the season, March 17 to 30, and discontin-

ued after the fish appeared. Later on the record was resumed

to determine the effect of the air temperature upon that of the

water. The wind and the sun, however, have no small influ-

ence on the temperature of the water, and had to be taken into

consideration. The water would not warm up on a cloudy day

with a strong east wind, while a warm sun without a wind

would raise the water temperature 2 to 6 degrees. It was noted

that, even though the fish were running well, a sudden drop in

the temperature caused them to disappear until the water

warmed up. The records for this year follow. To be of real

value they will have to be kept for a series of years.

Date Water (De-
grees F.)-

Air (De-
grees F.).

xvernarKs.

March 17, . 35 _ Weather warm; no fish.

March 18, . 36 Warm day; ice aU gone from salt water, but
thick in pond.

March 19, . 36 221 Ice in pond honeycombed.

March 20, . . . 36 39 Continued warm; ice going from pond.

March 21, 37 42

March 22, . 38 40

March 23, . 40 54

f 432
March 24, .

1 401

March 25, . 43-49 29-48

March 26, . 40-42 37-50

March 29, . 42 301 First smelt came.

March 30, . . . 43^7 30-62 Smelt present in large numbers.

April 2, 57 42-67 Fish still present in large numbers.

April 3,

3

54-57 32-65 Run of fish not so hea\^ as previous night.

April 4, * 51-54 30-50 Fish left the falls for first time since March
29.

April 5,

'

47-50 29-48 Small run of fish.

April 6,

3

49-51 28-44

April 7,

»

44-47 29-34 Cold wind all day. Few smelt, and so un-
ripe we could not take spawn.

Aprils,' 42-46 34-40 Few fish.

1 Midnight. * Noon.
* The test covering April 3 to 8, inclusive, was made to see what effect air temp>erature had on

the water. Result: it was found that sun had more effect than air temperature, and as sunlight

records had not been kept the test was more or less unsatisfactory.
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Date. Water (De-
grees F.).

Air (De-
grees F.).

Remarks.

April 9,

April 10, . . .
-

- Cold and raw weather. No fish at Weir
River, though present in other places.

No fish.

April 11, . . . No fish to speak of.

April 12, . . . 39 29 Sno\\-ing.

April 13, . . . 36 No sign of fish.

April 14, . . .

April 16, . . . 50 62

Warmer to-day, and a few smelts. Tho
hea\'y rains of past few days brought the
water up very high.

More fish than last night.

April 17, . . . 49 _ Fish increasing in numbers.

AprU 18, . . . 44 32 No fish.

April 19, . . . 49 30 Very cold, few fish.

AprU 20, Snow and cold; no fish.

April 21, Rain all day and part of night; no fish.

AprU 22, 50 Freshet; no fish.

April 23, . . . Few fish; •water still high.

Results. — The season's work has resulted not only in a sub-

stantial output of eggs and fry, but in more effective methods

of doing the work. Though the burlap method has proved a

good way to prepare allotments of eggs for planting, it is so

easy to hatch the spawn that doubtless future shipments will

be made as fry.

It was impossible to secure reports on all the allotments- of

eggs planted. Of those received, some indicated a failure to

hatch for various reasons, such as freshets, water insects, smoth-

ering with sediment, etc., while other , lots were reported as

hatching satisfactorily. Mr. Arthur D. Pearson of B\:field, who

received spawn in 1917 as well as this year, for planting in

Parker River, examined his burlaps daily, and reports that 90

per cent of the eggs hatched out. He noticed this year a large

run of small young smelt w^hich he attributed to the 1917 hatch

of spawn planted by him. There is every reason to expect satis-

factory results from the plants of eggs and fry, judging from the

results of work along this line on a small scale in past years.

Results of Previous Stockings. — It was reported to one of our

men on January 29 of this year that large quantities of smelt

were being taken from Bournes Wharf River, in the Duxbury
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Marshes, in the part called Captain Simmons Turn. Fifty

pounds were taken in one day by one man. This, our deputy

reports, is an unusual circumstance, since in forty years of

acquaintance with the river he never knew smelt to be so plen-

tiful or present at that season. This is doubtless attributable

to the informal stocking a few years ago by deputies of the

department, who, in passing to their work, were in the habit of

filling baskets with eyed spawn at the Weir or Weymouth
rivers, and depositing it in the rivers where smelts were formerly

found, but which had since become depleted.

Results have also been apparent in the Jones River, Kings-

ton, where the fishery was badly depleted. In 1916-17 the

fishermen took large quantities of smelt through the ice, weigh-

ing frequently two to the pound. One of our deputies was eye-

witness to a catch of 139 pounds by one man, all large-sized

smelt. In the same river, in the winter of 1917-18, some good

catches were made, but the ice was very thick, and on extremely

cold days the fish did not bite. There was an average of from

12 to 40 pounds. The prices received were from 21 to 35 cents.

The average smelt this year ran four or five to the pound.

Some years ago eggs were planted in Poor Farm Brook in

Saugus where smelt had been extinct for some years, and three

years from the next fall there was good fishing.

Protection of the Brooks against Violations. — During the

season when the smelts were depositing their spawn in the

brooks around Braintree, Hingham and Weymouth Fore and

Back rivers, the brooks were patrolled by the smelt crew as

thoroughly as possible, considering that when the fish were at

the falls their time had to be devoted to egg-taking. Between

times, when the fish stayed away, they turned their attention

to seeing that the laws were observed. The most troublesome

violations in the past have been by boys, but this type of diffi-

culty has decreased since a few fines brought the oft'enders to a

realization that the laws were made to be observed. At East

Weymouth there were few violations except Saturdays and

Sundays. At Weymouth Landing there were persistent viola-

tions by certain men, but they were so well guarded and warned

of the approach of deputies that they invariably had a chance

to return their fish to the water before they could be appre-
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hended. On the Monatiquot River at East Braintree the fish-

ermen have every protection, and the lay of the land is such that

the deputies cannot cope with the situation without devoting a

disproportionate number of men and amount of time to this one

part of the State. But on the whole, depredations w^ere far less

numerous than in former years, and the protection of the

spawning grounds in the spring, and the elimination of seining

in the summer and fall, should do a good deal towards bringing

the smelt back in larger numbers in and around Boston Harbor.

Distribution. — The distribution list, prepared at the central

office working with the deputy in charge, included nearly all the

good streams on the coast, as well as a few inland waters. The

season was over before the entire list had been covered, but the

crew accomplished all that was humanly possible.

The Board has come to the conclusion that rather than stock

a large number of streams with small lots, the proper course to

pursue is to select a few good streams each year and stock them

heavily, in such quantities that when the resulting fish return

they will come in large numbers. This is of the utmost

importance, for to insure fertilization of eggs laid in the natural

way the male fish must be present in large numbers. For this

reason, if for no other, the streams must be so well stocked as

to insure a heavy run when the fish are of spawning age.

Forty-seven ponds and brooks were stocked with a total of

31,950,000 eggs, and 30 ponds and streams received fry to a total

of 76,125,000 fish.

Fresh-water Smelt Work.

The fresh-Water smelt work was conducted at Parker Brook,

Pittsfield, into which, in the spring, the smelt from Onota Lake

run to spawn. The crew consisted of a deputy in charge of the

operations, and four assistants, who worked each night (since

it is then that the fish run) from April 16 to 20, inclusive. The

smelt were netted as they passed up the brook and held in two

tanks which had been installed at the mouth of the brook for

this purpose. These tanks were 12 by 3 by 3 feet in size, with

a wire screen at each end, and placed in the brook in- such a

way that a gentle current would circulate through the tank.

The run of fish was light this year as compared with former

years, and on only one night (April 19) was the run heavy.
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It was on this night that the greater part of the season's catch

was made. The smelt were larger in size than during the past

two seasons, averaging 5 inches.

Between April 23 and April 27, 29,000 adults were distributed

to public waters. Considerable labor was saved this year by

filling the cans for shipment at the tanks and transferring them

across the lake in a boat to the landing, thence by auto truck

to the early morning train. This method eliminated a long

haul through the muddy roads which make traffic difficult at

this season of year. The distribution season was shortened by a

period of warm weather which killed off a large number of the

fish before it was possible to get them shipped. No spawn was

collected for distribution this year.

Angling jor Landlocked Smelt. — The possibilities in securing

both sport and food by angling for the landlocked smelt with

which some of the Massachusetts lakes are stocked have hith-

erto been overlooked by the fishermen, though the suggestion

has been put forth several times by a member of the Board

that numbers of these smelt could be taken in deep water

during the summer. This year in July he put the matter to a

practical test at Onota Lake, Pittsfield, and in fifteen minutes

caught six smelt. Two weeks later the test was repeated. The

boat was anchored a little off from the pumping station, where

the water had a depth of 50 feet and a bottom temperature of

45°, and in one hour's fishing forty-three smelt 5 to 6 inches

long were taken. It is a simple matter to catch them if the

right sort of tackle is used. The rules are: Use a very small

hook, a fine silk line about 50 yards long, and a sinker weighing

1 ounce. Fish within a foot of the bottom, using a small piece;

of mud worm. Let the sinker down to the bottom and then-

draw it up a little and hold the bait still. These landlocked'

smelt are a very delicate fish, and by many persons are prized

for their eating qualities more highly than trout. It is safe to*

predict that when the fishermen learn to catch them they wilt

be taken in large numbers.

Several attempts were made during the summer to catch

landlocked smelt with hook and line in deep water in Long

Pond, Plymouth, but without success, possibly because the fish

were too small to take the bait. In this pond they come in-

shore the last of April, and this year large schools were observed
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spawning in the shallow water. The shores were fairly alive with

the little fish, all about 3 inches long. Mr. Ernest Bassett in-

formed us that several years ago the smelt in Long Pond were

of larger size, from 5 to 6 inches long, but that for the past

three years only small-sized fish have been seen. This year the

smelt disappeared about ten days from the time they were first

seen near the shore, and did not return until the fall, when they

came into the shallow water followed by large numbers of

salmon. The reason for the decrease in size of the smelt is a

matter for speculation. It has been noted that twice during

recent years large numbers of smelt have died in Onota Lake

after spawning, and have been washed up on the shores in great

numbers. The cause of this has never been satisfactorily deter-

mined, but it has been observed that during the two j'ears suc-

ceeding such losses the fish have run very small, but eventually

increased in size. From now on we shall watch the smelt in

Long Pond, to determine, if possible, how much they are being

reduced by the Chinook salmon that have been planted there

during the past three years.

Horned Pout {Ameiurus nehulosus).

Activities in taking horned pout this year through the so-

called salvage method were limited, owing to the absence of

one of the deputies in the service, who had given special

attention to this work, and to the apparent disappearance of

the pout from the ponds in the Hubbardston Reservation where

stock had previously been secured. Through causes not ex-

plained it appears that the horned pout which once were very

abundant in these ponds have decreased so rapidly that the

fishing for them this year was not profitable.

Foundations for more extensive future work were laid by

putting into proper condition two ponds near Brockton owned

by Mr. Lester G. Flagg and Mr. Weston Manley. These gentle-

men have very kindly given the department the use of the ponds

to be used both as brood ponds and as retaining. ponds for pout

taken from other waters until time for distribution. Screens

for which the lumber and netting were furnished by the Plym-

outh County Fish and Game Association, have been placed at

the outlets. Mr. Albert Keyes assisted in placing the screens
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in position. We believe that the adult fish in the ponds will

furnish a good lot of small fingerlings for distribution next year.

In addition to the foregoing we will endeavor to locate addi-

tional ponds which can be seined or satisfactorily trapped in

order to obtain as substantial a stock for distribution as possible.

We find that the horned pout is coming more and more into

its own, and we are receiving increasing numbers of applications

for these fish.

Catfish.

We have oftentimes been impressed with the salvage work

conducted by the United States Bureau of Fisheries and several

States along such water courses as the Mississippi, Missouri

and Ohio rivers. During certain periods of the year these

rivers reach very high water marks, and the waters upon reced-

ing collect in shallow lagoons and pools where great numbers of

fish are retained and cannot get back to deep water. Each

year these agencies collect large numbers of such fish and

restore them to the rivers, or utilize them for stocking other

waters.

This year we took up with Hon. Carlos Avery, Commissioner

of Fisheries and Game of Minnesota, the matter of obtaining a

carload of these fish, to consist principally of catfish and bass;

but upon ascertaining the cost of a fish car suitable for handling

the fish, expenses of attendants, and hauling of the car, the

price was found prohibitive and the matter was not pursued

further.

When conditions become more normal it would be well worth

while to consider negotiating for one or more shipments annu-

ally of these fish.

Shad (Alosa sapidissijua).

We have not abandoned our project of experimenting in con-

junction with the California Fish and Game Commission in the

taking of shad eggs and transporting them to this State for

hatching. The work could not be continued this year for reasons

best explained by the letter of April 2, 1918, from the California

Commission: —
Your letter of March 23 received in due time.

Owing to conditions caused by the war our Commission has decided not
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to attempt any shad work this season. A number of our skilled men have

joined the army, and we are short of competent help. We have lost our

free transportation, and that has embarrassed us financially to some ex-

tent, but our main trouble is the loss of competent men to operate our

stations.

We have planned to erect several new trout and salmon hatcheries this

season, and we have all that we can attend to without the shad work.

The battery of McDonald jars that we used two years ago were the

property of the Bureau of Fisheries, and they have sent them out of the

State. If we had the help to spare, it would take us too long to get busy

this season, as the jars would have to be shipped from the East, and with

the delayed railroad traffic would not get here in time. Our shad man is

busy in charge of three hatcheries this spring, and cannot handle the shad

work.

We regret very much that we cannot carry out our plans regarding the

shipping of the shad eggs East this season, as we feel sure that it can be done

successfully. If possible, next season, we will arrange to carry on our shad

work, and will start early enough to have all plans made in advance, so

as to assure the success of the undertaking.

We believe that much can be done in preparing conditions

for an improvement of the shad fishery by closer co-operation

between the States of Connecticut and Massachusetts, and it

is the intention of the Commissioners through the coming year

to see how far the authorities in the two States can co-operate

along this line. As conditions exist to-day the number of traps

placed across the mouth of the Connecticut River permit but

few of the fish to ascend the river to spawn. There are like-

wise obstructions in the river which some day will be overcome,

but at the present time it is proper to state that no fishway

has been devised which the shad will use. Until such a fishway

can be perfected the spawning area in the Connecticut River

will be restricted, but even within this restricted area we be-

lieve that larger results will be had with the shad than are

now" being obtained.

Probably the largest step in the right direction taken in many
years is represented in the action of the American Fisheries

Society at its meeting in New York City September 9 to 11,

when the shad problem w^as carefully gone over. It was re-

vealed that to-day there is very little co-operation among the

several States bordering on those waters frequented by the

shad, and that if progress is ever to be made in restoring this
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fishery it must be as a result of concerted action on the part

of those States interested. A resolution was adopted requesting

the United States Bureau of Fisheries to lay out a program

for the restoration of this fishery, specifying precisely what

should be done by each State in order to fully cover the ground.

If this plan is carried through, and a practical scheme of devel-

opment adopted and faithfully adhered to by the States, the

fishery should be saved and gradually extended to large pro-

portions.

The foregoing resolution embodies great possibilities, but it

will be of no large importance unless a complete survey of the

field is made, especially as relates to all the coastal waters on

the Atlantic seaboard which now or heretofore have been so-

called shad waters. If this survey is completed, and with the

mass of material now at hand a complete program is laid out

indicating in detail what each one of the States bordering on

such waters must do to assist in the work of re-establishment,

and each State is fully notified with suitable instructions as to

what is expected of it, and each State fully performs the duties

incumbent on it, — then there will be some hope for the shad.

If such a broad policy is not worked out and fully adopted by

the States, the present lack of co-ordination will continue to

exist and the fishery will either continue to decline or at best

merely maintain its existence.

The whole plan has such large possibilities that it should

arouse immediate enthusiasm on the part of all State govern-

ments having to do with the problem. Our Board stands ready

and willing to assume such responsibilities as may be laid upon

it by this program, for we firmly believe that only by such

action can real progress be made.

White Perch (Morone americana).

Work with the white perch this year was of three kinds, —
salvage, or transfer of fish from well-stocked to poorly stocked

ponds, experiment in pond culture, and a continuation of

studies in artificial propagation.
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Salvage Operations.

This year salvage work was transferred from Falmouth to

Tashmoo Pond on Marthas Vineyard, in accordance with the

plan of allowing a period of years for recuperation after con-

siderable numbers of fish have been removed from a pond.

Tashmoo is one of the characteristic brackish ponds of this

island, — really an arm of the sea, the opening to which has

been closed by shifting sands, — which seems- to be especially

adapted for white perch, and which has an abundant supply of

fish of the proper size to use in stocking. Breeding proceeds so

rapidly here that the food supply is insufficient for the fish

population, the size of the fish indicating that they secure

barely enough to exist on, but not enough for growth. In the

spring of this year countless numbers of small perch could be

seen following the spawning herring around the shores, eating

the spawn as it was shot from the fish. If part of the superfluous

population can be transferred to other ponds it will not only

give those transplanted, but also the fish remaining, a much
better chance.

Work began March 27 with a crew of three men, and covered

a period of nine weeks, ending June 1. It has been the custom

in other seasons to take the perch by means of sweep or drag

seine, using two seines, one 65 fathoms (390 feet) long, the other

100 fathoms (600 feet) long, employing a crew of four or five

men. During the fall of 1917 the deputy in charge worked out

a system of trapping or fyke-netting the fish. After several

failures he found that leaders could be employed set on certain

angles from the shore toward deep water, with the wings of the

fykes so arranged as to trap the fish as they follow the leaders.

This system was put in operation at Tashmoo this spring with

excellent success, and fine catches were made at different

depths of water, from 5 to 15 feet. Perch will not follow a

straight leader, nor will they lead into shallow water. Coming

in contact with the leader they at once go into deep water.

Owing to the adoption of this method of trapping, the labor

question this year was not the issue it otherwise would have

been, and it was possible to get along with one helper at S3 per

day, compared with two helpers at $2 in 1917.
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The number of fish taken this spring was 72,000 (varying in

length from 4 to S inches), as against 77,100 taken in both the

spring and fall of 1917 from Falmouth and Newport. Larger

numbers could have been taken, but the facilities for shipping

were limited this year by causes beyond our control. The great

obstacles were the poor railroad service and the shortage of

shipping cans. The situation in regard to the railroads every

one knows. The price of cans was almost prohibitive, the sup-

ply was uncertain, and we could not contract for an additional

supply. Since, coincident with salvage operations, fish are being

moved between the hatcheries, the supply of cans had to be

divided, and delays by the railroads in returning empty cans

added to the difficulties. With an additional man and more nor-

mal conditions double the amount of fish could have been handled,

but under the circumstances the accomplishments were satis-

factory, and nearly equaled the work of both spring and fall

of the previous year. The perch taken from Tashmoo were not,

on the whole, as plump as those taken at Falmouth in 1915,

1916 and 1917, and were smaller in size, but carried better.

In the latter part of ^lay, when the alewife spawn furnished

an additional source of food, the condition of the fish at Tash-

moo improved greatly. The supply appears abundant.

The regular method of holding fish after catching is to place

about 1,000 fish in each holding pocket, which are 8 by 3 by 4

feet, with bottom, held in position by driving stakes in the

pond. Often from 3,000 to 5,000 fish are on hand at once. They

may be held from two to seven days. In early spring and late

fall, when the water is cold, perch may be held safely at least

a week without a fungous growth starting; but as the water

warms above 60° fungus will start to form in seventy-two

hours, and the fish must be shipped at once or returned to the

pond to avoid loss. The experiment was tried on May 9 and 10

of making two shipments to the Cape in brackish water. The

results were fairly satisfactory. Another time about 500 badly

fungused perch were placed in a holding car in salt water,

with the result that after five days in the salt water 40 per cent

died and the remainder were kept there for a period of twelve

days. The fungus practically all disappeared and only about

2 per cent of the fish died. The remaining fish, apparently
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strong and healthy, were Hberated in the ocean. Further tests

along these lines should be made looking to the possibility of

holding large numbers of perch in the salt water for late ship-

ment without causing a fungous growi:h.

The same method of shipment was followed as last year.

The transportation of fish is always an uncertain matter at the

best, and there are several causes that might bring about heavy

losses: (1) lack of proper attention en route; (2) riding at too

high or low temperature of water; (3) too many per can; (4)

poor condition of fish when shipped; and, most important of

all, (5) unsuitable weather conditions. All these points must

be given consideration. So carefully has this transportation

question been studied that the average loss in transportation in

1917 was less than 1 per cent of the fish shipped, and probably

not more than 2 per cent in 1918.

While Tashmoo furnishes an abundant supply of fish, the

location is not the most convenient, and shipping involves a

good deal of labor, not only because shipments must be made

in the morning before 5 o'clock to make boat connections for

Woods Hole, but the road to the pond is 1| miles through the

woods, mostly sand, and the deputies were obliged to cut large

roots of trees from the wheel ruts and fill in with boughs in the

sandy spots in order to haul out the 12-can shipments by auto

truck.

The routine of preparing fish for shipment consists of filling

the cans, which must be carried out at least 100 feet from shore

in order to get clean water; transferring the fish from the

pockets into the cans; transferring full cans of water and fish

from a large working boat to the bank, then on a platform to

the truck; carting them to the wharf; and icing. From this

point the messenger takes charge of the fish. The addition of a

second boat to the equipment has resulted in saving much

valuable time in making trips from traps to holding pockets,

and a larger shipment can be loaded at one time. The new

boat for seining, with roller attached to stern, lightened the

labor considerably, as the seine could be set without the use

of the seine board.

A total of 66,850 fish were distributed to 55 ponds.

Owing to the limited boat service from the Vineyard, and

railroad service elsewhere, it was physically impossible to make
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successful shipments to certain out-of-the-way sections in the

western part of the State.

The board of selectmen of Webster are interested in stocking

Webster Lake with white perch, and for several years past have

made arrangements with us to secure shipments at the time we

are doing our seining, they paying the transportation and inci-

dental costs, the Commission furnishing the use of men and

gear. This year eight shipments, totaling 6,720 fish, were made
under this arrangement.

Experiments in Pond Culture.

Experimental work was carried on at the Palmer Hatchery

to ascertain whether white perch would thrive in the bass

ponds. Five hundred and forty 3 to 5 inch fish were received

on June 1 from Marthas Vineyard in good condition, with a

loss of about fifteen fish and a few which had bruised them-

selves in the net where they were held before shipment. Forty

died within a few days, but the remainder made good growth.

When the fish arrived there was a difference of 18° between the

water temperature in the pond and in the cans. An hour and

a quarter was spent by taking water from the can and putting

in water from the pond, in tempering it down, as a too sudden

change would kill the fish, not always immediately, but eventu-

ally. The temperature in the pond at this time was 72°, and

went as high as 80° during the summer and no doubt 85° at

certain times of day. The fish showed at this time that they

will thrive in warm water. They were fed on young shiners and

crawfish, but would not take liver. The work is still in the

experimental stage, only a few of the fish are large enough to

spawn, and we do not know if they will come through the win-

ter; but if they do it is hoped that a few eggs at least can be

taken, or that they will breed in the ponds naturally.

Two consignments of white perch eggs have been received

during the past five years from the United States Bureau of

Fisheries, but both have been a total failure as the eggs were

dead on arrival, apparently not fertilized. Efforts to secure a

supply of properly fertilized eggs by sending a man from the

station to collect them have thus far produced no better results,

so pond culture of white perch is worth trying out.
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Continuation of Studies in Artificial Propagation.

Though attempts have already been made, both by this and

by other commissions, to collect, fertilize and hatch the eggs of

the white perch, up to the present time very little is really

known about it. The experimental work commenced in 1917

was continued this year, but along somewhat different lines.

Early in June, 1918, the foreman of the Palmer Hatchery and

the deputy who has been in charge of the white perch salvage

work were detailed to visit the white perch field station of the

United States Bureau of Fisheries at Grand Lake Stream,

Maine, to observe their methods, as well as to bring back a

shipment of eggs for hatching in the batteries of the Palmer

Hatchery.

On arrival they found the work already under way' and fish

being taken in traps above and below Dobsis Lake dam. The

first run of fish into the stream occurred May 19, and continued

in fluctuating numbers throughout the period of observations.

Very few fish were taken and not more than 1,000,000 eggs col-

lected at any one time during the foreman's stay. The super-

intendent of the field station had tried holding the fish in crates,

but in a few days fungus attacked them and they died, so very

few eggs were secured this way with good results. The only

good eggs were those taken from the fish that came in the traps

during the night. These numbered not more than 100 at a

time, and only three or four of these w^ould prove to be ripe.

The spawning season in that locality extends for at least two

months, usually the months of June and July, and perhaps not

more than 10 per cent of the fish are ripe at the height of the

season, with decreasing percentage towards the beginning and

end. Attempts to secure ripe perch by use of gill and other

nets also failed.

Unlike most fresh-water fish the w^hite perch has no prefer-

ence as to spawning place or conditions, as some of the fish

in the school will deposit their eggs wherever they may happen

to be. In fact, it was determined, by opening a number of

females at various times, that the eggs mature a few at a time

over a period estimated at from ten days to three weeks. The

female would be stripped of a goodly quantity of fine ripe eggs

which had not as yet been separated from the egg sac. It is
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therefore reasonable to suppose, considering the movement of

the schools, that one fish may deposit its eggs at points miles

distant.

Both web enclosures and wooden crates were used for retain-

ing ponds, and many experiments made as to the number it

would be possible to hold to a given space and the proper flow

of water through the ponds. All endeavors to thus hold these

fish failed. It was found that eggs secured from fish held not

more than twenty-four hours were of good quality; from fish

held from twenty-four to forty-three hours, only fair; and from

fish held from forty-eight to seventy-two hours the eggs secured

were practically worthless. Fish that were too green to ripen

within that time failed to mature. Extreme care in handling

and the most favorable impounding conditions failed to improve

the results obtained. White perch eggs are very small, 1,600,000

being estimated to the fluid quart. If they cannot immediately

be transferred to the hatchery after hardening, they should

receive a change of water at least once an hour and the temper-

ature kept even. It has been demonstrated that white perch

eggs can be hatched in glass jars. At a temperature of 5S° they

will hatch in from four to four and one-half days; at 6S°, in

about thirty hours, so it would be inad\nsable to obtain the eggs

very far from the station in which they are to be hatched. Al-

though the experimental work produced no results in the way

of fish, the experience gained is valuable, and studies in any

hitherto unexplored field must necessarily be attended at first

with failures before eventual success is achieved.

AleWIVES.

Experiments in the Propagation of Alewires.

A beginning was made this year in experiments to determine

whether it is possible to strip alewives, fertilize the eggs and

hatch them as is done with other species of fish. On May 9

the superintendent of the Sandwich Hatcheries visited three

different fishways in Wareham in an attempt to secure ripe

female alewives, but without success, although a large number

of fish were examined. On the 21st of the month a permit was

secured from the selectmen of Bourne to take herring from

Herring Pond and impound them until ready for spawning. A
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wire netting some 100 feet long was placed in the cove at the

mouth of the outlet. The pond was visited from day to day,

but not a single ripe fish was located among the several hundred

that were impounded. As the numbers increased so rapidly in

the enclosure, a retaining enclosure was built and a number of

female fish placed in it in the hope of procuring some ripe

females. These were held for several days, but, while numbers

of spent fish were found, it was not possible to obtain them

before they had shot the eggs, though the enclosure was visited

every day. The next method tried was to build an enclosure on

the spawning beds, leaving one end open, driving the fish in

and then closing the open end. As this proved a failure and the

spawning season was practically over no further efforts were

made this year. In some instances the strippers were able to

force the eggs from a few fish, but so much pressure was

needed that probably the eggs were not ripe enough to fertilize.

As the larger run of these fish is at night, doubtless eggs might

be procured by having a long seine, say 200 feet long, and by

means of torches or large reflecting lanterns surround the fish

on' their spawning beds at night. Efforts were also made to

obtain ripe females at the herring house as they came up the

canal to Herring Pond. Of the several hundred handled in this

manner not a ripe fish was secured.

The Commissioners are of the opinion that extensive experi-

ments should be carried on to discover means by which the ale-

wives can be artificially propagated. Such propagation has

shown its value in connection with every fish which may be

so handled. There are many ponds in the State wherein, if the

eggs of the alewives can be deposited and hatched, a large sup-

ply of food can be furnished for other fishes. We do not know

whether the alewife can be landlocked, as has been done with

smelt; but the large number of eggs available make it well

worth while to experiment fully along these lines. Many such

ponds are so situated that the young fish could work back to

the sea, where it would be very difficult for the adult fish to

get in and out of the ponds.

The work of re-establishing fishways at various points to

give the alewives access to their spawning grounds has been

treated fully in another section of this report.
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FiSHWAYS.
\

Lawrence and Lowell.

The reports of this department have contained in detail the

history of the Lawrence and Lowell fishways from the time of

establishment many years ago up to the present time. The

1917 report covered the developments of that year up to and

including the request of October 30 for a final opinion by the

Attorney-General as to who is obligated to install and main-

tain these fishways.

On Feb. 12, 1918, the joint committee on fisheries and game

held an executive committee hearing on House Bill No. 38 and

Senate Bill No. 110, providing for the construction and repair

of fishways in the Merrimack River.

There appeared before the committee all the members of the

Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game, Mr. Richard

Hale, representing the Essex Company of Lawrence, and Mr.

Arthur F. SafTord, representing the Locks and Canals Company
of Lowell.

]Mr. Hale set forth at some length the history of the fishway,

developing especially the point that the Essex Company con-

sidered it had discharged all obligations under existing laws

.vhen it purchased the fishing rights from the parties in interest

above the Lawrence dam; that after this had been done the

company contributed toward the cost of maintaining the fish-

way through a number of years; that while their contributions

may not have amounted to as much as 50 per cent of the cost,

the amount was nevertheless substantial; that it was a very

difficult matter to maintain a fishway on the southerly side of

the river on account of the damage by ice and drift during the

spring freshets; that in 1897 and 1898 the location was changed

to the northerly side of the river; that the fishway on this new
site was constructed by the company, being under the direction

of the Commissioners; that the Essex Company paid one-half

the cost of this work, and since that time has paid one-half

the cost of repairs. He stated that on several occasions sub-

sequent to 1905 he called the attention of the Board to the

fact that the fishway was in great need of repairs and that as

it existed it was of little or no value. He stated that the
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Board's attitude was in substance that, owing to the pollution

in the river,* there was little likelihood of the fishery being of

any value, and nothing was done up to the time the present

Board reopened the matter in 1917. Mr. Hale stated that the

intentions of the company were of the most friendly sort, and

intimated that they would be willing to co-operate with the

State. In response to a question from a member of the com-

mittee as to' whether this company would pay half the ex-

pense of installing and maintaining a new fishway, he stated

he felt he should take the matter up with, his company before

stating just how far it could go.

The chairman of the Board of Commissioners on Fisheries

and Game covered several points not fully touched by Mr.

Hale, one of the principal ones being that it was through

no intention to discontinue maintaining a fishway in the dam
that nothing had been done in the past few years to repair the

present fishway on the northerly side of the river. He read ex-

tracts from the reports of the Commissioners from 1900 on,

showing that in the opinion of its members this fishway was

neither practical nor located in the right place, and that this

was the reason why no additional expenditures were made. He
also brought out the fact that the past correspondence and the

personal relations between representatives of the company and

the Commissioners have been of the most friendly character.

Mr. Safford, on behalf of the Locks and Canals Company,

stated that the fishway originally located at the dam at Lowell

was in practically the same condition to-day that it always has

been; that it consists of pools cut in the rocks leading up from

the bed of the river to the dam, and thence over the dam. He
did not attempt to say how efficient this fishway has been in

the past years. He stated, however, that it was the under-

standing of his company that it was under obligation to main-

tain this fishway, and that without any expense to the Com-

monwealth. He also stated that his company was ready and

willing to do all that could be reasonably asked of it in re-es-

tablishing and maintaining this fishway.

On February 27 the committee reported a bill (Senate, No.

278) directing the restoration of fishways in the Merrimack

River.
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Meantime all parties in interest were waiting for the decision

of the Attorney-General. This was rendered March 11, and

read as follows:—
Department of the Attorney-General,

State House, Boston, Mass., March 11, 1918.

Mr. William C. Adams, Chairman, Commissioners on Fisheries and Game.

Dear Sir: — I acknowledge your communication of the 25th ult. [this

asked that an opinion be rendered at an early date] in relation to the ques-

tion of the fishways in the dam of the Essex Company in the Merrimack

River. In my letter to you of Oct. 2, 1917, 1 answered all questions quite

fully, except the question as to whether the Essex Company can now be

required to reconstruct and maintain fishways as prescribed bj- the county

commissioners under provisions of St. 1845, c. 163, which I deemed it

unnecessary to determine, as I understood that such fishways would not

now be satisfactory if reconstructed and maintained. I understand that

you now desire my opinion in relation to that matter.

Upon an examination of the various acts of the Legislature in reference

to fishways at the dam of the Essex Company, and the steps taken by offi-

cials of the Commonwealth under authority of those acts, so far as I have

been able to ascertain the same, with some hesitation I have come to the

conclusion that the Essex Company is still required to maintain fishways

as prescribed by the county commissioners under the provisions of St.

1845, c. 163.

There is a practical difficulty, however, in compelling compliance with

those provisions. The fishways are to be built and maintained in the

mode prescribed by the county commissioners, after due notice and a

public hearing of all parties interested. It appears from the case of Com-
monwealth V. Essex Co., 13 Gray, 239, that on Oct. 12, 1847, the county

commissioners prescribed the mode in which the fishways should be built,

after due notice and hearing, and that fishways were built in accordance

therewith.

Some time prior to the year 1866 the fishways as thus built were aban-

doned, and in 1866, by a contract entered into between the Commissioners

appointed under St. 1866, c. 238, and the Essex Company, the fishways

were built, the contract providing that the Essex Company should main-

tain the fishways then to be built for five years, and that during said five

years it should be relieved of the obligation of maintaining the fishways

required by the act of 1845. Any proceedings now instituted by the Com-
monwealth necessarily would be restricted to compelling the Essex Com-
pany to maintain the fishways prescribed by the county conunissioners

under the act of 1845.

I am informed that a search has been made for the records of the county

commissioners prescribing the mode in which the fishways were to be built

and maintained, but that these records cannot be found. A practical

difficulty thus confronts the Commonwealth of not now being able to
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prove the t^^pe and location of the fishways prescribed by the county com-

missioners. It may be that further search will result in finding these rec-

ords, or that your Commission will be able to obtain other evidence as to

the fishways originally maintained at the dam.

If hereafter evidence is obtained sufficient to warrant commencing

proceedings against the Essex Company, I am prepared to institute them.

Very truly yours,

Henry C. Attwill,

A ttorney-General.

The bill to provide for the construction of fishways on the

Merrimack River at Lawrence and Lowell (chapter 174, Gen-

eral Acts of 1918) w^as approved by the Governor, and became

a law on April 26, 1918, in the following form: —

An Act to provide for the Construction of Fishways on the Mer-
rimack River at Lawrence and Lowell.

Be it enacted, etc., as follows:

Section 1. The board of commissioners on fisheries and game acting

under the powers now vested in them by law in relation to fishways are

hereby directed, during the current year, to provide, re-establish or con-

struct suitable and sufficient fishways on the Merrimack river at LawTence

and Lowell.

Section 2. The damage and expense incurred hereunder shall, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of law and of this act, be borne by the owners

of the dams located at said points on said river; but the said commissioners

are hereby authorized to enter into an agreement with the owners of said

dams whereby such portion, if any, of the said damage or expense as the

commissioners may deem equitable, shall be assumed and paid by the

commonwealth.

Section 3. Said commissioners are hereby authorized to expend from

the treasury of the commonwealth, for the purpose of carrjdng out the

provisions of this act, a sum not exceeding ten thousand dollars in addition

to any sum that may be contributed for said purpose by any individual,

association or municipality. All receipts and expenditures made hereunder

shall be set forth in the succeeding annual report of said commissioners.

Section 4. Nothing contained in this act and no action of the com-

missioners hereunder shall be construed as a waiver or release on the part

of the commonwealth of its right to compel the owners of said dams to

construct and maintain said fishways, nor shall anything in this act, nor

any action of the commissioners hereunder, be so construed as to impair

the legal rights or remedies of any person or corporation.

Section 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
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With the means provided to establish a fishway the next

question (and the most important of all) was where to locate

it. The fishways on the south side had been used by fish, but

there was great difficulty in maintaining them, due to damage

from ice and debris during the spring floods. The fishway on

the north side was protected, but had never been a success.

Moreover, a city sewer emptied into the river near the down-

stream entrance to the way.

The problem is not one of engineering, but of biology. It

is not a question of placing the way where it costs the least to

build and is most protected, but to locate it in or sufficiently

near the channel of the river, so that the fish ascending (and

they always follow the quick water) will naturally and easily

enter the way.

A number of years had passed since a discussion had been

made, and it was felt that, before trying again, the experiences

of those having to do with similar problems the world over

should be consulted. Accordingly we obtained and studied the

latest reports from England, Scotland, Ireland and Canada,

and corresponded with the commissioners of western States

who had dealt with the Pacific salmon. In the east we enlisted

the services of Frank M. Perkins, Esq., of the Inland Fisheries

Commission of Maine, and Henry 0']\lalley, Esq., of the United

States Bureau of Fisheries.

During the summer Deputy Allen A. David, in charge of

fishways, and our engineer, ]Mr. R. Loring Hayward, made

preliminary sketches of the possibilities on both sides. During

the week of Aug. 19, 1918, Commissioner Graham and Deputy

David made a tour of inspection of the fishways in INIaine.

Later Deputy David and Engineer Hayward went to Maine

and inspected some ways in company with Mr. Perkins. On
September 3 Mr. Perkins of ^Nlaine, accompanied by the mem-
bers of our Board and staff, went over the situation on the

grounds at Lawrence with Mr. Hale, the engineer of the Essex

Company, and also the location at Lowell.

On September 24 Mr. O'^NIalley made a study on the grounds

and reported as follows: —
,
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Bureau of Fisheries, Washington, D. C, Sept. 25, 1918.

Mr. W. C. Adams, Chairman, Commissioners on Fisheries and Game, 321

State House, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir: — In compliance with, the request contained in your letter

of September 20 and telegram of the 21st, I left Washington, D. C,
on the evening of the 23d to make an inspection relative to the location of

a fishway in the dam situated at North La-VNTence, Mass., in the Merrimack
River.

I went over the maps in the office of the Essex Company very carefully,

and saw the photographs which show the flood stages in the river and the

unusual ice conditions which appear there in certain years. I then went

with Mr. Hale and Messrs. David and Hayward to the dam and made a

careful inspection of the old fishway on the north side, Which is entirely

out of business at the present time, and in order to put it in condition to

operate at all it would be necessary to practically rebuild the entire struc-

ture. I also considered the ad\isability of placing the fishway in the

middle of the dam. This would be very expensive, and I do not believe it

would be effective, as it is very probable the fish would never find the

entrance.

We then visited the south end of the dam where the first fishway was

originally constructed, but has long since been carried away. Due to the

fact that the south end of the dam is a trifle farther upstream, the natural

trend of the volume of water is to the south side. Therefore I find it will

be the natural place for the fish to congregate, and would be the most

effective site for the fishway. If constructed according to the plans which

your engineer, Mr. Hayward, has in mind, I am confident it would prove

effective. The site is not unlike one on the upper Clackamas River, in Ore-

gon, where a salmon fishway is over a dam of similar height, and it works

very successfully.

I would therefore strongly recommend to your Commission that the

fishway be constructed on the south side of the dam, out of reinforced

concrete. Under these conditions, with the present ledge foundation, I

am confident it will meet with the demands of the river.

Yours very truly,

Henry O'Malley,

Field Assistant.

Our investigations convinced us that the way should be lo-

cated on the south side of the river, which decision was ap-

proved by Mr. Perkins. Our engineer was instructed to make

surveys and prepare plans for a fishway, working with Mr.

Hale of the Essex Company in order that any objections w^hich

might occur to him could be disposed of as they arose. Many
diflficulties arose as the work progressed, the principal ones
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(from an engineering standpoint) being (1) to avoid setting

obstructions on the dam or in the bed of the river which would

restrict the flow of water, and (2) to i)rotect the way from the

masses of ice and debris coming over the dam on the spring

floods, which in past years had been so destructive to the old

ways. The former will be met by cutting into the ledge,

which forms the southerly bank of the river near the dam;

the latter, by providing a section built of iron which will span

a gap between the upstream end of the way and the dam.

This iron section will be swung back out of the way in the

late fall, and put in place late in the spring after the ice has

gone out. The ice will pass over and out through this gap. The
final plans were substantially completed, but the specifications

had not been fully drawn up at the close of the year.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the way will not be

completed in time to be of use in the spring of 1919. How-
ever, had the plans been completed it is safe to say that, owing

to the cost of materials and the condition of the labor market,

it would not have been possible to construct the way this year.

Our Board is unanimous in its desire to install this way, and

believes the Legislature will renew the appropriation. In the

meantime we have continued to heavily stock the river with

salmon, in the hope that fish will be at hand to use the way

when it is completed.

In accordance with the requirement of chapter 174, General

Acts of 1918, which stipulates that all receipts and expendi-

tures shall be set forth in the annual report of the Commission,

we herewith make the following report: —

Receipts.

Appropriation under chapter 174, General Act.s of 1918, . $10,000 00

Expenditures.

Expenses of engineer, including travel, services,

tracings, blue prints, models, etc., $629 98

Traveling expenses of members of Fish and

Game Commission and advisors, . 428 66

Photographs, 7 19

1,065 S3

Unexpended balance, $8,934 17
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We have not commented at length on the fishway at the dam
of the Locks and Canals Company at Lowell, for the reason

that this presents no difficulties but what will be met when it

is demonstrated that the fish can be lifted over the dam at

Lawrence.

Fishways on the Taunton River System.

The rebuilt fishway at the dam of the Connecticut Mills

Company, Inc., at East Taunton, has opened up the whole

Taunton River system for the use of these fish under conditions

more favorable than has existed for years.

Before this system can be considered wholly open for the use

of alewives it will be necessary to have installed suitable fish-

ways at the dams of the Xemasket Worsted Mill Company
located at Middleborough on the Nemasket River; the George

O. Jenkins Company at Bridgewater; the Carver Cotton Gin

Company at East Bridgewater; the Stanley Works Company
on the Towne River at Bridgewater; and the Easton Invest-

ment Company at West Bridgewater.

During the summer plans and specifications were made up

by our staff without any expense to these companies, and they

were consulted with respect to the plans and the work to be

done. Plans and specifications were sent to each on September

6, accompanied by a letter in which we said: —

You now have in your possession plans and specifications of the fishway

which in our opinion is a proper one to build, and which we think will

solve your problems in this connection.

The time of the year has now arrived when this work can be done to the

greatest advantage.

As stated in our pre^dous correspondence, we do not wish to invoke any

legal remedies to compel you to do this work. We are working in the most

friendly spirit and believe that we will have your complete co-operation.

The fishway should be completed early in the fall and made ready so that

next spring there will be no delay in lifting over the dam the largest pos-

sible number of alewives.

You of course are keenly alive to the increased demands for increased

food supply, and the increasing of the alewife fisheries will be a very great

factor in this direction.

It will interest you to know that all of the companies on the Taunton

River system appear willing to follow out our suggestions and get these

fishways done this fall.
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You will recall that the new fishway put in by the Connecticut Mills

Company at the first obstruction on the river has been a very great success.

Will you kindly let us know at your earliest convenience when you plan

to start the work.

Though the situation has been called to the attention of all

these companies by letters on occasions since then, to date

none have started construction.

Fishway at Bournedale.

The Cape Cod Canal practically replaced the Monument
River. The remaining stream now runs from Great Herring

Pond, in the town of Bournedale, into the canal. For some

years after the opening of the canal the entrance to this stream

from the canal ^'as made difficult of approach for the alew^ives

by the granite blocks with which the sides of the canal are re-

inforced, and the valuable fishery which had existed in the

Monument River did not flourish. During the year 1917 our

Board took the matter up with the Cape Cod Canal Company
in the following letter: —

Fish axd Game Commissiox,

State House, Boston, Mass., June 19, 1917.

Boston, Cape Cod & Xeic York Canal Company, 43 Exchange Place, New
York, X. Y.

Gentlemen: — \\'e have had some corres|X)ndence with you in years

gone by relative to the condition of the fishway in the town of Bourne,

which may be described as the one Mng in the Monument River, so called,

and which comes under the State highway near the premises of the late

William A. Nye.

During the past two or three years this fi.shwa3' has been in an unsatis-

factory condition. The town of Bourne has voluntarily expended a sub-

stantial sum of money on this way, but so far the results have not been

such as to establish a practical and safe waj'.

In the opinion of this Board, under sections 12 and 13, chapter 91, Re-

vised Laws, it appears that the responsibility for the construction and

maintenance of this fishway rests with your company.

On the other hand, upon inquiry' we find that the selectmen of the town

of Bourne are inclined to render some assistance if a modus operandi can

be determined upon among all parties in interest.

Briefly, it appears that it will be necessar\' to construct a fishway of

concrete, lying at an angle from the aforesaid bridge down to the point
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on the bed of the canal at low water. This is strictly an engineering job,

and should be handled carefully, to see that the work is permanently

done, and that the way is properly constructed.

At this point neither the selectmen of the town of Bourne nor the Fish

and Game Commissioners have any desire to invoke the law on the sub-

ject, but our Board would like to co-operate with you and the selectmen

of Bourne in putting this fishway in such condition that it will be unnec-

essary to agitate the matter year after year. Moreover, this is a very

valuable asset to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, for the fishery

has been increasing in the past few years, and there is no reason at all

why it should not be made many times more valuable than it is to-day.

We should be pleased to have you refer this matter to the proper officer

in your company with whom we may take it up, and we would suggest a

conference with your representative and the selectmen of the town of

Bourne on the ground, to determine upon the best course of action to

pursue.

Assuring you we will appreciate your co-operation in this matter, we are

Yours very truly,

William C. Adams,

Chairman.

In due course the company answ^ered to the following

eflPect :
—

Boston, Cape Cod & New York Canal Company,
43 Exchange Place, New York, June 21, 1917.

William C. Adams, Esq., Chairman, Commissioners on Fisheries and

Game, 321 State House, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir: — I acknowledge receipt of your letter of June 19 relative to

the fishway in the town of Bourne and calling our attention to sections

12 and 13 of chapter 91 of the Revised Laws of Massachusetts.

I am advised by counsel that there is great doubt as to the application

of these sections to the case in point, and, in fact, they are inclined to

believe that the sections do not apply. At the same time, and without

admitting any liability in the matter, it is the desire of the Canal Company
to assist in the protection of the fisherj^, and, to that end, our superintend-

ent, Capt. H. L. Colbeth, will be glad to meet your representative and

examine into the facts of the case. After so doing he will make his report

to the company, which will be given immediate consideration.

Yours very truly,

August Belmont,

President.

During the month of July, 1917, a meeting was arranged

between Benj. F. Bourne, Esq., selectman of the town of
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Bourne, Capt. H. L. Colbeth, representing the Canal Company,
and members of this department, following which we wrote the

company as follows: —
Fish ant) Game roMMissioN,

State House, Boston, Mass., July 14, 1917.

Boston, Cape Cod & Xew York Canal Company, 43 Exchange Place, New
York, X. Y.

Gentlemen: — In line with our conversation with your Captain Col-

beth and Mr. Benjamin F. Bourne of the town of Bourne we enclose here-

with a diagram of a fishway which we believe will be suitable to install at

the point where the stream from Great Herring Pond in the town of Bourne

empties into the canal.

We would also point out to you the following considerations, though it

is ob\'ious that definite dimensions in all details cannot be given by us,

since these must be determined by the surveyors of your company in pre-

paring their final working plans. We can, however, from our knowledge

of fishways, specify certain conditions which must be met by your com-

pany in installing this fishway in order to have the work correctly done.

These specifications are briefly as follows :
—

1. The fishway must be permanent, and therefore of cement or compact

stone construction. The abundance of stone at the proposed site offers

the cheapest and easiest supply of material.

2. The elevation of the fishway shall be the ratio of 1 to 10, i.e., a rise

of 1 foot for ever\' 10 lateral feet.

3. The fishway proper shall consist of a series of pools so situated that

the bottom of each pool is 1 foot below the bottom of the preceding or

upstream pool.

(a) The pools are to be appro.ximately 10 feet long and 7 feet vdde.

(6) Side of 18-inch concrete construction rising 3 feet above bottom of

pool.

(c) Concrete bottom.

(d) Sluiceway for water at upper end of each pool, 18 inches wide;

sides fitted with perpendicular grooves for insertion of flashboards, 1^

inches wide.

(e) Similar sluiceway at lower end of each pool, but on opposite side to

upper sluiceway.

4. The level of the lowest pools shall be at the level of mean low water

in the canal, and the series of pools shall run upstream for a sufficient

distance and a sufficient number of pools to overcome the elevation.

Probably ten pools will prove sufficient, but more may be necessary'.

5. Provision must be made for an excess flow of water, which would ren-

der the fishway insurmountable. This shall be done by building a concrete

flume 3 feet wide, running the entire length of the series of pools.

(a) The entrance or upstream end of this flume shall Ije equipped with

a suitable gate for regulating the flow of water.
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{b) The exit of this flume shall be screened with an iron grating, the

bars three-eighths of an inch apart to prevent the entrance of the alewives,

and the walls of the flume and grating so built that the alewives cannot

enter the flume at high tide.

Just how you will meet this problem, of course, is an engineering one

which you no doubt can very quickly solve.

It occurs to us to suggest that in the sides of the concrete fishway and

the flume or sluiceway inserts should be made to enable you to set up
triangular gratings on either side of the sluiceway, with a rectangular

grating across the front fastened to the triangular gratings along the sides,

in order to take care of the rise and fall of the tide. It would be necessary

to maintain this screen for possibly only two months out of the year, while

the alewives were running, and after that the same could be lifted out and

stored for the rest of the year.

6. At the inside of the lower end of each pool there shall be an elbow

projecture 18 inches upstream at the end of the long abutment.

7. On the north side of the bridge upstream the flow of the stream

should be rendered less abrupt by installing four alternate concrete abut-

ments, two-thirds the width of the stream, at 12, 24, 69 and 99 feet above

the bridge, respectively.

We are placing special emphasis on the value of this fishway, owing to

the possibilities of developing the alewife fishery at this point. The fishing

privilege sold last year for SI,500. This sum was received by the town of

Bourne, which, under the statute, has the right to dispose of the fishing

privilege. We believe that with the installation of a proper fishway the

fishery can be increased to easily ten times its present output, and that

other fishes, such as the smelt, can also be established in this stream.

Viewed from the standpoint of their food value, the alewives are a

very desirable fish, and are already playing an important part in the food

supply as aff"ecting the high cost of living along the shores where they are

available. We believe that increasing quantities of them will be frozen

and shipped into the Middle West for food.

They are a great asset to the commercial fishermen who use them for

bait, and should increase the use of the canal by fishing boats to a large

extent, for the reason that the cold-storage plants which will undoubt-

edly be built at the entrance to the canal, being stocked with these fish,

will insure a depot for bait for the fishing vessels.

They are also of great importance to the commercial fisheries by provid-

ing (in the shape of the young alewives as they run out to sea) a food sup-

ply for the more valuable commercial fish which frequent our shores. This

has the double value of increasing the income from the shore fisheries and

enlarging the work of the cold-storage plants.

The Bournedale fishery was, previous to the work on the canal, a pros-

perous fishery. It has deteriorated badly owing to the lack of a proper

fishway and change in course of the stream.

It is truly a wonderful sight to stand on the bank of the canal and see

these alewives (which are a salt-water fish, but which every spring run up
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into the fresh water to spawn) in the canal trj'ing to get up this fishway.

Thousands and thousands of these fish will collect around the mouth of

the stream until, for a distance on either side up and down the canal almost

as far as the eye can reach, the water appears alive with them.

The Fish and Game Commissioners have greatly at heart the develop-

ment of the alewife fisheries of the Commonwealth and such other fisheries

as can be developed in connection therewith, and we believe that you will

see the great benefit to be derived over a long period of years from a com-
paratively small financial expenditure, and we ask your most hearty co-op-

eration to the end that the fishway may be installed and the conditions

made most favorable for the increase and development of this fisher}'.

Verj' truly yours,

William C. Adams,

Chairman.

In reply we received the following letter from the Canal

Company :
—

Boston, Cape Cod <fe New York Canal Company,
Buzzards Bay, Mass., Aug. 16, 1917.

Massachusetts Fish and Game Commission, State House, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen: — Please be advised that the Boston, Cape Cod & New
York Canal Company cannot see the need of building so elaborate a fish-

way as you recommend at Bournedale, and we hope you will approve of

our remo\-ing the sharp stones, taking the top of the incline back some-

what, and otherwise making the approach to the so-called Herring Pond
as good as it was before the building of the canal. The town of Bourne

is getting fully as much rental for this privilege as it ever did, from which

it would appear that the eflficiency of the stream has not been impaired,

but we are willing to make certain improvements which we trust will meet

with your approval, and are ready to proceed with this work at once. . . .

Yours very truly,

H. L. COLBETH,

Superintendent.

We are pleased to say that in March and April of this year a

new concrete fishway was built by the Boston, Cape Cod &
New York Canal Company, and during the past season was

operated successfully. It is constructed of cement walls about

IS inches thick, and six pools about 7 by 12 feet. The drop is

1 foot each. On the side a sluiceway of 3 feet is constructed

to take care of the waste water. With all the conditions on the

streams and in the pond made favorable a valuable fishery

should be rapidly developed.
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Brightman Pond, Westport.

This situation raises an interesting question as to how far

under existing laws the owner of an unnavigable stream who
has dammed up the stream, and by flowage created a pond, can

be compelled to install and maintain a fishway around such

an obstruction. What was formerly a brook empties into the

Westport River, and years ago was dammed to form such a

pond. Prior to the building of the dam the alewives undoubt-

edly ran up the stream a short distance and spawned.

Without going too much into the details of what took place

in previous years it may be said that prior to 1916 fishways of

a sort existed here, which, so far as can be learned, worked

none too well and were often out of repair. The property at

that time was owned by Mr. Brightman. In March, 1916, the

condition of the fishway was brought to the .attention of the

Commissioners, an investigation made, and it was learned that

the property had passed into the hands of Mr. R. F. Haffen-

reffer of Fall River. At that time the fish came in as far as

the dam, but made no effort to get up. It appeared that

about 4 feet ought to be added to the existing fishway so as

to bring it nearer the dam. The situation was laid before the

owner, who asked if it were compulsory for him to go to any

expense, since it is an artificial and not a great pond, and he

owned the pond and all the land under it. In an interview

with our deputy on April 10, 1916, Mr. Haffenreffer stated that

he planned to build a new concrete dam at the pond within a

year, and that he would immediately have alterations made

to the present fishway so it would be suitable for the passage

of fish. W^hen he had the new dam built he would have a new

fishway built. The repairs were made, consisting of extending

the lower end of the fishway to the middle of the stream nearer

the dam, costing $65, which Mr. Haffenreffer paid.

On June 14, 1916, the biologist of the Commission re-

ported :
—

The present fishway consists of a wooden trough 3 feet wide and 1 foot

deep, fitted with diagonally placed boards with holes at alternating ends

for the passage of alewives. This fishway extends for 20 feet below the

dam, and then bends at right angles for about 40 feet, coming out into
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the pool below the main spillway. At its entrance is located a barricade

of boards extending for approximately 20 feet diagonally across the stream

for the purpose of directing the alewives into the mouth of the flshway. In

spite of the fact that this fishway contains a good flow of water, neverthe-

less the location of its mouth is such as to render its ojx^rations ineffective,

for the reason that the mouth is situated at some distance below the dam,

and the alewives naturally seeking the best current ^yii\ pass beyond the

entrance of the flshway toward the greater flow of water and become pock-

eted below the dam. Naturally the barricade located at the mouth of the

fishway is of benefit, but does not prevent the majority of the fish becoming

pocketed.

Mr. Haffenreft'er declined to make any further alterations

on the fishway. In December, 1917, the deputy reported that

the extension to the fishway had been washed away.

In the spring of 1918 Arthur Manchester was hired by the

Commission to transfer alewives over dam at Brightman Pond;

1,000 were thus put over.

On March 14, 1918, at an annual town meeting the citizens

of Westport adopted a resolution requesting the Fish and Game
Commission to erect a suitable fishway so as to be ready for

the year's run of alewives, and our deputy was ordered to look

into the situation.

On March 15, 1918, correspondence was resumed with ]Mr.

HafFenrefFer and our deputy's recommendations set forth, with

an inquiry as to what he w^ould be willing to do. The Com-
missioners offered to assume the expense of having a man go to

the premises, make a survey and draw up a blue print of what

should be done, and give complete instructions for the building

of the way.

In reply Mr. Haffenreffer stated his position as follows:

That he owned the land under the pond; had spent S50 some

two years ago on the way, as he desired to fully co-operate,

but since that time had not received much income from the

property over and above what had been spent in repairs. The

dam required many repairs without which the fishway would

be of no use, as it might become necessary to drain the pond.

It had been his intention to locate some industry on the prop-

erty and utilize the water power for manufacturing purposes,

and then build a new dam or improve the old one, but up to

the present time he had been unable to carry out his plan.
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He did not consider it just to be called on to expend money on

this property for a fishway.

In order to raise the issue squarely the matter was presented

to the Attorney-General in the following letter :
—

Boston, March 19, 1918.

Hon. Henry C. ATTwaLL, Attorney-General, State House, Boston, Mass.

Dear Sir:— Will you please furnish this department with your opinion

as to whether the laws relative to the installing of fishways over dams
(chapter 365, Acts of 1904, or subsequent acts) apply to the Westport

River at Brightman's Mills, the owner of which contends that this is an

artificial pond, the dam and bottom of which are owned by him, and that

the laws requiring fishways do not apply in this case.

Very truly yours,

Orrin C. Bourne,

Chief Deputy.

Up to the present time no further action has been taken in

the premises.

Bound Brook, Cohasset, and Iimcich River.

Preliminary surveys were made at Bound Brook, Cohasset,

and on the Ipswich River. These will be completed and others

started during the coming year.

Shawme Pond Alewife Fishery, Sandwich.

After various unsuccessful efforts had been made to have the

fishway maintained by Alexander K. Crocker of Barnstable on

the Mill Creek, Sandwich, kept in suitable condition, under chap-

ter 113, Acts of 1913, the Board has recommended that this act

be repealed in order that it may compel, if necessary, the build-

ing of a sufficient way or ways into the Shawme Ponds. Mr.

Wright, hired by our Board, assisted about 20,000 fish over the

<iam during the spring run. With proper care we believe a

valuable fishery could be established at this point.

Every season we are called on to adjust the difficulties on

streams arising from the use of water from cranberry bogs.

We note an increasing desire on the part of all those in interest

to work together to reduce the injury to the fisheries.
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Pollution of Public Waters.

The Board is well aware of the necessity for action looking

to the cleansing of the inland waters from pollution. But in view

of conditions since the beginning of the war, which has made it

practically impossible to secure materials and labor at any cost,

it would have been a sheer waste of time, money and energy

to attempt to do anything along this line, at least until condi-

tions are more nearly normal.

We are glad to place on record the fact that during the past

year, following correspondence with our Board, the Boston

Woven Hose and Rubber Company of Plymouth is making

provision for the disposal of the waste from their plant, located

on the Eel River, Plymouth. One settling basin has been con-

structed, and several more are under consideration. Operations

have also been commenced to take from the bottom of the

Hayden Mills Pond, which is lower down the stream, about 3

or 4 feet of refuse rubber which has been collecting there for

years.
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PROPAGATION OP FISH AND BIRDS.

General Considerations.

General Plan of Work. — When that portion of the annual

estimates of the department relating to new construction work

came before the Legislature at the session of 1918 the Commis-

sioners stated that so long as war conditicms prevailed they

would endeavor to get along w^ith the minimum amount of new

construction work at the stations. They stated to the ways

and means committee that they would withdraw all the items

asked for in the estimates, except those for carrying on a cam-

paign of education and the construction of fishways at Lowell

and Lawrence. These items were considered of sufficient im-

portance to be acted upon even under the unusual conditions.

This will explain why so little has been done at the various

hatcheries and game farms in the way of construction or im-

provement work.

Results. — The problem of securing the proper kind and

amount of assistance at the hatcheries was the big problem of

the year for all the superintendents. Propagation work can-

not be carried on without a certain number of men trained to

the work by several years of experience, and unskilled labor

cannot be used except in the least essential parts of the work.

The superintendents this year have been obliged to carry on

their operations with a constantly changing personnel, due to

loss of men through the draft and the inducements of higher

wages offered elsewhere, and in many cases were unable to se-

cure even untrained helpers. This threw a greater burden than

usual on the superintendents and the few trained workers re-

maining, and much credit is due them for the manner in which

they have risen to the occasion.

Changes in Personnel. — By the death of Supt. Frank E.

Hitchings of the Sandwich Fish Hatcheries on Nov. 10, 1918,

the Commission has lost not only an able fish culturist but an

employee faithful and full of enthusiasm in his chosen line of

work. Up to the time this report is rendered no one has been

appointed to succeed him.

Production of Stock. — The great majority of persons not

initiated into the mysteries of fish and game breeding probably
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have no conception of the amount of hibor involved in the

production of the stock which they see at the game farms and

fish hatcheries. One would hardly guess, for instance, that

between the time a duck egg is laid and the time the duckling

breaks through the shell it has been necessary for the game
breeder to handle that egg not less than 150 times; but here

are the figures:—

Egg picked up and put in collecting basket, 1

Taken from basket and washed, 1

Put into tray, 1

Transferred from tray to incubator, 1

Left for two days.

Taken from incubator, turned and replaced morning and mght (6

handlings a day) for 23 days, 138

Taken out and turned end for end morning and night (4 handlings

a day) for 2 days more, 8

Then left until hatched.

150

The above routine applies to each egg; therefore every thou-

sand eggs hatched has meant 150,000 handlings up to the time

of hatching; and with hatching the- story has only commenced,

for then begin the daily cleanings, feedings, waterings, dustings

and other attentions which are required from the time of

hatching until the bird is ready to be liberated.

Report of the Sandwich Fish Hatcheries.

No alterations or new construction work was undertaken

at the Sandwich Hatcheries during the past year, except

such as could be made by the regular crew, .consisting princi-

pally of clearing up underbrush, removing old wooden fry ponds

at East Sandwich, grading, work on road, etc. The greatest

difficulties in the way of securing most efficient results have

been lack of funds, impossibility of obtaining day labor, and

the difficulty of holding old crew for salaries paid.

Brook Trout. — At the beginning of the fiscal year 191S (Dec.

1, 1917) there were on hand 13,268 females and 8,227 males,

a total of 21,495 brood stock. There were 4,291,000 eggs taken

from 12,960 of the females, the remainder being barren and
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unripe fish, when the egg-taking season closed on Dec. 17, 1917.

This was an average of 331 + eggs per fish, — very good, taking

into consideration that some of the smaller yearlings yielded

only from 40 to 50 eggs each. The eggs were held in the hatch-

ing house at Sandwich until eyed, from twenty-eight to thirty-

two days, and then disposed of as follows: —

Sutton Fish Hatchery, 1,590,000

Camden, Me., State Hatchery (in exchange for landlocked sal-

mon and rainbow trout eggs), 75,000

Conservation Commission of Wisconsin, 200,000

Retained at Sandwich, 1,740,000

3,605,000'

This would make a total of 84 + per cent of good eggs in the

total number handled. There were several heavy losses pre-

vious to the eggs reaching the eyed-out stage, due to two rea-

sons: first, overcrowded conditions; second, experiments with

new-style troughs and new methods. No fish were distributed

as fry from the Sandwich Hatcheries this year, all being reared

to No. 2 fingerlings.

Distributions were made as follows: —

Montague rearing station, No. 2 fingerlings, 200,000

Amherst rearing station, No. 2 fingerlings, 200,000

Pittsfield rearing station, Nos. 2 and 3 fingerlings, . . . 96,000

Various parts of the State, No. 3 to No. 6 fingerlings, . . 183,050

Various parts of the State, adult trout, 7,421

686,471

There were 19,650 fingerlings reserved as brood stock for

1919. Wild trout fingerlings to the number of 3,794 were re-

ceived from Montague Rearing Station, and 5,206 from Palmer

Hatchery for the same purpose.

The decrease in the number of adult trout for the past two

years is due to the fact that in the two preceding years (1915

and 1916) larger numbers of brood stock were distributed and

a smaller number of fingerlings carried through to replace them,

the policy being to cut down the brood stock to a minimum by

culling out all barren females and surplus males and retaining
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only the most hardy and perfect fish. By so doing substantial

savings have been made on the feed bills and a large per cent

of poor eggs eliminated. It is believed that this policy, fol-

lowed from year to year, together with introduction of wild

stock from time to time, will produce especially good results.

The scarcity and increased cost of plucks and whiting neces-

sitated more experiments than usual with various kinds of feed.

While the results from using alewife and squid when ob-

tainable were not all that could be desired, it was found that

by feeding less or not as frequently (especially is this true of

the alewife), a considerable amount of these could be used in

place of the more expensive food and still keep the death rate

about normal.

Rainbow Trout. — Arrangements were made with the Conser-

vation Commission of Wisconsin to furnish 200,000 rainbow trout

eggs in exchange for an equal number of brook trout eggs. On
Dec. 12, 1917, this number of brook trout eggs was shipped to

their hatchery at Madison, Wis. They are reported as arriving

on the 21st in fine condition.

On April 1 notification was received from the express com-

pany that two cases of eggs had arrived from Wisconsin on the

afternoon train. They w^ere immediately brought to the sta-

tion, unpacked, temperatured and placed in troughs, and were

found to be in very bad condition, due to rough handling and

insufficient moss to hold them in place. There were 12,175

poor eggs removed on first picking. Upon measuring, it was

found the two cases contained but 153,600 eggs, which shortage

the Wisconsin Commission has agreed to adjust on future ship-

ments. It is estimated that 124,789 eggs hatched, but the fish

were so weak they died in large numbers from day to day.

Hatching period was April 3 to 19. All were held until June

24, from which time on the following distributions were

made :

—
June 24, Montague rearing station, 5,000

June 24, Sutton Hatchery, 5,000

July 3, Pittsfield rearing station, 10,000^

July 3, Amherst rearing station, 10,000*

Beginning September 17 general distributions were made to

various parts of State, totaling, 33,700'

Total distributed from the 153,600 eggs received, . . . 63,700
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This is th6 first time rainbow trout eggs have been handled

at the Sandwich Hatcheries, though the superintendent has had

experience in other hatcheries, and considers this species easier

to raise than brook trout. There are large numbers of lakes,

ponds and streams not suitable for brook trout for which the

rainbow.trout will make an ideal fish, as they are able to stand

much warmer water. They are a very gamey fish, fully as

handsome as our native brook trout, and practically as good-

flavored.

Chinook Salmon. — During the latter part of April and the

first week of May, 97,020 Chinook salmon fry were received

from the Palmer Hatchery. They were placed in the two new

large concrete ponds at the East Sandwich station, and gradu-

ally thinned out until six of the ponds were full. Rather heavy

losses were experienced during the last week in May and through

June in the various ponds, the cause for which could not be

ascertained, for the fish appeared to be in a perfectly healthy

condition, but the trouble ceased as suddenly as it appeared.

Two lots were distributed September 19 and 20, and the re-

mainder was retained until October 15, the last lot being

shipped October 25. At the end of the season every fish was

in perfect condition, a large number ranging from 6 to 7^

inches.

The total number distributed was 47,200, which were planted

in Long Pond, Plymouth; Bloody Pond, Plymouth; Peters

Pond, Sandwich; and Cliff Pond, Brewster. The results of

stocking ponds with Chinook salmon are covered in a special

article in another part of the report.

Landlocked Sebago Salmon. — A supply of 75,000 landlocked

salmon eggs was secured from the Maine Commission, in ex-

change for an equal number of brook trout eggs. The brook

trout eggs (eyed) were shipped December 7, and were com-

mented on by the superintendent of the Maine hatchery as

rather a nice lot of eggs and not many poor ones yet." The

landlocked salmon eggs arrived March G. When unpacked they

were found to be rather dry, probably due to absorption of a

considerable amount of the moisture by the sawdust. There

were 396 eggs removed at first picking, practically all infertile.

They were in extremely weak condition during hatching (April
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1 to 12), and the estimated loss for one week alone, that ending

June 2, was 7,774. Total loss from time eggs were received

until the fish were liberated, 8G + per cent. Total output,

9,800, of which 5,000 were sent to Sutton Hatchery June 24.

The balance was held in the pools until September 19, when

the remaining 4,800 were planted in Salmon Pit, Rockport.

As to the suitability of the landlocked salmon for certain

ponds of this State, Superintendent Hitchings says :
—

Without doubt the landlocked salmon would do well in a number of the

Massachusetts lakes, provided they could be systematically stocked for

several successive j^ears. This would be an advantage not only to the

fishermen, but would enable the Commission to procure a supply of eggs

from the parent fish and make it unnecessary to depend on sources outside

the State. It is known for a fact that this species of salmon will reproduce.

As an example of the growth of landlocked salmon as compared with C hi-

nook, there were placed in a small spring hole at the East Sandwich station

landlocked and chinook salmon and rainbow trout. The two species of

salmon were put in at practically the same time and fed the same. On
October 14 specimens of the two varieties were taken out and found to

measure as follows :
—

Chinook, length, 12 inches; girth, 61 inches; weight, 11 ounces.

Landlocked, length, 12 inches; girth, 6 inches; weight, 9^ ounces.

While I do not consider that the landlocked salmon wiU grow as rapidly

in the natural ponds, this gives an idea of what they will do under exactly

the same conditions.

Aleicife Propagation. — During the month of ]\Iay the super-

intendent devoted considerable time to an attempt to secure a

supply of ale^^•ife eggs with which to conduct experiments in

the artificial propagation of this species. An account of the

work will be found in the section on alewives, in another part

of this report.

Experiments with Troughs. — In connection with the trout

work a new system of hatching eggs was tried, using one set of

troughs below^ the other, or what is known as the double-tier

method, the upper set suspended by iron rods from the ceiling,

and the lower practically flush with the floor. The overflow

from the upper tier, after passing over the eggs, was run through

a IJ inch iron pipe to the lower tier, where it passed over the eggs

in this trough. One pair of troughs was partitioned off so that
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water flowed over the first tier of eggs, then forced under the

second partition up through the second tier, and so on. The

second pair of troughs was the plain open style. The same

number of trays was placed in each trough, and losses were

practically the same, with only a slight difference in favor of the

one with partitions. Losses were much greater in the under

than the upper troughs, and after the eggs were eyed it was

necessary to abandon the lower tier entirely.

This method might, of course, work more successfully with

pond or spring water, which contains a much larger percentage

of oxygen than the artesian well water used in this experiment.

Even if it were possible to use the double-tier system there are

several drawbacks, especially if the partition style of trough

were to be used. First, it is impossible to remove poor eggs

without taking trays from the trough; second, the person (usu-

ally a girl or woman) working on the eggs is in a cramped posi-

tion all of the time, with practically no room in which to work;

third, there is greater loss in handling these eggs to their sensi-

tive stage; fourth, extremely poor light.

A new style trough, such as used in the State hatcheries of

Wisconsin, was also tried out this year at the East Sandwich

station. The troughs were built about 12 feet long, 15 inches

wide and of the same depth. The trays are laid in the troughs

seven deep, and the water passes up through the eggs instead

of running over them. This gives a greater capacity, since

seven trays can be used on the space otherwise occupied by one.

When the eggs are hatched out the fry are held in the seven

compartments, which keeps the fish separated and prevents

them from bunching up and smothering, as is likely to J?e

the case in the old-style troughs. There was not opportunity

to give this system as thorough a trial as we could wish, and

it will be continued next season.

Report of the Palmer Hatchery.

Along with the other work a few minor improvements were

made at the station. Wherever possible, springs or small

streams are utilized in the construction of rearing pools. Such

a pool was built in the brook running from the small pond

above the old hatchery building, by making wooden sides and
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providing a sand bottom. This pool is 12 feet by 52 feet by 2

feet 8 inches, with water 24 inches deep.

The old building, put up as an experimental hatchery before

the land was purchased, was taken down in sections and shipped

to the Montague rearing station, and on the location has been

constructed a large cement pool for rearing trout and salmon.

Under a special appropriation made in 1917 the superintend-

ent's house was painted, spring water piped in from the hatch-

ery and a bathroom installed. A bridge was built across the

brook going to the old hatchery, the approach to the new*

hatchery graded, and shrubbery plants set out.

Chinook Salmon. — On Dec. 6 and 10, 1917, the supply of

600,000 Chinook salmon eggs for the year's work was received

from Bonneville, Ore., in very good condition. The temperature

of the eggs on unpacking was 38°, and the water in the hatchery

troughs, 36°. The hatching period was from January 6 to Feb-

ruary 26, with loss of about 8^ per cent. Between April 22

and May 11, 97,020 of the fish were sent to the Sandwich

Hatcheries for rearing to fingerling size, the balance held in

rearing pools until May. At intervals between May and Sep-

tember shipments totaling 348,000 w^ere made to Andover for

liberation in the tributaries of the Merrimack River. Pittsfield

rearing station received 12,000, 10,600 were planted in Otis

Pond, Otis, and 1,100 in Big Alum Pond, Sturbridge.

The newly constructed rearing pool referred to above proved

a success. Much less labor was required to keep it clean, and

the fish came through the feeding season with probably 75 per

cent less loss than was the case in the other pools used. The

rate of growth w^as from one-quarter to one-third faster than

in the shallow or wooden pools.

Brook Trout. — There were 91,000 eggs collected from the

wild trout which run up into the brook that flows through the

hatchery property; 42,000 of the resulting young fish were

shipped to Sandwich, Montague and Amherst rearing stations;

and 400 liberated in the brook as brood fish.

Largermouthed Black Bass. — The breeding of large-mouthed

bass has been carried on in a natural pond on the hatchery

grounds, which was stocked some time ago with brood fish.
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but owing to conditions impossible to discover the fish have all

disappeared or died. After learning this fact the supply of large-

mouthed bass for distribution was secured from outside waters

to avoid taking any of the small-mouthed bass ponds this season

for the large-mouthed bass work. There were 44,500 No. 1 and

No. 2 fingerlings collected and planted, which number might

have been larger if more time could have been given to it.

This species multiplies very rapidly after the second year if

given a chance, as the parent fish take care of their young

longer than the small-mouthed. If the parent fish should

happen to be caught, it is reasonable to say that it will mean

the loss of from 10,000 to 15,000 young fish. The large-mouthed

will produce nearly twice as many eggs as the small-mouthed

variety, and after hatching, the fish go in schools until they

are from 2 to 3 inches long and sometimes longer, whereas the

small-mouthed will almost always separate soon after they rise

from the bed.

Small-mouthed Black Bass. — Small-mouthed bass culture is

carried on in six ponds artificially made for the purpose. Pond

No. 1 is used wholly for holding the brood fish. During the

summer the adults are fed on liver, and in the spring and fall

with shiners, to give more vitality during the spawning season,

which is usually from May 10 to 15.

The habits of the small-mouthed bass in nest building are

somewhat different from the large-mouthed. The small-

mouthed prefers a gravelly bed, and the male fish does the nest

building by using his tail to fan out the dirt to make a round

hollow in the gravel for the spawning bed, whereas the large-

mouthed will spawn on the lily roots, or almost any place which

affords a firm bottom, even in the grass, if there is any in the

pond. The nest is built in much the same way as the small-

mouthed, but not as carefully.

This season pond No. 2 was used for a white perch experi-

ment, leaving but four breeding ponds. In these, 116 beds

were set, gravel hauled to the banks of the pond and wheeled in

barrows to the beds. About 4 inches of gravel and small stones

make a suitable bed. When conditions were right the brood

fish were seined up from the stock pond and an equal number

of male and female fish placed in the breeding ponds. Next
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day they started to make their nests and spawn; in five days

eggs were hatching; and, owing to unusually warm weather, in

eight days the young fish were ready to rise from the nests.

At this stage wire screens must be placed over the nests to

hold the fry until those can be planted which are not to be

held for rearing to fingerling size. Fewer fingerlings could be

reared this year than in 1917, for, owing to the congestion of

other work and the scarcity of labor, the beds were set and

ponds filled somewhat later, with the result that there was a

scarcity of food in the ponds. ]More extra help is necessary

during the months of May, June and July, the busiest months

for fish culture, and more room is necessary to" increase the
,

output. The season's output (distributed to the public waters

of the State) was 208,000 fry and 10,500 fingerlings.

Yellow Perch. — The yellow perch are hatched in batteries.

As soon as the young fish hatch they rise out of the jar,

following the course of the water into a large tank in which

they are held by a very fine screen at each end of the tank.

The supply of eggs is secured from the fish in Ludlow Reser-

voir, the property of the Springfield Water Company, where

an abundance of eggs can be taken at very small expense.

There were 6,000,000 gathered this year. The amount of other

work at the station at this season so delayed collecting that

the eggs when taken were about ready to hatch; in fact, some

did during transportation. On being put in the jars the eggs

began hatching immediately, and the fish were all out in two

or three days.

Owing to the unexpectedly rapid hatch of the fry it was im-

possible to get them distributed fast enough, and there was a

heavy loss of fish in the tank. There were 725,000 fry and

13,050 fingerlings planted. These fingerlings were raised from

fry which were put in one of the bass ponds for the study of

the rate of growth.

The yellow perch is a good food fish and easily caught. They

multiply rapidly and grow quickly in any pond where there is

plenty of food, and if pond space were available the output

could be greatly increased.

Pike Perch or Wall-eyed Pike. — The 5,000,000 eggs received

from the United States Bureau of Fisheries were in poor condi-
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tion on arrival at the hatchery, due to the advanced stage of

the eggs when shipped, and consequently the fish were very

weak when hatched. The number of fry distributed was

3,300,000. The pike perch is a valuable food fish, and should

be more extensively planted, but eggs cannot be obtained

locally, since there are but few waters in the State where this

species exists.

Horned Pout. — The best method for propagating horned

pout is to hold them in breeding ponds in which they will repro-

duce naturally. It should be so arranged that the pond can

be drawn off and the young fish taken out without disturbing

other brood fish. The habits of the pout in nest building

are similar to those of the large-mouthed bass, though they are

not so particular. The parent fish guards the nest and young

much the same as the bass. Spawning occurs about the last

of May or the first of June, according to the temperature of

the water. The growth of the fish is about 2 inches in two

months, depending somewhat upon the amount of food they

can secure. They transport easily, as they require less care

than other species.

The brood stock at the Palmer Hatchery numbers about 100

fish from 8 to 10 inches long. There were 17,178 young, 2 to 3

inches in length, distributed this year, of which 10,000 came

from the hatchery ponds and the balance from the field station

at Three Rivers, ]\Iass.

Shrimp. — On July 17, 1918, a consignment of 30,000 Cale-

donia fresh-water shrimp (Gaviviarus) was received from Mr.

James Annin of Caledonia, X. Y. They came through in good

condition, and were immediately liberated among the weeds in

the pond near the hatchery, where they will multiply natu-

rally. They are very prolific breeders. If these do well they

will undoubtedly do much towards providing food for trout

and young bass. They live on animal and vegetable matter,

and make excellent feed for brook and rainbow trout, — the

-young for the tiny fish, and the adult for the fish of larger size.

White Perch. — Experimental work with white perch was car-

ried on this year to ascertain what may be done in holding

adult white perch in ponds as a brood stock either for natural

reproduction or as a source of eggs for artificial hatching. In
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addition, the foreman of the hatchery was sent to Elaine to

study methods of stripping and fertilizing white perch egj^s as

employed by the United States Bureau of Fisheries at their

white perch field station at Grand Lake Stream, Me., report of

which will be found in the section on white perch.

Salt-waier Smelt.— There were 110,0()0,()()0 smelt eggs col-

lected by the foreman at Weir River, Hingham, fertilized,

transferred to Palmer and hatched in the batteries. A fuller

account will be found in the section on smelt work.

Report of the Suttox Hatchery.

General. — Last year's report outlined the plan of discon-

tinuing the bird and fish breeding work at this station and con-

ducting this hatchery solely as a rearing station. Pursuant to

this plan the birds on hand — 141 pheasants, 118 ducks and

179 bantams — were shipped to the other stations. The stock

of 321 large hens used the previous breeding season had already

been disposed of.
'

la the course of the year the wire, posts, fences, pens and

sheds used in the bird-rearing work were removed, such por-

tions as were in good condition shipped to other stations and

put into use, and whatever was worthless was destroyed. X^ine

additional rearing troughs were set up at the head of the large

pond, completing the twenty-one which had been planned for,

and which is as many as will be required for carrying the fish

through the early period. The great problem has been to

provide sufficient rearing facilities for all the fry hatched.

Towards the close of the year work was started on refacing the

dam (substantial numbers of fry had been lost through holes

in the dam), putting up an iron railing on both sides of the

dam, and in straightening the road across it.

It had been hoped to entirely discontinue hatching operations

at this station this year, but owing to the lack of funds it was

not possible to relocate the hatching enterprises, and therefore,

the policy of previous years was followed in hatching a portion

of the eggs at Sandwich and the balance at Sutton.

Brook Trout. — About the middle of December, 1917, the work

was started in disposing of the brood stock which was no longer

to be maintained at this station; but severe weather, and the fact
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that the brooks were frozen, made it necessary to suspend the

distribution until March, at which time the entire adult stock,

numbering 2,305, was sent out. About 2,000 yearlings were

retained to eat the trimmings unfit for fry feed, which, unless

used in this way, would have required considerable work in

burying each time meat was chopped. The waste was more

than sufficient for these yearlings, which, after rearing season

was over, were distributed to the number of 1,800.

From the brood stock mentioned above, 800,000 eggs were

taken, and in addition, shipments of eyed eggs from the Sand-

wich Hatcheries were received to the number of 1,590,000. All

gave good results in hatching, varying from excellent, in the

bulk of eggs from adult fish, to fair from the late yearling eggs.

Losses from all causes up to the feeding stage was 330,000.

No distribution of fry to the public waters was undertaken,

all })eing held for rearing to fingerlings here or for supplying

stock to the rearing stations.

Shipments were made as follows: —
April 13-18, Montague rearing station, .• 400,000

April 22-30, Amherst rearing station, 400,000

May 15-18, Pittsfield rearing station, 160,000

The fish in the early shipments were in good condition, as^

were the first lots sent to Pittsfield; but before the Pittsfield

shipments (by this time advanced fry) could be completed, the

rapid spread of fungus among the fish allotted to that station

made it inadvisable to send any more. There was unexpected

delay in getting the Pittsfield station ready to handle fish,

hence the delay in shipments.

From early May until well into June the congestion of fry in

the troughs produced a very unsatisfactory condition, and

caused a great amount of work to avoid unusual losses. The

large pond, which had formerly been used to hold the brood

, stock, was brought into use and was an important factor in

relieving the congestion. The losses were considerable, though

the stock carried through to the end of the season was not much
below capacity. This was only possible because of the extent

of salt and mud bath treatments. Originally given for treat-

ment in fungous attacks, this mud was found to have a certain
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stimulating effect, and experiments have been carried on to

establish its value for this, and as a cleaning agent in ponds or

troughs. The effect is to settle the lighter waste constantly

stirred up by the fish and make its removal easier. In the

larger pens and in the ponds the effect sought was to smother

the fecal matter and light waste with a thin film of clay sedi-

ment rather than to remove it. This repeated often enough

kept the waste down, and under the mud coating the larvae of

water-breeding insects worked and destroyed all waste. The
large pond above referred to gave very satisfactory results, both

in number and quality, though apparently it did not yield to

full capacity. It was stocked with fry of the lot which had

become weakened by overcrowding. After stocking, much loss

was met with in the escape of fry through undiscovered holes

in the old dam. The approximate yield of the pond was about

500 fish 6 to 7 inches long; more than 5,000 above 5 inches

long; 15,000, 3 to 5 inches; and several thousand under 3

inches.

Rearing operations were substantially the same in detail as

in previous years. The increased cost of food made it advisable

to repeat the plan of a progressive reduction of feeds after mid-

summer, which had been tried three successive years before.

From three feeds a day the fish are reduced to two, then to

one, then some feeds are omitted, making five a week the prac-

tice, the amount fed remaining the same. In all the four years

this has been tried the fish have continued to grow at an ac-

celerated rate, and the advantages are great in the saving of

labor, improved condition of the fish, better resistance to dis-

ease, and greater hardiness in shipping.

In addition to the stock sent to the rearing stations there

were distributed in the public waters of the State 207,500

fingerlings.

Rainbow Trout. — Rainbow trout fry, numbering about 5,000,

were received in the summer from the Sandwich Hatcheries.

These were late hatched, and conditions were unfavorable for

making anything but fair growth. Rainbow trout, to get a

start anywhere in this State, should be grown to the largest

size practicable, and to get this profitably, earlier eggs, such as

can be obtained only from hatcheries several hundred miles to
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the south, should be used. From this lot 2,000 fingerlings were

planted.

Landlocked Salmon. — The 5,000 landlocked salmon fry which

were received from the Sandwich Hatcheries did not make very

satisfactory growth. They were evidently hatched very late,

and, as compared with stock previously grown here, appeared

to have hatched from weak or damaged eggs. Fifteen hundred

and fifty fingerlings were planted.

General Work. — Three dozen crates were made by the sta-

tion employees to meet the need of a style of crate for shipping

northern hares which would be so distinctive and so marked

that there could be no doubt as to the nature of the contents.

Previous shipments had been made in boxes of varying size,

and doubtless some of the losses were due to the fact that it

was not always apparent that the boxes contained live animals.

Soon after the completion of the crates the practice of holding

the hares at the Sutton station and shipping them from that

point was discontinued in favor of shipment direct from the

trapper. The new crates were used in this way, and when

shipping was over were returned for repairs and storage.

Report of the Montague Rearing Station.

Work at the Montague rearing station was resumed April 1.

The pools were painted and everything made ready for the fry

which began to arrive on April 10 from Sandwich.

During the winter a record of the temperatures at one of the

springs had been taken daily, and it was found that the water

in all weather was 48°, and that the flow was practically the

same without regard to the precipitation of snow or rain.

There were 200,000 fry received from Sandwich during April,

when they averaged Ij inches long; 400,000 were received from

Sutton during the week ending April 10. The fry from Sand-

wich were strong, healthy fish, and came in splendid condition,

while the fry from Sutton were much smaller and weak.

On June 1, 10,000 brook trout fry, hatched from eggs taken

from wild trout, were received from the Palmer Fish Hatchery.

On June 24, 5,000 rainbow trout fry were received from

Sandwich.

These fish were all placed in the thirty-two nursery pools,
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I which are 3 by 16 feet and 15 inches deep, placed in tandem

from the head trough which feeds them through 1\ inch pipes.

These fry were fed with finely ground liver four and five times

a day at first, and later on the feed was only given twice a day.

The fish were given all they would eat up without leaving any

on the bottom of the trough.

A large number of the fry that came from Sutton were so

weak that they could not stay in the current, and were lodged

against the screen at the lower end of the pools; others were so

small that they went out through the wire screens.

The pools were cleaned once every week and fresh sand

spread over the bottom. The fish also received a clay bath

once each week to prevent fungus, owing to the large area of

the supply pond which is exposed to the sun. A green scum

collecting on the supply pond worked down into the rearing

pools, thus causing much work to remove it.

A gas engine was installed May 20 for grinding the liver, and

greatly reduced the labor in preparing the food.

Considerable brush was cut around the supply pond and

below the pools, which improved the appearance of the station.

By adding on upright pieces to the intake pipes which supply

the water for the nursery pools the water was taken from the

surface of the pond instead of from 6 feet below the surface as

was done last year. In this way it was possible to raise the

temperature to 60° or 62°.

The fish grew rapidly, and the work of shipping them out

began July 5, at which time many of them were from 3 to 4

inches long. The last lot went out September 17, making a

total of 78,850 brook trout and 4,500 rainbow trout distributed.

A large part was sent away by auto trucks. The fish were

carried direct to the streams that were to be stocked.

Owing to the large volume and the temperature of the water it

was decided to build a small hatch house to test the suitable-

ness of the water for hatching eggs. During October a location

was selected about 300 feet above the rearing pools and a little

above the supply pond. The ground was cleared and a dam
built to collect the water from one of the springs. A building

20 by 20 feet, that had previously been used at Palmer, was

• taken down in sections, moved to Montague by auto truck, and
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set up about 30 feet from the newly built dam. A 4-inch pipe

was laid from the pond into the building with a drop of about

5 feet. Four of the new-type hatching troughs that are used

in Wisconsin were installed, and three of the old-style that

were moved from the Adams Hatchery, as well as a trough for

use in picking over the eggs. The capacity of these troughs for

hatching brook trout eggs is about 1,300,000. The first ship-

ment of eyed eggs was received from the Sandwich Hatchery

on November 30, the last day of the year covered by this report.

Report of the Amherst Rearing Station.

The Amherst rearing station was ready to receive fish on

April 22. Shipments were received as follows: —
April 22-27, brook trout fry, from Sandwich Fish Hatcheries, . 200,000

April 22-27, brook trout fiy, from Sutton Hatchery, . . 400,000

July 3, rainbow trout, from Sandwich Fish Hatcheries, . . 10,000

During May three pools, each 3 by 40 feet, were excavated

in front of the wooden pools. The water for these pools was

supplied from several springs below the main reservoir. All the

water at this station comes out of the ground at a temperature

of 47°, and it has been a hard proposition to warm it up suffi-

ciently to make the fish grow rapidly. Most of the time the

water in the pools remained below 35°. The fish, while in good

condition, did not make much growth.

A gasoline engine was installed the last of May for grinding

the fish food. The appearance of the station was improved by

cutting and burning a large amount of brush.

During the latter part of July the superintendent, Harry K.

Graham, enlisted in the navy, and a new man was placed in

charge of the work.

Work of distributing the fish commenced August 30 and

ended September 10, and the station was closed on the 15th.

There were distributed 23,500 brook trout fingerlings and

3,800 rainbow trout fingerlings. The latter were liberated in

Big Alum Pond, Sturbridge.

While this past season has been very dry, nevertheless the

water has not changed much in either volume or quality. Only

a small part of the available water supply has been used.
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Report or thz PrrTsrrF.i.D Rearing Statiox.

This station was established under the pro\isions of chapter

22S, General Acts of 1917. Land was leased (with an option of

purchase) from John A. Spoor and Percy L. Re\-nolds on the

Parker Brook near Onota Lake. Pinsfield, the tract from Mr.
Spoor for a term of five years, from Xov. 1, 1917, and that from

Mr. Reynolds for two years, from May 29, 1918. Work on the

rearing station began May 7.

The original plan was to take water from the reservoir back

of the sawmill by connecting one pipe with the iron flume, but

the dam was found to be in such poor condition that it was

decided to tr>- out the plan of taking water direct from the

brook below the dam. The water was diverted from the main

-tream onto the land <rf Mr. ReyncJds, where the rearing sta-

tion had been built, by constructing a series of natural poob in

the bed of the creek and building dams 50 feet apart.

Two larger pools were also built and a number oi wooden

poob set up. Work was finished May 23, at which time the

first shipment was received- Deputy- Fred R. Zeigler was placed

temporarily in charge of this station, and continued during the

reason.

The following shipments were received:—
May 15 to 18^ brook trout fry, fnm Sutton Hatchoy, . 160,000

} lay 23 and 28, brook troot fry, from Sandwich Fish H^zcz,^^, 96,000

Hay 25, Chmook safanon fry, from Fklmer Hat^iOT, . 12,000

July 3, rainbow trout fry, from Sandwich Fkh Hatcheries, . 10,000

A gasoline engine was installed to grind the fish food, and a

portable house 10 by 10 feet was set up near the poob. A road

had to be constructed and considerable grading done before the

station was ready.

Soon after the fr>- were placed in the poob they developed

"imgous growth, and before the cause was determined many of

them were lost; but by gi\*ing the fish a strong day bath each

week further trouble was stopped.

During August 8,400 brook trout fingerlings were distributed

throughout Berkshire Countj-.

Chinook salmon were reared in the brook leading into Onota

Lake, and when the time for liberation came the screens which
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held them in were removed and they were allowed to go down
the brook. The rainbow trout were liberated in the same way
into Onota Lake. The distribution period covered the time

from August 6 to September 3, aftdr which the station was

closed.

Repokt of the Andover Rearing Station.

The experiences of the past year have confirmed our belief

that the young salmon which are to be used in stocking the

Merrimack River can be planted directly in the brook running

through the site of the former Andover rearing station, in the

pond into which this brook empties, and likewise in the various

other tributary streams to the Shawsheen River. We have

made all plantings during this season in these streams, placing

the fish in the small feeder brooks wherever practicable, and

along the reedy shores of certain parts of the main river.

We have therefore dismantled the rearing station, arranging

to ship the remaining wooden rearing pools to Amherst, and

the small house to Montague rearing station, the wire fence,

piping and other equipment to be stored for future use.

Report of the Sandwich Bird Farm.

A bird's-eye view of the work of a bird farm, showing what

kind of activities are engaging the men at the different seasons,

may be interesting, and the year 1918 at the Sandw^ich Bird

Farm may be considered typical of any year.

The first months of the year, December to April, are the dull

months so far as work with the birds is. concerned, as breeding

operations have not begun. The necessary care was given to

providing for the comfort of the adult ducks and quail, and the

remainder of the time devoted to work on the equipment, —
repairs, replacements and additions, — so that all should be in

readiness when the breeding season opened. This year there

was a good deal of this sort of work to be done, for when the

bird farm was moved from its former location to the present

site in June, 1917, the breeding season was at its height, and

the construction of permanent yards for ducks and winter pens

for quail could not then be undertaken. All this had to be

accomplished in the spring of 1918. In addition to this small

jobs were attended to, such as repairing setting boxes, wire
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runs, breeding coops, etc. The snows and the constant drifting

of same even on clear days caused no small amount of labor to

keep properly shoveled out. The 1st of April the brood ducks

were placed in their quarters, and by the 1st of May all the

quail were mated and in their pens. Then plowing and farm

work required attention, and had to be done by the station em-

ployees, owing to the shortage of help. The young black ducks

began to call for attention, and in June the wood ducklings

arrived, closely followed by an ever-increasing number of young

quail and second litters of black ducklings in July. From this

time on all hands were occupied with the numerous requirements

of the young birds and breeding stock, fighting the ever-present

vermin, mixed with a little farming. During this period of the

year, when the young are with their foster mothers, some one

is literally tied to the job from early till late, seven days in the

week, for every bantam that has young must be shut up at

dark or later, the very youngest being shut up earlier than the

old ones. This part of the work is not finished in busy season

until about 10 p.m. About the first week in August activities

were at their height, distributions of stock then began, and by

October 1 work was normal.

In September all the ducks, old and young, were caught up,

wing-clipped when needed, leg-banded if young birds, and a

careful record made of every one in preparation for next sea-

son's breeding. At this time it is accurately known just what

is on hand. At this time, too, all the breeding quails were

removed from their summer quarters, rebanded, recorded, part

released on the grounds, and the remainder placed in winter

quarters. October sees the finish of the farm work; winter rye

is sown, buckw^heat gathered, excepting that which is left

standing for the birds along the firebreaks and elsewhere, corn

husked and the fodder put under cover. A general cleaning

up is now in order, and as November, the last month of the

fiscal year, comes round, the quail yards, houses and runs are

being completed, with the remains of the former old duck yard

across the railroad yet to be removed.

The foregoing gives a general idea of the routine of the sta-

tion. Specific reports on the species kept at the station follow.

General. — Work was continued on the construction of winter

uail pens, and on an arrangement of houses (to be used in
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connection with the winter pens) for day protection of the

quail, so that they may obtain their food under shelter of these

buildings. From this the work shifted to preparing the pens

to receive the brood stock. By the 1st of April duck yard

No. 1, back of the bantam house, was completed, including

repairing the dam, placing of wood duck nesting boxes and

arranging some smaller details. Duck yard No. 2, just west of

No. 1, and near by, which is for the purpose of raising young

wood ducks, was also completed. This wooded swamp required

much trimming out of brush, trees and limbs and burning of

same, to allow the sunlight to enter. Spaces were cut across

this swamp and numerous openings made, sand and grit dumped
in certain spots, and everything made agreeable for occu-

pancy by the young ducks and their foster mothers. Duck
yards Nos. 3 and 4 were not completed, as it was not necessary

to use them before the spring of 1919, although a small covered

pen was placed inside the bounds of yard No. 3 for the purpose

of holding some of the young during the period when they are

just beginning to fly, and before they are wing-clipped or dis-

tributed. These two duck yards are located on the shore of a

great pond having a nice sandy beach, good cover and otherwise

attractive conditions, besides taking in a portion of wooded

swamp land. These yards will probably be completed this

winter for the use of our increased brood next spring. Duck
yard No. 5, which is located north of No. 1 yard, about 150

yards down the marsh, and on the same style as No. 1 yard,

was completed, including dam and other fixings, so that the

brood ducks were placed in their respective quarters about the

1st of April, mostly blacks in yard No. 5, wood and blacks in

No. 1, and two mallard ducks and a drake in No. 3.

Native Quail. — This has been the second season for quail on

the new location, and conditions appear to be better for the

work than on the former site. There still remain problems

in quail breeding which are unsolved. In spite of the greatest

care to furnish ideal conditions for breeders, careful feeding and

avoidance of inbreeding, too many of the young die before they

are a week old. Range and feed appear to have nothing to do

with it. In many cases these losses have been traced to certain

pairs of quail which, while apparently strong and healthy, and
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which laid well, failed to produce eggs of sufficient vitality to

insure the maturing of the young. In one particular instance

this was carried so far that while nearly every egg was fertile,

not one young bird was able to entirely emerge from the shell

before it died for lack of vitality. In contrast with these cases

there have been instances where bantams have raised every

chick that hatched. This fact encourages us to feel that in

time quail rearing will be on a firmer basis. The quail are

reared exclusively by bantams. No incubator or brooder has

been found that can compare with the bantam mothers, and the

little quail, irom their nature, must have a mother who will

look after their interests, call and talk to them, and, most im-

portant of all, give them confidence to break those inherited

spells of hiding which are so characteristic of the quail family.

And aside from the value of the bantams as mothers they sup-

ply the eggs which, boiled hard and ground fine or mixed with

milk and cooked into custards, form the most suitable food that

has yet been found for the chicks* needs for the first few days.

On Dec. 1, 1917, there were on hand 234 quail, and on the

arrival of the breeding season there were available as breeders

169 birds, — 84 females and 85 males, which before May 1 were

placed in their breeding pens, one pair to each coop. This in-

cluded 21 wild quail which were trapped for the purpose of in-

troducing new blood into the stock. Practically no difference,

however, was noted in the results obtained. The quail were

fed on a balanced ration of mixed small grains, such as

wheat, buckwheat, kaffir corn, and chick grain with plenty of

green stuff. Shells, grit and charcoal were before them at all

times. Hard-boiled egg was fed alternately with Spratt's

pheasant food. The breeding coops were the same as formerly

used, in two sizes, 8 by 8 feet and 8 by 12 feet, on the ground.

The size appeared to have no bearing on the results. They

were placed in favorable spots where low bushes and other cover

were present, and the corners in addition were trimmed with

pine boughs for additional hiding places. On May 13, about

three weeks after the birds were placed in the coops, the first

egg was found, and about a month later 200 had been gathered.

The 84 females laid 1,535 eggs, an average of 18 + each; but as

17 quail refused to lay at all, it would be more accurate to say
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that 67 females laid 1,535, averaging 22 + each. Three laid 3, 2

and 1, respectively. The last egg was laid August 31.

Of the total laid, 225 were distributed and 1,310 set under

bantams. One hundred and four were infertile, 6 were broken,

230 contained dead germs and 54 were crushed by bantams,

leaving 916 that hatched. This figures a fertility of about 92

per cent and a hatching per cent of 75 of all fertile eggs.

This is a little lower than last year.

The young birds were given free range as in former years.

This season has plainly shown that of the young that are lost,

90 per cent die before they reach the age of one week. With

the exception of those chicks which failed to survive the critical

first week, the young have done remarkably well, better than in

former years. They were fed on hard-boiled egg, ground fine,

and custards for the first few days, then some of the commer-

cial pheasant food was gradually added as the birds grew older,

and later a good grade of chick grain was given until maturity

or time of distribution. Of the 916 quail that hatched, 493, or

54 per cent of hatched birds, were reared. There were 391

distributed, and 102 retained for additions to the brood stock.

Mexican Bobwhites. — In order to make a practical test of

the feasibility of buying quail in the market for stocking the

covers rather than to rear our own stock, a trial order was

placed for 120 Mexican bobwhites to be sent from Eagle Pass,

Tex., price to be S2 each, only live birds to be paid for. They

were shipped by express April 16 and arrived at East Sandwich

late in the afternoon of the 23d, having been on the road the

greater part of eight days. Thirty-eight were dead on arrival,

the remaining 82 very weak. They were immediately put into

roomy quarters in a favorable location, lightly fed and watered,

but in a few days 43 more had died. The shipping crates

seemed large enough for the dozen birds that were in each, and

there was plenty of air, grit and feed and a chance for water;

but the kind of feed seemed entirely wrong, being mostly ordi-

nary cracked corn with a very little kaffir corn. The remaining

birds were held until May 22, when two lots of 8 each were

sent for liberation in Reading and Gloucester, 8 to the Bird

Farm at Marshfield, and the remaining 15 placed in breeding

quarters. The first egg was laid on June 5, at which time 12

breeding birds remained. One hen laid 7 eggs and died, leaving
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11 birds, one of which died the latter part of July. The last

eggs were picked up August 26, at which time but 7 of the

birds still remained alive. On October 1 the last 6 remaining

were released on the grounds, hoping thereby to save them for

experiments next season. Total eggs laid was 107, which, as

nearly as can be reckoned, considering the deaths during the

laying season, compared favorably with the record of the native

quail. Of the 107 eggs laid 45 were distributed to applicants.

The remaining 62 were set under bantams and 4.3 hatched,

there being 11 infertile ones and 5 which contained dead germs.

This gave a fertility of about 82 per cent, and a hatching per

cent of 69. Fourteen young were raised, but one nice brood of

18 was lost by accident when a few days old, but for which

undoubtedly as good a percentage would have been attained

as with the native quail. Both old and young birds had prac-

tically the same conditions and feed as the native birds. The

young were retained at the hatchery, none being distributed.

The old birds took well to confinement, though they appeared

to be more nervous when any one was about the coops, jumping

about instead of hiding as the native birds are inclined to

do. They have the same calls and the bobwhite whistle, are

slightly smaller in size, not so much of a whirr to their wings

when starting, and have a distinct grayish cast to their whole

plumage instead of the more brownish of the native birds. This

effect is readily noticed as a flock starts in the open.

Wood Ducks. — Until this year efforts to breed the wood

duck have produced very little in the way of results at this

station, but this season's work has been distinctly encouraging.

There were 225 eggs gathered from about 18 females, the

others having escaped from the yards. Only 10 were infertile,

9 held dead germs and 204 hatched, representing over 95 per

cent fertility and a 95 per cent hatch of the fertile eggs. The

care given these ducks this year was practically the same as in

previous years, with far better results, which can be accounted

for only on the theory that the parent ducks, being held in cap-

tivity under conditions very closely approximating the condi-

tions in the wild, have produced eggs of very strong vitality.

The period of greatest mortality in a young wood duck's life

is the first ten days; 126 passed it safely and were raised to five

or six weeks of age. Then, as they began to leave the bantam
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mothers (with whom they had previously been shut in nights),

losses began to be heavy, for rats and owls constantly worried

them at night, until a rat and owl proof yard was constructed

into which they were called with the last feed, and shut up;

but even then some failed to come in, and were in danger until

maturity was reached. Numerous rats and four great-horned

owls were captured inside their yards. The 126 young which

passed the critical age and could be expected to thrive are ac-

counted for thus: —

^lissing, doubtless taken by rats and owls, 30

Liberated in Concord (strong flyers), 12

Liberated in Myles Standish State Forest Reservation (strong flyers), 43

Retained as addition to brood stock for next season, .... 41

This addition will about double the brood stock, and with

improved facilities for defending the young from vermin the

prospects for an excellent production next year are encouraging.

Black Ducks. — These birds, the pride of the duck hunters,

the beau ideal of the epicure when fed on the proper food, and

the only native fresh-water duck that appears to be holding its

own in this State, are not of gaudy colors, but just plain every-

day sort of chaps.

The black ducks, like the wood ducks, are responding to

time and care, and whereas during the first two years of their

captivity (these being wild trapped ducks) not one trapped bird

laid an egg, several have done so this year. So that, added to

2 females raised previously from a setting of eggs from a wild

duck's nest, there were 6 females that laid two clutches each,

producing 89 eggs; 87 were fertile (nearly 98 per cent), 79

hatched and 51 were raised. A peculiar incident occurred in

the case of the eggs from duck No. 66, not only with the first

but with the second clutch as well. Every egg was fertile,

every duck picked through the shell, but only half of them got

out, the remaining ones being dead in the shell. There were

ten eggs in each litter, and half hatched from each. Both

lots of young were troubled with a constant severe trembling,

so that all died in a few days excepting one from each lot,

which grew up. Counting out these twenty eggs the showing is

very encouraging. All of the birds reared will be added to the

brood stock, which should produce a good number of eggs for
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next season, for it is a fact that young ducks raised in confine-

ment will lay the next season.

Mallard Ducks. — The stock of mallard ducks was trans-

ferred last year to the Marshfield Bird Farm pursuant to the

consolidation plan; but to carry out certain uncompleted ex-

periments two ducks and one Louisiana drake were retained.

The two females were not Louisiana birds, but were wild

females trapped in the fall of 1914 with other mallards, includ-

ing three drakes. These three drakes escaped during the fall

of 1915, and two were heard from as having been shot in AVay-

land, Mass., and on Long Island, X. Y. For several reasons

during the breeding seasons of 1916 and 1917 we were unable

to get wild drakes to mate with these captured females, and in

order to carry out the experiment which has taken place the

past season, two of these females and a Louisiana drake were

held back when the other mallards were sent to the ^larshfield

station. This wild mallard drake mated with both ducks, and

the two laid three clutches each, a total of 67 eggs, every one of

which was fertile and hatched. The first and last litters all

lived until after the ducklings left their bantam mother, when a

number of them fell prey to the rats and owls. The second lit-

ters all died from an accident most peculiar and uncertain, the

details of which are being investigated. Thirty of these young

mallards reached the age for liberation, and fourteen were dis-

tributed and sixteen are still awaiting distribution. They

turned out to be strong flyers and true to the markings of the

wild stock as well as to other characteristics pertaining to them.

During the week ending Nov. 24, 1918, five pairs of Louisiana

mallards were received from the Marshfield Bird Farm for next

year's experiments.

Pheasaiyts. — Owing to the shortage of setting hens at the

AVilbraham Game Farm, and the fact that there were extra ones

at this farm, 500 pheasant eggs were shipped here for hatching.

The results were exceedingly poor, and for some reason the eggs

and young were very low in vitality. Of the 500 eggs 16 were

broken, 97 infertile, 285 contained dead germs and 102 hatched.

Most of the chicks which hatched died within a few days, and

the 14 which matured were liberated on the place.

Agricultural Operations. — This season, in addition to planting
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the 12-foot firebreak with buckwheat, which is to be left for

the outside birds to come in and feed on, there has been raised

as feed for the stock 2,000 heads of cabbage; 1 ton of mangels;

1 ton of Hungarian hay; 40 bushels of field corn; 10 bushels of

buckwheat; besides considerable which has been mowed and

thrown into the bantam yards for them to thresh out. The

very poorest sections of the farm will produce good buckwheat

by the addition of a little fertilizer. One ton has been used this

season on about 6 acres. All vacant tilled land* has been planted

to winter rye for a cover crop.

As usual, from 250 to 300 bantams were kept this season and

a few young raised to fill up the depleted ranks of the adult

birds that are lost from death and vermin. The bantams have

laid about 6,500 eggs, half of which were fed to the birds, and

most of the remainder sold or used for setting.

The method in use of shipping quail eggs by parcel post,

packed in cotton batting in the regular corrugated boxes used

for hens' eggs, has proved satisfactory. There was more or less

breakage in express shipments, but no complaints have been

received about parcel post shipments. The shipments of young

quail by express have been satisfactory, and no birds have died

in transit this season.

No radical changes in methods have been made this year;

every opportunity has been taken to economize, and while no

striking successes have been attained, there has been a steady

gain and improvement in every line.

Report of the Wilbraham Game Farm.

General. — No extensive changes were made at the station

during the year, though some cle'aring up and minor improve-

ments put the station in a more attractive condition. The

grounds were improved by grading between the barn and house;

drive repaired and extended to meet the drive on the opposite

side of the yard; and cement walls built each side of the base-

ment entrance to the barn. Considerable land was cleared of

small birches and other undesirable growths, and dead brush in

the swamp thinned to make it easier to destroy vermin. Some
of the breeding pens were enlarged. A farm boiler was added

to the equipment which has proved of great help in preparing
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cooked feed for the stock. At odd times, when the weather was

unsuitable for outdoor work, 100 new rearing pens were con-

structed. A number of shrubs and rose bushes were planted,

including the nine Asiatic crab-apple trees (food-bearing shrubs)

procured from the Arnold Arboretum.

Pheasants. — When the fiscal year opened on Dec. 1, 1917,

the brood stock at the Wilbraham Game Farm consisted of 583

pheasants, 83 mallard dticks, 2 black ducks and 1 wood duck.

About the middle of the month the ducks were transferred to

the ]\Iarshfield Bird Farm pursuant to the policy of concentrat-

ing all the work in duck breeding at the latter station. During

the latter part of December and early in January the stock of

pheasants was augmented by 136 from the Sutton Hatchery

(where the bird work has been discontinued), and 13 presented

by Mr. Seth A. Borden of Fall River. At the beginning of

the laying season 707 pheasants were on hand. Although the

winter was extremely severe and conditions hard to meet, the

breeders were brought through without any considerable loss,

except that some of the oldest birds had not sufficient hardiness

to withstand the cold weather. There was very little disease

among the stock at the beginning of the breeding season, due

no doubt to the variety of vegetables fed during the winter in

addition to the regular grain ration. Quite a few eggs were

consumed by the hens as soon as laid, making it necessary to

collect eggs several times a day and feed a greater variety of

food, especially green food.

The whole number of pheasant eggs laid was 21,180, an aver-

age of 41 eggs to a hen; 13,636 were set under hens, 960 in

incubators, 104 inferior eggs eliminated, 100 broken in handling,

and 6,380 distributed to applicants. The number of infertile

eggs was large, and only about 54 per cent hatched. IMany of

the birds put in the field were very weak. The cause of this

was undetermined, but so far as investigated some of the lack

of vitality could be safely traced to the parent birds, and some

of the trouble was caused by the setting hens. On account of

the insufficient number of broody hens it became necessary to

put more eggs than usual under a hen, and in some instances

the hen had to incubate a second time, in which cases they rarely

finished the last period of incubation and had to be replaced.
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To avoid this trouble another season about 450 bantams were

hatched this fall.

Weather conditions on the whole were more favorable for

rearing the young pheasants than the previous year. It was not

as cold and wet in the spring, and the temperature was more

uniform. The greatest problem was how to get the best results

from the foods obtainable, for the grain fed to both old and

young has been, owing to food regulations, quite different from

any used heretofore. During the early part of the season the

chicks had to be fed entirely on Spratts Pheasant Meal. This

would carry them along to the age of one week with fairly

satisfactory results, but afterwards they did not thrive on this

alone. The prepared foods were very much altered. The chick

grain ordinarily fed after the first week consisted mostly of

musty cracked corn ground too coarse to be eaten to any ex-

tent, and thoroughly disliked by the chicks. This feed, mixed

with the Louisiana rice feed, was boiled soft and mixed in small

quantities with other foods, and in this way the chicks were

taught to eat it. This was a slow process and the cause of a

large loss. The other prepared food consisted of considerable

corn meal, which is never used except in very small quantities.

In fact, all the feed that could be procured was decidedly un-

satisfactory. Owing to the price of grain being higher the cost

per bird has increased in proportion.

We distributed 1,092 young pheasants and 232 adults; and

112 of this season's hatch have been retained as breeders.

The usual warfare was waged against vermin, account of

which has been given in another part of this report.

In addition to the bird-rearing work, three-quarters of an

acre of barley, 3 acres of buckwheat and 5 of corn were sown in

the spring, and winter wheat and rye in the fall. Cabbage,

beets and turnips were raised for green food during the winter

and early spring. Approximately twenty acres of land were

plowed with the tractor, and considerably more with horses.

One of the great drawbacks encountered in the work is the

lack of experienced men. The men employed in the busy sea-

son, not being permanent employees, do not take the same

interest in the work as an all-year-round man would, and their

work requires constant oversight, which is an additional care

for the regular men.
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Report of the Marshfield Bird Farm.

General. — With the discontinuance of the breeding of birds

at the Sutton Bird Farm 30 pens of a suitable size for breeding

quail were shipped to the Marshfield Bird Farm. These pens

were reassembled, repaired in many respects, and located on

the ground hereafter described.

The large brood house, so called, was extended by building on

the southerly side of the house a run 100 feet wide and 200 feet

long. This pen was divided up into six yards. The brook was

straightened in that portion which runs parallel with this yard,

and was brought inside, into a straight channel running parallel

with the brood house, but at the farther end of the yards.

This resulted in a lagoon of running water 10 feet wide and

about 2 feet deep. By this arrangement the adult stock could

be kept during the winter in the brood house, and in the open

weather could be furnished yard room and running water.

A water system was installed by which the water was carried

to all parts of the houses and to a number of faucets outside.

Various minor improvements have also added to the general

appearance of the farm.

Mallard Ducks. — When the fiscal year opened Dec. 1, 1917,

there was on hand a stock of 498 mallard ducks. Of these, 105

were of the semi-wild type. The balance were some of the wild

mallards referred to in our previous report as having been

trapped in Louisiana. In addition, there were 124 wild trapped

mallards, the property of Mr. John He\'Avood of Gardner, ]Mass.,

which had been loaned to us for experimental purposes. These

birds were in due course returned to ^Ir. Heywood.

Beginning with this year the plan of consolidating all the

duck work in this station was put into operation, and stock was

received from other rearing stations and other sources as fol-

lows: from Wilbraham Game Farm, 86; from Sutton Bird

Farm, 120; from the Marthas Vineyard Reservation, 46; from

the Sandwich Bird Farm, 27. There were also purchased 52

birds from Clyde B. Terrell, Oshkosh, Wis. During the winter

months all of this stock was housed in the 200-foot brood house.

The birds were given proper warmth, regular feedings, and fre-

quent watering, and quarters and utensils were kept very clean.
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In extreme cold weather when snow was on the ground the

ducks were not allowed access to the ground at all, but were

confined to their quarters. Feed troughs were washed and

scalded three times weekly to prevent disease, and watering

troughs were filled with fresh water three times daily and

scalded every other day. The ducks were fed, night and morning,

cracked corn, dats and whole corn, and twice a week a mash of

cabbage, mangel-beets, turnips and small potatoes boiled in a

30-gallon cauldron to which several kinds of grains were added.

This is the winter feed. When the laying season began different

methods were used. In extreme cold weather they were watered

several times a day with lukewarm water. In their wild state

these ducks would all have been in the South during the winter,

and it was considered necessary to approximate these surround-

ings by artificial means. The care given the birds in the ex-

treme cold weather showed in the quantity of eggs taken in the

laying season.

Upon the approach of the breeding season the wild mallards

were separated and placed in the large pen which, as described

in the previous report, was considered as most favorably

adapted to them, this being in line with continuing our experi-

ment to see if the wild mallards would breed in captivity. The

remaining birds, known as the semi-wild flock, were carefully

inspected, and the birds considered as undesirable for breeding

were liberated. This flock w^as kept in the combined brood

house and yard system described as one of the improvements

made in the grounds this year. By this arrangement of house

and yards these birds were kept penned up each morning until

after the egg-laying period was over. This made the collection

of the eggs much less difficult than would have been the case

had some of the ducks been allowed to lay in the water.

After the egg-laying period had proceeded up to the 30th of

March it was established that the wild mallards would not lay,

and thinking that they might cross to a certain extent with the

semi-wild type, the wild mallards were turned into the yards

with the semi-wild stock. During the laying season 7,792 eggs

were collected, of which 854 were distributed and the remaining

6,938 set in incubators. The first incubator was set March 21,

and the others filled as fast as the eggs came along until May
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23, making a total of 17. AVhile incubating, the eggs must be

turned and cooled night and morning, and there are three test-

ings made for infertile eggs. There is a vast difference in the

fertility. In the early laid eggs the germ is apt to be chilled

and the shells are much tougher, making it difficult for the

young to get out; eggs laid during the middle of the season

hatch best; the germs of the later ones are much weaker.

When the ducklings are dried out they are taken from the

incubator cellar to the brood house and placed under brooders

kept at 100° the first three days and gradually worked down to

70° as the birds get older. The small brood house is divided

into six compartments with head house between. Each com-

partment is 10 by 15 feet and contains a brooder with a

small coal heater, and has a sand floor which is changed every

third day. After a day the ducklings are allowed to go into

long runs on the southerly side of the house, and, after two

weeks, into a small swimming pool of lukewarm water. As fast

as the hatches come along the older ones are moved up a com-

partment, until at last they are moved from the small brood

house into the large brood house heretofore described as the

winter quarters of the brood stock, where a limited amount of

warmth is furnished in the process of hardening the ducks to

stand the raw, cold weather of our northern spring. In this

building the birds are gradually shifted from warm to cold

compartments.

Careful attention is given to the watering of the young stock,

for plenty of clean, fresh water is the main point in rearing

young ducks. Until they begin to show feathers the chill is

taken from the water, hot water being kept always on hand in

the cauldron. They are watered at least twelve times each day,

the fountains washed each time and scalded at least twice daily.

The feed is composed of various grains, changed at different

ages of the birds, generally given as a mash. They were fed at

least five times daily, the last being well into the evening. The

feed trough consists of a plain board, 8 inches wide by 2 feet

long, with an inch lip all around. These are washed after each

feeding and scalded at least once a day. Deaths from natural

causes were very few until the latter part of ]\Iay, when a heavy

loss began. As the cause could not be located (though it looked
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like poisoning), Prof. J. C. Graham of Amherst Agricultural

College was called to make an investigation. On June 10 he

reported :
—

Feeding.— The ducklings were being fed upon a mixture of brown mid-

dlings and corn meal, a much larger quantity of the former than of the

latter, but no green stuff was being incorporated into the mash. Upon
examining the two ingredients I found the middlings to be in good con-

dition, but the corn meal apparently was badly adulterated with something,

I do not know what, but the odor was bad and it had a very, very bitter

and disagreeable taste. I suggested that the use of this particular lot of

corn meal be discontinued and a fresh supply procured as early as possible,

and that green stuff, to the amount of about one-third to one-quarter in

bulk, be incorporated in the mash. I recommended that, if possible, sour

milk be fed to one lot of ducklings to see if results were the same as with

water, and also that ground oats be incorporated in the mash, using equal

parts by weight of brown middlings, corn meal and ground oats.

Post Mortems. — A post-mortem examination showed that many of

the ducklings seemed to be badly bound up, a hard plug being found just

inside the vent and composed mostly of. sand and fecal matter. I sug-

gested gi\ing the ducklings, all of them, a good dose of epsom salts. A
teaspoonful to eight or ten for the first dose, and a stronger one a few days

later.

Acting upon these suggestions the food was changed and two

doses of physic given. This action brought the losses down to

normal.

As soon as the brood stock had finished laying the adult birds

were distributed in the open covers. This not only effected a

substantial saving in the feed bills, but gave the birds a chance

to produce a brood in the wild. The superintendent received

good reports of large broods raised in this way. Distribution

of the brood stock commenced June 12, mostly in lots of four.

There were 854 eggs, 1,048 young ducks and 475 adult birds

distributed, and 350 young and 50 adult birds were retained as

additions to the brood stock.

Native Quail. — This year the plan of trapping wild quail to

secure a supply of eggs for hatching under bantams, and liber-

ating the trapped birds in time to raise a brood in the open,

was carried out.

The superintendent of the Marshfield Bird Farm was detailed

to make this experiment, and authorized to trap not exceeding
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fifty quail for the purpose. He began work January 11, at

which time the weather was extremely cold and the ground

covered with ice. The first steps in the work were to locate the

quail; to select desirable places to set the traps; and, finally,

to bring the quail to the place. The latter end was accom-

plished by placing grain at the trapping places selected, so as

to accustom the birds to come to the spot.

.Six traps, designed for this work, were put out. They were

shaped like a scallop shell, covered with linen thread net and

set on figure four spindles. When set on the ground they re-

sembled an umbrella with the handle cut oft'. The traps were

visited twice daily by the superintendent, morning and night,

the last visit about dusk after the quail were through running

for the day. Thus no birds remained in the traps any length of

time, and (with the exception of one taken by a cat) none died

in the traps. When a snowstorm threatened, the traps were

taken up so that none might be caught and perish.

The heavy snows, the winds that blew down the traps, and

more especially the small birds and animals which would get in

and spring the traps necessitated many fruitless sets and trips

before the quota was secured. Many and many a time traps

were inspected only to find they had been sprung by the small

swamp birds, and sometimes the quail were seen running around

the outside of the trap ready to go in had it not already been

sprung. In some localities these small birds were so troublesome

that it was necessary to abandon operations on that spot.

Rabbits and squirrels added to the difficulties by damaging the

nets gnawing their way out, making it necessary to mend the

holes on the spot with the temperature at zero.

A trap 8 feet by 18 inches by 18 inches, covered with wire

netting, working on the same principle as a rat trap that would

catch as many as would go in, was also used and found con-

venient for picking up the odd birds in flocks after the larger

portion had been caught. When a catch was made notes were

set down on the spot concerning the sex, date and number

taken. Each lot of birds caught was immediately placed in a

stall in the brood house furnished with cedar trees, large box of

dusting sand, straw-covered floor, charcoal, oyster shells, water

and feed. The right wing of each bird was clipped to prevent it
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from flying, and receiving consequent injuries, against the sides

of the pen, and a celluloid ring was placed on the right leg of

each bird. Each lot caught was marked with a different color

indicating on whose land the bird was taken. Forty-four birds

were trapped and kept at the game farm from the middle of

January to August 10. They submitted to confinement readily,

and lost their first wildness in a short time, though they re-

tained their instinct to hide. It was a pretty sight to see the

birds running about in the straw, under the dry cedars, and

dusting in the sand in the sunlight on a cold day when snow was

heaped high outside of the brood house.

The breeding pens were located in a 5-acre piece of natural

quail cover. The brook separated it from the game farm, and a

locked gate kept visitors out, as the birds must be undisturbed

during the breeding season. The pens were 8 feet square made

of 1-inch mesh wire netting, frame painted. Tarred paper on

north and east sides kept out the winds, and a bundle of straw

arranged in this corner formed a natural hiding place and shel-

ter from the rains and cold. The tops were covered to keep out

vermin. The pens were located on grassy spots, and each con-

tained a bunch of growing bayberry bushes for cover and feed.

An old stump was provided also, as the cock quail likes to stand

on this and whistle. The hen bird likes to build her nest in the

old grass, leaving so small an entrance to the nest as to make it

diflBcult to discover even on close inspection. This is as natural

a sort of cover as can be gotten for quail. Each pen contained

finely ground oyster shells, charcoal and sand, and was supplied

with fresh feed and drinking water every day by the superin-

tendent personally. No one else was allowed near the pens.

When the quarters were ready the birds were paired, the col-

ored rings being a guide. For instance, a cock bird caught on

the land of A would be mated with a hen bird from the land

of B 10 miles away. There were twenty pens, with a pair of

birds in each. The pens were numbered, and as the eg^s were

taken out they were marked with the pen number. This was

done to keep track of the fertility.

With the quail in the yards the war with vermin began. A
close watch was maintained at all times and traps set, and as a

result of constant care no birds were lost from this cause.
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As fast as enough eggs for a setting were secured they were

placed under bantams for incubation. The total laid was 384,

of which 131 were infertile.

Laying proceeded from May 15 to August 10, when 42 of the

44 trapped birds were liberated. At the time all were laying,

and the chances are that most of them made nests in the open,

as several flocks of young birds have been seen in the localities

where they were freed. Four lots of six adult quail each were

distributed to owners of land from which quail had been taken;

the remainder of the trapped birds were turned loose in the

Marshfield Reservation. In the case of birds returned to land

on which trapping was done, care was taken that one of the

birds of each pair liberated should be returned to its home land

where it would be familiar with the cover.

Of the 384 eggs collected 253 hatched. Thirty-four of the

young birds escaped, 112 were lost in the course of rearing, and

107 reached the age for liberation. Some of these were liber-

ated on land where birds had been trapped in the spring, and

where the cover was particularly suitable, and others were sent

out as part of our general distribution.

In three cases the hen quail built two nests and laid in each,

which fact was not known until the superintendent discovered

the young from the stolen nests, which had been incubated by

the cocks. The broods consisted of 13, 9 and 4, respectively.

In one case the chicks were not discovered until they were so

far advanced that the tail feathers had started. Each pair of

quail and the chicks were immediately liberated, and the sta-

tion has taken no credit for the rearing of these birds, counting

them as though hatched in the wild.

Mexican Bohwhites. — On May 28 eight ^Mexican Bobwhite

quail were received from the Sandwich Bird Farm. In a few

days two of them had died. The remainder, after being kept

for a while, began to lay a few eggs and they were hatched

out with the others. The young which hatched did not seem

to have the vitality of the native stock, and only a few reached

maturity and were released with the rest of the young from

here. They received the same care as was given the native

stock, but did not seem to thrive well in this climate. The six

adult birds were released with the rest of the native brood

stock.
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DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND GAME.

The fish distribution season of 1918 was the first full season

in which the new system of applications, records, etc., has been

in operation. The new forms help the applicant to determine

whether the waters he desires to stock are adapted to the fish

for which he proposes to apply. Again, the information con-

tained in the blank, which is returned to this ojQBce, presumably

accurate, is a guide to us in determining whether we should

supply the fish desired.

The system of stock report sheets which are filed each week

by our superintendents has proven of great value in determining

at the central office just what progress is being made in rearing

operations. It is appreciated, of course, that these figures

relating to the eggs, fry and fingerlings must of necessity be

estimates, as an actual count of the losses is impossible. These

records give us a weekly report of stock sent out during the

distribution season. This information is transcribed to our

oflBce lists, and is a constant check on the work.

The system of advance notices employed has greatly reduced .

miscarriages of shipments. A first notice of intent to ship on or

about a certain date is sent to each applicant to be Supplied.

The first notice contains a series of instructions for the receipt

and care of fish. A second and final notice is sent a few days

ahead of the actual time of shipment. The final notice contains

advices as to time of arrival at delivering station, the amount

of floor space required in conveyance, ice needed, etc.

Our new form of return blanks, which are furnished to each

consignee in a return stamped envelope, has proven to be far

more effective than anything ever before used. In case a con-

signment is received and receipted for by any person other than

the applicant on list, the information on return blank immedi-

ately identifies the shipment, and makes possible an accurate

record of the disposition of each consignment.

The responsibility for the distributions has this year been

centered in the messenger in charge. Formerly there was a

division of responsibility between the messenger in charge and

superintendent. A messenger in charge of distributions from a

given station assumes all responsibility for advance notices,

routing of shipments, assignments of assisting messengers,
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receipt and checking of returns on distributions, and such other

details as pertain to this work. He supplies to the superin-

tendent, at least four or five days in advance, a list of ship-

ments which he is to make, and the superintendent's responsi-

bility ceases with delivery of these fish at time indicated. Thus

the superintendent is left entirely free to conduct the affairs of

his station, and is not encumbered with the distribution details,

which are exacting and important.

Our distributions this year have proceeded without appre-

ciable delay. One of the most serious problems was the cur-

tailment of railroad service. We found it almost impossible to

reach certain sections of the State, especially in the distribution

of white perch which came from jNIarthas Vineyard. And even

in some sections where the delivery actually covered a limited

area, we could only accomplish our distributions by long waits

at junction points. This made for added danger to the stock

in transportation, and necessitated far greater eftorts on the

part of messengers to get their consignments through in good

order. Additional courtesies at the hands of railroad officials

assisted materially in making our efforts successful.

The condition of the metal market was such that we could

not increase our supply of cans, which was needed to speed

up the work. Some applicants were slow in returning cans

promptly after distributing their allotment of fish. In spite of

thege facts we had but few delays, and whenever a distribution

was held up the consignee was notified by telegraph or tele-

phone and arrangements made for future delivery.

Some instances have been noted where it is very evident that

our applicants have not given their attention to instructions

on the application forms and advance notices furnished them.

For instance, considerable inconvenience has been occasioned

by applicants who fail to meet their consignments at the bag-

gage car door. Under ordinary conditions our messengers carry

one or more lots of fish on each run. Each messenger is in-

structed that, under no circumstances, is he to leave the fish

unless the applicant is there to receive them. Failure to ob-

serve this instruction is often a source of disappointment to the

applicant whom we desire to serve. We cannot urge too strongly

upon persons who desire to assist in these distributions that they

follow the directions in the notice.
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Further, some applicants fail to provide proper transporta-

tion facilities from the station to the brook. One instance was

reported where a man took part of his shipment to the w^aters

and returned later for the balance. The balance were dead.

One man left a shipment of fish in a barn overnight, intending

to distribute them the next morning. All died. Another man
came to get a certain consignment after some strenuous efforts

on the part of the inessenger to get him by telephone (this

being at the end of the messenger's trip). After the messenger

had delivered the fish this man went off to finish a teaming job

which he had in mind, and returned for the fish in about two

hours. Another man, transporting some cans of fish to a brook,

thought they crowded too much in the cans. He purchased a

new wash boiler and transferred the fish. The result was all

the fish were dead when they reached the brook. In another case

a consignment of fish was taken off at a railroad station, and

when the deputy called up the consignee he stated that he did

not intend to meet them until by and by. A number of reports

have come to this office that applicants have not followed our

instructions in planting fish. They are said to have dumped

fish in one place instead of scattering them; also, to have put

them directly into the waters without any attempt to equalize

temperatures.

We have experimented this year in the distribution of fish by

auto trucks. This was tried principally from the Sutton Hatch-

ery and Montague and Amherst rearing stations. Considering

the relative advantages of railroad and truck transportation it

was found that under existing conditions, though the truck is

more expensive, the extra cost is substantially offset by time

saved and the better condition of the fish when arriving at the

waters to be stocked.

It has been our aim to distribute our stock proportionately

in the several counties of the State. Where any differences are

noted this has been due to the fact that the particular species

of fish handled were adapted to more waters in the county

receiving the larger allotment.

Considerable disappointment was expressed in certain quar-

ters because we were unable to distribute our usual numbers of

pike perch fry. This was no fault of the department, but was

due to the fact that we could not get the eggs from Vermont.
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We were more seriously handicapped in the white perch dis-

tribution from transportation facilities than in any other divi-

sion of our work. Our men are compelled to start their daily

operations at 3 a.m. in order to get the first boat from the Vine-

yard, and even then there are some parts of the State which

could not be reached.

The white perch work affords an excellent example of just

what it means to handle a shipment of fish. These fish are

transported only in large cans. A shipment of 12 cans weighs

about 1,800 pounds. For a shipment from Vineyard Haven
onto a team at Worcester these cans are handled 9 times, which

means a lifting of 16,200 pounds, or 8 tons, mostly by our own
men. Add to this time consumed in care of fish in transit and

we have a graphic picture of what fish transportation means.

As a further illustration it may be mentioned that one of the

half dozen or more men who distributed the fish from the

Sandwich Fish Hatcheries in 1918 traveled, according to actual

records, 10,129 miles in delivering stock to applicants, handling

1,272 cans, the aggregate weight of which was 151,200 pounds,

or 75| tons. And this, it should be remembered, is the record

of but one messenger, from but one hatchery.

The operation of rearing stations in various parts of the State

is a great step forward in the handling of stock during the dis-

tribution season. In the 1918 season we have attempted to

confine the distribution work of the respective rearing stations

to the territory immediately in their vicinity. In cases where it

has seemed that the stock has been sufficient we have gone a

little beyond into other places. This plan is an excellent one

for many reasons. First, we are enabled to transport in the

spring of the year, at a minimum expense, fry from the larger

stations. These are reared, as explained in our report for 1917,

and carried through to the season when it is advisable to liberate

them. Inasmuch as our distributions of fingerling trout begin

about June 15, and continue through the warm weather, it is at

once apparent that we must get the fish out with the least possible

delay in transit. Therefore, given the convenience of several

rearing stations placed at strategic points through the State, we

are enabled to accomplish this work with a degree of promptness

and certainty never before possible, as well as with an economy

of expense and far less chance in the loss of fish transported.
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Fish Distribution

Brook Trout. a
c

Yellow-
Perch.

3

Small-
mouthed Black

Bass.

CorxTT.

Fingerlings.

Adults.

Rainbow

Trout

(Finge

Fingerlings.

White

Perch

(Ad

.5

1

Barnstable, 10,500 850 16.850 - 7.140 16,000 300

Berkshire, . 38,600 1,270 500,000 4.500 64,000

Bristol, 43,500 818 7.840 8,000

Dukes, 2,500 100 600

Essex, 32,500 890 1.200 7,330

Franklin, .
- 33,900 740 4,500 - 1,800 - 200

Hampden, 29,050 1,020 1,200 4,100 4,000 4,000

Hampshire, 34,500 976 225.000 9,000 1,680 20,000

47,900 1.410 6,680 4,000 6,000

Norfolk, 38,000 870 550. 4,800 28,000

Plj-mouth, 29,200 710 16,800 600 7,300 32,000

Suffolk, . 118

Worcester, . 161,150 1.785 5.850 500 13,080 32,000

Out of State, . 275,000

Totals, 275,000 501.300 11,557 44,000 725,000 13,050 66,850 208,000

1

10,500
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1,000 3,150,000 15,575,000 450,000 3,150,000 16,100.790

16.800 _ 22,600 1,000

- 4,350.000

2,550,000

7,350,000

7,000,000

4,000 1,200.000

200.000 4,350,000

2,550,000

1.852,770

7,610.158

7,003,200

-

-

6,300 348,000 -

25,500

10,350,000

-

17,150,000

-

2,000

3,800

-

100.000

10,350,000

-

17.548,220

41,140

172.670

1 1 ,200

900,000 3,500,000

3,500

1,000

500,000

900,000

805.856

3.566.990

2,700,000 5,250,000 1,378 450,000 2,700,000 5.773.598

14,000 24,000 7,050,000

900,000

17,500,000 7,050,000

900,000

17,624.610

118

2,500 50 1,150 1,500 '2,800,000 1,500 400,000

275,000

3,421,065

44.500 6,350 418,900 29,000 31,950,000 76,125,000 17,178 3,300,000 32,225,000 81,521,185
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POXDS STOCKED .VXD CLOSED.

Pursuant to petitions presented, under chapter 2S5, Acts of

1911, by the city or town government, as the case may be, the

Board has stocked and closed the following ponds each for a

term of three years, with regulations closing the pond to fishing

from November 1 to May 30 of the year following, with i>enalty

of $20 for each \'iolation.

POXD. Location.
Regulations

expire.

Morsee Pond, WeUesley Dec. 1. 1921

Dana. . Dec. 1. 1921

Hardwick, . Dec. 1. 1921

Dec. 1. 1930

Stocking Artifici.vl Poxds.

Until quite recently the Board has confined its work of stock-

ing ponds to the great ponds of the State in which fishing rights

are guaranteed to the public by law. But every town is not so

fortunate as to have a great pond within its borders, and its

citizens must sometimes go considerable distance to get a mess

of fish. At the same time, there were IWng idle (so far as fish

production was concerned) many artificial p>onds of good size,

capable of producing a good crop of food fish annually, but

which, being artificially flowed for use in connection with busi-

ness enterprises, were the absolute property of the riparian

owners, who likewise controlled the fishing rights. It seemed

to the Board that if these could be stocked and the public per-

mitted to fish there it would be a boon to many people and in

no way detract from the value of the pond for its original pur-

pose. Accordingly, in 1915 the policy was adopted of stocking

(with food fish other than trout) suitable artificially created

ponds on an agreement signed by the riparian owners that the

public would be given access to the pond for fishing purposes.

The form of agreement reads :

—
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In consideration of the Massachusetts Commission on Fisheries and

Game stocking Pond, so called, in the to\\m of , at public ex-

pense, with edible or game fish, we, the undersigned owners of the fishing

rights, or of water privileges in, or being riparian owners on, said pond,

hereby agree to allow any persons otherwise legally qualified so to do to

fish in this pond, and hereby waive in favor of the public any and all ex-

clusive rights of fishing for a term of ten j^ears from this date. We also

agree, in so far as our rights are concerned, that we will not, during said

period, reduce said pond to such a level as will exterminate the fish therein.

To that end persons desiring to fish may have reasonable access to this

pond without being considered trespassers, provided no damage to prop-

erty is done by them.

Date

Under this arrangement the following artificial ponds have

been stocked :
—

1915.

Borden Brook Reservoir, Blandford.

Mirimichi Pond, Foxborough.

1917.

Lake Lashaway, East Brookfield.

Brooks Pond, North Brookfield.

Greenoughs Pond, Yarmouth.

Little Crane Pond, West Newbury.

Butman's Pond, Gloucester.

Valley Pond, Gloucester.

Canneys Pond, Gloucester.

Lily Pond, Lanesville.

Prankers Pond, Saugus.

Lot Pond, Osterville.

Hoosac Reservoir, Cheshire and Lanesborough.

1918.

Lake Neponset, Foxborough.

Chaffins Pond, Holden.

W^esthampton Reservoir, Westhampton.

The riparian owners have very readily given their assent to

the plan, thus giving the inhabitants near the ponds additional

opportunities for fishing locally.
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Streams versus Great Ponds.

When State-raised fish are planted in a great pond (that is, one

Haturally 20 acres or more in area) they are put there to be

taken by the pubHc, and the right of the public to have access

to the pond for the purpose of fishing is expressly provided for

thus: —

The fishery of a pond, the area of which is more than twenty acres,

shall be public, except as hereinafter provided; and all persons shall, for

the purpose of fishing, be allowed reasonable means of access thereto.

(Section 15, chapter 91, Revised Laws.)

This is as it should be. The fish are reared at public expense,

and are public property. But the situation is otherwise with

regard to the State-raised fish planted in streams. To be sure,

there is a law w^hich reads :
—

No person, corporation or association shall be provided by the common-
wealth with trout or trout spawn to stock waters owned or leased by him

or them or under his or their control unless he or they first agree in WTiting

with the commissioners on fisheries and game that such waters so stocked

shall be free for the public to fish in during the season in which the taking

of trout is permitted by law. (Section 65, chapter 91, Revised Laws.)

This at first sight appears to safeguard the rights of the pub-

lic in trout planted by the State; but as a matter of fact, the

law carries no penalty, and there is absolutely nothing, except

his personal honor, which prevents the riparian owner on a

stream, who has received fish from the State, from posting the

land against trespass. If he owns the land on both sides he can

post the stream and keep the public out, and enjoy the benefit

of all the stocking; or he may even lease the privileges of fishing

and derive a revenue.

But even if the owner on the stream at the point where fish

were planted most faithfully lives up to his promise (and the

question arises, too, for how many years that promise is bind-

ing) the other owners on the stream are in no way whatever

bound to refrain from closing their land to the public. The need

for legislation on this point is not even open to argument, and in

another part of this report the Board has a recommendation

covering this point.
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Questions have been raised from time to time as to the

method of procedure to be followed to secure the right of way to

great ponds to which the law specifies the public is entitled, in

cases where the pond is entirely surrounded by land of private

riparian proprietors. The question was laid before the Attor-

ney-General, and his opinion, rendered in December of 1916, will

be of interest in this connection :

—

Department of the Attotiney-General,
Boston, Doc. 11, 1916.

Commissioners on Fisheries and Game, State House.

Gentlemen:— I beg to acknowledge your favor of Oct. 24, 1916.. in

which you ask me the following question :
—

In case all the land around a great pond of the Commonwealth is bought up,

and is posted against trespass by the land owners, is there any provision of law

whereby a right of way to this pond can be established for the benefit of the public?

The earliest reference to great ponds.is found in the Body of Liberties,

adopted in 1641 by the Massachusetts Bay Colony, and is as follows:—

Every inhabitant that is an howse holder shall have free fishing and fowling in

any great ponds . . . within the presincts of the towne where they dwell, unlesse

the free men of the same towne or the Generall Court have otherwise appropriated

them, provided that this shall not be extended to give leave to any man to come
upon others proprietie without there leave. (Body of Liberties, § 16.)

This, it will be observed, gave no right to cross the land of others except

by their leave.

The amendments which concerned the sixteenth section, as they appear

in the edition of the colony laws of 1660 and in the Ancient Charters, 148,

were quite material, and were adopted in 1649. Great ponds are defined

to be those containing more than 10 acres of land, and it is provided that

no town shall appropriate any great pond to any particular person or per-

sons. Section 4 is as follows :
—

And for gieat ponds, lying in common, though within the bounds of some town,

it shall be free for any man to fish and fowl there, and may pass and repass on foot

through any man's propriety for that end, so they trespass not upon any man's

corn or meadow.

The effect of the provision which has been referred to in the Body of

Liberties and its amendments was to reserve the great ponds for the pub-

lic use. (West Roxbury v. Stoddard, 7 Allen, 158; Commonwealth v. Rox-

bury, 9 Gray, 451.)

It is apparent that the Legislature has not deemed it necessary to change

the definition of great ponds in this Commonwealth since they were de-
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fined in the Body of Liberties, as amended in 1649, as |X)nds containing

more than 10 acres of land. This is e\'ident from R. L., c. 96, § 27, which

provides:—

The provisions of this chapter relative to great ponds shall apply only to ponds
which contain in their natural state more than ten acres of land, and shall be sub-

ject to any rights in such ponds which have been granted by the commonwealth.

This right of persons to have access to great ponds is further emphasized

by the provisions of chapter 91 of the Revised Laws, which pro\ides in

section 15 that —

The fisherj^ of a pond, the area of which is more than twenty acres, shall be public,

except as hereinafter proWded; and all persons shall, for the purpose of fishing, be

allowed reasonable means of access thereto.

R. L., c. 91, §§ 23, 24 and 25, provide as follows:—

Sbction 23. The riparian proprietors of any pond, the area of which is not

more than twenty acres, and the proprietors of any pond or parts of a pond created

by artificial flowing shall have exclusive control of the fisheries therein.

Section 24. A pond which is not more than twenty acres in area and is bounded
in part by land belonging to a town or county shall become the exclusive property

of the indiWdual proprietors as to the fisheries therein only upon payment to the

town treasurer, county commissioners or treasurer and receiver general of a just

compensation for their respective rights therein, to be determined by three persons,

one of whom shall be a riparian proprietor of said pond, one the chairman of the

board of selectmen, if the rights of a town are in question, or of the county commis-

sioners, if the rights of a county or of the commonwealth are in question, and one

to be appointed by the commissioners on fisheries and game.

Section 25. Whoever, without the written consent of the proprietor or lessee

of a natural pond, the area of which is not more than twenty acres, or of an arti-

ficial pond of any size, in which fish are lawfully cultivated or maintained, takes

any fish therefrom, shall forfeit not more than twenty-five dollars for each offence.

The effect of the foregoing sections is to cut qff the right of the public

to fish in great ponds of less than 20 acres in area, where the pond is en-

tirely surrounded by land of private riparian proprietors, and also in

ponds of less than 20 acres, where the pond is entirely surrounded by pri-

vate riparian owners and la^nd belonging to to^NTis or counties, when com-

pensation has been paid in accordance with the pro\'isions of section 24.

These provisions in no way affect the rights of the public in relation to

ponds in excess of 20 acres in area.

Thus it is evident that, in the absence of some common land or public

way, the public would in many cases be deprived of the benefit of the

public reservation unless the public was enabled to gain access to the pond

over land of private individuals without being deemed guilty of trespass.

In Slater v. Gunn, 170 Mass. 509, at page 514, the court seems to con-

strue that part of the colonial ordinance of 1649 providing that any man
should be free to "pass and repass on foot through any man's propriety

for that end, so they trespass not upon any man's corn or meadow," as
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limiting the ri#it to passing and repassing to unimproved and unenclosed

lands lying on the ponds.

It is to be observed, however, that the Legislature, by the provisions

of sections 14 and 15 of chapter 91 of the Revised Laws, has provided that

the Commissioners on Fisheries and Game, in the discharge of their duties,

may enter upon and pass through or over private property, and that all

persons shall be allowed reasonable means of access to great ponds of

more than 20 acres for the purpose of fishing, without rendering themselves

liable as trespassers.

Accordingly, I am of the opinion that no permanent right of way can

be established to a great pond for the benefit of the public except by

prescription or action on the part of public authorities. However, in my
judgment fishermen, hunters and possibly others may pass over unculti-

vated and unenclosed land bordering on a great pond which is posted

against trespass, provided there is no other reasonable means of access

thereto, without being deemed guilty of trespass.

I am also of the opinion that, under the provisions of sections 14 and

15 of chapter 91 of the Revised Laws, where there is no other reasonable

means of access to great ponds of more than 20 acres persons may in a

reasonable manner pass over the land of proprietors bordering on great

ponds of more than 20 acres in area, for the purpose of gaining access to

such ponds for fishing, without rendering themselves liable as trespassers.

It is my view that under the provisions of these sections passing over

cultivated land is not reasonable when access can be obtained over un-

cultivated or unenclosed land.

It is to be noted that where the ponds are of less than 20 acres in area,

and are entirely surrounded by land of private proprietors bordering

thereon, the right to pass and repass over land of these proprietors for the

purpose of fishing does not exist, for the reason that the right to fish in the

ponds is exclusively in the proprietors.

Very truly yours,

Henky C. Attwill,

Attorney-General.

Objective and Methods in stocking State Waters.

The main object in stocking our lakes and streams with fish

is to furnish sport for the anglers, and at the same time give

them fish of good food value.

After many years of effort on the part of various State fish

commissions and the national government certain facts have

been established and much valuable information acquired as to

methods of rearing and planting certain species of fish. But far

too little attention has been given to ascertaining the results of

planting the fish which had been successfully raised, and the

reasons for success or failure of stocking operations. Instead,
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fish have been put into certain waters year after year without

results. How often an old fisherman will be heard to say, "Our
commissioners stocked Lake So-and-So several times with land-

locked salmon, but no one has ever caught a salmon." The
same is true of white perch, wall-eyed pike and all species of

trout. It is common to hear such remarks in all sections of the

country.

There are several points to be considered when attempting to

discover why fish failed to live and grow up in certain waters, —
for instance, whether the waters in which the fish were planted

contained suflScient food for the fish; whether the fish were

large enough to protect themselves; whether they were properly

planted, and at the right season of the year; and whether the

temperature of the water was suited to the species introduced.

So much is known nowadays in regard to fish-cultural work

that no excuse remains for the mistakes that are being made
year in and year out.

With proper equipment (the most essential part of which is

plenty of good water) trout, salmon, bass and perch can, at a

reasonable expense, be raised to a size from which, under right

conditions, the larger portion should grow to maturity. A care-

ful study will often reveal the conditions in the waters that are

to be stocked. Unless these conditions are understood and the

proper kind of fish put into the waters in question it were far

better not to go to the expense of raising fish at all. To raise

them and liberate them at a season when they will inevitably be

destroyed at once by other fish is a misdirected effort. For in-

stance, to plant 2-inch salmon in a lake during July and August,

when the lake is fairly alive with bass and sunfish, is merely to

furnish food for these other fish, and is a waste of time and

money. In stocking our lakes with salmon we plant the fish

late in the fall, after the bass have stopped feeding, and thereby

give thp young salmon which have been hand-fed a chance to

revert to their natural wild habits before the following season.

The reason often given by fish culturists for not raising fish

to a large size is that of an insuflScient water supply at the

hatcheries, and so the tiny fish have to be liberated before they

can protect themselves. When this is the case steps should be

taken to provide additional facilities, where fish can be reared

as well as hatched. Most States have ample facilities to-day
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for hatching fish, but limited room for rearing them. In this State

this diflSculty is being overcome by the building of rearing sta-

tions which are operated from April until October, and the

deciding factor is a large supply of such water as is shown from

tests to be suitable for the kind of fish to be reared.

Nearly all leading fish culturists to-day believe that better

results are obtained from planting good-sized fish than from the

old method of stocking with fry. As a rule those who advocate

the latter method are not in a position to do otherwise. Our

experience in this State has been that applicants demand the

larger fish, and are unwilling to spend their time planting small

fry. It is the pohcy of the Board to raise all the fingerlings

that our facilities will permit, and to continue to extend the

system of rearing stations.

Food Supply in Lakes and Streams.

A careful study of many of the lakes and streams of the State

has convinced the Commissioners that some of the waters are

almost devoid of small crustaceans and other food suitable to

feed the fish that are being raised at the State hatcheries and

distributed throughout the State. Many of our best trout

streams and bass lakes are full of small fish which never grow

to any size, but seem to be stunted and underfed. The Com-
missioners realize that if they are to achieve satisfactory results

from the fish-cultural work they are doing, the fish which are

being distributed must have an abundance of tempting food

upon which to feed and grow rapidly. With this idea in mind

large numbers of landlocked smelt have been distributed in

various lakes throughout the State during the past few years.

Two years ago a stock of crawfish {Camhanis) was sent to the

State hatchery at Palmer and planted in the bass ponds, where

they have increased rapidly and will now be distributed to such

waters as need them. Recently a supply of Caledonia fresh-

water shrimp (Gammarus) was sent to Palmer where they will

be permitted to multiply, with the end in view of furnishing

stock for the lakes and streams. Both the crawfish and shrimp

are prolific breeders. They live on both animal and vegetable

matter, and are an excellent food for fishes, — crawfish for bass

and perch, and shrimp for brook trout and rainbow trout.
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We find many ponds where white perch abound in large num-
bers but of quite small size, seldom exceeding 6 or 8 inches.

The same is true of black bass and yellow perch. The water is

-uited to them, but there is a lack of food. These same fish,

when transferred to other ponds, grow rapidly, reaching a

weight over 2 pounds, which fact shows that it is a lack of

suitable food which stunts the fish. Attention is being given

to these conditions, and it is hoped that they can be corrected

in a measure.

Many of the streams in the western counties are alive with

small brook trout which grow to a length of 5 or 6 inches and

then stop. \Ye believe that if suitable food could be introduced

into these streams the fish would grow to a much larger size,

and it is with this purpose in mind that we are breeding the

-hrimp. The experiment will be tried in a few brooks, with the

idea of introducing them extensively throughout the State if

the results are satisfactory.

Regarding the value of fresh-water shrimp for trout food,

Needham and Lloyd, in "The Life on Inland Waters," says: —

It is a favorite food for most fishes. Its value has long been recognized

by fishermen; on account of its abundance in an excellent trout stream

at Caledonia, N. Y., it has been locaUy known as the Caledonia shrimp.

Bateman and Bennett in their book on aquaria say: —

Fresh-water shrimp are most useful, for not only are they excellent

scavengers, but they also in their own bodies supply trout and other fish

with the yery best foods.

In Armistead's book on trout waters we find the statement

that the "most useful of all foods" for trout is the fresh-water

shrimp.

Dr. C. H. Townsend, Director of the New York Aquarium,

says: —

The shrimp eat both vegetable and animal substances, fresh and decay-

ing vegetation, dead snails, etc.

Dr. H. F. Moore, Deputy L'nited States Fish Commissioner,

referring to the Gammarus says: **It is excellent trout food."
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For salmon landlocked smelts are the ideal food; in fact,

they seem to be essential for the subsistence of salmon, and all

lakes that produce good salmon fishing require a proper supply

of smelt. Dr. W. C. Kendall, in one of his government reports,

says :
—

This salmon subsists on insects and fishes, particularly on smelts. In

fact, in its native waters its existence seemed to depeod in some way upon

the presence of smelts, and in other waters it thrives only where smelt has

been introduced.

We have found that it is possible to transfer adult smelts

from one lake to another during their spawning season, making

the shipments in cans in the same manner trout are handled.

Adult salt-water smelt, however, cannot be transported success-

fully. Each year since 1915 we have been transferring numbers

of landlocked smelt from Onota Lake, Pittsfield. Eyed eggs

have also been shipped from the same place. The smelt run up

the Parker Brook to spawn, and oftentimes will deposit the

spawn on the bottom of this brook to the depth of an inch.

The development of the spaw^n is followed until the eggs are

eyed out, after which it is packed in baskets covered with moss

to retain the moisture. At this stage the eggs can be safely

handled. They are very small, about 544,000 to the quart.

Screens.

We are more than ever convinced that if good fishing is to be

established in our lakes it is necessarv to see to it that the lakes

are first screened at the outlets.

As a practical illustration wx have been following conditions

at Big Pond, Otis, a lake of some 300 acres, and as fine a

body of water as there is in western Massachusetts. This pond

has been stocked with white perch each year for the past five

years w^ithout any results. At the same time, w^hite perch have

been caught down in the Farmington River in Connecticut,

into which the water of this pond empties. During 1917 one of

the Commissioners visited Big Pond and advised the installa-

tion of a screen. This was done by the Westfield Camping

Club, who own property around the pond.

On May 6 of this year 900 white perch 4 to 6 inches long
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were planted in Big Pond, being liberated along the shores.

When two of our deputies visited the pond on jVIay 25 to see if

the screens were in proper condition they found the stream

above the screen alive with white perch, doubtless those planted

that month. Regarding this, one of the deputies reports in a

letter of May 25: —

While at the screen Deputy Monahan, Mr. Niles and myself saw hun-

dreds of white perch trying to make their escape, water boiling, fish throw-

ing themselves from water against screen, some falling back stunned. We
will never forget the sight.

This screen is nearly half a mile down the creek from the

main part of the lake, and the incident shows that the natural

instinct of these perch was to go down stream to salt water,

as all those previously liberated had done.

There seems to be a period each season when the fish are

prompted to migrate back into the ocean, and they will do so

unless they are prevented by a screen or natural barrier. Un-

less the fish can be held in a lake it is a waste of time and

money to plant them.

All screens must be located at a point where they can be

reached easily, and must be kept free from debris. It takes

but a short time for enough rubbish to collect in front of a screen

to stop the flow of water, and oftentimes to cause trouble below.

Some one must be in charge to see that 'the screen is looked

after, for leaves, grass and small sticks are constantly floating

down, and, while they are not generally noticed, soon form a

mass against the screen which stops the flow of water, but

which can readily be removed with an iron rake.

We have noticed adult fish drifting downstream, tail first,

until they strike the iron bars that form the screen, and seen

them dart forward. Very few fish of 6 inches in length will go

through a screen.

An investigation has been made of lakes and ponds that

have been stocked by us during the past eight years with

white perch, and it shows that where the fish have done well

there is either a screen or a natural barrier at the outlet. Sal-

mon, rainbow trout and black bass, as well as white perch re-

quire a screen.
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In most instances it is not an ex]>ensive matter to install a

suitable screen if done during the j>eriod of low water, and

wherever this has been done it is a fact that the fishing has

greatly improved. Many of our lakes have outlets that empty

into streams through which no fish could ever get back if they

once went down, so that if the fish once escape from the lakes

they will not come back, but have gone forever.

This year Mr. Ralph S. Bauer of hynn has bmlt and installed

at hi§ own expense a screen at Lake Attitash, in the town of

Amesbury.

Leasing Great Poxds.

During the past year the Board, under authority of special

acts, has leased the fishing rights in three of the great jwnds of

the Commonwealth, as follows: —
Ch'ster Pond, Dukes County, under chapter 193, General

Acts of 1916, for a term of two years from April 1, 1918, at a

rental of $50 per year.

Chilmark Pond, Dukes County, under chapter 81, Acts of

1896, for a term of two years from March 1, 1918, at S7o per

year.

Tisbury Great Pond, Dukes County, under chapter 529, Acts

of 1910, for a term of two years from Jan. 1, 1918, at a yearly

rental of $125.

The acts under which these fishing rights are leased state that

the p)onds are leased "for the pur|X)se of cultivating useful

fishes." At first thought it might apj>ear that to pyermit the

removal of fish from a pond would be a questionable means of

cultivating fishes, but a study of the method will make the mat-

ter clear. First it may be explained that the ponds on the

island of Marthas Vineyard are of an entirely different t\-pe

from the ponds found on the mainland, except on Caj>e Cod

shores. The general characteristics of the p>onds on the Vine-

yard are practically identical. These bodies of water were

originally arms of the sea; but by the gradual shifting of the

sand they have closed in imtil but a small passage or none

remains to connect them with the ocean. A severe storm from

the right quarter will close even this passage, making the pond

completely landlocked unless communication with the ocean is

restored by digging out the passage. In the course of time
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these bodies of water have been transformed into fresh-water

or brackish ponds, since in their landlocked state they are fed

{Hincipally by surface drainage and the spring freshets. In

some cases, where the pond is separated from the ocean only by
a narrow bar. the sea washes in during \-iolent storms. White

perch, eels, alewives and yellow perch thrive in these ponds, to

which these species of fish come in the spring for the purpose of

spawning. But unless the passageways into the ponds are kept

open the fish cannot gain access to the ^pawning beds and

will spawn elsewhere, and the resulting jnt^ny, following their

instinct to return to the place of their birth, will not return to

these ponds to the detriment of the fisher>\ which will be de-

stroyed in a short time unless the fish are allowed to enter each

year.

The fish multiply rapidly in these bodies of water, to such an

extent, even, that it is desirable to reduce the numbers by per-

mitting their capture, under proper conditions, for commercial

purposes. By special acts of the Legislature from time to time

authority b given the Fish and Game Commission to lease, in

their discretion, the fishing rights in certain ponds to parties

who may apply for the jwivilege, in return for a yearly rental

for such use of the pcmds. This rental is paid into the genmJ
funds of the Commonwealth, and not for the use of the Fish and

Game Department. In granting this sort of lease the Commis-

sioners stipulate that the lessees, in consideration of being

granted the right to remove fish from the ponds, shall do cer-

tain specified things for the benefit of the fishery-.

In the eariy da\"s of the Commission it was the practice to

lease the fishing rights in the great ponds all over the State.

The lessees, with an eye to nothing but present gain, fished the

ponds to the point of depletion, so much so that to this day,

in spite <rf years of stocking, the former conditions have not

been restored. After the disastrous effects of this practice were

recognized, the policy of promiscuously leasing State ponds was

abandoned, but the mischief had already been done. These

leases were made under section 9, chapter Acts of lSd9,

by which the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries were empow-

ered to lease any great pond exceeding 20 acres in area "for

the purpose of cultivating useful fishes, for such periods <rf time
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and under such terms and conditions as shall seem to said Com-
missioners most for the public good." The annual reports of

the Commission show that during the fifteen years that this

law remained in force 142 ponds were leased, located in all

parts of the State from Berkshire to Cape Cod, for periods

varying from five to twenty years. In 1885 chapter 109 took

away the authority of the Commission to lease ponds in their

discretion, and thereafter a special act of the Legislature was

required for leasing a pond. At the time of the repeal of the

act there were still in effect 106 leases, covering 133 great

ponds.

It is the policy of the present Board to go very slowly and

conservatively in the matter of leasing State ponds, and in no

case would they consider such action except in such ponds as

those on Marthas Vineyard, in which fish life can be renewed

yearly by connection with the sea. The ponds which have been

leased this year, however, are in a class by themselves, and the

effects of leasing the fishing rights here are in no way to be

compared with the effects of similar action in regard to ponds

on the mainland. Not only can the stock be renewed by the

simple device of admitting adult fish from the sea, but they

prove j>eculiarly suitable for breeding ponds. Their capacity

for producing fish life, in spite of heavy seining, appears to

be unlimited. Our salvage operations this year in Tashmoo

Pond on Marthas Vineyard (another pond of this t^'pe) showed

an unlimited number of small white pverch, which, when opened,

were found to be full of spawn. Evidently the fish breed so

fast in the pond that the amount of feed is insufficient to

satisfy the whole population, and enough is secured only for a

bare existence, but nothing for growth. Removal of a part of

the fish, either the small ones for stocking purposes, or the

larger ones for commercial purposes, will prove a benefit to the

pond by leaving a greater amount of food to each fish remain-

ing. In a word, these brackish pK)nds may be considered as

nursery ponds from which the large fish may be removed for a

period of years, with, the assurance that a judicious cessation

of fishing at intervals will restore a normal fish population.

These pK)nds thus handled can be made to contribute a sub-

stantially increased ^ield of valuable food. The Commissioners

are constantly on the alert to co-operate with the different
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interests in the State which may from time to time disclose to

them additional opportunities to create fisheries.

The Board is of the opinion that there is still a large unde-

veloped field for work in connecting bodies of fresh water with

the sea, and the gradual establishment of fisheries in these

ponds.

In leasing Ch'ster, Chilmark and Tisbury Great Ponds all' the

known riparian proprietors and no others were given an oppor-

tunity to become lessees. The Board endeavored to present,

in each lease, a plan for operating the respective fisheries on a

business basis, such as would enable the Board to keep in close

touch with the work, and likewise pro\'ide the machinery for

effective operation of the fisheries on the part of the lessees.

The plan aims to place the resf)onsibility on some one person,

chosen from among the lessees, for the proper conduct of the

business, and to proWde an equitable apportionment of the net

proceeds from the enterprise. Among the pro^'isions are the fol-

lowing: There shall be as many "rights" among the lessees as

there are rods of shore line around the pK)nd, each lessee to have

such number of rights as his holdings bear to the whole shore

line. The net proceeds of the fisheries to be apportioned among

the lessees in proportion to the number of rights held by them. A
treasurer, to be chosen within thirty days from among the

lessees, shall be charged with the duty of keeping records of

operations under the lease; making a monthly statement to the

Board and the lessees showing quantities and kinds of fish

caught daUy, prices at which sold, or how disposed of otherwise;

number of fish placed in the pond; and once a year to distrib-

ute the proceeds of the fishery among the lessees. The lessees,

by opening the pond to the sea at the proper time, shall each

year substantially stock the pond with any one of the following

species: shad, white perch, pike perch, alewives or smelt. The

pond to be opened to the sea as often and kept open as long

as the lessees deem ad\'isable for the benefit of the fisheries, and

at such other times as this Board shall direct in writing. (This

proWsion was for the purpose of insuring an annual renewal of

the fish in the pond.)

It was further pro\-ided that between October 1 and Decem-

ber 31 no gear on or near the shores of the pond shall be pulled

or removed except between 1 p.m. and midnight; and no pur-
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suits shall be engaged in on the shores of the pond which would

directly or indirectly interfere with the shooting of wild fowl.

Fishing in Squibnocket Pond. — Four permits to take fish

from Squibnocket Pond in Gay Head and Chilmark, by use of

a seine, were granted this year under chapter 124, Special Acts

of 1917, under date of April 10, 1918, expiring Oct. 1, 1918.

The holders were: John D. Bassett, Chilmark; Marshall W.
Norton, Chilmark; Lorenzo D. Jeffers, Gay Head; Arthur H.

Vanderhoop, Gay Head.

Squibnocket Pond is one of the characteristic ponds of Mar-

thas Vineyard, well stocked with alewives, white perch and

eels. The permits were so drawn as to require a report to the

Board of the fish taken, and contained provisions giving the

Board full control of the situation at all times.

The returns from the fishing were very small, and when re-

quests for the renewal of these permits were received in October

the enterprise did not appear sufficiently successful to warrant

the Board in renewing the permits or issuing new ones.
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THE MARINE FISHERIES OF THE STATE.

The Story of the Year.

The story of the marine fisheries of the Commonwealth for

the year 1918 is marked by three high points which stand out

as distinctively to those engaged in the fishing industry of the

State as do prominent elevations on shore to the weary mariner

making a landfall. These are increased catch, unrivaled prices

and most unusual demand for the fresh and salted product. It

may well be said that if any fish year is to be noteworthy in the

success line, these are the three points which would naturally raise

their heads above all others. There have been years, not too

far back, when the story of small catches, inadequate prices and

light demand left the fishing industry in a deplorable state, but

1918 will go down in fisheries history as one eminently success-

ful to every one engaged therein, be he fisherman, producer or

shipper.

It can safely be argued that the ultimate consumer has had to

pay more for the products of the seas than ever before, but if that

is so it can be as safely argued that never before in all the history

of the fisheries did everything that entered into the cost of fish

production and preparation reach such a height above the aver-

age expense horizon. However, it is not the province of this

report to delve deeply into the high cost of living, but merely

to relate the year's story of what has been caught and marketed,

and to show thereby that the fisheries of the Old Ba}' State are

not going into a decline, but, on the contrary, are increasing as

the result of increased endeavor of those engaged in the effort

to cope with and meet as far as possible the insistent, growing

demand from all over the country for more fish, — more Mas-

sachusetts fish.

To others is left the work of showing whether or not prices,

either to fishermen or to dealers or the public, are out of just

proportion with the natural war-inflated figures for each and

every commodity of food and clothing, and every pleasure.

This part is evidently in able hands, and on this the courts and

the Legislature will probably some time in 1910 render their

decision. In the meantime it may not be out of place, and also
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may prove interesting to the people of the State, to have pre-

sented something of the physical facts, if the term may be so

used, of the fishing season of the present year, and in that may
be found something not generally known and of advantage to

all concerned. It may be well to here recount how, under

severe diflficulties and with patriotic intent, the fishermen and

the producing and shipping firms have vied with each other in

producing more fish to fill the gap on our tables caused by the

sending across to our fighting men and our Allies of a plentiful

supply of beef and wheat products, and how, when the fish

shortage was stringent over there, they even went so far as to

jump into the breach and provide those over there with some-

thing like 15,000,000 pounds of fish in one order alone.

No calling to-day is more hazardous than that of the fisher-

man, and certainly none surrounded with more discomforts.

Little do we realize, when on our table is placed to our order

the delicious mackerel, the savory cod, the delectable haddie,

and other marine-secured dishes, the effort made, the hardship

and the dangers undergone and cheerfully faced, that these

fish may be caught; or the skilled labor which enters into the

preparation, that we may have them and enjoy them "just

right" and "just as they should be." When these facts are

more widely and more clearly understood, then will the public

mind be disabused of the fallacy that it does not cost anj-thing

to catch fish; that all you have to do is to go out and get them,

and that they feed themselves. True, they do feed themselves

when left to themselves, but to catch them the hook has to be

skilfully baited with other fish which have to be paid for at a

high figure, for fish do not bite unbaited hooks.

The fish you eat may have been secured at the cost of men's

lives; daring men born to the sea, and yet skilled as they are,

and weatherwise, they are no more able to cope with the ocean in

her ugliest moods than is a Kansas farmer with a cyclone. The

fisherman, however, has no cellar of refuge to run to, but must

stand like the soldier in the trench and take what comes. And
so, in the face of much that would discourage the ordinary man
of business or land pursuits, it is to their great and lasting credit

that with a depleted fleet they are able to stand up and say,

"Last year you asked us to do our best, and despite the de-
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pleted fleet, the figures of 191G were practically equaled. This

year you asked us to increase our eft'orts anrl our catch, and

again we have responded to your bidding, outstripping; our

records for 1917 despite all handicaps."

VoT the ordinary dangers of the sea were not the only thing

these fishermen and these vessel owners had to contend with.

While we were sleeping safely at home or attending to our shore

duties, as the case might be, and incidentally enjoying all the

delights of a summer along shore or among the wooded hills

and mountains, these men risked not only their lives and their

crafts to the whim of the elements, but also faced, unterrified, the

German menace of the U-boat, and unconcernedly plied their

calling from Newfoundland to Barnegat with but one object in

view, — to produce more fish. It is a matter of history now
that the U-boat was not a '*wolf" cry, for the Hun ''tin fish"

did come, and it went, leaving in its wake a trail of sunken

fishing craft from Cape Cod to St. Pierre bank, and incidentally

left on the broad ocean, in whatever sort of weather happened

to prevail at the time, something like 250 fishermen in their

little dories, anywhere from 30 to 100 miles from land, to take

their chances of reaching shore. Xo less than 14 Massachusetts

fishing vessels fell prey to the U-boat raid on our fishing banks,

— 14 splendid, producing crafts taken from the fish supply

fleet; and that all the crews were able to reach land in safety

is to the praise of Him who rules the waves, and not to the in-

terest of German Kultur in their welfare.

On the shore end the vessel owners and the shippers have

had to meet increased costs in every direction with reduced

help because of the number of their workers who responded to

the call to the Colors. Despite this they rallied well to the

country-wide call of "We want more fish," and as the curtain

rings down on the fish season of 1918 they can look back and

feel that their efforts were not in vain, and that of all the

States in the Union the Commonwealth of ^Massachusetts was,

as usual, first, — ahead of all others in increasing the fish supply

of the nation, and in preparing and practically laying fish on

the table of the consumers throughout the land.

The cold figures of the increased catch are reserved for an-

other part of this report, but it is safe to predict that with the
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renewed courage of the fishermen, the increased demand all

over the country for Massachusetts fish, the building of more

fishing schooners, and the marked increase in the steam otter

trawling fleet, together with the return of a considerable num-

ber of these latter w^hich have been loaned to the government

for war purposes, the fish catch of the Commonwealth at her

great ports of Boston, Gloucester and Provincetown is but

beginning an increase which will grow with the years. One of

the wisest heads in the business said two years ago that the

fish business in the State was but in its infancy. It looks as

though he were endowed with prophetic vision, and that the

industry, which is the oldest in the Commonwealth, and in the

past beset with more dangers and loss of life, is now on a firm

foundation, and w^ill before many years take its rightful place

alongside of agriculture as a still larger producer of food and

wealth.

Scientists' Aid for Better Fish.

For a long time the salt-fish shippers of Gloucester have

realized that there were some things connected with the prepa-

ration of fish that might well invite the attention of scientific

men, with benefit to themselves as well as the consuming public,

and improve the fish product; consequently they were much

pleased when the United States Bureau of Fisheries and the

Bureau of Chemistry decided to conduct experiments at that

port. A laboratory was fitted up in a building at the George

H. Perkins & Son branch of the Gorton-Pew Fisheries Com-

pany, and the officials came and began their experiments.

The plan was one of the Bureau of Chemistry and the Bureau

of Fisheries on the problems of preparation and preservation

of fishery products for food, and the work was begun in the

early summer by Dr. F. C. Weber of the Bureau of Chemistry,

and Drs. G. G. Scott and W. W. Browne of the College of the

City of New York, temporary assistants of the Bureau of

Fisheries.

Dr. Weber is working on the canning of frozen fish, and on

the problems connected with the canning of grayfish and general

fish drying.

Dr. Browne is studying the bacteriology of the reddening of

salt codfish and methods of preventing it; and also the autoly-
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sis of fish meat, mention of which was made in the May number

of the "Fisheries Service Bulletin."

Dr. Scott is working on methods of drying in hot-air driers

without salt. He has already obtained promising results with

the whiting. The fresh fish is steamed at 240*^ F. for ten min-

utes, then flaked on muslin, and dried for several hours in a

commercial drier.

The scientists entered upon their labors with zeal, and were

still at work on November 30, to which date this report is made.

Their reports will be of the utmost importance to all connected

with the salt-fish industry as well as the fish-eating public, and

are eagerly awaited.

In connection with the work which these learned gentlemen

are conducting at Gloucester, it is interesting to note some of

the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Donald K. Tressler on the

problems of salting fish, this gentleman working under the im-

mediate direction of Dr. E. V. McCollum of the Johns Hop-

kins Medical School.

In speaking of the work of Dr. Tressler, the " Fisheries Serv-

ice Bulletin," an oflBcial publication, says: —
Significant results in the preliminar}' chemical investigation have al-

ready been attained. It has been found that the impurities in salt, even

in small quantities, have a marked effect on the process of salting and on

the quahty of the salted product.

Sodium chloride (common salt) penetrates the fish verj' rapidly and

completely. A small amount of calcium chloride added to the pure brine

retards the penetration; magnesium chloride retards it even more, and

sodium sulphate retards most of all. The chlorides of calcium and mag-

nesium and sulphate of sodium are common, almost constant, impurities

in salt, and it can readily be seen how they may adversely affect the proper

preservation of fish in hot weather by prolonging the time of penetration

of the fish by brine.

These impurities also have a marked influence on the quality of the

fish. Pure salt produces a soft article, with a brownish or gra>-ish meat;

small amounts of the impurities give a much firmer fish, magnesium

chloride being most active and in addition keeping the skin bright; small

amounts of calcium chloride render the fish hard, larger amounts make

the skin loose and slimy. Calcium chloride produces white meat and

magnesium chloride is particularly effective in this regard.

It may be thus seen that once the effects of these impurities are known,

it may be possible not only to bring about a more rapid and complete

brining of fish, but to produce at will a salt fish possessing almost any

desired degree of hardness and whiteness.
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As the research work which Dr. Tressler has been conducting

at Baltimore is so closely related to experiments being made at

Gloucester, it is expected that he will visit the laboratory at

Gloucester before the research work there is completed.

No Dogfish canned this Year.

It will doubtless be a surprise to many throughout the coun-

try to learn that no dogfish were canned for food consumption

on the Atlantic coast this year. This statement no doubt will

give those who from the start have strenuously derided the

idea of dogfish as a fish food commodity, and insisted that it

was fit only for oil or fertilizer, an opportunity to say, " I told

you so;" but as a matter of fact, dogfish are good eating and

may be eaten in the future. Like many other new foods put on

the market some little "out" has been found with the canned

dogfish which scientists and workers skilled in fish preparation

believe will be remedied in time, and accordingly are now at

work upon the problem.

Canned dogfish were first put on the market in the latter

part of 1916, and then a little over 200,000 pounds were pre-

pared and offered to the public, meeting with a ready sale and

a clamor for more. Last year the landings at Gloucester were

a little over 1,500,000 pounds, and by November fully 20,000

cases of 48 cans each had left first hands, and there were prac-

tically none left on the market.

But in the following months trouble presented itself, in that

after the grayfish had been canned a considerable period there

was a formation of ammonia gas in the cans which rendered

the product unpleasant and unappetizing to the taste. This

did not always occur, but was noticed when the goods became

old. The concern which canned and marketed practically the

whole of this product on the Atlantic coast naturally was soon

made aware of this defect, and after investigation decided it

unwise to put any more canned dogfish on the market until the

difficulty had been overcome.

In this juncture the concern invoked the aid of the Bureau

of Fisheries, which was largely instrumental in first having

grayfish placed on the market as a cheap fish food commodity,

and aided greatly in advertising it throughout the country.
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The Bureau, as always when there is work to do for the better-

ment of fishing or fish food supply, promptly took up the

matter, and its scientific men have been for some months en-

gaged with the problem of eliminating the trouble. The
Bureau of Fisheries, as well as the firm in (question, has great

faith in the merit of grax-fish as a fish food product, not only

canned but in other forms, and it would not be at all surprising

if they met with success in their researches, and that again later

we shall find grayfish on the market in an attractive, palatable

form. Many of the leading fish men feel in sympathy with the

gra\'fish movement, and believe that its absence from the mar-

ket at this time is simply a lapse previous to its reappearance.

In this connection it is interesting to note that the vessels

which land tilefish at the New York market are selling a con-

siderable quantity of dogfish fresh, and reports from there in-

dicate that the amount of the sales has increased quite con-

siderably over last year.

Run of Small Atlantic Salmon.

During November and the early part of December of 1917

crews of the mackerel netting fleet, who pursue night fishing in

Ipswich Bay and in the waters off Thatcher's Island, were sur-

prised to find in their nets small salmon, not in any large

quantity, but sometimes one in a net and sometimes as high as

a half dozen or a dozen. The occurrence was the cause of much

talk and conjecture among the fishermen as to where the fish

came from, and many and varied were the opinions expressed.

The one most frequently advanced was that the fish were Pacific

or Chinook salmon which the Massachusetts Fish and Game
Commission had been liberating in the Shawsheen River, a

tributary of the Merrimack River, and which had gone to sea

and were now returning to that habitat, or were frequenting the

waters near the mouth of the river.

The fish taken (the number is not known, but it is felt that

the catch of the netting fleet must have been in the vicinity of

a thousand among all the boats for the fall mackerel netting

season) varied in size from 2 to nearly 5 pounds, the majority

running about 2^ and 3 pounds. Some of them found a ready

sale to the retail fish dealers of Gloucester, and were eagerly
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bought by the retail trade at 30 cents per pound. Some were

snapped up in small lots by enterprising fish buyers, shipped to

New York and sold at Fulton Fish Market. Many of the fish

were carried home by members of the crew for their own delecta-

tion, while others were given as a choice bit to friends of some

of the men on the crafts.

The attention of the Fish and Game Commission was called

to the unusual catch, and two samples were taken to the oflSce

of the Commission by one of the members. It very quickly

became evident that the conjecture of the fishermen that the

fish were Pacific salmon was erroneous, for the fact that the

anal fin showed but 9 rays, the inevitable distinguishing mark of

the Atlantic salmon, proved their identity beyond question.

The Pacific salmon have 14 or 16 rays in the anal fin. For the

guidance of the fishermen a large photograph of the Atlantic

and Pacific salmon was made on one sheet placed at one of the

principal landing firms with the distinguishing feature plainly

marked, so that in the future, if any Pacific salmon should be

taken, they could be easily recognized.

This fall, in November, the mackerel netters have been plying

their fishing in the same locality as last fall, and yet compara-

tively very few of the salmon have been taken, possibly not

over 150 in all, although some of those taken were quite large,

being fully 6 or 7 pounds in weight.

This spring, during May and June, salmon put in appearance

in the vicinity of Edgartown and Gay Head, the unusual number

taken being so great over recent years as to excite comment.

In regard to these catches the following letters from Capt. B. G.

Collins of Edgartown and Charles W. Vanderhoop of Gay Head

will concisely tell the story: —
Edgartown, June 29, 1918.

William C. Adams, Chairman, Massachusetts Fish and Game Commission.

My De.\k IVIr. Adams :— Yours of June 25 in regard to the salmon

caught in this locality received. As near as I can find out there were

about 75 in number taken by our boats this spring. About 15 were caught

in the spring of 1917, and for several years before that possiblj- 2 or 3 a

season. They seemed to run in small bunches, as 1 boat out of perhaps

25 or 30 would get from 4 or 5 to 11 in a night, the others not getting a

fish. Eleven were the most caught by a boat in a night. They were

caught wherever the boats fished, which was anj'where from 2 or 3 to
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25 to 30 miles from the south side of the island. They were all practically

of the same^size, weighing about 4 pounds each, and were the Atlantic

salmon. About a dozen were also taken in the traps at Menemsha Bight,

ranging from 2 to lOh pounds in weight.

Yours respectfully,

B. G. COLLLNS.

Gat Head, July 5, l"918.

William C. Adams, Chairman^ Massachusetts Fish and Game Commission.

Dear Sir: — Your letter is at hand, and will say in reply that on the

20th of ;May we caught two salmon weighing 35 pounds; May 28, three

salmon weighing 48 pounds; June 4, one salmon weighing 15 pounds.

Total number of pounds, 98. This is our catch as to salmon during the

spring fishing.

Ver>- truly yours,

ClLU^LES W. VaN'DERHOOP.

The Problem of the Preservatiox of the Lobster.

One of the most important and most perplexing problems

before this Commission, or the commission of any other New
England State with a marine water front, is that of the preser-

vation of the lobster, and the increase of this crustacean in

such numbers that it will be possible to say that the future of

the lobster and the industry is secure, and that the good old

days of plenty will return. That time has not arrived in this

State or in any other from Maine to Xew Jersey.

At the same time, it is felt that the case of the lobster is not

hopeless, and that some day, when a common law from the Bay

of Fundy to Barnegat can be agreed upon by the representatives

of the States between, then and not until then will the lobster

have a fair chance to come into its own. This is not sa\-ing

that the lobster is extinct in Massachusetts waters. On the

contrary, it can be happily stated that not only has there been

an increase in the catch of legal length lobsters noted during

the past two years, but careful inquiry among the lobstermen

shows that the past season they threw back into the water

more shorts" and egg-bearing lobsters than they have seen

for years.

In this latter statement will be seen some encouragement to be-

lieve that the lobster is gaining in our waters. Allowing that this

is so, it is due primarily to three reasons: (1) the fact that the
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lobstermen themselves have learned from bitter experience that

to kill the goose that lays the golden egg will not* only spell

ruin for their livelihood, but may bring about drastic legislative

action which may preclude their following the fishery for a

term of years, or for parts of each year; (2) the drastic cam-

paigns which the Commission through its deputies has been

waging the past few years against the lobster pirates, — those

men who catch and sell, or try to sell, in spite of the law,

short-length lobsters and "seeders" (for this year's work, see.

section on law enforcement); and (3) the unusually large num-

ber of shorts and seeders seized from Nova Scotia shipments

to Boston and distributed in the lobster areas of the Massachu-

setts coast in recent years. Worthy of note is the action of the

lobstermen themselves in urging and helping to secure the

passage of a bill of strict provisions for the licensing of all

lobstermen, and their action in forming associations with the

object in view of bringing about a stricter observance of the

laws by all. About 500 fishermen have thus organized from the

New Hampshire line to Scituate.

In August and September the deputy covering the North

Shore from Salem to Revere interviewed the lobstermen in his

district as to the results of the season. They were practically

unanimous in the statement that the catches had been unusu-

ally large, and that with the prevailing prices they had had a

remarkable season. The general belief among the fishermen

was that this has been due to the practice of putting back the

short lobsters. A lobsterman of Salem Willows on August 31

stated that his daily catch all through the season, up to a

week or ten days before, never went below 50 pounds. He had

60 traps out, and found between 50 and 100 shorts per day. A
Marblehead fisherman on the same date confirmed the story of

unusually large catches, and gave his catch as from 40 to 60

pounds per day. He stated, further, that the catch ran right

through the shedding season, which he considered most remark-

able, as a let-up is always to be expected at shedding time. A
wholesale and retail lobster dealer, who has been in the business

over twenty-five years, and handles the catches from Marble-

head, Salem, Beverly and Manchester into Gloucester, was inter-

viewed on September 20, and said that 1918 was one of the
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most remarkable years he had known, with lar^e catches and

good prices. The lowest i)rice was 25 cents per pound. A
fisherman of IVIarblehead, who fishes on what is known as the

breeding ground, reported that there have been days when he

threw back between 100 and 150 shorts from 50 traps. Another

man in one large haul caught nearly 80 pounds at a time when
lobsters were bringing over 30 cents per pound. Daily catches

of 50, 60 and 70 pounds were not uncommon around Marble-

head.

The deputy who has charge of the lobster work around Bos-

ton, including the inspection of Nova Scotia shipments coming

into the city, reports that he finds conditions as to these ship-

ments have changed from year to year in the nine ' years

during which he has had charge of the wholesale dealers and

receivers of lobsters in Boston. These lobsters are growing

smaller or are caught before they attain their full size.

The number caught and shipped from Nova Scotia has

decreased, and shippers are sending lobsters less than 9 inches

in length, the size required by our laws. All such small lobsters

are seized by the deputies and liberated. For storing the 37,000

shorts seized in 1917 the Commission was obliged to secure the

use of a lobster car from one of the dealers. This year a car

was built by the Commission and placed at South Boston Fish

Pier for the storage of short and seed lobsters until the time of

liberation. Twelve barrels were also built for transporting

shipments. During 1918 only about 8,000 short lobsters were

seized in packages from Nova Scotia. These were liberated in

State waters. The small number taken is partly due to war

conditions and the fact that but one boat per week arrived

from Nova Scotia. Later in the season all boats were taken

from the Eastern Steamship Company for war work, making it

necessary to use lobster smacks and the American p]xpress Com-

pany in the transportation of lobsters into ^lassachusetts.

Egg-bearing lobsters were very scarce during the season of

1918, due to the fact that dealers failed to hold lobsters until

the time when eggs would appear. There were 1,300 egg-lob-

sters purchased from dealers and liberated along the shores at

points where lobster fishermen were found to be law-abiding and

have formed associations.
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The fishermen around Boston report the best lobster fishing

season in years. One caught over 1,200 pounds, during one

week in July, and received for the same over $322. This is one

of many good reports from this locality.

In Nova Scotia the date of the open season has been changed

from December 15 to March 15. This will have the effect of

reducing considerably the supply of lobsters available for the

Boston trade until March 15, as the only source of supply will

be the Massachusetts catch and the few shipments which may
come in from Maine.

Lobster Licenses issued.

In accordance with the requirement of section 5, chapter 312,

General Acts of 1917, we herewith report that 752 resident and

7 non-resident lobster licenses w^ere issued during the year 1918.

The towns of issue and names of applicants follow: —
Barnstable. — Resident licenses : Clarence Chase, Herbert O.

Bacon, Charles H. Hinckley, N. B. Marchant, Clinton A. Stur-

gis, Shirley D. Lovell, Henry C. Mortimer, Dixon Chase, Louis

E. Rice.

Beverly. — Resident licenses : William Robert Weeks, Charles

A. Davis, David Bouchard, Luther A. Cahoon, Emile Bouchard,

William Bouchard, Warland Marcus Hersey, John Shaper,

Oliver C. Hersey, Walter I. Jones, George Metcalfe, Ernest

Pollard, Harry C. Hannable, Nelson A. Southwick, Carl W.
Foster, Joseph Julius; non-resident licenses: John Harwood,

Charles Hermanson.

Bourne. — Resident licenses: Arthur H. Gibbs, John B.

Wlnsor.

Boston. — Resident licenses : Joseph Vincent Serrilla, Manuel

Silva, Freeman DeGaust, Clifford Hurlbert Jenks, Hialma Roos,

Antonio Veira, John Drerella, Manuel Grace, August Reekast,

Knut Torstensen, Antonio Brengsti, Frank Brengola, Amielo

Ruggieri, Vincenzo Ruggieri, Guiseppe D'Orso, James Esposito,

John Mantano, Paolo Merlino, Frank ' Dorso, Sebastino Faw,

Hajelo Faw, Domenico Faw, Filippi Idagino, Guiseppi Friscia,

Guiseppe S. Timato, Antonio Dillauro, Francisco Antonio,

Guiseppi Brucih, John Sconape, John Martin Pinto, Frank

Rose, Carl J. F. Sandstrom, Jule Rose, Joseph Albert, Andrew

DeGaust, Tom Cordonsen, Frederick H. Baker, Albert Emerson
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Wyman, Joaquin C. Wilson, Willey A. Belcher, Walter E.

Wyman, John Thome, Daniel Mandez, Louis Ferraia, Carl W.
Eskedahl, Joseph Perry Serrilla, S. Perry Silva, Joseph G. (iill,

Charles W. Jennings, Costa Goulard, Frederick Joseph Rollings,

William Robert Jacobs, Mathew P. Gill, Nori Frak, Anthony
Ferrara, Louis Corez, Arthur DeSouzy.

Chatham. — Resident licenses: George C. Dunbar, William E.

Eldredge, Jr., Augustus H. Eldredge, Willard H. Nickerson,

Benjamin R. Baker, Frederick W. Baker, Joseph A. Nickerson,

George W. Bloomer, George W. Bloomer, Jr., Thomas W. Hol-

way, Walter W. Eldredge, Ernest H. Kendrick, Charles G.

Hamilton, Ralph W. Hunter, Walter C. Bloomer, Seymour

Patterson, Jonathan N. Ryder.

Chilmark. — Resident licenses: Harry G. Reid, David T.

Butler, Benjamin C. Mayhew, Lester D. Mayhew, James A.

Mayhew, William Stewart Mayhew, Roy E. Cottle, Lyman E.

Cottle, Albert Ellington Reed, Ralph Franklin Tilton, Joseph

Joseph, Carl E. Reed, Allen W. Hall, Allen W. Hall, Jr.,

Thomas T. Tilton, Jerry Look, Everett A. Poole.

Cohasset. — Resident licenses: Levi Cadose, Foster Cadose,

John Eltman, Antonio Grassie Formigo, Joseph A. Silvia, Jerry

McCarty, Frank Very Nunes, M. E. Salvador, Andreas Peder-

sen, Patrick Grassie, John J. Silvia, Antoni Fegueredo, Joseph

M. Silvia, Manuel S. Figurado, Carl F. Wessman, Alonzo

Pearson, William B. Chalke, Arne Peterson, George T. Ainslie,

Alton Jefferson Priest, John William Hunt, Robert Ainslie.

Danvers. — Resident licenses: Thomas Whitesides.

Dartmouth. — Resident licenses: George Priaulx, Manuel

Olivera, Antone Anderson, Josie J. Maciel, William H. Allen.

Dennis. — Resident licenses: George E. Hall, Wilfred A. Hall,

Isaac W. Tucker, Benjamin Walker, Chester A. Tucker, Harry

Hall, Oscar F. Gibbs, Henry F. Chase, Fred R. Bradford,

Charles D. C. Moore, Andrew W. Home.

Duxhunj. — Resident licenses: Robert Cushman, George H.

Stetson, Samuel G. I. Wadsworth, Frank E. Phillips.

Essex. — Resident licenses : Elbridge F. Gerry, John Wilson,

John James Proctor, Tyson Elwood Bartholomew.

Fairhaven. — Resident licenses: Frank Avela, Antone Brown,

Gaspard Souza.

'Falmouth. — Resident licenses: x\lfred Maxine Hilton, Prince
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M. Stuart, Walter E. Niokerson, Alfred Nickerson, Algernon W.
Deathers, James F. Cook, Henry A. Phinney, Clifford M. Fisher,

Irvie G. Luce, John J. Veeder, Oscar R. Hilton, Albert C.

Swain, Antone R. Everett, Arthur S. Weeks, Byron P. Childs,

F. J. Cook, F. J. Erskin, Manuel E. Serpa, William P. Megath-

lieu, L. K. Robinson, Robert N. Veeder, George H. Braley,

Henry H. Thomas, Charles G. Borden, J. Ralph Wellman,

,

Charles R. Grinnell, Frank Roderick, George M. Morley, Jr.,

Charles F. Dahlbord, Henry S. Colton, James W. Pentz, B. K.

Nickerson, Harry H. Stevenson, Edward P. Davis, Herbert E.

C. Weeks; non-resident license: Thomas Roger Montgomery.

Gay Head. — Resident licenses: August Reinertson, Charles

H. Ryan, Ingnal Johanus Dalen, Nile L. Olson, Nathan A.

Francis, Moses P. Cooper, Joseph H. Long, Onslow Stewart.

Gloucester. — Resident licenses: David E. Melhman, Manuel

Viator, Jr., George T. Gustavus, Everett L. Small, Arthur

Stevens, Eugene Oliver, Joseph M. Silva, Walter E. Marchant,

Joseph A. Goodwin, William Enos, Jr., Manuel Brown, Antone

Frisanto, William Enos, Frank B. Silva, Manuel G. Enos, Frank

F. Butter, Charles Wilson, B. Frank Saunders, David Worth,

Edward L. Ashley, James Brerubo, William Foley, Henry H.

Ashley, Joseph S. Manez, Herman Marchant, Carl A. Dexor,

David E. Mehlman, Jr., Emil M. Nelson, Joseph Mitchell,

Peter Knutsen, Alfred W. Riley, Seraphim Viator, James E.

Robinson, George M. Wilkinson, Fred Swanson, Benj. March-

ant, George H. Woodbury, David P. Gogelgren, Daniel S.

Webber, John B. Knowlton, Everett A. Gallagher, Fred E.

Kluze, Walter William White, Clarence T. Davis, Joe B. Silva,

John C. Lycett, Philip Parsons, William J. Parks, Carl Pigeot,

Howard Parsons, Ira Parsons, John C. Spring, George H. New-

man, Joseph J. Milliken, Jr., Winthrop O. Davis, Samuel W.

Wolfe, David Worth, Guy R. Elwell, Frank N. Chard, James

Walter Scott, Fred Parsons, Nelson Rowe.

Gosnold. — Resident licenses: Thomas N. Dowling, Joseph

Camera, John Christ, John Paskalis, Harold F. Deane, George

C. King, Nicholas Martin, John Thomas Cornell, Louis J.

Ramos, John Sardinho, Antonio Vieira, Manuel Severins, Vic-

torino Perrevia Furtado, Thomas L. Cornell, Anastario Vulgares,

Charles T. MattsQan, Manuel Francisco Rose, Manuel Fran-
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cisco Rose, Jr., Mozest Rekouski, Mike Gonsalves, John Bento,

Joseph C. Souza, Francisco Falvies, John Bolacewski, Aujrust

Rebiero, John Figardino, Antonio Aramcnto, Manuel Brown,

Joseph Lima, Joseph Rego, Cuggelak Mougani, Strat Buzza,

Nicholas Valnos, John Donald, John Avilla, John Karaludis,

Konstantinos Karoludis, Carlton F. Veeder, Samuel Wadding-

ton, Alpheus P. Tilton, John Stubbs, Walter E. Nickerson,

Augusta Souza, Thorensius Olstad.

Ilancich. — Resident licenses: Douglas Beaumont Sawyer,

Clarenton K. Turpie.

Hingham. — Resident licenses: Ambrose B. Mitchell, Frank

Lean, Ralph S. Place, Henry E. Hatch, Ephraim Onderkirk,

Frederick C. Munch, Benjamin A. Atwood, Henry Webster

]\Iitchell, Charles A. Bridgeham, R. Foster Gardner, H. R.

Williams, S. V. Labree, ]\Iarcellus W^ Springer, Harrison Foster

Gardner, Marcellus W. Springer, Jr., C. H. Cobb.

Hull. — Resident licenses: John Constantis, George Brumfit,

Robert W. Boyd, Remico James, George T. Augustus.

Ipswich. — Resident licenses: Grover C. Bayley, Samuel S.

Bayley, Edward E. Wells, Charles H. Bayley.

Kingston. — Resident licenses: Nicholas vS. Suosso, Allen R.

Gorham, William S. Randall, Charles A. Whitney, Charles A.

Mayby, Jacob G. Basler, Elwin J. Kreeger.

Manchester. — Resident licenses: Chas. G. Bigwood, Tony L.

Silva, Augustus Femeira, Perez Hawkes, James McNeary, David

M. Knight, J. Frank Blaney, Otis Freeman Bohaker, Edward

W^ Heath, Henry O. Bohaker, John S. Bohaker, John F. Bab-

cock.

Marhlehead.— Resident licenses: Louis W. Letourneau, Isaac

S. Freet, Benjamin T. Peach, William H. Tutt, Joshua S.

Withum, Benjamin H. Swett, Ernest E. Cronk, Arthur D.

Frost, Grover C. Lusevint, John B. Stacey, John S. Stacey,

Everett S. Hamson, James H. Moyce, Augustus K. Roundy,

William T. Gardner, Stephen Q. Smith, Clinton F. Adams,

John W. Mace, William F. Allen, Wm. T. Smith, Ebenezer E.

Snow^ J. Frank Gilbert, Charles O. Briggs, Richard F. Russell,

James S. Stone, Joseph S. Phillips, Joseph Gilbert, Harry A.

Oliver, William H. Klink, Everett B. Chesley, John G. Howe,

Louis B. ^Merrill, John F. Howell, Charles H. Foss, John E.
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Young, John E. Brown, William K. Melzard, Lincoln Davis,

Jr.; non-resident licenses: Henry Hatfield, Adelbert L. Mus-

sant.

Marion. — Resident licenses: Harry Smith, John E. Dowling.

Marshfield. — Resident licenses: Charles E. Peterson, Henry

C. Phillips, Ellet S. Publicover, I. H. Bourne, Charles Tarr,

William Norman Englested, Fred Keene, Ephraim Pierce, Julius

E. White, S. H. Staples, Melvin F. Ewell, Lyman Sears, Dana
B. Blackman, Oscar H. Leavitt, Minot A. Harlow, C. R. Peter-

son, George Graham, Abner W. Jackson, Charles W. Newton,

D. C. Gray, A. H. Taylor, William B. Carrus, Charles H. New-
ton, Sr., Gordon E. Atwood, Howard Hunter Dunbar, Whit-

field H. Hamilton, Robert Adams Smith, John Louis Spang,

Frederick L. Ford, Albert C. Spang, Orvis Mendon Savels, Jr.,

Louis G. Cook.

Mattapoisett. — Resident licenses: William H. Raymund,

Albert D. Peters, Edward E. Wood, Freeman C. Dexter, Fred-

erick W. Terwilegar, Louis S. Eldredge, Nathaniel P. Nye.

Nahant. — Resident licenses: Federico Felicette, Tony Bon-

giorno, Gratano Moleti, Toney Lepes, Angelo Mullica, Peter

Cirifio, Warren P. Taylor, Gratino Bongiorno, Domenico Bon-

giorno, Herbert C. Potter, Charles Roberts, Tony Famolari,

Bartolo Bongiorno, Antony Martineo, Domonic Famolara,

Paolo Sciata, Edward W. Lovely, Augusto Felicetti, Andrew

Smith, George H. Lamphier, Ernest Harnois, Joseph Therrian,

John E. Anderson, Samuel A. Parker.

Nantucket. — Resident licenses: Charles C. Eldredge, Jr.,

Walker Jewett, Harry E. Dunham, Edwin Abbott, James A.

Backus, Jr., Edward G. Cahoon, Joseph G. Santos, Edward P.

Tice, Elliot E. Whelden, Elleson H. Pease, Leonard Morris,

Charles G. Whelden, Joseph Mayo, Erastus Chapel, Joseph C.

Mayo.

New Bedford. — Resident licenses: Constantino Hanos, John

Mason, Manuel King Rose, Zenow Ray, Charles Mattsson,

Alexander Avilla, Manuel E. Sylvia, August Viera, Augusto

Souza, Edward A. deSilva, Anastase Keonig, Joseph Fereira,

John Barao, Antone Borges Millo, Manuel Avilla, Marianno de

Millo.
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Seichuryport. — Resident licenses: George R. Littlefield,

Charles Cushing Adams.

Oak Bluffs. — Resident licenses: Harold H*. Totten, Lewis

Bartlett.

Orleans. — Resident licenses: P>ed. Thompson, George Ciim-

mings, David L. Young, Frank K. Freeman, Richard H. Hoi>-

kins, LawTence T. M. Hopkins, Clarence P. Robbins, Henry K.

Cummings, Ralph W. Snow, John D. Taylor, Warren R. Ben-

nett, James L. Fulcher.

Plymouth. — Resident licenses: Frank C. Leonard, Edward

L. Dixon, Herbert J. Caswell, Eugene H. Arnold, Charles A.

Dixon, J. Albert Russell, Charles M. Sampson, Otto Martin

Sebulz, Wallace Nightingale, Robert Richardson, Irving W.
Nightingale, Frank M. Peterson, Albert A. Nightingale, David

H. Briggs, Laban B. Briggs, George B. Ellis, Comfort H. Dixon,

Herbert A. Ryder, M\Ton F. Manter, George L. Burney, Ralph

B. Holmes, John A. Brierly, Samuel H. Benson, Laban B.

Briggs, Jr., Wesley T. Driscoll, George Atwell, Ernest B. Johns,

Albert A. D. Entremont, James E. Burke, Fred Wood, Samuel

B. Blackmer, Harry Boutin, Alonzo C. Sampson, Hans A.

Slade, John R. Harlow, Edwin F. Ha^-ward, Charles H. Davis,

Charles W. Ra\Tnond, George V. Hildreth, David G. Town,

Edwin H. Bartlett, Granville W. Keith, Harry L. Sampson,

Burton W. Smith, Joseph Boutin, Joseph Casson, Levi Thurs-

ton, Harry M. G. Bailey, Roderick L. Sherman, Frank P.

Brooks, James A. Valley, Charles H. Pierce, Frank Simmons,

Francis H. Norton, ^Michael T. Doherty, Gerald L. Doherty,

Hiram 1. Cleveland, William L. Russell, Jr., Pelham Whiting,

Albert F. Pierce, Dennis P. Ward, Percy Marsh, Ernest W.

Langford, Herbert H. Archibald, William H. Pedham, Harry

H. Spencer, John W. Corcoran, Edwin K. Holmes, ^lelvin L.

Childs, Joseph C. Nickerson, George M. Sampson, Alvin E.

Nightingale, Warren P. Alexander, George W\ Ward, Patrick

J. Glynn, ^lathew W. Pratt, Enrico Trentini, Galiano Manzi,

Arthur E. Randolph; non-resident license: Thomas C. Long-

street.

Prorincetown. — Resident licenses: Samuel S. Smith, John W.

Savage, Robert L. Newcomb, Jesse Ghen, Llewellyn D. Rogers,
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Joshua S. Xickerson, Antone Piado, Frank Silya, Thomas J.

Lopis, Manuel S. Packet, George A. Silva, Manuel Sisow, John

Olwer, Jas. E. Brown.

Quincy. — Resident licenses: George C. Minshead, John I.

Myers.

Revere. — Resident licenses: Charles W. Smith, Joseph Gas-

par, Eugene J. Love.

Rockport. — Resident licenses: George E. Wendell, Samuel D.

Thurston, John F. Lawson, William E. Norwood, Alfred F.

Blatchford, Arthur Norwood, W\ Russell Norwood, William E.

Bennett, Frank P. Gamage, Stephen R. Orr, Hans Palmquist,

John Swanson, Martin Bowman, Andrew Swanson, C. J. Vre-

denberg, Herbert R. Rich, Everett D. Rowe, William W. Gray,

Howard A. Bates, Arthur W. Rich, Ernest Bowman, Herman
Nelson, Franklin W. Babson, Fred A. Pool, Carl E. Nelson,

Chester W. Gott, John A. Nelson, John P. Bowman, Harry W.
Gray.

Salem. — Resident licenses: John A. Dunn, George W. Dunn,

Charles T. Brown, Daniel Chase Fitz, Charles P. R. Fellow,

Anthony J. Gonet, Stephen Cook, Adam Galivan, George W.
Berry, S. Herbert Merrow, Joseph B. Henderson, Thomas F.

Hogan, Roy A. Hitchings, John Strombeck, James H. J.

Newton.

Salisbury. — Resident licenses: Willard W. Fowler, Willard

A. Fowler.

Sandwich. — Resident licenses: John F. Mahoney, Arthur S.

Hambleim, Eugene W. Harries, Edmund W. Estes, Henry Peter

Swansey, Robert P. Nockel, John T. McArdle.

Scituate. — Resident licenses: Richard Wherity, James Mc-
Kenny, William Stanley, James W. Welch, Danforth P. Syl-

vester, Samuel F. Smith, Richard Graham, Moses H. Jellows,

Edward Ward, James O'Hern, Thomas S. Turner, George F.

Dwyer, John Francis Cushman, Harry Driscoll, Albert E.

Reed, R. Frank Hall, Richard Gargan, Martin J. Quinn, Ather-

ton L. Baker, Eugene Pratt, John Flynn, William J. Flynn,

John Stonefield, Charles DeCost, C. Bertram Tilden, Christo-

pher O'Neal, Joseph Flynn, Martin Curran, Jr., Bartley Curran,

Henry P. Tobin, Fred Bergman, Robert H. Miller, Leon Hatch;

non-resident license: Fletcher P. Bouton.
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Swampscott. — Resident licenses: Henry E. Douglas, Leonard

P. Lewis, Ernest B. Thing, Joshua B. Aiken, Max P. Cmlurse,

Alfred Goodwin Watts, Ered Blanchard, (ieorge H. Bond,

James Henry Dunckles, Seymour M. Niles, Walter M. Boyden,

James Wallace Kehve, Emeline W. Parker for James Parker,

Jr., Joshua D. Goodwin.

Tisbury. — Resident licenses: Norman G. Benson, John

Mason, Manual King Rose, H. Nelson Luce.

Tniro. — Resident licenses: Manuel C. Erancis, John H.

Rogers, Nathaniel O. Atwood, William B. Eratres, Curtis E.

Higgins, Everett W. Lombard, Joseph W. Gray.

Wareham. — Resident licenses: Nelson Huckins, George H.

Hallett, Manuel V. Galdino, Caesar Lopes, John A. Harrison.

Wellfleet. — Resident licenses: Antone S. Rogers, Erank E.

Chamberlain, Zenas A. Howes, Simon Berrio, J. H. Whitcomb,

Wilfred E. Rogers.

Westport. — Resident licenses: John R. Eish, Jr., Harry G.

Sow^le, Ahira S. Nickerson, Erank G. Macomber, William S.

Head, William B. Whalom, Arthur R. Cornell, John R. Fish,

Isaac B. Pettey, Joseph Legare, Lester A. Bowman, Joseph S.

Eield, Thomas E. Pettey.

Weymouth. — Resident licenses: Erancis J. Cain, Alfred E.

Turner.

Winthrop. — Resident licenses: George E. McDuffee, Ered

H. Crowley.

Yarmouth. — Resident licenses: Elmer Nelson Newell, Ne-

miah Newell.

Concerted Action needed.

Nova Scotia has awakened to the fact that something must

be done to preserve the splendid lobster fishery of that coast,

which has been diminishing for some years, and for the past

two years extensive and exhaustive study and investigation of

conditions there have been made under the direction of Prof.

A. P. Knight of the Biological Board of Canada. Following

the recent convention of the Canadian Fisheries Association at

Halifax in August, the lobster fishermen, dealers and canners

met in a day's convention with representatives of the Biologi-

cal Board and of the Fisheries Department of the Canadian

Department of Naval Service, and then and there the views of
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all sides were strongly presented in regard to what could and

should be done to save the lobster fisheries of the Dominion.

The various points of view expressed at this conference are

admirably treated in the official report of Prof. A. P. Knight

of the Biological Board of Canada on his lobster investigations

of 1917. It is understood that as a result of a meeting a com-

promise with a view to shortening the open seasons was prac-

tically effected, w4th two principal zones, — east of Halifax and

west of Halifax.

The Commission is able to state on the authority of Hon. W.
A. Found, Superintendent of Fisheries of Canada, the previous

and present lobster laws of Canada. The table follows: —

Comparative Synopsis of Canadian Lobster Fishery Regulations.

Previous Law. Present Law.

District.

Season.
Size

(Inches).
Season.

Size
(Inches).

Charlotte County, N. B., Nov. 15-June 15 Nov. 15-June 8

St. John Nov. 15-May 31 9 Nov. 15-May 24 9

Albert, Kings, Annapolis, Jan. 16-June 29 9 Jan. 16-June 29 9

Digby Jan. 6-June 15 9 Mar. 1-May 31 None

Yarmouth to Halifax Harbor, Dec. 15-May 30 9 Mar. 1-May 31 None

Halifax Harbor to Red Point, Cape
Breton.

Red Point to Cape North, Cape
Breton.

Inverness County

Apr. 1-June 20 None Apr. 20-June 20 None

Apr. 15-July 15

Apr. 15-July 15

None

None

May 16-July 15

_2

None

_s

Cape North to and including south
bank of St. Lawrence, excepting
district next specified.

Portions of Northumberland Strait
from Chockfish River, New
Brunswick, to River Philip,
Nova Scotia, and from West
Point to Victoria Harbor, Prince
Edward Island.

Magdalen Islands, ....

Apr. 26-June 25

May 25-Aug. 10

May 1-July 20

None

None

None

Apr. 26-June 25

Aug. 16-Oct. 15

May 1-July 20

None

None

None

North coast of St. Lawrence, in-
cluding Anticosti.

May 20-July 31 None May 20-July 31 None

' Carapace. « Included in next district.

It must be remembered that the Canadian problem of the lob-

ster is much more far-reaching than that of the New England

States, as it includes the very large lobster canning industry,

and for this the catching of very much smaller lobsters than
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the prescribed 9 inch legal limit of this State is allowed, as

will be seen by the above table.

As above stated it would seem almost futile to attempt as a

State alone any legislation having for its object the preserva-

tion and replenishment of the lobster in the waters of the

Commonwealth, without a common law in which every coast

State of New England and New York would join, and in the

opinion of this Board the matter is of sufficient- vital import to

carefully consider if, in the effort to restore the lobster, it is

not also necessary to make the matter one of international

agreement; in other wwds, to take steps to have Canada, as

far north as Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island and the

Magdalen Islands, join in an agreement. Certain it seems

Massachusetts by itself can do little in restoring the lobster

to even an approach to the plentifulness of the fruitful years

of the past.

Shellfish.

Scallops.

The scallop season opened this year with little variation from

past seasons. After a few days it was found that there were

no special beds of scallops to be located, Nantucket being the

only place w^here any numbers were found in the early part of

the season. For the first week or two prices were but little in

advance of last year, but as the continued fishing failed to

develop any more good beds the prices continued to advance,

until on December 1 the prices were $3.50 per gallon right

from the knife, with prices still tending upward.

Large fleets of boats went into this business, and as the

prices advanced undertook to reach the scallop beds. Seventy-

four boats were fishing out of Nantucket Harbor on October 4,

As the prices went still higher, and the fishing became more

intensive, a number of fishermen were inclined to take the seed

scallops in violation of the laws. These small scallops have not

had an opportunity to reproduce or to become of full value for

market, and are the crop which must be depended on for next

year's supply of adult scallops. A large number are eaten each

>ear by some of the sea fowl in the shallow waters, and also are

driven ashore on the beaches during the heavy gales.
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The great demand for scallops and the prices paid also had a

tendency to make the fishermen anxious to put these into

market without a thought of next year's supply. These scal-

lops are confined to restricted areas in our coastal waters, and

the drain on them is very heavy.

Soft-shelled Clams.

An examination of the clam flats showed that most of the

territory in which clams are usually found had a fair supply,

although the clam industry in many cases has dwindled to

only a few being taken for local trade, the big dealers, not being

able to secure a constant supply to hold their trade in these

desirable shellfish.

It was found that a large amount of clam seed had been

deposited this year on practically all the flats, and an effort was

made to collect a quantity of these and plant them in barren

locations in an experimental way. We find that almost every

clam-producing part of Massachusetts has an abundant supply

of seed, and although many of these will be killed by natural

conditions it appears that there should be a good number left

in the flats for next year's crop.

Blue-claw Crabs.

On the south side of Cape Cod the blue-clawed crab has

become quite popular as a salad or in sandwiches, and is more

extensively used since the price of lobsters has increased.

The meat is white and very sweet, softer than lobster, and

when well cooked has a tendency to crunible and is easily mas-

ticated, and is much sought after by people from inland States

who are looking for a new dish. They are of a better flavor

and much larger in size than the rock crabs around Boston,

which are taken by the usual traps for catching lobsters.

The blue crabs are caught in dip nets, which do not break

the shells and which allow them being kept alive considerably

longer than when taken with a spear. They are found in the

salt-water bays and brackish estuaries during the summer months,

when they come in from the ocean to spawn and feed in these

places.
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They are cooked by boiling in salt water the same as lobsters,

picked from the shells and sold by the pound. Good prices are

being realized for practically all that can be caught. They are

also caught and used quite extensively by the residents and sum-

mer \"isitors, who consider it great fun to go "crabbing."

A Resoie of M xrixe Fishhrtes AcmTrr.

The marine fisheries, the foundation stone of the Massachu-

setts Bay Colony, and which since 1623 have been pursued

with var\4ng success, but with never a sign of relinquishment

by the bold and hardy men who call the sea their cradle, have

been granted for the year 191^ a marked success both as re-

gards catch and price, and those engaged in the businesses

connected with the catching or marketing of the various species

of food fishes have enjoyed a year of prosperity'.

Rbing to the call of "secure more fish in order that more

beef and wheat may be sent abroad." fishermen and vessel

owners threw into their labors more than the ordinary* amount

of effort, and with patriotism as their symbol strained every-

nerve that all pre\-ious efforts in the catching and landing of

fish might be eclipsed. How well they succeeded Ls told in the

detailed tables on the following pages. Sufficient to say here

that not in recent years have so many- been landed by the

fishing craft of Massachusetts, and this accomplished with a

fleet and number of fishermen diminished by the stem calls of

war duty.

How it was done, how the seemingly impossible was accom-

plished, seems almost beyond the bounds of explanation, but

the fact remains that it was done, and the Commonwealth, as

far as its fisheries section is concerned, has to its credit a record

which it would seem should be to the patriotic credit of all

engaged therein.

In accordance with the new ruling the business year of the

State closes with November 30; therefore the figures of the

191S fish year will be only for eleven months, but this only

makes the wonderful result all the more significant. In round

figures it will be foimd that as against a total of 22Sj209,7SS

pounds landed at the great fishing ports of Boston and Glouces-

ter for the year 1917, there were landed for the first eleven
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months of the year 1918 no less than 247,083,594 pounds, an

increase of catch not equalled by any other State in this coun-

try it is believed.

The figures at hand show that at Gloucester for the year 1917

the total amount of fish receipts were 131,026,356 pounds, while

for the eleven months of the present year 1918, ending November

30, even that splendid total was exceeded, the recorded amount

being 143,442,954 pounds. At Boston, admittedly to-day the

greatest fresh fish center in the world, as against 97,183,432

pounds landed for the year 1917, the first eleven months of the

year 1918 showed the remarkable total of 103,640,640 pounds.

Such, in brief, is the Commonwealth's answer to the cry of

the National Food Administration to "speed up the fisheries.''

That the answer is one in the highest degree patriotic cannot be

denied, and it is to the credit of the Old Bay State that those

engaged in this most precarious of businesses produced fish

food, and still more fish food, w^hen it was most needed.

A brief lesume of the fish year, as far North as the operations

of the fishing fleets go, may not be out of place at this time.

Beginning with the opening of the year a backward glance

over the records will show that the winter haddocking fleet was

hampered by very bad weather, and on coming to market,

either at Boston or Gloucester, was met with ice floes which

practically placed an embargo on both harbors, a condition

which has been unprecedented for over thirty years at least.

Notwithstanding this, the offshore crafts kept going, and under

difficulties landed considerable fish. The shore fleet of small

boats was practically frozen up at the wharves for nearly two

months without a chance to leave their berths and operate on

the fishing grounds. The "market boats," so called, — the

single dory fleet, — had their icebound troubles also, and did

very little in the way of landing fish for many weeks.

With the advent of early spring things naturally bettered them-

selves, and under normal conditions the fleets of the Bay
State ports began to spread their white wings from the Capes

of Virginia to the Grand Bank of Newfoundland, each in the

calling to which their skippers and crews elected as their line

to produce fish and make a living.

While the year was one of unusual success to all engaged,

generally speaking, still there were lines which were not so pro-
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ductive of fish catches as the year before, and yet, because of

the unusual demand, which naturally produced high prices, —
prices never before attained in the memory of men on sea or

shore,— it is safe to say that success can be wTitten against the

operations of every fleet as far as producing a good year's work

for vessel owner, fishermen and shipper was concerned. In

some lines the catch exceeded all expectations, and vessels were

enabled to make trips in record time and thus bring to market

an unusual amount of fish in their line.

The latter part of the spring saw the winter haddocking fleet,

so called, which lands its fares for the most part at the Boston

fresh fish market, doing unusually well, and, because of the

great demand and the scarcity which had previously prevailed

by reason of the continued bad weather and the ice embargo,

meeting with unrivaled prices.

With the coming of spring a great many of these vessels,

especially those which had engaged in the offshore fishery to

Georges and the eastward banks off Xova Scotia, shifted over

to shacking, that is, going for ''capacity" trips, with the idea

of taking them to Gloucester to sell for splitting and salting.

Those who went at this line met with fair fishing at Scatteri

and Caj>e North grounds, and followed it up later in the season

and through the summer on Quero and Western Bank and

around Sable Island; in fact, it was one of those seasons when

it seemed that wherever a line trawl was set or an otter trawl

was dragged, there were the fish. Some of the fleet which did

not shift over to shacking, but still continued to "tend the

market," also prospered in the highest degree, not only securing

big fares, but being met with the highest kinds of prices on

their arrival at the Commonwealth Fish Pier. Those of the

steam otter trawl fleet which the government had not taken

over for mine swee|>ers and other coastal war work shared in

this prosperity.

A Remarkable Codfish Year.

Among the fishermen the summer of 1918 will be remembered

as a codfish year, for on Quero bank and around Sable Island

the success of this fishery was uilusual. Fares were secured and

trips made in unusually quick time, and the demand was such,

even for fish to split and make into the salted product, that if
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the members of the crew did not share at least $100 over and

above expenses on each voyage they would term it a broken

trip," and it was not so many years ago that the making of a

8100 share on a fishing trip was the occasion for a display

heading in even the metropolitan newspapers.

Naturally in the fall the shacking fleet again turned their

exclusive attention to "tending the market," and here the ves-

sels hailing from Boston, Provincetown and Gloucester, which

marketed at the Boston market, enjoyed a prosperity hitherto

unknown even in these days of high prices, the prices being

accentuated by big and quick trips, gleaned from South Chan-

nel, Georges and also to the eastward, while the market fleet —
the crafts operating with single dories off Cape Cod, on Jeffries,

off Chatham and other near-by grounds — was also having its

heyday. And so at this writing, November 30, in spite of the

increased catch of the fleet, prices are unrivaled, the demand

continues greater than ever, and the fishermen and vessel

owners are enjoying a season of prosperity hitherto unknown

even in these last few years of what were considered "the best

ever" as far as catches and prices go.

The salt bank trawl codfishing fleet— vessels which start off

early in the spring from Gloucester, and go to the far eastern

banks to fish for codfish, salting them down on board the vessel

and calculating on making two trips in a season, which generally

ends in October — had, on the whole, an average season as far

as catch was concerned, although the second trips of these

crafts were greatly interfered with by the depredations of the

German U-boats, which caused some of them to remain in the

shelter of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland ports for some weeks,

and made the whole second voyage one of uncertainty. A few

vessels also went on these salt cod voyages to the eastward,

equipped for catching cod on handlines from dories, and these

also fared unusually well. Here, as with the haddocking fleet,

the prices or the height of the prices, were again the feature.

These salt fishermen had no trouble in disposing of their early

catches at S6.50 per hundredweight for large, and S6 for their

medium, fish, and, as a sample of the unprecedented demand,

it can be quoted here that one of the last of the salt bank fleet

which arrived home in the early fall— an "outside" vessel, whose

fare was put on the market for all the concerns to bid on— let
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go of her catch only when SIO per hundredweight had been

bidden for the large, and S9 for the medium-sized fish. This

but illustrates again the almost unbelievable demand for fish,

even at the hands of the curers and shippers.

The fresh halibut fleet enjoyed its meed of the pleasures and

profits of the year of prosperity. The catch was but a few

thousand pounds below the small total of 1917, but again quick

and fair-sized trips, coupled with a lively and unprecedented

market, which was well sustained throughout the season from

spring until fall, when most of the vessels, their owners and

skippers, satisfied with their showing, hauled up or shifted over

into winter haddocking, produced some wonderful stocks. It is

notable in connection with the operations of this halibut fleet

for the past season that the majority of the fares were taken on

the old-time fishing grounds on Georges bank or close by, on

Brown's bank. Some good catches were also made on La Have,

Quero, in the Gully and even on Grand Banks, but the skippers

generally finding good fishing so close to market were loath to

''swing her off" to the eastward and take chances.

Mackerel Catch fell short.

The mackerel catch, both in the fresh and salted products,

showed a great falling off from the previous year, the statistics

showing the catch for this and last year up to November 30

being as follows: —

1918. 1917.

13.030 32.162

Fresh mackerel, . 67.931 111.622

Totals 80,961 143.7S4

The southern catch, landed fresh at New York and Newport,

amounted to 459,800 pounds. The past season quite a lot of

the southern fish were landed at Boston, the total landed there

up to June 30 being 218,000 pounds, while Gloucester received

8,000 pounds. The catch, as will be seen, was not a large one,

but the fishermen were well recompensed. The fleet met with

fine success on the Cape Shore, or Nova Scotia coast, and un-

usually large catches were made with resultant enormous stocks
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and shares. The Cape shore catch figured 1,722,305 pounds of

fresh mackerel and 7,479| barrels salted, landed at Boston,

Gloucester and Portland, of which 1,520,000 pounds fresh were

landed at Boston, along with 660 barrels salted; Gloucester

received 19,305 pounds fresh, and 6,485| barrels salted; while

Portland was credited with 183,000 pounds fresh, and 334 bar-

rels salted.

The mackerel season along shore and on Georges, in South

Channel and on Nantucket Shoals, can only be called "fair,"

and not to be compared with 1917. The fleet was greatly ham-

pered in its operations by fogs and bad weather. Now and then

big hauls would be made by some fortunate crafts, and once in

a while several vessels would share in a fine "strike." There

were a few occasions when many of the fleet struck on fish to-

gether, and then splendid results were obtained; but when

things looked brightest the fog would set in like a pall, or nasty

weather would drive the crafts to harbor, and bright prospects

would go glimmering. Despite this, the unprecedented demand,

coupled with the very short foreign supply of salt mackerel,

made the season one of profit for all engaged, for prices ruled

high throughout the season, both of the fresh and the salted

product, and near the close, when the larger vessels of the

seining fleet were hauling out, salt mackerel were quoted at $35

and $36 a barrel from the vessel.

One branch of the mackerel fishery, however, prospered -as

never before, and that was the mackerel netting, pursued at

night in the late fall and early winter by small auxiliary powered

schooners and sloops fitted with drag nets. These crafts met

with a run of good weather, a splendid run of fish, and prices

which could not fail to gladden the hearts of all engaged. At

Provincetown it was claimed that the season was the most

prosperous on record for the mackerel draggers. Boston re-

ceived many fine fares, as also did Gloucester, and up to No-

vember 30 the fleet was still fishing with good results, and bid-

ding fair to continue well up to Christmas, providing the

weather allowed.

During the summer months the shore fishing for herring and

bluebacks was pursued with excellent results.

During the early part of the swordfishing season the fleet of

little craft engaged mostly on Georges was not favored by good
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fortune, and small catches were the rule. Toward the latter

part of the season the fish seemed to show better, and the fleet

profited accordingly. The catch, however, was not up to the

pre\-ioiis year, but as was the general rule in all lines of fish

placed on the market, prices ruled so unusually high almost day
in and day out that this branch of the fishing business was

remunerative to all concerned.

Wonderful Success of Gill Xetters.

One of the big features of the fishing historj* of the year was

the work of the gill netting fleet which operates out of Glouces-

ter. During January and February practically all were frozen

in at their wharves and did nothing, and during the rest of the

spring, while some made some good hauls of haddock, the fleet

as a whole did little. During the summer many of these little

crafts, which are propelled either by steam or gasoline engines,

engaged in fishing along shore for herring, bluebacks and mack-

erel, meeting with a good degree of success in most instances,

and fitting out again in September with their gill nets to go

after cod, pollock, hake, etc. From the start they were success-

ful. Pollock seemed to abound on the shore ground as never

before, and these boats struck head first into the prosperity

wave. Many of those who started in in September made

"capacity'" catches daily, and by early October most of the

fleet were in commission and the fishery* in full swing.

The fleet this season at its height numbered about 25 sail,

and during October these little boats, which leave port at from

4 to 5 o'clock in the morning, and return at from 2 to 5 o'clock

in the afternoon of the same day, and fish practically within

sight of land, or not too far out of sight of it, landed at Glouces-

ter the remarkable total of 6.515,000 pounds, almost all of which

were pollock. In November this fleet followed up its success,

and its landings totaled 7,106,000 pounds, or the wonderful

total of 13,621,000 pounds for two months. As the lowest price

paid for these fish was -So per hundredweight, and that by the

splitters, while the fish shipped to Boston at times sold for $4

and $o per hundredweight, the financial returns can be readily

seen.

The Newfoundland winter herring fishery as conducted from

Gloucester was engaged in by a small fleet as compared with
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some recent years, the crafts bringing home 22,002 barrels of

salt bulk herring, 12,801 barrels of salt herring, and 187,205

pounds of frozen herring, the latter probably the smallest catch

ever brought from Newfoundland in recent years. These figures

do not take into account the many thousands of herring put up

in Scotch cure style at Newfoundland and shipped to New York

and other markets by Massachusetts concerns.

Steam Trawlers on Success Wave.

One of the features of the fish year was the work of the fleet

of steam otter trawlers. Both on Georges and on the banks to

the eastward these steady fishing crafts plied their calling, and

their success was unprecedented. Wherever they fished they

found good fishing, and poor trips with them were few and far

between. Their record of achievement in a year, when fish were

so badly needed, was wonderful, and frequently it would be the

opportune arrival of one of this steam trawl fleet that would

save the fresh fish market from being without a fare. Generally

their catches were large. There were many hauls over 250,000

pounds, many even over 300,000 pounds, and some even went

over 400,000 pounds to a trip. These latter were not many, it

is true, but it simply shows what the steam otter trawler can

do, given a good fishing spot and anything short of a gale to

operate in.

Gloucester Total Catch.

Jan. 1, 1918,

to Dec. 1,

1918 (Eleven
Months).

1917. 1916.

Pounds. Pounds. Pounds.

Salt cod, 4,449,825 6,439,642 7,856,606

Fresh cod, 27,977,652 20,666,852 13,946,630

HaUbut, 610,123 875,977 1,799,964

Haddock, 8,568,578 2,790,801 6,715,216

Hake. 581,222 863,758 2,976,489

Cusk, 627,016 597,756 1,589,252

Pollock, 16,154,131 9,095,363 10,424,632

6,535 41,002 89,702

Not products of American fisheries, 27,073,565 32,209,601 28,353,748

86,048,647 73,580,752 73,752,239
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GlouceMer Total Catch — Concluded.

Jan. 1, 1918,
to Dec. 1.

1918 (Eleven
Months).

1917. 1916.

Pounds. Barrels. Barrels.

1 fifi% 1 '>0 10,713 6,621

Barrels. Bfirrels. Barrels.

OA tAQ 25,503

Pounds. Barrels. Pounds.

Fresh herring, 11,204 480 50 229

Barrels. Barrels. Barrels.

39,927 41,268 38.897

Pounds. Pounds. Pounds.

Froien herring, 187,205 487.946 2,816,680

Quintals. Quintals. Quintals.

Cured fish, 20,037 43,569 63,560

Miscellaneous: —
Pounds. Pounds.

Small boats (estimated), .... 7.500,000 8.250.000

By rail 22,870,000 13,260,000

Flounders, ..... 480.000

Summary.

Pounds.

Total, 1916 132,252.572

Total, 1917 131,026,356

Total, 1918 (to December 1) 143.442.954

The Boston fish Story.

The Commission is indebted to Secretary F. F. Dimick of the

Boston Fish Bureau for an advance copy of some of the fish

statistics of his annual report, which will be found in the table

on page 270. ^Ir. Dimick, who is an authority on Boston

Fisheries matters, states: —

The year 1918 has seen an unusually good demand for all kinds of fish,

and the dealers have had a profitable year. The receipts of codfish ajid

haddock from the fishing fleet show a considerable increase. Receipts of

hake have been quite scarce, and this shows that this species of fish has

been as much sought for as in past years. Receipts of cusk have also
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decreased, which would naturally be so when one considers the decrease

in the receipts of hake.

Pollock have been in unusually good receipt.

Halibut can still be called scarce, notwithstanding the fact that re-

ceipts are within hailing distance of last year's figures.

The catch of fish on the Cape Cod shore this year has been compara-

tively light.

The catch of mackerel in the late fall at Provincetown, however, has

been the largest for a great many years, and the fishermen, owing to the

good prices paid, made unusually large earnings, but in the spring and

summer catches of the small boats were very light.

In regard to herring the best reports have it that the catch is about

three-fourths of last year's total; also the catch of squid has not been

large, while the catch of whiting has been fair.

The table showing the landings at the port of Boston for the eleven

months of the year 1918, ending November 30, follows: —

Pounds.

Jan. 1, 1918,

to Dec. 1,

1918 (Eleven
Months, ap-
proximately).

1917. 1916.

23,234,209 11,267,024 7,649,811

12,044,713 11,513,385 9,599,973

Codfish, scrod, 1,178,700 1,758,978 1,071,917

Haddock, 41,836,500 34,090,015 34,351,565

Haddock, scrod, 5,916,160 11,440,323 14,199,920

Hake 882,185 1,390,405 2,233,257

1,448,458 3,434,336 5,420,587

Pollock 4,130,341 4,057,119 3,792,169

Cusk 981,665 2,033,750 3,657,429

Halibut 734,992
'

490,514 1,141,955

4,977,061 5,839,801 5,191,392

Mackerel, medium, 1,268,864 2,572,192 2,341,095

Mackerel, small, 166,790 933,099 891,095

976,770 1,959,771 •1,773,452

Tilefish 259,870 1,176,650 873,142

Miscellaneous, 3,603,362 3,226,070 4,065,879

Totals 103,640,640 97,183,432 98,254,638
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Food Administration Conference.

At the first conference held by the United States Food Ad-

ministration of 1917, called with a view to speeding up the

catch of fish, the fact developed that the most formidable

factor in preventing such an increase in catch was the innu-

merable restrictive State laws, and the meeting closed with a

resolution offered by George T. Moon of New York, calling for

an inquiry into the various State laws covering the catching of

fish, with a view to ascertaining what modifications could be

made. The meeting then adjourned.

In line with this inquiry Commissioner Arthur L. Millett was

called to New York on Jan. 18, 1918, by Kenneth Fowler, Esq.,

representative of the Food Administration, for consideration of

certain phases of the problems before them. This meeting,

which was attended by Mr. Millett, Mr. Fowler, and ]\Ir. Gard-

ner Poole of Boston, who is interested for the New England

fisheries end of Food Administration matters, was what might

be called a preliminary consideration of the plan pertaining to

the taking control, by the Administration, of all the fisheries o£

the Atlantic coast, for the duration of the war, and had to do

more particularly with the licensing of fishermen, thereby plac-

ing in the hands of the government in detail the knowledge of

just how many fishermen it had to rely upon in every different

branch to follow out the Food Administration's idea of greatly

increasing the food production during 1918. After considering

all details, the meeting was one of accord.

On Feb. 18, 1918, the Fish and Game Commission went to

Washington, D. C, at the request of the National Food Ad-

ministration, to attend a conference to which were bidden the

fish commission boards of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, to con-

sider and plan for uniform Federal fisheries regulations on a

broad scale, which would have the effect of bringing about a

much-needed increased catch during the war, the avowed pur-

pose being to secure the ideas of all sections to the end that

uniform regulations might be promulgated later for the primary

purpose of stimulating the production of salt-water fish, shell-

fish and crustaceans by permitting the widest possible produc-

tion along all the shores of the United States, and by eliminat-
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ing wasteful and other objectionable practices which decrease

the amount of available sea food. The meetings or conferences,

which consumed three days, were held in one of the large

hearing rooms of the Food Administration's new building. Ex-

tensive inquiry was made as to the extent to which local laws

regulated the fisheries within the 3-mile limit, and a considera-

tion of what would be the consequences in the several States

should these local laws be superseded by Federal regulations.

In the course of the conference Mr. Herbert Hoover addressed

the meeting, pointing out the imperative necessity of increasing

the production of fish. Massachusetts, through Chairman

Adams, was the first to state her position. He set the example

for the rest of the States by saying that in the Commission's

opinion the selectmen, who are authorized to make certain

local regulations, would be only too glad to co-operate to the

fullest extent in relaxing these regulations wherever it was

advisable; and further, that the Board would approve of any

of these regulations being superseded by Federal regulations

where necessary to accomplish the main object, — the produc-

tion of more fish.

As for the inland waters (the rivers and ponds), the Commis-

sion advocated most strongly that there be no changes in exist-

ing laws as far as this Commonwealth was concerned; that in

its opinion the laws as they stand to-day permit the taking of

as much of the annual increase as is advisable consistent w^ith

preserving the brood stocks. In the main, the other States

followed the lead of INIassachusetts. It was also a great satis-

faction to be able to state that in the preceding year Massa-

chusetts had about equaled the year 1916 in the total produc-

tion of fish, despite all the adverse conditions under which these

activities were carried on. The conference laid the groundwork

for a very satisfactory plan of co-operation, which has been

operating with marked success since that time.

The most important results brought about by this co-opera-

tion were the more liberal granting by selectmen of towns of

permits for torching herring for bait, following which (since

even this did not meet the necessities) the Massachusetts Food

Administration promulgated an order to the effect that this

privilege should be free to any one; the operations of trawlers
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were restricted to such an extent as to prevent disturbance of

the oyster beds; and the shellfish fishermen were prohibited by the

regulations of the Food Administration from taking shellfish

from the areas which the State had declared contaminated.

As an indication of the relations between the National and

State Food Administrations and this Board we quote from a

letter of Kenneth Fowler, Esq., chief of the Fish Foods Division

of the United States Food Administration, July 19, 1918: —
We certainly greatly appreciate the thoroughgoing co-operation which

we have had at all times in this matter of Federal regulations from both

yourself and associates. On our part we believe that the attitude of

the Food Administration has had your thorough approval, and it is cer-

tainly not our intention to promulgate any rules embracing the waters

in j'our State which are not in accordance with your best judgment and

recommendations. We have realized at all times, in the matter of these

Federal regulations, that the practical solution of local conditions must

of necessity rest with the State commissions, who alone have a thorough

knowledge of what can be done to increase their local fisheries production

and still have the legislation sound from a conservative standpoint.

Mr. J. J. Phelan, Assistant Food Administrator, Massachu-

setts Board of Food Administration, in a letter of July 16 to Mr.

Kenneth Fowler, states :
—

We would appreciate very much your giving this your personal atten-

tion as soon as may be possible, and advise us that we may be able to

advise Mr. Adams and his associates. In this connection we beg to call

to your attention that we have, had from the very beginning the most

splendid co-operation from our Commonwealth Commissioners on Fish-

eries and Game.

Commission ivorked with National Government.

During the year 1918 the Fish and Game Commission had

considerable work to do in the way of conferences, meetings and

correspondence with the National Food Administration, the

Committee on Public Safety of this State, and the State Food

Administration. On Jan. 10, 1918, the National Food Admin-

istration, with the consent of the President, issued a proclama-

tion requiring the licensing of salt-water fishermen of the Atlan-

tic and Gulf coasts, the said licenses to be issued without charge

to the fishermen. The edict included every fisherman fishing
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independently 'for himself or on shares, and engaged in the

catching or selling of any or all varieties of salt-water fish, in-

cluding menhaden, and also all shellfish and crustaceans. Under

these latter two heads came the lobster fishermen and clammers.

The intention of the Food Administration was to enable the

Administration to greatly increase the catches and opportuni-

ties of the fishermen, and broaden their operations for the dura-

tion of the war. All this was later brought about by regulations

enacted by the Food Administration embracing the Atlantic and

Gulf coasts. The full text of the statement of the Food Admin-

istration was as follows :

—

The Food Administration Plan.

United States Food Admixistratiox,

Division of Fish Industry, Jan. 16, J918.

Statenient by the Umited States Food Administration regarding License

Requirements in the Salt-water Fishing Industry under proclamation

of Jan. 10, 1918.

This is the second proclamation affecting the salt-water fish industr\%

and is primarily intended to bring within the licensing provisions of the

food law all those engaged in catching salt-water fish and producing sea

foods, the first proclamation, effective as of Nov. 1, 1917, having pro-

vided for the Ucensing of the wholesale fish distributors, brokers and com-

mission merchants of the country.

The specific language of the present proclamation as affecting in any

way the salt-water fishing industry is as follows :
—

All salt-water fishermen not already licensed by the United States Food Ad-
ministration, whether fishing independently or on shares, engaged at any period

of the year in the commercial distribution, including catching and selling, of any
or all varieties of salt-water fish, including menhaden, and of shellfish and crusta-

ceans.

Licenses must be secured on or before Feb. 15, 1918. The Ucenses

will be issued without charge or fee of any kind, under such rules and regu-

lations governing the conduct of the business as may be prescribed by

the United States Food Administration.

All appUcations for hcense must be on blanks to be provided, and

must be mailed to the following address: —
United States Food Administration, License Division,

w-^hington, d. c.

The only exceptions to the proclamation were: —
1. Fishermen whether members of unions or otherwise, who

are employed to fish on vessels or in trap or other fishing oper-
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ations, and who are primarily paid for their services on some

scale of wages, and do not depend for their remuneration as

sharesmen on some form of salt-water fishing lay.

2. Men similarly employed on wages in the shellfish and crus-

tacean industries, including oysters, clams, lobsters, crabs,

shrimps, etc.

In regard to the plan of licensing the salt-water fishermen as

outlined above, the Fish and Game Commission was honored

by being consulted, and one of its members went to New York

for conference on the subject with Kenneth Fowler, Chief of the

Fish Foods Division of the National Food Administration, at

which time the provisions were carefully gone over.

International Diplomacy.

One of the most important events in the year's fish history

of the State was the visit to Boston and Gloucester of the

American-Canadian Conference on January 31 and February 1

and 2, for the purpose of holding hearings on matters pertain-

ing to the fisheries of the United States and Canada. This

conference was appointed by the governments of the United

States and the Dominion of Canada to consider and adjust

certain differences between the two countries on the subject of

the fisheries. The conference held its first session in Washington

Jan. 16, 1918, and after leaving Gloucester went to St. John,

N. B., Seattle, Wash., Prince Rupert, B. C, New Westminster,

B. C, and Ottawa, Can. The final meeting of the conference

was held at the Hotel Champlain, on Lake Champlain, Clinton

County, New York, on September 6. A report was then signed

and transmitted to the Secretary of State of the United States

and the Governor in Council of the Dominion of Canada. It

is to be noted that the report is unanimous. It is understood it

will soon be made public, and it is to be hoped it will lead to a

satisfactory and permanent solution and settlement of the many

fisheries problems which have vexed both countries for nearly a

century.

The invitation to the Fish and Game Commission to attend

the Boston hearing and to participate therein was as follows: —
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Department of Commerce, Bureau of Fisheries,

Washington, D. C, Jan. 24, 1918.

Commissioners of Fisheries and Game, State House, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen: — I beg to announce to you that an international con-

ference, which has been formed for the consideration of fishery questions

arising between the United States and Canada, will meet in Boston at

Committee Room B of the Chamber of Commerce, beginning at 10 a.m.

January 31. The object of this meeting is to hold hearings on the follow-

ing propositions, among others, that are before the conference, and will

be made the subject of inquiry: —
1. That American fishing vessels, however propelled, resorting to Cana-

dian ports for the purchase of bait and supplies, the shipment of crew, and

the landing of catch, be authorized to do so on the granting of a license

for which an annual fee of SI per vessel will be charged.

2. That American fishing vessels be allowed to sell their fish in Cana-

dian ports for the Canadian markets, subject to customs duty, as well as

to sell in bond.

3. That Canadian fishing vessels be allowed to purchase bait and all

other suppHes and outfits in United States ports or waters on equal terms

with American fishing vessels. i

4. That Canadian fishing vessels be allowed to take their catches to

United States ports and seU them there, subject to customs duty, if any.

5. That fishing vessels of either country visiting ports in the other be

given clearance for the fishing grounds, if they desire.

6. That the United States government prevent American lobster

smacks from fishing off the Canadian coasts during the closed seasons

for lobster fishing on such coasts.

On behalf of the conference I extend to your organization an invitation

to attend the hearings and participate therein.

Very truly yours,

H. M. Smith,

Commissioner.

The invitation was accepted, and members of the Commission

attended the hearings both at Boston and Gloucester.

The conference opened its session in Boston at the Chamber

of Commerce. The hearing was attended by at least 60 or 70

interested fish men and State officials representing various

branches of the fishing industry, from all of the New^ England

States and New York. The session, which was presided over by

Secretary of Commerce Redfield, w^as one of marked interest.

Since the North Atlantic Coast Fisheries Arbitration before

The Hague Tribunal in 1910, nothing of such grave import had
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ever come before the fishing interests of New England. The
most vital point at stake, and there were several scarcely less

vital in the list of questions to be considered, was on allowing

the fishing vessels of Canada to come and go freely at our ports

and enjoy all, each and several of the privileges enjoyed by

American fishing vessels, including the selling of trips, securing

of bait, supplies, outfits, etc.

Open Diplomacy.

In opening the hearing Secretary of Commerce William C.

Redfield characterized the work of the conference as "open

diplomacy." He said that the purpose of the conference hear-

ings is to give full opportunity for every one interested in the

fisheries question existing between this country and Canada to

express their views. With the peoples of Canada and the

United States having common cause in the war, it has been

deemed wise by the government to extend an invitation for the

peoples of both countries to discuss in a spirit of mutual accord

all questions open on the fisheries, and to have the fullest light

thrown upon them.

''It is hoped," Secretary Redfield said, "that it will be possi-

ble to make an arrangement to remove the causes of irritation

wherever they exist. The thought of the nation is directed to

the food supply, and the temper of the public mind in the

United States will not brook any interference with obtaining

the supply. I ask you not to think of the question as a local

matter, for we are dealing with a very sensitive public mind on

the subject of a national and international food supply. We
are here not in anybody's interest; we are here to get the truth,

no matter whom it may affect. We are not here to protect or

defend any interests, but represent the good will of the people

of the United States at large and the people of the Dominion of

Canada at large. It is necessary, therefore, that a broad view

be taken; a countrywide viewpoint is necessary to deal with

this important question."

The Canadian members of the conference included Hon. J.

Douglas Hazen, lord chief justice of New Brunswick; William

A. Found, superintendent of fisheries; George J. Desbarats,

C.M.G.C.E., deputy minister of naval service; and Arnold
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Robertson, C.M.G., first secretary of the British Embassy and

secretary of the Canadian delegation. In addition to Secretary

Redfield the American delegates were Edwin F. Sweet, assistant

secretary of the Department of Commerce; Dr. Hugh M.
Smith, Commissioner of Fisheries; and Edward T. Quigley,

assistant solicitor of the Department of Commerce. Mr. Des-

barats was unable to attend the hearing owing to illness.

All of the six questions and others which arose were dis-

cussed thoroughly, and, as was to be expected, all the questions

were not greeted with a unanimity of spirit and opinion, and

honest differences of ideas were freely and frankly exposed.

But throughout the two days the conference sat in Boston, as

well as the day at Gloucester, there was an undercurrent for a

fair and just agreement; indeed, there was a general expression

that present laws governing the matters under discussion were

so perplexing and even aggravating that an agreement ap-

proaching a so-called 50-50 basis would be generally welcomed.

Where the Commission helped.

In connection with the hearings of the conference at Boston,

and pertaining to one of the vital points which was discussed at

length, the following letter of the Fish and Game Commission

to His Excellency the Governor will be of interest and im-

port :
—

April 16, 1918.

His Excellency Samuel W. McCall, Governor of the Commonwealth, State

House, Boston, Mass.

Dear Governor: — On the 5th inst. Hon; Joshua W. Alexander,

Chairman of the Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries,

House of Representatives, United States, wrote to you transmitting for

your consideration a copy of House Report 10236, being a bill to prohibit

the importation, etc., of lobsters taken in waters outside territorial waters

of Canada and opposite thereto during closed seasons in such waters. He
stated that, "It is the desire of the committee to have your opinion on

the advisability of its enactment."

For your information on this subject we would state —
The matter of H. R. 10236, a bill to prohibit the importation, bringing

into or landing in the United States, and so forth, of lobsters taken in

waters outside territorial waters of Canada and opposite thereto during

closed seasons in such waters, which you referred to the Commission for

consideration and report, has been carefully considered. The phases as
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affecting the rights of the people of Massachusetts as smack owners,

lobster buyers and the consuming public, also the viewpoint of the present

endeavor of an international commission, by a "give and take," recip-

rocal, 50-50 arrangement, to do away with the fisheries trouble of Canada
and New England of the past one hundred years and the no less acute

ones on the Pacific coast of recent standing, and to obtain a settlement

for good and all of a complicated source of irritation between the two
countries, have been gone over carefully.

At the hearing held in Boston on Feb. 1, 1918, before this international,

or Canadian-American, commission, this lobster matter was brought up
and discussed in fullest measure, your Board being present. Boston smack
owners and Boston lobster dealers were heard, also leading Boston fish

men. Their statements were to the effect that it would be a fair thing for

the United States to enact legislation that would stop such a practice;

also that something of the kind should be done. A leading dealer opposed

the practice, declared it was not right and fair and he favored the enact-

ment of a law to prohibit it, although he had been one of the interested

parties. One smack owner, the head of a large concern, whose crafts had

operated outside the Canadian 3-mile limit while the close season applied

within, said he had decided not to send his crafts any more, and had gone

out of the business of lobster fishing off the Canadian coast during the

closed season. The head of another producing concern said practically

the same thing.

The Bill 10236 is favored by the Canadian-American commission, and

the views of the commission on it were strongly presented at the hearing

before the house committee on merchant marine and fisheries by Secre-

tary of Commerce William C. Redfield of the Department of Commerce,

who is president of the Canadian-American commissioners.

Your Board, in carefully considering all the data at its disposal and all

phases of the subject, is of the opinion that H. R. 10236 is a bill of merit,

a link in the chain of w^hat is felt to be more equitable and more friendly

fisheries relations between Canada and the United States, and also a step

forward in much-needed protection of the lobster. While beneficial to

Canada and to lobster propagation, by testimony at the hearing held,

above referred to, the bill would, in the opinion of your Board, work no

extreme hardship on any existing Massachusetts industry, and \'iewed in

its broadest light is a measure of merit, the passage of which would seem

to be advisable from all the facts at hand.

Yery truly yours,

WiLLLUi C. Adams,

Chairman.

At its hearing at Gloucester the conference was greeted with

a gathering of over 100 interested vessel owners, fish shippers,

master mariners and fishermen, and a vast amount of practical

testimony was given which was greatly appreciated by the
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members of the conference. At the close of the session, which

lasted until early in the evening, the members of the conference

were entertained at a banquet at The Tavern, which was at-

tended by the leading men of the city.

The Olive Branch held out.

That the American-Canadian conference members were deeply

impressed with the fair and open . manner with which their

mission was met at the hearings at Boston and Gloucester, and

the evident willingness of the great majority for any just,

reciprocal action, is best evidenced by two important acts

which soon followed their visits to the places above named.

On Feb. 20, 1918, Secretary of Commerce Redfield issued an

order, with the consent of President Wilson, that all Canadian

fishing vessels be permitted to enter American ports with their

fares direct from the fishing grounds, and also to clear direct

for the same after taking out their fares; this order to be in

force and effect for the duration of the war.

The dispatch from Washington, which gave the first intima-

tion of the edict, read as follows: —

With the approval of President Wilson, Secretary Redfield has issued

orders to customs collectors to allow Canadian fishing vessels to enter and

clear between American ports and the fishing banks. Reciprocal privileges

have been asked of Canada for American fishing vessels.

Thus has been settled by agreement one of the important questions

under discussion by the American-Canadian Joint Fisheries Commission.

The Canadian government has forbidden the netting of pike perch at the

spawning grounds in the Canadian part of Lake Champlain, making the

Canadian practice conform to the laws of New York and Vermont.

Necessity for increasing the food supply was the reason for relaxing

restrictions against foreign fishing boats entering and clearing from Ameri-

can ports. Demand for fish food at present exceeds the available supply,

and promises to become greater. American fishing interests in the main

approved granting to Canadians the privilege of making their catch in

Boston and Gloucester direct from the banks, without the delay of putting

into a Canadian port and changing their status from a fishing to a cargo

carrying capacity. The question has been a bone of contention for one

hundred and twentj'-five years.

The procedure of entering and clearing vessels of all classes

comes under the Bureau of Navigation of the Department of
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Commerce, although it is executed through the various customs

houses. The operation is one of commerce rather than of the

collection of money or customs, and therefore for that reason

does not come within the jurisdiction of the Treasury Depart-

ment.

The collector of customs at Portland, ]\Ie., was the first to be

notified by Secretary Redfield of the Department of Commerce.

A copy of this letter was also sent to the Bureau of Navigation,

which transmitted copies to the various customs collectors

aftected.

The Official Document.

Copies of Secretary Redfield's letter and that of E. T. Cham-
berlain, Commissioner of Navigation, were in turn sent out by

Collector Billings to the branches in his district. Deputy Col-

lector Albert H. McKenzie at Gloucester received the following

copies of the letters :
—

Department of Commerce, Bureau op Navigation,
Washington, Feb. 20, 1918.

Sir: — I enclose for your guidance a copy of instructions issued to-day

by the Secretarj^ of Commerce to the Collector of Customs at Portland,

Me., concerning Canadian fishing vessels and those of other nations acting

with the United States.

Respectfully,

E. T. Cbl\mberl-un',

Commissioner.

Department of Commerce, Office of tiie Secretary,

Washington, Feb. 20, 1918.

Sir: — To promote the vigorous prosecution of the war, and to make
the utmost use jointly of all the resources of the nations not co-operating,

you will permit, during the war, Canadian fishing vessels and those of

other nations now acting with the United States to enter from and clear

for the high seas and the fisheries, disposing of their catch and taking on

supplies, stores, etc., under supervision as in the case of merchant vessels

entering and clearing for foreign ports, except as to tonnage tax and other

charges specifically imposed on entry from and clearance for foreign ports.

A copy of these instructions will be sent to other collectors of customs

concerned.

Respectfully,

William C. Redfield,

Secretary.

Collector of Customs, Portland, Me.
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The Olive Branch Reciprocated.

Soon after Secretary Redfield made the above order public

the Canadian government showed that it was not to be outdone

in the game of fair play, and also that the act of the United

States was appreciated, for on March 12, 1918, an Order in

Council was passed which practically waived the license fee

provision of the modus vivendi clause of the Treaty of 1888, —
w^hich treaty, by the way, was never acted on by the Senate

of the United States, — which added provision, intended first

as a measure of two years' duration, had been continued in

effect by the Canadian government ever since; and in addi-

tion extended the privileges, without cost, to fishing vessels of

the United States equipped with other power than sails.

And thus quickly, effectively and apparently satisfactorily to

both sides was a new modus vivendi, equally favoring the fish-

ing fleets of both Canada and the United States, arranged and

put into active operation for the duration of the war at least.

The official notice of the Canadian Order in Council to the

collectors of customs of Canada read as follows :
—

Department of Customs, Canada,
Ottawa, March 12, 1918.

War Measures— Privileges to United States Fishing Vessels.

To Collectors of Customs.

An Order in Council in regard to United States fishing vessels was

passed on the 8th of March, 1918, containing provisions as set forth below.

Customs Officers will be governed accordingly.

John McDougald,
Commissioner of Customs.

G. I. Desbarats, Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.

Certified Copy of a Report of the Committee of the Privy Coun-

cil, approved by His Excellency the Governor General on
the 8th of March, 1918.

P. C. 560— Extract.

The Minister of the Xaval Service recommends, under the authority

of the War Measures Act, chapter 2, of the Statutes of 1914, that during

the war United States fishing vessels, in addition to their treaty rights

and privileges, shall be permitted to enter any port in Canada, without
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the requirement of a license, or the payment of fees not charged to Cana-

dian fishing vessels, for any of the following purposes :
—

(a) The purchase of bait, ice, nets, lines, coal, oil, provisions and all

other supplies and outfits used by fishing vessels, whether the same are

of a like character to those named in this section or not.

(6) Repairing fishing implements.

(c) Dressing and salting their catches on board ship.

(d) The shipping of crews.

(e) The transshipment of their catches.

(/) The sale thereof locally on pajTnent of the duty.

The minister further recommends that the fees paid on licenses already

taken out for the present calendar year be remitted.

The conmiittee concur in the foregoing recommendations and submit

tUe same for approval.

RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,

Clerk of the Privy Council.

The order was one of the most important in the whole his-

tory of fisheries diplomacy and legislation between the tw^o

countries since the signing of the Treaty of 1818.

In consequence, since the promulgation of the order several

Canadian fishing vessels have taken advantage of the same

and marketed their catches at Boston, Gloucester and Port-

land, and at present one of the large Canadian steam otter trawl-

ers is now making regular trips to the Commonwealth Fish Pier

at South Boston.
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REPORT UPON SALT-WATER FISH HATCHERY.

The Board, pursuant to instructions from the Legislature of

1917, filed with the Legislature of 1918 the following report

(House, No. 324): —

Chapter 30, Resolves of 1917,

Resolve providing for an Investigation by the Board of Commissioners
ON Fisheries and Game concerning the Advisability of Establishing
a Salt Water Fish Hatchery.

Resolved, That the board of commissioners on fisheries and game be directed

to make an investigation as to the advisability of establishing in Massachusetts a

hatchery especially adapted for the propagation of salt water fish. The board

shall report to the general court not later tlian the second Wednesday in January

in the year nineteen hundred and eighteen. [Approved March 21, 1917.

The Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game in accordance with

the foregoing resolve has investigated at considerable length the matter

referred to it in the resolution, and report as follows: —
Your Board or the members thereof have had meetings and conferences

with the leading fish dealers, and also with the fishermen of Boston and

Gloucester, as well as with the fishermen all along the coast, as to the

needs of and the beneficial results to be derived from a salt-water fish

hatchery.

The members of the Board have also made further study into the fish-

eries conditions in the coastal waters of the Commonwealth and outside

in relation to the sources of supply which might be materially increased

through such an agency.

The Board in these investigations had the benefit of the views of Dr.

Hugh M. Smith, Commissioner of Fisheries of the United States, together

with a report on the subject by William H. Thomas, superintendent of

the United States Bureau of Fisheries Station, Woods Hole, Mass.

Conclusions and Recommendations.

As a result of this investigation the Board of Commissioners on Fish-

eries and Game has arrived at the following conclusions: —
1. That the sentiment throughout the coastal regions is overwhelmingly

in favor of the estabUshment of a salt-water fish hatchery.

2. That the erection of a salt-water hatchery would mean in a few years

a substantial increase in the shore catch of fish, which at present is at a

low ebb.

3. That without artificial propagation of fish the shore fisheries of

Massachusetts in so far as it relates to certain valuable species are in

great danger of becoming completely wiped out.
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4. That the establishment of a salt-water fish hatcherj' is imperative

to restore and maintain the coastal fisheries to a high degree of productive-

ness, which is possible in these waters.

"WTiile as a result of the foregoing conclusions the Board of Commis-
sioners on Fisheries and Game believes that such a hatcher>' should be

established, and though realizing what such an agency would be able to

do in a few years in the production of more food, the Board beheves it

would be out of step with the spirit of the times, and would be departing

from its policy of keeping to a minimum the expenses of the department

during the period of the war, were it to ask at this time for an appropria-

tion for such a project, which would require an expenditure of approxi-

mately S150,000. The Board does feel, however, that a project so valuable

and necessary should not be lost sight of, and therefore recommends that

the Board of Commissioners on Fisheries and Game be authorized to make
a thorough and scientific study of the coast of Massachusetts to ascertain

the most desirable location for, and to procure plans and specifications

for the building and equipment of, a salt-water fish hatchery, and that for

the purpose of this resolve there be allowed and paid out of the treasury

of the Commonwealth the sum of $2,000.

The report w*as referred to the next General Court.

Respectfully submitted,

WILLIAM C. ADAMS.
GEORGE H. GRAHA:\I.

ARTHUR L. MILLETT.
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Number of Pounds of Fish taken

Alewivos.
Bluefish.

Flounders. Mackerel.
Menhaden.

Pollock.

Cod. Scup.

Barnstable, 10 50 42 703 18 200 22 225

Beverly, ....
Boston, ....
Bourne, ....
Brewster,.... 61 444 19 1 Oil 7 600 400

Chatham, 700 100 3 450 51 900

Chilmark, 14,945 10,940 945 3,618 200

Cohasset

Dennis, .... 15 931

Duxbury, 1 500

Fairhaven, 26 984 1 675 10 590 16 836 20 94

Fall River,

Falmouth, 3 205 79 1 924 695 156 34 127

Gay Head, 1 500 2 300

Gloucester, 4,000 109,617 11,613 18,580 2,294

Gosnold 1 441 20 337 6 172 5 1 326 177 3 760

Hull

Kingston,

Manchester, 19 765 25 101 11 954

Marblehead, 237

Marshfield,

Nahant, ....
Nantucket, 120,000 - 3,350 153,050 - 3,000 - -

New Bedford, .

Newburyport, .

Plymouth, 25 2,735

Provincetown, . 200 984,291 250,103 775

XViXy 1 1 1 Itti 1
1
1 . . • 6,325

Rockport, 4,753 11,733 30,998 66,300

Salem, ....
Sandwich, 53 715 1,355

Scituate, ....
Somerset, 5,950

Swampscott, .
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in Pounds, Nets, Traps, etc., 101 S.

Haddock.

Sea

Herring.

d
Xi
02

'

Squeteague.

Hake.

^quid.
Tautaug.

Other

Edible

or

Bait

Spe-

cies.

S2

Total

Weight.

>
ra
3
e2

175 96,775 - 70 106,100 1,960 1,108,465 4,397 1,401,130 120,048 70

- - - - - - - 17,097 17,097 3,993 87

- - - - - - - 3,443 3,443 1,000 96

- - - - - - - 4,578 4,578 743 40

- 34,053 14 - - 57,320 36,010 151,836 349,707 6,117 44

- 131,230 310 - - 7,600 40, 47,440 6,797 249,567 17,917 09

- - 60 - - 1,600 121,436 81,497 235,241 14,798 87

- - - - - - - 67,328 67,328 14,037 33

- 44,500 - - 26,600 - 8,375 100,180 5,170 39

- 418,050 - - - - 11,600 2,076 433,226 5,302 46

35 37,713 204 207 53 88,148 6,161 79,876 20,619 289,215 9,270 71

- - - - - - - 62 62 19 06

- 24 9 352 - 14,545 341 13,770 23,888 59,149 4,169 33

- _ ~ - - - - 925 13,184 17,909 2,786 05

- 6,450 40 - - - - 1,173,300 81,255 1,407,149 28.462 05

- - 6 10 27 5,058 84 13,662 76,287 108,372 10,887 27

_ _ - - - - - 1,733 1,733 390 50

_ • - - - - - - 1,535 1.535 436 41

_ 65,408 410 _ - - - 1,716 383 127,927 4.423 84

- - - - - - - 106,641 106.918 23.363 38

_ _ - - - - - 15,881 15,881 3.085 15

_ _ _ _ - - - 6,929 6,929 1.648 50

- 15,600 600 - - 20,000 - 134,400 13,553 463.553 23,586 01

248,126 04Q ionJ49. lio 18,971 05

20,045 20.045 655 13

14,000 - 9,200 45,610 109,602 181.172 20.919 38

22,800 296,845 109,200 400,700 5,616 2.070,530 86.110 31

74 6,399 243 00

21,000 107,573 242,357 29.967 62

23.706 23,706 7.000 78

7,640 33 9,015 589 129,326 9.756 158,482 3.920 40

76,497 76,497 19,993 04

3 5,953 382 00

6.093 6,093 1.024 00
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Number of Pounds of Fish taken

2 a

Town. CD

<ii
«

Alewi^

Bluefil

C

o Macke Menhi
Police

Cod. Scup.

Tisbiiry, .... 27,820 695 7,935 29,189 575 315 40 16,408

Westport, 12,500

Weymouth,

Yarmouth, 61,900 11,085

Totals, 288,704 13,563 1,190,193 637,781 736 99,044 105,002 22,889

s
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in Pounds, Nets, Traps, etc., 1918— Concluded.

Haddock.

Sea

Herring.

-i

QQ

Squeteague.

6
Squid.

3
eS

3
cS

H

si^^
•3

o °
"

i

1 Total

Weigjit.

Total

Value.

600 71 1,770 23,495 1,620 79.594 9,591 199,718 S10,831 57

46,866 59,366 5,449 30

8,544 8,544 2.914 73

7,940 650 81,575 6.253 35

23,010 1,189,888 1,774 2,399 150 476,281 53,179 3,541,641 1,210,158 8,856,392 $416,294 43
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01

18,071

05

Number of Lobsters.

9,035

165,417

Value.
$1,035

00

0,070-

70

Number

of

Pots.
430

3,389

Value.
$2,995

00

7,890

50

Number
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00 « ^ OO CO 00
8,053

19,993

04

1,024

00

1,667

01

5,074

30

2,914

73

221

28

$212,849

10

50,998
4.062 6,394

31,244
6,696

433

806,796

1,035

00

245

00

283

50

1,198

00

110

00

60

00

$39,276

70

O O OS o <z>^ IM OS ^ O
to T-i to ^

18,928

1.085

00

325

00

185

00

3,125

00

175

00
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Fred

Bergman

John

F.

Cushman,

....

Charles

Do

Cost

C.

Harry

Driscoll,

....

Richard

Gargan

James

O'Hern,

Eugene

Pratt

Bert

Reed,

William

Stanley

Daniel

Sjdvester,

....

Danforth

P.

Sylvester,

.

Thomas

S.

Turner

Richard

Wherity

Frank

H.

Young

Samuel

Smith,

M.

H.

Jellows

Henry

Douglas,

....

Ernest

B.

Thing

Fred

M.

Chase,

....

E.

W.

Cleveland

Luce

&

Benson,

....

H.

Nelson

Luce

Thomas

T.

Tilton

Lester

A.

Bowman,

....

Arthur

R.

Cornell,

....

J.

R.

Fish,

Jr.

Wm.

S.

Head

H.

G.

Sowle

Wm.

B.

Whalom

Francis

J.

Cain,

....

Elmer

N.

Newell

Totals,
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